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ABSTRACT 

This study seeks to study the social processes of community reorganization 

through the changing technological organization of flaked stone tools. The Mogollon 

Rim region of east-central Arizona, between AD 1000 and AD 1400, was the scene of 

remarkable social changes. In this period, migrants were attracted into the region and 

new small communities were created. After a period of dispersed settlement pattern 

communities, some of the communities developed large, aggregated settlements. In this 

process of aggregation, community growth was facilitated by the incorporation of 

migrants. Social integrative forces at work included the development of interhousehold 

exchanges, as well as informal and formal suprahousehold organi2^tions. In spite of 

these social integrative forces. communit>' dissolution and abandonment sooner or later 

came to all of these settlements. 

The technology of daily life is one means of exploring these social organizational 

forces. Chipped stone studies have been behind the times in the American Southwest 

when addressing social organization research through the examination of Pueblo chipped 

stone assemblages. Technological organization is a creation of households and 

suprahousehold groups. Technological organization changes as community organization 

changes. This study examines the chipped stone tools and debitage from ten east-central 

Arizona pueblos, forming inferences about how the organization of chipped stone tool 

production, distribution, consumption, and discard was arranged in each community. 
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Each community studied was a product of migrants and resident families, social 

exchanges, social integration, and social dissolution. This study demonstrates the utility 

of chipped stone analysis for studying the social processes at work in communities. 
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CHAPTER I: CHIPPED STONE TOOLS IN PUEBLO SOCIETY 

People throughout the world have been collecting flintknapped tools for centuries. 

Intrigued by their artistry and form, stone tools have evoked connections with past 

peoples, mythical beings, and divine forces. Whether offering reassurance to a frightened 

child at Isleta (Parsons 1932:278). declaring one's ceremonial office in modem Hopi 

(Adams and Greenwald 1979:9). or defining the origins of an esoteric society at Zuni 

(Stevenson 1904:410). stone tools have intrigued the Native peoples of the American 

Southwest as much as they have intrigued North Americans of all backgrounds. 

The objects that inspire such interest are the smallest fraction of one of the most 

ubiquitous tool media of the human species. For two and one-half million years, the 

human species and its evolutionary relatives have used stone tools in the activities of 

cutting, scraping, crushing, grinding, and pounding. As fundamental to our survival as 

fire is to a species that originated in the tropics, the technology of cutting edges is critical 

to a fang-less, claw-less organism that depends on material aids to acquire and process 

plants and animals for food, and to manufacture clothing and shelter. The modem 

collector, who focuses solely on the most beautiful remnants of the flintknapper's art. 

overlooks the vast portion of a technology that was essential to the every day life of 

stone-tool using people. 

In a similar fashion, much of Southwestern archaeology has overlooked chipped 

stone tools in the prehistoric ceramic periods as an important technology of ever>'day life. 
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Although projectile points and regularly occurring tool forms have sparked research 

interests (e.g.. Graybill and Reid 1982; Whittaker 1984; Whittaker et al. 1988), chipped 

stone assemblages have failed to command significant research excitement among most 

Southwestern chipped stone analysts. Given the nature of the archaeological record in 

Southwestern agricultural settlements, this is not surprising. The stone tools of the 

ceramic period are characterized by a technology full of flake tools and amorphous core-

reduction behaviors (Olszewski and Simmons 1982; Parry and Kelly 1987). The sheer 

volume of stone debris and tools recovered, and the apparent lack of regularity and 

formality to this technology's end products, has effectively frustrated attempts to perform 

intensive studies of large Pueblo chipped stone assemblages, with a few notable 

exceptions (Baker 1979; Nelson 1981; Schiffer 1973). Consequently, researchers of the 

Pueblo Southwest have seen few tangible benefits to using chipped stone technology to 

address larger anthropological questions. 

Given the traditional concerns of western North American chipped stone analysts, 

the greater archaeological community has been offered few studies beyond 

reconstructions of chipped stone manufacturing and raw material use behaviors. This 

state of affairs began to change around 1980, when chipped stone analysts embarked on a 

new set of research concems which have taken scholars far beyond the end-goal of 

reconstructing manufacturing and use behaviors. Instead, the chipped stone analytic 

community has turned to studying the "causes behind observed phenomena" (Odell 

1996:3). As Torrence (1994:125) notes in her critique ofNorth American chipped stone 
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studies, "whereas previously the objects of research were the stone tools themselves, 

currently scholars seek icnowledge about behavior." From the Mississippi bottoms, to the 

Pacific coast, to the urban centers of Mesoamerica, this change in research focus has 

brought significant new insights into the organization of regional distributional networks, 

household economics, craft specialization, elite consumption, and the control of trade 

(.Axnold 1992; Johnson 1996; Muller 1987; Nassaney 1996; Parry 1987a). As one Mayan 

scholar phrased it, "finally, the importance of lithic analysis, once the stepchild of Maya 

archaeology, is clear" (Johnson 1996:171). The transition from analytical step-child to a 

respected material class in Southwestern archaeology has yet to be fully realized in 

ceramic-period studies. 

This study is an explicit attempt to facilitate that transition in status. The research 

that follows uses chipped stone analysis to address a set of larger research questions, 

shared by scholars interested in the social reorganizational processes of late prehistoric 

Pueblo settlements. The particular study region discussed here includes settlements on 

the southern Colorado Plateau, Mogollon Rim, and Mogollon Highlands of east-central 

Arizona. As with researchers from many different theoretical backgrounds, this study 

relies on the "organization of technology" framework to shape research questions. 
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The Organization of Technology: Frameworks for Inquiry 

The organization of technology has proved to be a useful heuristic for designing 

studies of human behavior based on chipped stone manufacture, use, maintenance, and 

discard behaviors. As Nelson notes, 

"Archaeological research has increasingly turned to questions about the organization 
of behavior in all realms of culture. ...One branch of organizational studies that has 
developed since the 1980s focuses on the organization of technolog>'. This is the 
study of the selection and integration of strategies for making, using, transporting, 
and discarding tools and the materials needed for their manufacture and maintenance. 
Studies of the organization of technology consider economic and social variables that 
influence those strategies" (Nelson 1991:57). 

The majority of organization of technology studies have been in hunter-gatherer 

research, focusing on reconstructions of settlement and subsistence systems (Andrefsky 

1994; Henr>' 1989; Ingbar 1994; Kelly 1994:132; Shott 1986; Torrence 1994:126-128). 

Frequently, the effectiveness of the technological strategies, as approached through 

design theory, is evaluated (Binford 1979; Bleed 1986; Hayden et al. 1996:10-14). Given 

this application, technological organization research is sometimes guided by an ecological 

perspective (Carr 1994:2). As technological organization researchers tackle both "the 

functional requirements of tool use as well as. ..the organization of the overall cultural 

system" (Carr 1994:1). their studies can encompass a diverse array of theoretical 

perspectives. 

To demonstrate how studies of technologv- and organization can be used to 

address a varietj' of theoretical perspectives, I first outline the basic components of 

technological systems. To do this, I will depart from the American tradition of 
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technological organization, and draw upon Lemonnier of the French tradition of cultural 

technology. His discussion of the basic components of technology is lucid and 

instructive, so I will incorporate them here. 

Lemonnier outlines what he considers to be the five most basic components of a 

technological system: matter, energy, objects, gestures, and specific knowledge 

(Lemonnier 1992:5-6). His work addresses the study and description of technological 

systems obser\'ed in ethnographic fieldwork (Lemonnier 1986. 1992). The archaeologist 

would need to add two important elements to a fundamental list of components: time and 

spatial arrangement. 1 submit that the ethnographer would find these components equally 

essential. Although Lemonnier discusses them in abstract, he does not assign them the 

fundamental status that they deserve. For instance, he discusses the arrangement of 

gestures into sequences of actions, entering the important element of time into 

technological studies (Lemonnier 1992:5). Timing and spatial arrangement is important 

to technology in a broader sense than the operational sequences used to create a tool. For 

example, the use of a scythe to cut grain is structured by the timing of a harvest and the 

location of the fields themselves. The addition of spatial arrangement and time to the list 

of fundamental components reflects my own inspiration from the American tradition of 

behavioral archaeology, a school of thought that considers activity performance areas and 

the chains of action in task performance over time (Schiffer 1975b, 1976). To summarize 

the fundamental components then: 
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Table 1.1: Fundamental components of technological systems 

Matter* "material...on which a technique acts'' 
Energv* forces which are applied to objects and matter 
Objects* tools, both simple and composite, which are used to act upon 

matter 
Gestures* the actions involved in manipulating matter and objects 
Specific Knowledge* the choices made by the tool-using agent in technological 

activities 
Time the temporal arrangement of the preceding five components in 

technological activities 
Spatial Arrangement the spatial occurrence of technological gestures and the 

arrangement of objects and matter 
* definitions from (Lemonnier 1992:5-6) 

A study of technological organization can address 1) the interactions of these 

se\ en components to form a technological system. 2) the interaction among technological 

systems in society, or 3) the relationship between technological systems and '"social 

phenomena" (Lemonnier 1992:6-7). Different schools of thought, using the organization 

of technology approach, may emphasize the study of certain technological components, 

while giving less attention to others. For example, a research emphasis on gestures, as 

preser\ ed in the flake scars on chipped stone tools and their debris, and specific 

knowledge is the subject matter of cognitive archaeology (Ferles 1992:225; Young and 

Bonnichsen 1984:5-20). The study of social agency in technological activities involves 

the analysis of w^ho has access to matter, the timing and spatial arrangement of 

technological activities, and the interaction of technological systems with other social 

phenomena (Dobres 1995:25-29). Such studies of social agency have provided useful 

insights into the study of gender, the control of production and distribution, and craft 
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specialization (Arnold 1995; Johnson 1996; Nassaney 1996; Parry 1987a:125-132; 

Sassaman 1992: Whittaker 1987). The entire organization of human technologies, from 

initial acquisition of matter through the eventual discard of objects and matter, heis always 

been the subject of study for behavioral archaeology (Schiffer 1973:19-31,1975a, 1975b, 

1976). Several ethnoarchaeological studies have addressed the spatial arrangements of 

activities and the accumulation of deposits in human settlements (Carr 1984; Hayden and 

Cannon 1983; Hayden and Nelson 1981; Walker 1995b; Wandsnider 1996). 

Technological organization frameworks, as operationalized by many different 

schools of thought, can address a diversit>' of research questions and yield compelling 

insights into the organizing principles of societies. Such research frameworks can be a 

useful meeting ground for scholars of various theoretical traditions. The ubiquity of stone 

tools in prehistoric life makes the organization of that technology an important venue for 

research. The activities of tool manufacture, use, maintenance, and discard do not occur 

in a vacuum: they are structured by the technologist's social and physical setting. 

Elevating the Chipped Stone Step-Child in the American Southwest 

The human need for tools that cut, grind, crush, pound, and scrape makes chipped 

stone tool technology one of the most ubiquitous technologies employed in nonmetal-

using societies. With appropriate frameworks of inquiry, chipped stone analysts can 

examine a diverse array of questions on the relationships between technological systems 

and social organization. For the researcher studying prehistoric Southwestern Pueblos, 
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there can be no question that chipped stone technolog>' was an important part of daily life. 

There is also no question that the variation observed in settlement structures, 

sociopolitical organization, and ceremonial life constitutes some of the most intriguing 

research topics in the study of small-scale agricultural communities. As the structure of 

settlements and their social organization vary, so too does the organization of 

technological systems. Therefore, by examining changing technological systems, we can 

also study changing principles of social organization. 

This study investigates the organization of chipped stone technology at 10 Pueblo 

settlements. While demonstrably important in historic Pueblo ritual and oral history 

(Adams and Greenwald 1979:9: Bunzel I932a:528, 1932b:873; Gushing 1970:44-49; 

Parsons 1932:278; Stevenson 1904:173-174). chipped stone tools were also clearly 

critical to the daily life of Pueblo ancestors. The organization of technology approach 

provides a useful way of structuring research questions, and has been an invaluable 

method for researching human behavior from a variety of viewpoints. As current studies 

of Pueblo prehistorv' are motivated by a variet>' of theoretical orientations, a technological 

organization framework serves as a useful platform from which multiple avenues of 

investigation can originate. 

The use of chipped stone technology has been woefully under-represented in 

Pueblo studies, perhaps in part because the chipped stone analysts of the Southwest have 

been looking at research analogs based in mobility, raw material economy, and 

technological efficiency (Chapman 1977; Hogan et al. 1985; Jeter 1981: Leonard et al. 
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1989; Parrv' 1987b; Reher 1977; Rozen 1981; Sullivan and Rozen 1985). Such studies 

take their inspiration from the technological strategy models applied to more mobile 

North American peoples (Carr 1994; Torrence 1994). The effective study of the large 

excavated collections of Pueblo chipped stone demands that our research inspirations 

come from settlements with equally massive deposits, and that we use theoretical 

frameworks for investigation centered on the social organization of production, 

distribution, and consumption. Appropriate technological organization studies come 

from the American Southeast (Brown et al. 1990; Carr and Koldehoff 1994; Koldehoff 

1990. 1995: Muller 1987; Nassaney 1992), Mesoamerica (Feinman 1991; Johnson 1996; 

Parry 1987a). and the European Neolithic (Perles 1989, 1992). 

The other reason contributing to the "step-child" status of Pueblo chipped stone 

studies is the preeminence of other material classes in social organization research. 

Architecture and ceramics have been at the heart of research on migration, aggregation, 

and socio-economic interpretations of the prehistoric Pueblo world, while chipped stone 

studies have been marginalized, rarely being included in studies of social process. This 

research takes chipped stone studies of the Pueblo world in some new directions, 

integrating lithic technological questions with current social organization research. 
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Organization of Theoretical Chapters 

To go from research questions about social organization to the chipped stone tools 

and debris in refuse deposits requires a complex structure of theory and method. Starting 

from the artifact, an analyst must confront the following research challenges: 

1) How do I describe the individual artifact in this deposit? 
2) How do 1 describe the artifactual variation within and between deposits? 
3) How do I account for the natural processes that created this deposit? 
4) How do 1 account for the cultural processes that created this deposit? 
5) How can 1 relate the debris and tools in this deposit back to the dynamic technological 

systems that created them? 
6) How were technological activities spatially structured in this settlement? 
7) Why were the spatial arrangements of activities different between settlements? 

In the next three chapters. 1 build a bridge of theory and method that begins with 

question number seven above and tackles the remaining questions in descending order, 

summarized graphically in Figure I.I. 
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Morphological 
Description of Artifacts 

(Chapter IV) 

Figure 1.1: Organization of theoretical chapters 
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I start in Chapter II with the social theories that explain settlement structure and 

social organization in the study area. Those theories are used to generate some 

overarching expectations for the organization of technology. In Chapter III, I consider 

some nomothetic principles that can be used to explain the organization of activities and 

cultural formation processes in the settlements under study. With the guidance of these 

theories and principles, the methods for sampling refuse deposits in Pueblo settlements 

are then addressed. In Chapter IV, appropriate methods for relating artifacts to the active 

technological system are discussed, as well as the descriptive attributes of individual 

artifacts. At the end of Chapter IV, the organization of the data presentation chapters is 

outlined with reference to the technological expectations laid out in Chapters II and III. 

Chapter V reviews the ecological and geologic setting of the study area, as well as 

providing descriptions of the 10 sites under study. 

The data presentation and interpretation chapters begin with Chapter VI and a 

discussion of cultural formation processes and the spatial complexity of flintknapping 

activities along the continuum of settlement aggregation. Chapter VII provides brief 

SNTiopses of the organization of flintknapping activities and the disposal of tools and lithic 

waste in each of the 10 sites. Chapter VIII studies the organization of chipped stone 

technology in dispersed settlement communities during times of active immigration. 

Chapter IX addresses the topic of immigrants in aggregated settlements and how 

households of different backgrounds can be studied through chipped stone collections. It 

also considers how differences in production among households affects intrasite 
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integration. The latter part of the chapter addresses the chipped stone tool production and 

consumption of formal and informal suprahousehold organizations, and the contribution 

of that data to understanding social integration. Chapter X provides a closing summary. 
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CHAPTER II: SOCIAL REORGANIZATION AND INTERNAL FRONTIERS 

In the first half of the second millennium, the settlements of Pueblo people in 

Arizona were characterized by frequent relocations. Settlements were transformed from 

small architectural units housing a few families into towns which housed hundreds and 

even thousands of people. In the latter half of the millennium. Pueblo peoples settled into 

aggregated towns that include some of the longest continuously occupied human 

settlements in the United States and Ccinada. This trajectory of change is studied through 

prehistoric demography, and through the social processes of migration, settlement 

aggregation and dissolution, and social integration. In east-central Arizona, the 

University of Arizona Archaeological Field School and the Field Museum of Natural 

Histor\'"s Southwest Expedition have excavated settlements dating from the AD 1000s to 

the AD 1400s. Their work gives researchers a well-excavated window into the social 

processes of communit>' reorganization. .My research addresses the migration behaviors 

of people; the aggregation, social integration, and spatial configurations of settlements; 

and the organization of chipped stone technology in 10 different Pueblo sites (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1: The study area in the Pueblo Southwest 



Pueblo Migrations in Late Prehistory' 

The relocation of households and settlements was frequent throughout the 

prehistoric Pueblo world. The movement of people in small-scale agricultural 

communities is not always a tale of sharp regional abandonments in one area with 

predictable increases in adjacent areas. Migration often occurs on smaller social scales 

and with a great deal of complexity to the migration stream. Households and settlements 

can relocate over ver>' small areas or large ones, and migrants move back and forth 

between regions (Anthony 1990:899-905; Rouse 1958. 1986). The careful study of 

abandonment processes has been used to reveal these episodic departures and returns 

(Cameron 1995; Duff 1998; Schlangerand Wilshusen 1993). 

There were some emigrations in Colorado Plateau prehistory' that are relevant to 

the study area. One such period of emigration included households who built the circular 

great kiva sites of the study area between AD 1050 and AD 1150 (Herr 1999:163-165, 

181). These ceremonial forms were constructed during a period in which population 

levels were rising in the Silver Creek area (Newcomb 1997:79-80. 1999). After the 

Chacoan dissolution, settlement patterns indicate increasing populations south and north 

of the Chacoan heartland, in the Cibola, eastern San Juan, and Mesa Verde regions in the 

mid- to late- AD 1100s (Kintigh 1996; Roney 1996; Varien et al. 1996). Throughout this 

period. Colorado Plateau immigrants continue to move into and through the Mogollon 

Rim region (Mills 1998). 
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Another event of importance to our study area occurred at the end of the Pueblo 

III period. Connections by trade and migration between the Upper Little Colorado. 

Middle Little Colorado. Kayenta region, and Mogollon Highlands continued throughout 

the Pueblo III period (AD 1150-1300), as inferred from architectural and ceramic 

evidence (Adams 1996; Dean 1996b; Kintigh 1996; Lindsay and Dean 1983; Mills 1998; 

Reid et al. 1996 ). At the close of the Pueblo III period. Pueblo populations "sag" 

southward from the Four-Comers region, with population levels rising on the eastem and 

southern portions of the Colorado Plateau (Dean et al. 1994:80-81). Northern San Juan 

people moved toward the Rio Grande and Little Colorado areas (Cameron 1995; Lekson 

and Cameron 1995; Lipe 1995); Kayenta populations moved toward the Middle and 

Upper Little Colorado areas, as well as into the Mogollon Highlands (Dean 1996b; Haury 

1986; Lindsay and Dean 1983). Along the Arizona portion of the Mogollon Rim, as well 

as in the central mountains and Tonto Basin, the presence of northern Pueblo immigrants 

is indicated, and the development of increasingly aggregated settlements is noteworthy 

(Clark 1997; Dean 1996b; Haury 1986; Lindsay and Dean 1983; Mills 1998; Reid 1989; 

Stark et al. 1995). By the early- to mid-fifteenth century, these southerly Pueblo 

settlements lost their populations, until the only remaining Pueblo occupations in the 

western Colorado Plateau were around the Hopi Mesas and the Zuni region (Dean et al. 

1994:82-83; Fish et al. 1994; Mills 1998: Reid 1989). 

Archaeological evidence and ethnohistorical accounts from numerous Pueblo 

people (Bunzel 1932c:584-602; Naranjo 1995; Schlegel 1992:381; Stevenson 1904:40-
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43; White 1932:142-148) show that Pueblo prehistory was characterized by frequent 

relocations and constant social adjustments among people of diverse geographic origins. 

Settlements were constantly coalescing and dissolving, often in the space of a few 

generations or less. Researchers of the late prehistoric period must come to terms with 

this complex social montage. To explore the social, political, and ceremonial 

developments of our study area, the Silver Creek Archaeological Research Project 

(SCARP) has turned to ethnographic models of small-scale agricultural communities. 

We have found particular inspiration from the study of internal frontiers for periods of 

dispersed settlement communities. 

Migration and the Mogollon Rim Internal Frontier 

The SCARP study area encompasses a region of the southern Colorado Plateau 

drained by Silver Creek, a north-to-south ruiming tributar>' of the Upper Little Colorado. 

We have situated our findings in a larger study region that includes the Hay Hollow 

Valley to the north and east, the Forestdale Valley south of the Mogollon Rim, the 

Grasshopper Plateau to the south and west, and the neighboring Chevelon drainage 

immediately to the west (Mills 1998; Mills et al. 1999a) (Figure 2.2). 
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SCARP's current demographic reconstructions indicate that population size in the 

Silver Creek drainage itself was always quite low, reaching a maximum around AD 1100, 

with population estimates ranging between 774-1670 people (Newcomb 1997:71 , 1999). 

The area was characterized by consistently low population density throughout Pueblo 

prehistory, and a lifeway of household farmers occupying small-scale agricultural 

settlements. The region was at the crossroads of many migratory streams connecting the 

northern and southern portions of Arizona. In seeking out an adequate social analog for 
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the area, the SCARP research group has been drawn to the African internal frontier 

model, most eloquently outlined by KopviofF (1987). 

An internal frontier is a geographic space with fluid boundaries, characterized by 

a lack of strong sociopolitical control. Internal frontiers are found at the margins of 

kingdoms and other strong political and ethnic comple.xes. During a portion of the 

occupation studied here, strong political and cultural complexes included the Chaco and 

the Hohokam regions. In the frontier areas surrounding these densely populated areas, 

independent households and/or lineages can strike out to found their own settlements and 

define their own communities. The struggle to define new communities requires constant 

social negotiation, which makes the internal frontier not simply a spatial unit, but a model 

of social process with recurrent historical trajectories (Herr 1999). 

For the struggling new community to survive, settlements must attempt to 

stabilize a population of viable size. These settlements are created, in part, through 

natural growth, but they also rely heavily upon the attraction of new immigrants. In the 

process of accommodating new migrants, economic incentives may be offered. As these 

newly established communities tend to use land-e.xtensive farming systems (Nyerges 

1992; Stone 1993). negotiation with other nearby migrant settlements over territory 

requires inter-community diplomacy (Kopvtoff 1987:49-61; Nyerges 1992). Social and 

political accommodations are a necessity to maintain a community. Internal frontier 

communities that cannot effectively resolve interhousehold conflicts dissolve. 
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Settlements in an internal frontier region fail far more frequently than they 

succeed, where success is measured by inter-generational stability and community 

persistence. For a community to achieve long-term persistence, social groups from 

diverse geographic backgrounds must be integrated. Tensions between households and 

factions must reach an accommodation, or the communit>' will fall apart (Kopytoff 

1987:52-61). This context fosters irmovation and syncretism in ceremonial behaviors. 

While frontier settlements are ethnically ambiguous, migrants typically share some set of 

regional social and ritual models, a palette from which a community of disparate 

households can draw common principles. These commonalities serve as the basis for the 

creation of new and historically shallow community identities (Kop>ioff 1987:4-7). The 

internal frontier is an area where community wealth is measured by its labor force. In this 

setting, family leaders must be open to constant social negotiation (Nyerges 1992). 

The Hopi people today consist of settlements that managed to forge stable 

communities at some point in late prehistorj'. Schlegel (1992) deserves the credit for 

bringing the African internal frontier model to the study of the social and political life of 

these westernmost Pueblo villages. The diverse traditions that contributed to modem 

Hopi are attested to in migration stories and archaeology. This diversity, and the flexible 

additive/subtractive nature of the Hopi sociopolitical structure, makes the Hopi villages a 

good example of an internal frontier success story; long-term settlement persistence. 

social integration, and ethnogenesis (Kopytoff 1987:6-7; Schlegel 1992). 
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Of course the prehistory of settlements in Arizona records many more failures 

than successes, as the internal frontier model correctly predicts. The Silver Creek area, 

located between the Mogollon Highlands and Upper Little Colorado River, is an area 

where people in many settlements explored the process of building communities forged 

of disparate social elements. The people of the study area reconfigured their settlements 

numerous times over many centuries, but failed to establish persistent and stable 

communities. In our interpretations of the study area's late prehistoric settlements, we 

find the internal frontier sociopolitical model a usefiil one for inferring social processes 

and directing our research questions (Herr 1999; Mills et al. 1999a). 

The SCARP research group is interested in the documentation of the disparate 

social groups who moved through and took up residence in the study area. We are 

investigating the relations between sociopolitical and ceremonial innovations which were 

used to recruit households. As these processes have a clear historical ecology dimension 

(Netting 1993; Nyerges 1992), we are also investigating the economic basis of these 

frontier settlements, in addition to the non-economic aspects of social life. 

Chipped Stone Technological Expectations. Different technological systems are 

more amenable to certain research pursuits than others. This chipped stone technological 

analysis attempts to identify migrants from diverse backgroimds. This study also 

considers technological differences among settlements that can inform models of inter-

settlement and interhousehold economic diversity. Beyond my study's scope, but 

certainly germane to SCARP's long-term research agenda, is a comprehensive evaluation 

of human ecology along the Mogollon Rim. The fulfillment of that agenda will combine 
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data from subsistence and technolog>' to synthesize the "push-and-pull" economic factors 

that could have influenced immigrant relocation decisions (Anthony 1990:899-901). In 

the discussion that follows. I am particularly concerned with identifying migrants from 

the early phase of an internal fi-ontier, when new settlements in the frontier zone consisted 

of only a few families, who may have come from an array of geographic backgrounds. 

This period in the Silver Creek area is contemporaneous with the latter half of Chacoan 

regional system's existence (AD 1050-1150). 

Identifv'ing immigrants through technological systems has enjoyed a great deal of 

recent research by ethnoarchaeologists, ceramicists, and architectural specialists. From 

Sackett's (1982:72-80) simple obser\'ation that there are many different "functionally 

equis alent" pathways one can pursue to arrive at a desired end-product, the concept of 

isochrestic variation and its application to technological style was developed. For 

instance, basketry and textile production activities, which involve numerous possible 

choices in raw materials and in the intricate gestures of manufacture, has been 

demonstrated by ethnoeu-chaeologists to be a good indicator of family traditions or 

learning frameworks of production, and hence useful for the identification of social 

groups (Pryor and Carr 1995). 

From the complete universe of possible methods in the production of objects, 

people perceive only certain sets of choices, a concept called habitus (Dietler and Herbich 

1998; Hegmon 1998). The agents who produce objects must first learn the operational 

sequences to carry out a task, and hence they perceive only certain ways of doing things. 



But as agents of production, they have the ability select new ways of carrying out tasks 

and producing artifacts. Hence habitus is altered by the experiences, innovations, and the 

interaction of producers. As a chipped stone analyst studying different ways of producing 

artifacts. I am particularly interested in documenting different production steps that might 

indicate differences in habitus among flintknappers. which can suggest differences among 

flintknappers in their learning, experience, and social background. 

In the Southwest, differential technological styles in site construction behavior 

have been recently used in the Tonto B^in to argue for the merger of ethnically diverse 

Pueblo and desert-dwelling peoples (Clark 1997). In the Mogollon Rim area, ceramic 

compositional data and the methods of ceramic production have been used to differentiate 

exchange and migration in the Pueblo III and Pueblo IV periods (Zedefio 1994, 1995). 

The technological execution of decorative st>'les, also used in conjunction with 

compositional data, have similcu-ly been applied to questions of migration in the 

Mogollon Rim region (Van Keuren 1994). Different ceramic forms and their roles in 

potterv- production have become an important line of evidence for documenting migrants 

in the Silver Creek area (Mills 1998; Mills et al. I999d). Different vessel building and 

finishing techniques have been used on the western Great Plains to establish the presence 

of Pueblo potters in the households of nomadic High Plains hunters (Habicht-Mauche 

1991). 

For the chipped stone analyst, the documentation of disparate technological 

strategies in the tools themselves can be observed in a variety of ways. First, there can be 
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gross differences in the technological end-products. For example, the presence of bow-

and-arrovv technologists and dart-and-atlatl technologists in close geographic proximity at 

the same time would be a case in point (Lorentzen 1993). The greater emphasis on 

hunting tool production at high-elevation settlements relative to low-elevation settlements 

west of the study area serves as another good example (Graybill and Reid 1982). Second, 

different raw materials utilized at different settlements can indicate socially differentiated 

raw material access (Holen 1991). Third, the gestures or motor habits of production may 

preserve a record of differential manufacturing techniques (Sackett 1982; Young and 

Bonnichsen 1984), or of idiosyncratic variation in manufacturing behaviors (Whittaker 

1984). 

To demonstrate the presence of immigrants of diverse background using chipped 

stone artifacts, the chipped stone analyst must document the presence of disparate 

technological strategies that can be related to the different manufacturing habitus of the 

flintknapper. For the small settlements in the 4-15 room range, the internal frontier 

model generates the following production expectations. Among contemporaneous small 

settlements. I expect each settlement to be a single household or a cluster of households 

from a similar geographic background, moving into and establishing relationships with an 

internal frontier community comprised of several settlements. The organization of 

chipped stone tool production should be homogenous among households within these 

small settlements, assuming that they all share a similar habitus-, whereas, the 

technological organization between settlements should be notably more diverse. To 
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identify differing habitus between small settlements, different technological tool 

production strategies should be examined. Differential raw material acquisition and use 

behaviors between settlements could occur, as well, although differences in raw material 

and tool use behaviors can be related to factors other than the habitus of the producers. In 

conjunction with supporting data from ceramic and architectural analyses, arguments for 

differing geographic origins for the residents of these small settlements can be critically 

examined. 

Aggregation and Social Processes 

As the historical process of an internal frontier unfolds, some settlements will 

enjoy greater success and persistence than others. A settlement is defined by the presence 

of residential structures in close spatial proximity, which form a cluster that is spatially 

discrete from other nearby residential settlements. A community is defined as a group of 

frequently interacting households, bound together by social and economic relationships, 

who may all be in residence at one settlement or may be located throughout several 

settlements. As can be reasonably deduced from the internal frontier model, these 

communities are tentative sociopolitical groupings, often with little historical depth, and 

constantly in a state of membership flux given household mobility. The stable 

community- must retain a population of sufficient size to make it viable over generations 

(Kopytoff 1987; Nyerges 1992). 
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The change from dispersed settlement communities to larger aggregated 

settlements can be viewed as one of the tangible by-products of community 

reorganization: the combining of many households from different settlements into ever 

larger settlements. One change that occurs throughout the Mogollon Rim region, and 

much of the Pueblo Southwest, is settlement aggregation (Kintigh 1996; Mills 1998; 

Newcomb 1997, 1999; Reid 1989; Reid et al. 1996). I find Lipe's (1994) discussion of 

aggregation as a "spatial solution" particularly appealing: 

"...patterns of population dispersal and aggregation can most productively be viewed 
as representing spatial solutions to problems of allocating time, effort, and facilities 
among a number of possible social and resource relationships. That is, a particular 
community pattern necessarily represents—for the community members—a series of 
trade-offs among (at least) time- and energy-efficient access to frequently used 
resources (such as arable land or drinking water); fulfilling kinship, ceremonial, and 
political obligations (and receiving the reciprocal favors); needs to give or receive 
information about resources or social relationships; being positioned (both spatially 
and in terms of membership in groups) to effectively compete for resources, mates, 
and other valued social relationships; and maintenance of personal security" (Lipe 
1994:142). 

Lipe. in this broad passage, attempts to touch upon the many explanations for 

settlement aggregation that have been offered by Southwestern archaeologists. The 

impetus to aggregation has been explained by some as a solution for resource shortfalls. 

More concentrated labor can allow an aggregated settlement to intensify production of 

agricultural products or trade products. This drive to production intensification could be 

a means of sustaining growing populations or to sustain a population with decreased 

amounts of arable land due to environmental degradation. Increased production can 

reduce risk and increase the number of potentially useful trade items. This has been 
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the Kayenta region, the HomoPovi area, and the Classic Period Hohokam (Adams 1991. 

1996. 1998; Cordell etal. 1994; Dean 1996b; Dittert 1998; Fish and Fish 1994; Sebastian 

1991). 

Aggregation has also been explained as a solution to reducing conflict over 

resources, enhancing the overall security of a location. Conflict over resources such as 

water, hunting territories, and arable land have all been suggested. By creating a new 

community organization, resources can both be utilized more fairly and allow the larger 

community to defend its important resources against others, or at least negotiate the use 

of important resource areas from a position of strength. Such reasons have been offered 

to explain the establishment of resource buffer zones around Hohokam Classic Period 

villages, the establishment of large settlements in the Hopi region, the Mesa Verde 

region, and the northern Rio Grande (Adams 1998; Adler 1994; Bemardini 1998; Crown 

etal. 1996; Fish and Fish 1989; LeBlcinc 1998; Varien et al. 1996). 

On the theme of real or perceived threats, a larger community might be desirable 

if there is uncertainty about neighbors or the threat of violence. Such reasons have been 

offered by some scholars to explain aggregation throughout the Pueblo Southwest and 

more specifically with regard to the Kayenta region, the Tucson Basin Hohokam, the 

Mesa Verde region, the Mogollon Highlands, and the Northern Rio Grande (Adler 1994; 

Crown et al. 1996; Doelle and Wallace 1991; Haas and Creamer 1996; LeBlanc 1998; 

Reid et al. 1996; Varien et al. 1996; Wilcox 1996). 
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Aggregation has also been suggested to occur due to eager leaders trying to 

monopolize their hold over people and power, for instance Sebastian's (1991. 1992) 

theories about the origins of great houses in Chaco Canyon. In historical perspective, 

some large aggregated communities might be the result of emulation and peer 

competition among groups (Kintigh 1994. 1996), or in response to the immigration of 

people with an existing social organization that included aggregated settlements, causing 

local populations to emulate them (Crown et al. 1996; Spielmann 1996.) 

The causes behind aggregation in the Silver Creek study area do not fit cleanly 

into any one theor\' discussed above. Low population density throughout the study area's 

prehistory fails to support aggregation as a solution to overpopulation (Newcomb 1999). 

However, ground stone evidence from the Silver Creek area (Valado 1999) and the 

existence of water control features like check dams (Graves et al. 1982; Lightfoot and 

Plog 1984) does suggest that there was some agricultural production intensification in the 

late Pueblo III through Pueblo IV periods. This change in production cannot be 

demonstrated to be tied to environmental declines (Kaldahl and Dean 1999) or 

overpopulation (Newcomb 1999). 

Risk reduction might be a reasonable explanation for aggregation in the area, 

given the unpredictable growing seasons of the Mogollon Rim. A settlement with many 

families centralized in a location and with dispersed fields in different topographic 

settings might ensure greater overall production success. A larger pool of labor may also 

facilitate the acquisition of game animals. Increased hunting of large-bodied fauna is 
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suggested to have occurred at Bailey Ruin in the Silver Creek area (Homer 1996, 1999) 

and in the early days of Grasshopper Pueblo (Olsen 1990). As Speth and Scott (1989) 

point out, a larger population pool in an aggregated settlement can contribute to long

distance hunting and the more efficient acquisition of animals. 

Reid et al. (1996) have suggested that the number of migrants in the area made 

people increasingly uneasy, and in the face of real or perceived threats, some 

communities gathered together for safety. In historical perspective, some of those 

migrants from the Colorado Plateau may have brought with them a model of social 

organization that included aggregation. As Kintigh (1994) suggests, the establishment of 

any one aggregated settlement in an area may have encouraged the creation of aggregated 

settlements throughout the study area. 

Although the exact causes behind aggregation in the Silver Creek area remain the 

subject of speculation, technological studies of ceramics clearly indicate that migrants 

played a role in aggregated settlement populations (Mills 1998. Triadan 1998). As a 

flaked stone analyst, my interest is whether or not a chipped stone assemblage can be 

used to study the presence of immigrants in larger settlements. 

The process of forming and maintaining an aggregated settlement over several 

generations and incorporating migrant households over the life history of a settlement is 

facilitated by various social forces that bring together households having conflicting 

needs and experiences. These reorganizational forces can be studied at the level of the 
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aggregated settlement, and can be informed by a careful examination of the social 

organization of technological production in different material media. 

Household and Inter-Household Economic Ties. A corporate household comes to 

an aggregated settlement with different resources from other households in that 

community. By virtue of each household's singular history, the corporate group will have 

access to a unique set of social and material e.xchange networks. Economically, 

household subsistence success will vary across a settlement, with some households 

enjoying bumper crops one year and suffering impoverishment in other years (Halstead 

1989). The number of people available for labor mobilization varies over a household's 

life-cycle (Stone 1993; Wilk 1984). Talents and skills at particular crafts may make some 

households more desirable trading partners. In the aggregated settlement, the 

convergence of households with different production strengths affords the entire 

settlement the opportunity to form close economic inter-relationships through pooling 

labor or trading goods (Bender 1985:55; Halstead 1989; Pauketat 1996). Household 

interests are served, in a setting of variable subsistence production, by strategic sharing 

with neighbors (Hegmon 1991; Kelly 1991; Kohler and Van West 1996; Winterhalder 

1986). Of course such sharing begets social obligations and social debt, which become 

driving forces behind increasing exchanges of subsistence goods, craft products, and 

valued rare commodities (Gosden 1989). Subsistence exchange is easy to model, but 

hard to detect (Hegmon 1991; Kohler and Van West 1996). By contrast, the Southwest 

has well-documented prehistoric cases of exchanges in craft goods (Abbott and Schaller 
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1991; Mills 2000; Zedeno 1994, 1995) and precious commodities (Doyel 1991; Mills 

2000; Toll 1991). 

For households blessed by resource productivity and clever leadership, household 

rank and status can be enhanced by reaping the benefits of repaid social debts (Halstead 

and O'Shea 1982; Hayden 1995; Gosden 1989). In the possession of useful craft skills or 

particular trading networks, a household can enhance its socioeconomic position in a 

settlement. A successful aggrandizer may also sponsor craft specialists or facilitate trade, 

another pathway that builds economic relationships while enhancing personal economic 

power (Arnold 1992, 1993; Clark and Parry 1990; Halstead and O'Shea 1982). The 

pathways to prestige, then, can depend on the economic strength of the household and the 

production activities of its personnel (Ames 1995; Hayden 1995), or on the ability of 

individuals in a community to operationalize exchange networks that can bring desired 

products into the community (Feinman 1995). Both corporate and network status-

enhancing strategies have been applied to explanations of household- and settlement-level 

economic differentiation in the American Southwest (Mills 2000). 

The chipped stone literature is rich with examples of differential craft production 

behaviors among households, and has been instrumental in studies of inequality and 

socioeconomic complexity in aggregated and urban settlements. Arnold's work on the 

Channel Islands documented the restricted production of chert microblade tools, an 

important item of e.xchange (Arnold 1992, 1993, 1995). Parry's work in Oaxaca noted 

the restricted production of chert bifaces in ceremonial and high-status precincts 
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(Feinman 1991; Parry 1987a). In the American Southeast and Maya lowlands, blade 

production has been demonstrated to have localized production in household groups near 

site centers and ceremonial precincts (Johnson 1996:166-167; Parry 1994). At aggregated 

settlements of Arkansas' Plum Bayou cultural complex, some households over-produced 

bifacial tools that were subsequently consumed by flake-tool producing households 

(Nassaney 1996). In the American Southwest, Bayman's (1995:55) analysis of obsidian 

in the Hohokam Classic period Marana community platform mound demonstrated 

differential consumption of obsidian artifacts by higher status individuals, dwelling in the 

platform mound group. 

The final dimension of economic differentiation I would like to consider is 

settlement-level production differences. This terminology is synonymous with Costings 

(1991) definition of community specialization: "autonomous individual or household-

based production units, aggregated within a single communit>', producing for unrestricted 

regional consumption" (Costin 1991:8). I find this to be an unlikely outcome for chipped 

stone production in the study area. For settlements that have strong and permanent 

exchange relationships, differentiation in craft production between entire settlements may 

result. The case of chert biface production at the site of Coiha, a community that was not 

considered socially and politically powerful, would be a case in point. The Colha 

community over-produced chert bifaces and the products were distributed through Maya 

lowland household trading networks (Johnson 1996:162-165). In the American Midwest, 

many studies have documented settlement-level specialization in the production of 
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Mississippian Mill Creek chert hoes, and their consumption by other Mississippian 

communities far removed from the source beds (Brown et al. 1990:265-270; Carr and 

Koldehoff 1994; Koldehoff 1987. 1990, 1995; Muller 1987). In Neolithic Greece, Perles 

argues for settlement-level specialization in the production of obsidian blade cores near 

source beds that were then traded by sea and land to villages in the interior (Perles 1989). 

In each of these chipped stone cases, the producing settlements and the 

distribution networks had a trans-generational stability, which seems to be a necessary 

requirement for the producers of an entire settlement to manufacture redundant products. 

No examples of settlement-level craft specialization in chipped stone production exists in 

the Southwest, although there are some good examples of specialization in other 

materials. One example is the intensive meat-corn exchange that developed between 

southern High Plains bison hunters and the Rio Grande Pueblos of the proto-historic and 

historic periods (Baugh 1991; Spielmann 1991). E.xchange in ceramics among Hohokam 

canal communities in the Phoenix Basin is another stimulating case (Abbott and Schaller 

1991). In recent history, the Hopi villages became specialized producers of textiles 

consumed by other Pueblos for traditional and ceremonial regalia (Beaglehole 1937; 

Lange 1968:165-166). Most of the settlements in the study area, particularly those with 

short occupation durations. lack the permanence necessar>' for settlement-level craft 

specialization to develop. 

Differences in household production in aggregated settlements is expected to 

promote interhousehold exchange. Intra-settlement social exchange networks among 



households should encourage household production differentiation in aggregated 

settlements. Cooperative production arrangements among households in a settlement are 

possible when certain labor and efficiency thresholds are reached. 

Aggregation and the Labor Pool. With smaller settlements housing only a few 

families, labor is an important yet scarce resource. By bringing multiple households 

together in a single settlement and developing economic ties among households, the 

expenditure of labor in subsistence activities can become increasingly efficient (Lipe 

1994). Subsistence pursuits that net larger social and economic rewards—such as 

communal rabbit drives—become far more feasible with adequate amounts of personnel. 

Also, the increased efficiency of subsistence resource acquisition locally allows 

individuals to pursue other labor-intensive and time-consuming tasks away from the 

settlement. This relationship of labor pool size and the amount of persormel available to 

pursue non-local subsistence resources is at the heart of the Speth and Scott (1989) 

hypothesis. Taking an optimal foraging approach. Speth and Scott explain the prevalence 

of large-bodied faunal consumption in the large pueblos of the Rio Grande and Mogollon 

Highlands as an adaptation by these increasingly sedentar\' farmers for bringing needed 

high-protein resources into their diets. The increased labor available in aggregated 

settlements permitted task groups of hunters to pursue the higher-risk, time-consuming 

pursuit of large game. This emphasis on the health benefits of meat in Pueblo diets is 

also echoed by Spielmann and Angstadt-Leto (1996) and Homer (1996, 1999). For 

farmers who were not blessed with abundant game resources in their environment, such 

as in Chaco Canyon or among the Hohokam, alternative strategies to acquiring protein 
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include more small-game exploitation, turkey domestication, or the increased 

consumption of protein-rich crops (Szuter 1989; Szuter and Bayham 1989). 

The social importance of cooperative labor to foster a community's social 

integration should also be considered. Communal rabbit drives among modem Pueblo 

people are a case in point. At Acoma. Cochiti, Hopi, Isleta, Jemez. and Zuni (Beaglehole 

1936:11-14; Lange 1968:125-128; Parsons l925b:94-95, 1932:307-308; Stephen 

1936:286; Stevenson 1904:441-443; White 1932:102), rabbit drives incorporate the 

young and old from many different households and are the subject of much festivity. 

Ceremonies surround these hunts, and hunt leaders from relevant societies are appointed 

as the supervisors and planners. Such a communal effort not only brings in meat of 

dietar>' value, but serves as integrative play for the community. 

Long-distance himting. as hypothesized by Speth and Scott (1989). was 

infrequently observed by ethnographers. Undeniably, large-game hunting away from the 

community served important ritual and ceremonial functions, as well as providing the 

community with a desirable food product. Large game usually has significant ritual and 

social importance cross-culturally (Kent 1989; Szuter 1989). Stevenson documented the 

prized place of venison in the diet at Zuni, and the extensive ceremonial and physical 

preparation involved with a cooperative deer drive (Stevenson 1904:368-369, 438-441). 

Hopi ethnohistoric accounts record the use of drive lines and corrals for cooperative 

antelope hunts (Stephen 1936:278-279). At Isleta a deer hunter required the permission 

and ceremonial support of a hunt chief before pursuing game, and the hunter returned 
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portions of the kill to the pueblo for ritual purposes at the conclusion of his foray (Parsons 

1932:336-339). At Cochiti the hunting of deer was a communal activity involving men 

from many households under the leadership of hunting society members. Their activities 

were rich in ceremonial cormections, and by-products of the hunt were used in ritual 

paraphernalia (Lange 1968:128-133). At other Pueblo communities, where hunting has 

been severely restricted due to modem habitat degradation and land-access issues, only 

ritual and ethnohistorical narratives remain as references to the former importance of 

large-game exploitation (Beaglehole 1936,1937; Parsons 1925b:15-16; Schlegel 

1992:378). 

Archaeological ly, the presence of deer parts such as crania, mandibles, antelope 

horn cores, and antlers in lowland Hohokam communities attests to the importance of 

large-game animals and long-distance game acquisition behaviors (Szuter 1989:322-326; 

Szuter and Bayham 1989:90-93; Szuter and Gillespie 1994), particularly when some of 

these elements were recovered from communal structures such as platform mounds. In 

the study area of this project, extensive deer exploitation at the large 500-room settlement 

of Grasshopper Pueblo in the Mogollon Highlands has been documented (Olsen 

1990:130-143; Reid 1978:206-207). The presence of deer bones in middens, ceremonial 

deposits, and as a raw material for tools attests to the multifaceted use of this species in 

an aggregated mountain settlement. In the Silver Creek drainage. Homer contrasted the 

large 250-room settlement of Bailey Ruin with the smaller 60-room settlement of Pottery 

Hill. Her conclusions strongly supported the Speth and Scott (1989) h\'pothesis, as the 
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large-to-small animal ratio at Bailey Ruin was significantly larger than that ratio at 

Pottery Hill (Homer 1999:455-457). 

In the aggregated settlement, households are brought together in close proximity. 

Through interhousehold sharing, subsistence resource fluctuations can be evened-out 

(Halstead 1989). The net-effect for the settlement is increased efficiency in local 

subsistence production. Aggregation also brings together more people who can pool their 

labor in resource acquisition behaviors, local rabbit-drives being a prime example. By 

inference from the archaeological and ethnohistoric record, this greater local subsistence 

production efficiency also frees-up a part of the labor pool to roam into the hinterlands in 

the pursuit of large-game resources. 

Whether pursued communally or by individuals, large-game hunting is cormected 

to ritual and social activities that frequently bring together hunters and ritual specialists 

from many households. The tangible economic value of large-game by-products for 

tools, clothing, and subsistence underscores the importance of these resources. As 

hunting at some distance from a large settlement is a time-consuming task, individuals 

without children or individuals whose families have adequate numbers of care-takers for 

children and crops would be the ones best-suited to engage in long-distance hunting 

forays (Ember 1983; Mills 2000). For Pueblo communities, the majority of individuals 

who fit that personnel profile are younger men. whose less-mobile fathers, mothers, 

spouses, and adult sisters can afford to do without the hunter's labor for the necessary 

periods of time. A hunter's success will reap economic and social benefits for the 
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household. Through affiliation with hunter's societies, the household's social networks 

can also benefit. This does not preclude vigorous older adults with grown children or 

individuals without children of either gender from engaging in long-distance travel and 

hunting activities; however, the majority of long-distance hunting personnel would most 

likely be drawn from among the younger men. particularly from large families with 

adequate amounts of domestic labor at their disposal. 

A recurrent theme in the organization of communal hunting, localized or long

distance. is the presence of leaders who can direct the activities of individuals from 

different corporate households. These leaders play out their roles in supra-household 

organizations that have been the topic of a great deal of study. In the next section, the 

theoretical underpinnings for the evolution of such societies in aggregated settlements, 

and the material culture that marks the presence of ceremonial societies are reviewed. 

Social Integration in the Aggregated Settlement. The aggregated frontier 

settlement creates its own history, pieced together from a diversity of traditions (Kopytoff 

1987:5). One of the unique characteristics of an internal frontier is that the merging 

groups share some pan-regional principles of sociopolitical structure and ideology with 

which to structure the institutions of their new communities (Kopytoff 1987:15). 

Typically, the founding families of the new settlement maintain their status as political 

and religious leaders (Kopvtoff 1987:52-61). Given the frontier settlement's tendency to 

fission, those leaders must still make an effort to incorporate the traditions of newer 

families, while maintaining their founding families' status. Schelgel's application of the 

internal frontier model to Hopi sociopolitical history is a case in point. The Hopi clans 



are the basic political players of the Hopi villages (Schlegel 1992:380-381). Each clan 

has its own history of migration, arrival, and contribution to the Hopi way of life. The 

firstcomers maintain their historic preeminence by emphasizing the primacy of their clan 

in oral history and ritual tradition. In this way, each clan has incorporated something of 

their unique histor>' into the fabric of the community's social and ceremonial life. 

Forging disparate basal social units into a community requires that conflicts 

among competing households need to be effectively resolved. The tendency for 

settlements to dissolve will increase with population, as increased numbers of corporate 

groups each strive to reach their own socio-economic goals (Johnson 1982, 1989:378-

379; Plog 1990:198). At Hopi and at Old Oraibi in particular, there is ample 

ethnographic evidence that the competing goals of different factions can divide 

communities politically and economically (Levy 1992; Schlegel 1992:388-389). The 

graphic prehistoric burning of the Kayenta roomblock at Point of Pines Pueblo also 

indicates the degree to which internal settlement conflicts can shatter a community 

(Haur\' 1958). 

In overcoming these tendencies toward fissioning, an aggregated settlement's 

families and leaders engage in many social integrative activities. Social integration is a 

process much discussed in the American Southwest, usually in the context of ceremonial 

societies and the presence of integrative architecture (Adams 1991; Adler and Wilshusen 

1990; Crown 1994). I think it is important to stress that social integration is as much a 

part of daily life as it is an esoteric behavior. As mentioned earlier in the chapter. 
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differential economic production binds households together through exchange ties. 

Communal production activities, such as rabbit, antelope, or deer hunts, also build ties 

between families. People of different households engaged in secular activities may 

choose to spend their time together during activity performance, as with Hopi men 

engaged in weaving, spinning, carving, story telling, and figurine manufacturing in kivas 

(Parsons 1925a:12-20; Stephen 1936:274-276). All of these neighborly activities, 

exchanges, gifting, and inter-marriage are part of the day-to-day life that helps to build a 

community. 

Community solidarity also proceeds on a more formal plane, where households 

participate in organized ceremonial societies. Driven by information theory (Johnson 

1982. 1989). the presence of social integrative structures are argued to serve as forums for 

the efficient exchange of information at many social scales within the settlement 

structure. For instance. Grasshopper Pueblo's structure of ceremonial rooms, kivas, the 

great kiva. and plazas indicate a hierarchy of social integrative spaces that served to bring 

together multiple families, ritual societies, and ultimately the entire community (Reid and 

Whittlesey 1982). The act of constructing an integrative facility itself is a communal one, 

and subsequent use of such structures as secular and religious meeting places are well-

documented cross-culturally (Adler and Wilshusen 1990). 

Supra-household ceremonial societies serve to bring together a diverse cross-

section of the communit>' in religious activities. More than this, the ideology of the 

settlements' religious and ceremonial solidarity is played out in community rituals (Bums 
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and Laughlin 1979; Eagleton 1991). Rituals and festivals interlock with economic 

exchanges and gifting to further cement interhousehold socio-economic relationships 

(Bender 1985). In the historic Pueblos, ceremonies, priesthoods, ritual societies, public 

ceremonial dances, and numerous other cross-cutting social relationships represent the 

mature development of a system of social integration that defines some of the longest 

continuously occupied settlements in the United States (Dozier 1970:133-176; Eggan 

1950:303-304; Kxoeber 1917:183-188). In spite of the differences among Pueblos with 

regard to their social and ceremonial organization (Eggan 1950), the familiar hallmarks of 

this system no doubt allowed immigrants in Pueblo prehistory to find common ground 

with their newly adopted communities (Herr and Clark 1997). The study of prehistoric 

integrati\'e societies is a current subject of study at aggregated settlements in Arizona, 

\\ ith an emphasis on the study of ceremonial material culture, burials, and the integrative 

architecture that might have housed such societies and their activities (Adams 1991; 

Crown 1994; Reid 1989:86-87; Reid and Whittlesey 1982:699-700), 

Chipped Stone Technological Expectations 

The process of aggregation in the study area can be examined through 

technological organization. However, theoretical expectations must be framed with an 

appreciation for the historic processes of frontier settlement integration. Research 

questions are most profitably expressed in terms of the social organization of production, 

distribution, and consumption at the household and supra-household levels (Costin 1991). 

These activities must be placed within the social organization model for internal frontier 
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settlements. This requires that our technological expectations include the social agency 

of activity performers (Dobres 1995:27-28). Understanding social agency in 

technological performance requires a task differentiation perspective on production and 

consumption activities (Conkey and Spector 1984:24-25; Dobres 1995; Spector 1983:78-

79). Conkey and Spector phrase the basic research concerns of the task-differentiation 

framework as: 

"The social dimension of task differentiation identifies the sex, age, number, and 
relationship (age groups, kin groups, nonkin groups) of task performers. At any one 
time, who performs the task? How are people organized, scheduled, and interacting 
in the context of the specific task being examined? Do people work in groups? 
individually? at the same time and place as the others performing the same task?" 
(Conkey and Spector 1984:25; emphasis in original) 

This research project is explicitly concerned with migrants, the presence of supra-

household task groups, differential household activities, domestic and ritual production 

and consumption. Social roles have an important definitional and analytic place in the 

discussion of the social processes that were at work in the study area. To apply these 

concepts to prehistoric technological questions, I will use terms drawn from behavioral 

archaeology. Specifically, rather than social role, I will use the term behavioral role, as 

defmed by Schiffer: 

"During activity performance, each person of the social unit carries out a particular 
set of actions which contributes to the activity as a whole, these actions may differ 
from others in the social unit. These activity-specific behavioral patterns are termed 
behavioral roles to distinguish them from social roles, which often cross-cut 
activities." (Schiffer 1992:132) 

I will also give close attention to the mode of recruitment, defined as: 

"The behavioral characteristics of individuals making up the social unit are the basis 
of an activity's recruitment mode. Membership in a particular behavioral 
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component, such as a household, is a common basis for recruitment. Other criteria 
include age, sex and gender, the possession of particular skills or knowledge, and 
even proximity to an activity location." (SchifFer 1992:132) 

1 would e.xpect that flintknappers in non-aggregated settlements produced and 

consumed their tools within the domestic setting, and that tool production and tool use 

activities should be redundant among a small settlement's household units. The adults of 

the household all fulfill the behavioral roles of stone tool producer and consumer. The 

detection of different behavioral roles within households, for instance a tool production or 

tool use activity associated with only one gender, based on midden assemblages is 

relatively unlikely. 

Stone tool distribution networks between non-aggregated settlements of the study 

region would be difficult to identify given the utilitarian nature of the technology and the 

ubiquity of basic raw materials (see Chapter V). A distribution network of stone tools 

within a non-aggregated settlement would also be difficult to detect given the ubiquity of 

the technology and the close social and kin relationships expected in such extremely 

small settlements. 

With the development of aggregated settlements, differences in household 

production are expected with some time-dependent caveats. As mentioned in the first 

half of the chapter on the subject of migration, the founding social units of an aggregated 

frontier settlement are most likely from different geographic backgrounds, and possibly 

different technological traditions. Once again, ceramic studies already performed in the 

study region have documented different technological traditions inferred to be a direct 
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reflection of potters from different backgrounds converging in these aggregated 

settlements (Zedeno 1995). Differential chipped stone production in the founding social 

units of an aggregated pueblo would require a great deal of archaeological acumen and 

luck to detect. First, finding deposits with trash that could be definitively identified with 

the earliest social units of the settlement would be required. Second, only truly blatant 

technological differences would be detectable, such as the consistent use of different raw 

material sources, or the differential production of final tool forms. All in all. the 

detection of households from different technological traditions using chipped stone 

assemblages would be unlikely in the aggregated pueblo. 

I turn now to e.xpectations for chipped stone technological organization in 

aggregated settlements. Differential household production for the purposes of facilitating 

interhousehold economic relationships is a predictable outcome over the life history of an 

aggregated settlement. In its simplest expression, one household's flintknappers could 

produce tools on a part-time basis which could be traded or gifted to other households. 

Using Costin's a.\es of production variation, such craft specialization would be low in 

both intensity (a part-time activity) and small in scale (a household flintknapper) (Costin 

1991:8-9). 

.At a broader level, interhousehold subsistence and craft variation could result is 

differential stone tool production behaviors in aggregated settlements. For example, a 

household with sufficient personnel to field long-distance hunting parties would 

reasonably be involved in the production of more hunting tools (e.g.. projectile points. 
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shaft smoothers, butchering knives) relative to other households. As discussed 

previously, support for the Speth and Scott (1989) hypothesis of large game hunting is 

already in evidence for the study region at the aggregated settlements of Grasshopper 

Pueblo and Bailey Ruin (Olsen 1990; Homer 1999). Additionally, bone chemistry data 

from the burial population of Grasshopper Pueblo indicated that there were differential 

meat-consumption behaviors among households during the early portions of the 

occupation (Ezzo 1992, 1994). Hide clothing production, as a part-time craft activity for 

a household, would generate differential tool kit production debris as well. The 

conversion of skins from deer and antelope into clothing requires a suite of scraping, 

cutting, and hide-punching tools. 

Households engaged in more shell, bone, or stone ornament manufacturing would 

require chipped stone tools for cutting, scoring, etching- and bead drilling. Bailey Ruin 

has demonstrated evidence for differential amounts of marine shell bead production 

between rooms (Vokes 1999:428-429). Grasshopper Pueblo households had access to 

turquoise outcrops (Agenbroad 1982; Welch and Triadan 1991). 

In the aggregated settlement, where household production differentiation and 

economic inter-dependence are expected to develop, there are many ways in which a 

household's stone tool production and tool use activities could diverge from the activities 

of neighbors. While some small-scale e.xchange in chipped stone tools could be 

expected, in most cases domestic tool production should be followed by domestic 

consumption. Distribution of finished tools through regional trade networks may well 
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have occurred, but unless rare and distinctive raw material types or distinctive tool forms 

were traded, the distribution of these tools will remain undetected. Distribution within 

the aggregated settlement at the small-scale of gift exchange and the payment of social 

debts could reasonably be inferred, especially for tool forms that require more time and 

skill to manufacture, such as drills, projectile points, and large-knives (Gosden 

1989:371). 

Supra-household task groups are expected to develop in aggregated settlements. 

In subsistence activities, these groups may cooperatively work on agricultural features. In 

hunting, task groups that build hunting facilities, drive animals, and kill the animals are 

likely to be drawn from many households, perhaps along kinship lines or from the 

members of ceremonial societies. These task groups would not only supply meat (Speth 

1991: Spielmann and Angstadt-Leto 1996). but create an occasion for celebration and 

communal festivities (Beaglehole 1936; Lange 1968:126-132; Parsons 1925b:94-95; 

Stephen 1936:277-279; Stevenson 1904:438-444; Szuter 1989:45-57. 327-331). The 

tools used in these subsistence acquisition activities can be produced in the domestic 

setting or in communal work spaces. As the technolog>' is consumed (i.e., used in the 

hunting activity itself), the behavioral role played by the technological consumers is that 

of hunting task group participants. Close to the pueblo, these hunters are probably young 

people with stamina to drive and dispatch all kinds of small- and large-bodied game 

animals. .A.t some distance from the aggregated settlement, the hunters are more likely to 

be young men. 
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From Hopi ethnographic reports, we learn that the kivas closest to a man's 

residence are places where a man may spend much of his day, even if he does not have an 

official ceremonial affiliation with his neighborhood kivas (Parsons 1925a: 12). For 

secular activities, the men's clubhouse mode of recruitment is often simple proximity to 

the activity area. The production of hunting tool kits in these clubhouses would be a case 

of supra-household activity. The behavioral role would be that of men who are hunters 

engaged in the manufacturing of secular gear. We cannot infer that the hunting tool kit 

producers and the ceremonial society members associated with that communal room were 

the same people. Nonetheless, these integrative spaces, when used for mundane 

production, will bring men from different households face-to-face, still serving the social 

integrative process. 

The efficient output of craft items can also benefit from the communal labor 

recruited b\ supra-household groups. Mills (2000) considered the importance of textile 

production in the Pueblo III and Pueblo IV economy. She noted that men. working in 

ritual rooms, were the producers in this highly gendered production organization (Mills 

2000; Webster 1997). From a chipped stone perspective, it is unclear what tools would 

be required for this production activity beyond a simple flake for cutting threads. The 

groundstone loom blocks and loom weights are the more reliable technological system on 

which to predicate inferences of textile production loci (Costin 1991:18-19; Hill 1970:54; 

Martin et al. 1967:160-161). In fact, evidence of craft production by prehistoric supra-
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household task groups is arguably quite limited—with textiles being the notable exception. 

There is little that one can expect to leam from chipped stone tools in such activities. 

The production and consumption of ritual paraphernalia by supra-household task 

groups is intrinsic to the presence of cross-cutting ceremonial societies. Ritual 

paraphernalia production and maintenance for a ceremonial society' occurs historically in 

highly restricted loci, usually within the integrative structure(s) that house the ceremonial 

societ\' (e.g.. Lange 1968:291; Parsons 1925a:55-58, 1925b:l 12; Stephen 1936:101-112; 

White 1932:71. 82. 130-131). In cases where production activities are not carried out in a 

ritual room, they may be carried out in the household of a society's leader (Lange 

1968:311). Perhaps the best account of ritual paraphernalia production, maintenance, and 

storage in the ethnographic literature is Bunzel's discussion of katsina mask production at 

Zuni (Bunzel 1932b:848-856). The masks of individuals are produced by the ceremonial 

society leaders and artisans in kivas. Production takes several days with numerous rituals 

in\'olved. A mask is subsequently stored in the home of its owner. Prior to a dance, the 

ki\ a chief will collect the members' masks, take them to his home where assistants to the 

chief remove all previous paint, feathers, and other decorations and then refurbish them 

(Bunzel 1932b:892-893). Upon the death of a mask's owner, the mask is deconstructed 

over the course of several days and buried (Bunzel I932b:856). 

Ritual production and maintenance activities have numerous spatial implications. 

The behavioral role of the ritual artifact producer is that of the ceremonial society 

member. Clearly, production is restricted, distribution is intra-societal, maintenance 
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activities are restricted, and the final discard of ritual paraphernalia is equally restricted. 

There is every likelihood, then, that a prehistoric ritual society would have similar spatial 

restrictions on their production and use behaviors. Given recent ethnoarchaeological 

studies of the disposal of ceremonial items (Walker 1995a, 1995b), there is also every 

reason to expect that the discard of ceremonial items, once their use-lives are complete, 

would have occurred in spatially segregated contexts. 

Among historic pueblos, stone tools are still a part of ritual paraphernalia. While 

discussing the origins of esoteric societies at Zuni Pueblo with tribal members, Stevenson 

recorded the following about the Knife Order of the Ha'lo'kwe fraternity. 

"Some of the officers of this fraternity declare that the Knife order originated in this 
wise: A stone knife, descending from the gods above into the ceremonial chamber 
through the hatchway, indicated that such an order should be created. ...In old times 
this order had many stone knives which they used in the ceremonials, just as eagle-
wing plumes are used at the present time." (Stevenson 1904:410) 

Stevenson is one of many researchers who have documented the importance of 

stone tools in the life and ritual of indigenous Southwestern people. Following on 

Stevenson's work, Bunzel noted that the Cult of the Beast Gods included six divinities 

associated with the cardinal directions. The god from the zenith being named Knife-

Wing, described in a footnote as being "A mythical monster with wings of knives. ...The 

present list [of gods] is quoted from a prayer of the Great Fire Society'* (Bunzel 

1932a:528). In an interesting Western Pueblo parallel. Acoma myths include a 

supernatural figure translated as Flint Bird, who "seems to be a man who wears a suit 
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made of flint knives, a suit which makes him appear like a bird and able to fly like one" 

(White 1932:172). 

Parsons recorded the following information on the properties and uses of chipped 

stone artifacts in the Pueblo of Isleta: 

"Stone arrow points or blades, (koshi, ko'anshi'e). thunder knives, are also coughed 
up by the deer which the hunt chief draws in with his ceremonial. ...Points, most 
particularly white arrow points, are used considerably in ritual. One occupies an 
important place on the altar, and an arrow point may be carried for personal 
protection or power by any one-by a racer in his mouth, for example. ...Lucinda had 
an anecdote of how her two little girl neighbors, frightened at being left alone in their 
house, came into her house late one night. Each little girl carried an arrow point in 
her hand. And Lucinda remembered that a spear point was stuck in the rafters of her 
grandfather's house. Around a new grave a mark may be made with a point to keep 
away witches or, perhaps, to keep the dead in place, just as in ceremonial a circle is 
drawn around a live rabbit or deer "to tie him." In exorcising the dead a point is 
passed over the door and walls of his house. Again in exorcising against witchcraft a 
cross may be made on the door with a point, and a witch's bundle is cut open with a 
point. The "witch" who is caught and brought into the ceremonial chamber is 
himself killed with a stone knife." (Parsons 1932:278) 

The power of stone tools in ceremony and ritual at Isleta has analogs at Zuni, 

where the worship of the rain makers (U'wanami). once again recorded by Bunzel. 

included sacred bundles with materials such as '"...pots of sacred black paint, round 

stones, "thunder stones," obsidian knives, and other objects, all of which were brought 

from the lower world" (Bunzel 1932a:514). In a more detailed account of the artifacts in 

such a bundle, Stevenson documented the creation of an elaborate meal painting at a 

winter retreat of the Shi'wanni (Rain Priests) of the Nadir at Zuni: 

"A most beautiful obsidian knife, 8 inches in length, is deposited on the east side of 
the painting; then one, half the size, on the opposite side. The shi'wanni afterward 
distributes a number of arrow points of various sizes and forms over the cloud 
symbol, and an arrow point is placed at the end of each of the two lines radiating 
from the extreme end of the meal and pollen circles." (Stevenson 1904:173-174) 
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Decades earlier than Bunzel and Parsons, Gushing in 1879 documented a 

ceremonial dance at Zuni where participants carried "huge, leaf-shaped, blood-stained 

knives of stone..." (Gushing 1970:47). 

Stone tools used in modem ritual have been scavenged from older archaeological 

deposits (e.g.. at Hopi [Adams and Greenwald 1979:9] and Isleta [Parsons 1932:278]). 

Still other stone tools are probably heirlooms from late prehistoric pueblos, such as the 

large stone knives at Zuni first recorded by Gushing (1970:47) and later observed by 

Bunzel (1932b:873), or the obsidian knives in the sacred bundles of the Rainmaker 

priests (Stevenson 1904:173-174). 

Archaeologically. burial data and the presence of chipped stone artifacts in ritual 

deposits all indicate that chipped stone tools served as ceremonial items prehistorically. 

Adult men and women at Grasshopper Pueblo were buried with projectile points 

(Whittaker 1984). In the Silver Greek area, a large late Archaic point was found on the 

floor of a circular great kiva with a construction date in the early 1100s (Herr 1999:169). 

Archaeologically recovered large bifacial stone knives (lengths greater than 10 

cm) have been reported from the Pueblo sites of Awatovi, Pueblo Bonito, Pecos, Long 

House. Galaz Ruin. Q Ranch, Gipe, Kinishba, Gutter Ruin, Gila Pueblo, Point of Pines. 

Henderson. Homorovi. and Grasshopper Pueblo (Fewkes 1904:102; Whittaker et al. 

1988). Their size and the use of soft-hammer percussion thinning techniques make them 

\ er> unusual in Pueblo assemblages. They are highly likely to have been used in public 

displays indicative of ritual usages, as predicted by Gero's and Schiffer's criteria for the 
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performance characteristics of artifacts carrying symbolic meaning (Gero 1989; Schiffer 

1992:134-135). In summary, there is reason to expect that chipped stone artifacts used by 

ceremonial societies will play a role in the paraphernalia of such societies in the 

aggregated settlements under study. Additionally, the manufacture of ceremonial 

paraphernalia like beads, tinklers, and hide-masks would require chipped stone tools as 

well. 

Theoretical and Technological Expectation Summary 

In this chapter, the organizing theoretical models of the SCARP research group 

were introduced: I) the Internal Frontier and 2) the processes associated with the 

formation and social integration of aggregated settlements. These models of social 

process can. in turn, be related to some expectations for the organization of technology. 

These expectations are summarized below. 

1) In an internal frontier region, high residential mobility is to be expected. Small 

settlements consisting of closely related households are characteristic of the early stages 

of the frontier process. On the internal frontier, families from many different geographic 

backgrounds occupy the same region and form relationships. Early in the internal frontier 

process, the non-aggregated settlements will consist of one household or a few who 

shared a similar geographic background. Because of this, I expect that the technological 

organization within these non-aggregated settlements will be homogenous among 
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households. If migrants from different geographic backgrounds resided in the area, then 

technological organization diversity is to be expected between settlements. 

2) For settlements to sur\'ive, adequate numbers of people must be attracted. 

Politically ambitious households will attempt to attract other migrants. This attraction 

will draw upon social and ideological principles and symbols common to the region, 

coupled with offers of available economic resources. As leadership is a matter of 

negotiation and politics, ambitious aggrandizers must walk a careful line between 

attracting and honoring diverse traditions, while maintaining their founding families' 

primacy. Chipped stone objects could be used as part of the ritual paraphernalia being 

employed in ritual activities. Such ritual artifacts should be distinctive in size, shape, 

difficulty in production, and/or their frequency of occurrence. 

3) In aggregated settlements, diverse technological strategies may be expected 

because of the varied origins of the founding families. However, the aggregated 

settlement that survives for multiple generations will effectively bur>' or redistribute the 

refuse of these foundational social units and their technological activities. The 

identification of different "ethnic" groups based on deposits of chipped stone debris is, 

therefore, highly unlikely. 

4) The households in aggregated settlements will have access to different trade 

networks and will probably have differential success in the acquisition of resources. 

Interhousehold differences in production, gifting, trading, alliances, and exchanges are to 

be expected. Friendships and new kinship ties will encourage exchanges of subsistence. 
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craft, or exotic trade items. If interhousehold production differences did exist in these 

communities, then tool production and tool use activities among households should be 

distinctive, unless interhousehold exchanges obscure such distinctions. To study this 

technological distinctiveness between households, refiise piles produced by different 

households must be identified and analyzed. 

5) In aggregated settlements, communal economic pursuits become possible with 

the availability of additional labor, such as the cooperative construction of check dams or 

other agricultural features, the collection of wild plant crops, or hunting. From rabbits to 

deer, game species in many societies hold an important place in the diet, and an important 

place in social and ritual activities. The availability of more personnel at the aggregated 

settlement can improve local subsistence production efficiency, which makes the creation 

of long-distance hunting task groups possible. Hunting tools kits, therefore, should be 

more common in aggregated settlements, when compared with non-aggregated 

settlements. 

6) Integration is fundamentally about the creation of community. Social 

integrative spaces may be used by people of different households to carry out both sacred 

and secular activities. The convergence of many flintknappers in communal spaces 

should yield greater technological diversity in deposits associated with those ceremonial 

spaces. Additionally, if these ceremonial societies formed task groups for long-distance 

hunting, then the trash debris from these societies should contain high quantities of 

hunting tool kit production debris. 
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7) Greater numbers of people require more efficient information exchange 

systems, so that many different corporate households can inter-relate successfully. 

Settlement-level decision making, conflict resolution, and political life all require social 

and religious organizational task groups. In the Pueblo world, such task groups take the 

form of ceremonial societies for men and women. In addition to being forums for the 

settlement's political life, these ceremonial societies sponsor public displays that 

reinforce the settlement's sense of community. Ceremonial societies require integrative 

facilities in the form of communal architectural where families, multiple families, and the 

entire settlement's population can gather. These societies will carry out their activities in 

these integrative architectural structures. As producers of ritual items in many media, 

these societies may produce and use stone tools in rituals. As ritual trash is frequently 

separated from the waste streams of domestic refiise. it is highly likely that a ceremonial 

society's production and consumption of ritual tools will be detectable (Walker 1995b). 

Such ritual tools should be distinctive in size, shape, difficulty in production, and/or their 

frequency of occurrence. 

This concludes the theoretical predictions of social life and settlement growth as 

applied to the prehistoric pueblos of the study area. The technological organization 

expectations enumerated above require a great deal more behavioral substance before 

they can be properly e.xamined in the chipped stone collections from ten Pueblo 

settlements. The seven points summarized above will be examined again at the end of 
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Chapter III, after the consideration of some important behavioral principles and their 

application to Pueblo chipped stone deposits. 



CHAPTER III: CULTURAL FORMATION PROCESSES AND SETTLEMENT 
AGGREGATION 

In the last chapter. I touched upon the range of variation of Pueblo sizes in this 

study. The ten sites under consideration represent a continuum of sizes from 5 to 500 

rooms. With the numbers of people per site increasing through time, some changes are 

expected in settlement and activity organization. These changes, involving the interplay 

between energy, entropy, and organization, have universal predictive value. Although the 

internal frontier model is a useful and dynamic frame of reference for studying the social 

organization of production in the area, it is not a sufficient model in itself to predict 

small-scale archaeological patterning. To explain the variation present in the spatial 

arrangement of activities in these settlements, the relationships between energy, entropy, 

and spatial organization must be considered. 

The internal frontier historical process provides us with a model of social, 

political, and human ecological changes that are characteristic of agricultural households 

and their settlements in areas of low population density (Kopvtoff 1987; Nyerges 1992; 

Schlegel 1992). Persistent internal frontier communities, which were admittedly rare, 

attracted personnel and were occupied for more than one generation. The social 

processes leading to settlement aggregation can occur in a variety of social and economic 

situations (Cordell et al. 1994). but the process itself involves some predictable 

behavioral changes. Chipped stone technology, a reductive technological system that 
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generates sharp and dangerous waste, has predictable spatial organizational principles as 

well; these are obserx'ed most clearly in ethnoarchaeological studies of flintknappers. 

Energy, Organization, and Aggregation 

All human activities involve the expenditure of energy. Within a settlement, 

aggregation results in more people and more energy being expended within the 

boundaries of a settlement over time. Given these basic components, the changing spatial 

organization of human settlements in the process of aggregation can be described with 

models of energy flow and structure, derived from the laws and principles of 

thermodynamics. 

If we consider the settlement as a system of energy exchanges in a bounded space, 

then increasing amounts of energy being released within that system will increase the 

entropy of that system (Kern and Weisbrod 1967:58-61). This increasing entropy will 

occur in isolated, closed, and open systems. The open system, one which exchanges both 

energy and matter with the space outside the system, is the relevant one for modeling a 

human settlement. This principle follows from the classic interpretations of the Second 

Law of Thermodynamics. 

In the last 25 years, great strides in physics, evolution, and information systems 

theory have been made with the recognition that self-structuring processes exist in 

complex evolving systems, such as languages, genetics, biospheres, and astronomical 

systems (Feistel and Ebeling 1989:9-15. 81-82). These complex evolving systems use 
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dissipative structures. In a dissipative structure, the high-value structured energy in the 

system dissipates slowly over time, through sequences of transformations that ultimately 

output low-valued energ\'. While entropy will ultimately prevail, dissipative structures 

delay the system's slide into disorganization. The complex evolving systems mentioned 

previously all have dissipative structures, which give them "self-organizing" properties. 

"Summarizing we may say that self-organization is necessarily connected with the 
possibility to export entropy to the external world. In other words, self-organizing 
systems need an input of high-valued energy and at the same time an output of low-
valued energy. In the interior of self-organizing systems a depot of high-valued 
energy of another form is observed." (Feistel and Ebeling 1989:91) 

A complex self-organizing system will spontaneously create dissipative structures, 

which allow high-valued energy to be stored-up within the system. Put another way, 

"...the dissipative structure is a kind of energy-transforming engine which uses a part of 

the energy inflow to produce a new form of energy which is of higher thermodynamic 

value ([which] means lower entropy)..." (Feistel and Ebeling 1989:85). In this fashion, 

the more orderly structure created within a system reduces chaos within that system. 

Moving away from genetic codes, biospheres, and astronomical phenomena, these 

thermodynamic principles can be applied to the complex and changing systems of human 

societies and human settlements (Wandsnider 1996:343-345). In the process of 

aggregation, a settlement system experiences a marked increase in the amount of energy 

flowing through the system, due to the increased density of activities being performed per 

unit time. Increasing energy flows in a system increases the amount of entropy within 

that system. The settlement does not slide into total disorganization, however, because 
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human settlements have dissipative structures. Human beings themselves are the 

"energy-transforming engines," using part of their incoming energy to create structure. In 

the process of aggregation, increasing entropy is checked by increased spatial structure to 

activity performance areas and by the "clean-up" and disposal of any debris generated 

during activity performance. 

Schiffer's consideration of refiise disposal and activit\' areas is fimdamental here. 

"In activity areas used repeatedly, the accumulation of discarded items would eventually 

interfere with continued activity performance" (Schiffer 1987:59). To decrease entropy 

requires that the debris-producing activities be ordered, and that the debris by-products 

also be ordered. .Activities that produce dangerous or offensive waste may be moved 

outside of the settlement, or to the settlement's fringes (Carr 1984:126; Schiffer 1987:63-

64). The maintenance of the activity areas relates directly to the intensity with which the 

activity area is used (Schiffer 1987:65). By performing maintenance activities on a space, 

secondary refuse deposits are created, giving greater structure to a settlement's trash 

(Schiffer 1987:59). The more intense the occupation and the greater the population in the 

activity space, the more complex the maintenance activities and waste streams become 

(Schiffer 1976:31). Going beyond maintenance activities and refuse disposal behavior, 

all activity performance can be related directly to energy- (Kneebone cited in Wandsnider 

1996:343). When more energy is expended in a settlement per unit time, activity areas 

become more specialized. As people structure their frequently used activity areas, they 
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will delineate the performance area with material structures. These formalized 

performance areas are then subject to intense maintenance behaviors. 

The smallest Pueblo used in this study has five rooms and a separate ceremonial 

structure, the largest settlement has 500 rooms. While the aggregation process, as it was 

played out in the life history of these settlements, could not be observed firsthand, the 

differences in structure between these sites can be inferred. Along this aggregation 

continuum, more people, more energy expended in the settlement per unit time, and 

necessarily more spatial structure should be apparent in activity performance areas, in 

maintenance behaviors, and in the secondary refuse deposits of the settlements. The 

effect of these principles on chipped stone technological organization will be reviewed, 

after a consideration of some ethnoarchaeological principles concerning chipped stone 

tool production and refuse disposal. 

Ethnographic Models of Flintknapping Refuse Disposal. Flintknapping produces 

a great deal of dangerous waste. Therefore, most of the debris is removed from systemic 

context, except for the tools, tool blanks, or the most usable cores, shortly after the 

production activit>' concludes (Schiffer 1987:50). The production of obsidian scrapers by 

modem pastoralists in Ethiopia indicates the concern of flintknappers for the dangers of 

chipped stone debris. One ethnoarchaeologist obser\ ed flintknappers going to obsidian 

source beds, testing all the cobbles at the quarry, and carrying home only the most usable 

tool blanks for their scrapers. Within their settlements, tool finishing and retouch steps 

were performed carefully over baskets, wooden bowls, or pots. The debris was then 

taken 10 to 100 meters away from the settlement for disposal in natural or deliberately 
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dug pits (Gallagher 1977). No matter how small the debris generated, it was safely 

removed from the site. Flintknapping activities occurred in many spaces both inside and 

outside structures. 

In the Maya highlands, flintknappers making projectile points for the tourist trade 

have been observed (Clark 1991). The points were manufactured from chert flake blanks. 

Initial evaluation of the raw materials at the source beds involved breaking open cobbles 

and striking off test flakes. As this occurred at some distance from habitation areas. 

debris was left where it fell; suitable cores were returned to the settlement. In one village, 

a part-time craft specialist took the acquired nodules and generated blades with indirect 

percussion in the kitchen area of his home. More skilled flintknappers generated their 

own blades, rather than relying on the part-time blade producer. The debris generated by 

the specialist was collected on a cloth and removed 120 meters away from his settlement, 

where it was deposited in the cavities of a small pre-Columbian pyramid. Other 

flintknappers placed their debris in the hollows of tree-trunks or other spatially delimited 

areas far from the beaten path. Final retouching of the blades occurred just about 

anx'Vkhere in the village space. Very small debris was trampled into the floor, while larger 

debris was removed: an example of the McKellar principle in action (Schiffer 1987:62-

63). Discard of lithic waste inside a home was only recorded once, and that was 

attributed to the fact that the residents were about to abandon the structure (Clark 

1991:73). 
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In studies of Lacandon Mayan settlements that lacked flintknappers, some more 

generalized refuse disposal principles were observed. "High hindrance" potential refuse, 

such as broken ground stone artifacts, broken pots, and shattered glass, was removed to 

streams, ravines, or even specially dug disposal pits (Hayden and Cannon 1983). Hayden 

and Cannon's study also examined provisional discard loci: spaces not frequently 

trafficked within the settlement, where refuse that might prove useful at some future time 

could be stored. Glass debitage was hardly ever found in provisional discard loci. 

Instead, it was almost always removed immediately from the occupation area. 

We can infer that chipped stone waste, by virtue of its hazardous nature, was 

tv-pically removed from activity areas immediately. Moreover, only the most usable 

packets of raw material should have been brought inside a settlement's high traffic areas, 

as the mess generated by primary reduction and core selection is best left at the raw 

material source. In confining the waste generated by activities within a settlement, 

bounded spaces such a pits, old buildings, or hollowed out tree-trunks would be preferred 

disposal areas. Flintknapping activit>- performance within the settlement will employ 

some means of catching the debris for ease of disposal. The presence of hazardous debris 

inside a structure could indicate a space rarely used for activity performance. If 

hazardous debris is found in a structure that would logically have been a high-traffic area, 

then the debris may have been part of the last activities performed in that space prior to 

abandonment. Using these chipped-stone disposal principles, in conjunction with the 
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structuring principles of activities and refuse mentioned earlier, some technological 

organization expectations can be generated. 

Chipped Stone Technological Expectations. First, what should be some basic 

differences between activity performance areas in Pueblo sites at different levels of 

aggregation? Chodistaas, an 18-room settlement in the Mogollon Highlands, was 

completely bumed upon abandonment (Montgomery 1993). The site was occupied for no 

more than 40 years (Zedefio 1994:24-28). The larger domestic rooms at the pueblo 

a\ erage 29 square meters, and manufacturing activities and other domestic activities (e.g.. 

cooking, food preparation, sleeping) were less formalized with respect to the locations of 

activity performance (Reid 1989:78). In the nearby 500-room Grasshopper Pueblo, 

average room size for larger spaces is 16 square meters. The ma.\imum occupation span 

is estimated at 100 years (Reid 1989:78. 83-85). Nine different types of rooms with 

identifiable functions have been described (Ciolek-Torrello 1985; Reid and Whittlesey 

1982). 

These contrasts between non-aggregated settlements and aggregated settlements 

recur in the Silver Creek and Hay Hollow Valley sites selected for this study. Average 

floor areas in small settlements are quite large, and room functions were generalized, 

containing evidence that many different activities were performed in the same bounded 

space. Average floor areas at increasingly aggregated settlements are smaller, and 

fijnctionally diverse rooms can be defined. Activity performance areas were more 
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formalized. Increasing numbers of bounded exterior plazas and intramural ceremonial 

spaces existed in larger settlements. 

There are also differences between maintenance behaviors and the structure of 

refuse deposits in Pueblo sites at these different levels of aggregation. Although not its 

principal function, the Relative Room Abandonment Measure (Reid 1973) can be used as 

a tool for studying some aggregation trends relevant to this question. Returning to the 

Grasshopper Plateau area, Montgomery (1993) examined abandonment processes at 

Chodistaas. the nine-room Grasshopper Spring, and Grasshopper Pueblo itself I focus on 

the contrasts she observed between Grasshopper Spring and Grasshopper Pueblo. The 

two variables recorded by the Relative Room Abandonment Measure are number of pots 

on the floor and the numbers of sherds in the fill per meter'. Grasshopper Spring rooms 

have less than 200 sherds/m" in room fill. Grasshopper Pueblo had some rooms with up 

to 700 sherds/m" in room fill A ratio of 200 sherds/m" was identified as a critical 

threshold at Grasshopper Pueblo, serving as a dividing line between rooms which had 

been abandoned early in the life histor>' of the settlement and those that were abandoned 

late (Ciolek-Torrello 1978:85). Those rooms abandoned early frequently became 

intramural middens, serving as spatially confined areas for placing secondary refuse. As 

none of the Grasshopper Spring rooms even reach the 200 sherds/m" threshold, and most 

have considerably less, it seems unlikely that intramural midden spaces existed in this 

non-aggregated site. Generally then, intramural midden development correlates 

positively with the greater population size and duration of occupation of an aggregated 
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settlement. In the non-aggregated settlement, extramural middens have amorphous 

boundaries and little structure. 

This relationship between intramural midden development and aggregation is not 

a simple one. The duration of a site's occupation plays a ver>- important role in the 

development of secondary refuse deposits (Schiffer 1987:59). For example, the 92-room 

Broken K Pueblo and the 36-room Joint Site, both in the Hay Hollow Valley, have very 

different intramural middens. The larger pueblo has intramural refuse deposits with far 

fewer sherds/m". than the trash-filled rooms identified at the smaller Joint Site. 

-Additionally, at Broken K Pueblo a lack of identifiable extramural middens and a small 

burial population indicated that the settlement was probably occupied for less time than 

the Joint Site's 50-year occupation (Schiffer 1989). This is an important cautionary note: 

occupation duration does not always have a direct positive correlation with settlement 

size. 

When comparing Chodistaas. Grasshopper Spring, and Grasshopper Pueblo, there 

is a positive correlation between site size and occupation duration. In the Silver Creek 

sites investigated by SCARP between 1993 and 1998, a positive correlation between site 

size and occupation duration also seems to hold. Clearly the settlements of the Hay 

Hollow Valley do not conform to these expectations. Fortunately, occupation duration 

can be successfully assessed with careful excavation methods and data analysis (e.g., 

Schiffer 1989). The development of activity and refuse structure in a settlement is 

dependent on how much energ>' is being expended at any one time (a function of 
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population size at a particular moment), and over what period of time energy flowed 

through the settlement (occupation duration). For all the sites in this study except Broken 

K Pueblo, site size and occupation duration seem to be correlated, and these two 

dimensions have similar effects on the structure of activities and disposal behaviors. 

Holding occupation duration constant, small sites with generalized multi-

fiinctional rooms would be expected to have fewer specialized activity performance areas. 

In the small settlement, tool production activities probably occurred in many places. The 

high hindrance potential of chipped stone debris would require that the waste from 

flintknapping activities be quickly moved to secondary refuse locations. The removal of 

debris in these small settlements is assumed to be areas outside of the settlement, as long 

as the occupation duration was brief In small settlements, there would be very few 

unused architectural spaces. When chipped stone refuse is uncovered inside a room, the 

debris was probably generated near the end of the site occupation. 

In the larger settlements, production activities are expected to be more structured 

spatially with interior and exterior spaces having more clearly definable functions. 

Secondar>' refuse deposits will be more spatially structured as well. For the settlements 

with long occupation durations, abandoned rooms served as intramural middens, which 

conveniently decrease the transport costs of removing waste to the settlement's 

boundaries, a development predicted by the Schlepp Effect (Schiffer 1987:69-70). The 

filling of rooms with debris can also help to stabilize older structures. Given that spatial 

segregation of activities is expected in an aggregated settlement, and given that waste 
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streams will be as short as possible, the intramural middens located throughout an 

aggregated settlement should be receiving debris from different activity areas. 

Sampling a Pueblo 

The proceeding section pointed out some of the general principles of activity 

structure, refuse structure, aggregation, and the disposal of flintknapping debris. The 

study of technological organisation must be explicitly concerned with the spatial structure 

of technological activities. Given the likelihood that hazardous chipped stone refuse is 

immediately removed to secondary refuse areas, the relationships between refuse 

deposits, activity areas, and activit\' performance are complex (Schiffer 1987:68). 

Nevertheless, given the principles reviewed above, some strong inferences about activity 

performance areas can be developed from the analysis of refuse deposits in pueblos. 

One existing archaeological study underscores the research potential of Pueblo 

chipped stone waste. Schiffer (1973) examined chipped stone materials from the Joint 

Site using factor analysis. The chipped stone tools and debris found in the site's deposits 

were heterogeneous, and could be defined in terms of three significant factors (Schiffer 

1973:293-296). Factor one consisted of diverse cutting and scraping tools, and battered 

cores. The tools could be applied to a wide variety of tasks, and the battered cores to 

rejuvenating ground stone implements. These tools were inferred to have been used in 

almost every activity area, as they were present in most of the refuse deposits. Factor 2 

consisted of tools for the manufacture of hunting equipment, such as projectile points. 
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arrows, and bows. The activity areas which generated these toois were inferred to have 

been in domestic rooms and on the roofs of rooms. The last factor contained the waste 

products of tool manufacture, the kinds of debris generated early in core reduction. His 

analysis of floor assemblages tentatively indicated that the hunting tool production 

activities had some association with kivas. Schiffer's study demonstrates that Pueblo 

chipped stone deposits in different kinds of rooms and extramural spaces received debris 

from different kinds of activities. To understand a Pueblo's flintknapping activity 

structure, samples need to be taken from rooms and extramural spaces which differ 

fiinctionally. Sampling from only limited types of rooms will yield an incomplete picture 

of the settlement's technological organization. 

The identification of systemic room function rests on the analysis of floor features 

and assemblages of floor artifacts. Based on these obser\'ations, the analyst infers which 

activities were most commonly performed in a room space. The attribution of function to 

a room can be based on ethnographic analogies or on the quantitative analysis of floor 

artifacts (Ciolek-Torrello 1985). The ethnographic analog approach, based on floor 

features and architectural similarities to modem Pueblos, was used by the Field Museum 

of Natural Histor> "s Southwest Expedition. The classification they developed includes 

habitation rooms, storage rooms, habitation/storage rooms, and ceremonial rooms (Hill 

1970:48-56: Martin et al. 1967:30-32). At Grasshopper Pueblo, researchers used a 

combination of floor features and floor assemblages to derive a more elaborate room 

typology. Their classification includes specialized habitation rooms, generalized 
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habitation rooms, storage rooms, storage/manufacturing rooms, manufacturing rooms, 

limited activit\'/food processing rooms, limited activity/manufacturing rooms, ceremonial 

rooms, and kivas (Ciolek-Torrello 1985; Reid and Whittlesey 1982:692-693). As 

mentioned in the discussion of Chodistaas. earlier sites have rooms with more generalized 

functions, such that rooms cannot be typologically divided as easily as the rooms from 

aggregated sites. Nevertheless, these room types, in conjunction with extramural 

deposits, need to be considered when sampling a pueblo. 

In the smaller sites, most of the debris generated during occupation should have 

been removed to e.xtramural architectural deposits. Near the end of the occupation, 

chipped stone debris might be left inside the structure (Clark 1991). Rooms in such sites 

consist of multifunctional habitation/manufacturing rooms, storage/manufacturing rooms, 

and ceremonial rooms. Given the more generalized activity performance spaces expected 

in these sites, sampling from different rooms in a single settlement should indicate few 

technological behavioral differences. 

At aggregated sites with long occupation spans, the abandoned room becomes a 

convenient refuse container. A trash-filled room surrounded by domestic rooms should 

receive the trash of household flintknappers in the immediate area. Flintknapping debris 

found in ceremonial rooms requires some further principles to interpret. Trash created by 

ceremonial activities follows waste streams that will differ from secular waste streams 

(Walker 1995a. 1995b). Walker's study of ceremonial trash disposal behavior considered 

deposits from a burned kiva at the 1200-room Homol'ovi II site. The kiva was ritually 
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burned at the end of its use-life. The trash subsequently deposited in that space appears to 

be composed of ceremonial trash from other ritual performance activity areas in the 

settlement. This burning of ceremonial structures after their abandonment was a common 

occurrence in the Southwest (Lightfoot 1993:169; Montgomery 1993; Walker 1995a:78). 

In the aggregated settlement, the trash-filled ritual room is a very important place to 

explore the technological behaviors of ritual organizations. 

The kinds of spaces that were sampled in this analysis include habitation rooms, 

storage/manufacturing rooms, and ritual rooms. Extramural spaces were also sampled 

from all sites, with the exception of Grasshopper Pueblo. The kinds of extramural spaces 

analyzed included plazas, courtyards, and exterior middens. 

The intramural deposits used in this analysis will include 1) fill below roof fall 

and 2) floor assemblages. In this fashion, I hope to filter out some of the natural 

formation processes, specifically the post-occupational movement of artifacts by gravity-

and water from other collapsed room spaces. For the same reasons, plaza deposits 

immediately above the last occupation surface were selected for presentation in this 

study, rather than those close to the modem surface. This does not filter out the effects of 

natural formation processes completely, but it should reduce some of the problems. 

Deposit Structure and Technological Expectations 

By combining the social organization of production and consumption expectations 

from Chapter II, with the aggregation and fiintknapping disposal principles laid out in 
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Chapter III, the research questions of this study can now be phrased as hypotheses 

concerning technological organization. Generally speaking, activit>' area specificity 

should increase with site size. Hence at increasingly larger sites, comparisons among 

deposits should indicate increasingly distinctive assemblages of chipped stone waste and 

discarded tools. Within small sites, comparison between deposits should detect few, if 

any, technological distinctions. 

Adding to this effect, at larger sites interhousehold exchange and differential 

household production should contribute to greater household flintknapping and tool use 

diversity. When comparing household refuse piles within aggregated sites, provided that 

those piles are separated from the trash of other households, an analyst should be able to 

detect distinct differences in technological organization. 

At the smaller sites with one or only a few households, no technological 

differences should be detectable among households. How-ever, because the small 

settlements in the study area are thought to be part of an internal frontier, each small 

settlement of migrants should reflect the technological distinctiveness of their geographic 

origins. Between small settlements, technological organization differences should be 

apparent in the chipped stone debris and discarded tools. 

Cross-cutting site size is the existence of communal ritual spaces. Regardless of 

site size. 1 expect any debris generated in such ritual spaces to be separated from the 

waste streams of secular spaces. Moreover, as ritual spaces could house many 

flintknappers from many households, I would expect evidence of many knappers to be 
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present in the trash of ceremonial societies. Also, if there are any chipped stone tools 

used in rituals, 1 would exp>ect the waste of their production and the discard of those tools 

to be found in ceremonial trash. 

Beyond these general e.xpectations for activity diversity and deposit diversity, I 

have some specific expectations concerning the organization of large game hunting and 

the production of hunting tool kits by members of ceremonial societies. 1 touch upon 

those in the summar>' table below (Table 3.1) 
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Table 3.1: Technological organization expectations 

Social Organizational 
Expectations 

Aggregation and 
Flintknapping Disposal 

Principles 

Technological Organization 
Hypotheses 

IN ALL SETTLEMENTS 
Aggregation leads to greater 
spatial structure in activities 
and refuse deposits within 
settlements. Maintenance of 
activity performance areas 
will also increase with 
aggregation. 

Intra-site variation among 
deposits of chipped stone 
artifacts in non-aggregated 
sites will be minimal. Intra-
site variation among deposits 
of chipped stone artifacts at 
aggregated sites will be 
noticeably greater. 

FN NON-AGGREGATED SETTLEMENTS 
On the internal frontier, high 
residential mobility is to be 
expected. Small settlements 
consisting of closely related 
households are characteristic 
of the early stages of the 
frontier process; therefore, I 
expect internal consistencies 
in technological organization 
within a non-aggregated 
settlement. Technological 
heterogeneity is expected 
between these settlements. 

In small settlements, activities 
are assumed to have occurred 
in large multifunctional rooms 
and in extramural areas. Most 
secondary refuse from 
flintknapping debris was 
probably removed to 
extramural middens. Refuse 
recovered within the rooms at 
non-aggregated settlements 
were probably close to the 
time of site abandonment. 

A) Variation among deposits 
of chipped stone artifacts in 
any one non-aggregated site in 
an internal frontier should be 
minimal. 
B) Variation between the 
chipped stone tools and debris 
of non-aggregated sites should 
be noticeably greater. 

For settlements to survive, 
adequate numbers of people 
must be attracted. Politically 
ambitious households will 
attempt to attract other 
migrants. This attraction will 
rely upon the use of common 
social and ideological 
symbols. 

Ceremonial trash moves 
through different waste 
streams than secular trash. 
This generates deposits that 
consist only of the debris 
produced by ceremonial 
activities and ceremonial 
artifact production. 

If ceremonial structures are 
present, some of the chipped 
stone tools found within them 
probably carried symbolic 
value. This value could be 
expressed by the rarity of the 
tool in shape, raw material, 
size, or degree of difficulty in 
the tool's production. 
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Table 3.1 (continued): Technological organization expectations 

Social Organizational 
Expectations 

Aggregation and 
Flintknapping Disposal 

Principles 

Technological Organization 
Hypotheses 

IN AGGREGA TED SETTLEMENTS 
As households take up 
residence in an aggregated 
settlement, each household 
will bring with it different 
economic potentials. These 
differences will encourage 
interhousehold production 
differentiation. 

Aggregation leads to greater 
spatial structure in activities 
and refuse deposits within 
settlements. Maintenance of 
activity performance areas 
will also increase with 
aggregation. 

Refuse deposits in aggregated 
settlements, which are located 
in the midst of different 
household room suites, will 
contain technologically 
distinct assemblages. 

Multiple households may pool 
their labor for communal 
economic pursuits, such as 
communal hunting, in 
aggregated settlements. 

More hunting tool kit debris is 
expected to be evident at 
aggregated settlements. 

The convergence of many 
fiintknappers from different 
households in communal 
structures, where they engage 
in secular activities, will result 
in a greater diversity of tools 
and highly localized 
production of hunting tool 
kits. 

Aggregation leads to greater 
spatial structure in activities 
and refuse deposits within 
settlements. Maintenance of 
activit}' performance areas 
also increases with 
aggregation. 

A) In the refuse deposits 
associated with a communal 
structure, hunting tools and 
their production debris should 
be disproportionately 
represented. 
B) A diversitj' of 
technological knowledge and 
skill should be expressed in 
the tools recovered from ritual 
room waste deposits. 

A greater number of 
households in a settlement 
leads to the development of 
supra-household societies for 
men and women. These 
societies author public 
displays of social and ritual 
importance. They perform 
ritual production activities in 
communal structures. 

Ceremonial trash moves 
through different waste 
streams from secular trash. 
This generates deposits which 
consist only of the debris 
produced by ceremonial 
activities and ceremonial 
artifact production. 

Abandoned ceremonial 
structures should contain the 
debris of ritual paraphernalia. 
Some of the chipped stone 
tools found within them 
should have carried symbolic 
value. This value could be 
expressed by the rarity of the 
tool in form, raw material, 
size, or degree of difficulty in 
the tool's production. 
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To test the hypotheses above, the data collected from artifacts must be related to 

the sequence of technological actions performed by prehistoric flintknappers and tool 

users. Two methods for modeling sequences of technological action are discussed in the 

next chapter, and the methods of data collection used in this study are presented. 
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CHAPTER IV: BEHAVIORAL CHAINS AND CHAINE OPERATOIRE: 
METHODS OF TECHNOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

"But plow up a new field there, and you will find the omnipresent arrow-points 
strewn over it.... They are sown, like grain that is slow to germinate, broadcast over 
the earth. ...It is a stone fi^it. Each one yields me a thought. I come nearer to the 
maker of it than if I found his bones. ...They are not fossil bones, but, as it were, 
fossil thoughts, forever reminding me of the mind that shaped them. I would fain 
know that I am treading in the tracks of human game, —that I am on the trail of the 
mind.... The footprint, the mind-print of the oldest men." (Thoreau 1962:1455) 

Thoreau wrote this musing passage in his journal in the spring of 1859, prompted 

by a lifetime of collecting projectile points, and specifically by his wanderings in the 

countryside around Concord near the end of his life. Nearly 140 years later, most 

projectile point analysts do not see artifacts as trails leading deep into the psyche of 

ancient flintknappers. We do, however, study the technological knowledge of 

flintknappers through the choices they made in sequences of technological action. There 

are two principal approaches to examining such prehistoric knowledge through the 

analysis of technological systems. Behavioral archaeology has undertaken the study of 

technological knowledge with the usefiil application of the teaching frameworks concept 

(Schiffer and Skibo 1992:46-49). Additionally, behavioral chain models, which focus on 

activities and their material by-products, are ideally suited to the study of chipped stone 

technological organization (Schiffer 1972, 1975b). 

Lemonnier's (1986, 1992) anthropology of technical systems approach traces its 

roots to French Functionalism and Marcel Mauss, and the organic social systems 

perspective of Emile Durkheim (Trigger 1989:245-247). Technologies are systems of 

interaction that are inextricably intertwined with social systems. The study of 
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technological knowledge, which is a framework of choices influenced by society and the 

individual agent, yields insights into social organization, human cognition, and traditional 

knowledge (Lemonnier 1992:5-7, 114). The basic data for the anthropology of 

technological systems are the analysis of chaines operatoires, as defined originally by the 

archaeologist and ethnologist Leroi-Gourham (Inizan et al. 1992:11-12; Lemonnier 

1992:26). I will use Lemonnier's English gloss of chaine operatoire: operational 

sequence (Lemonnier 1992:26). 

The above two approaches organize artifactual data into models of technological 

acts. As methods to the approach of chipped stone, both require detailed sequences that 

can describe an artifact's position in an operational sequence or behavioral chain, 

reflecting as much as possible the range of technological choices available to the 

flintknapper. To assign artifacts to a step in a reduction series and to encompass the 

range of possibilities available to the technologist, both approaches require sophisticated 

descriptions of artifacts using many attributes. While the differences between the 

approaches will be discussed shortly, one overt similarity is that both approaches stand in 

stark contrast to the majority of North American chipped stone analytical systems. 

The emphasis in most North American studies is on time-efficient analytical 

approaches and replicability in artifact attribute identification (Ahler 1989; Kelly 1994; 

Sullivan and Rozen 1985). The broad appeal of mass analysis techniques is a case in 

point. Some analysts posit that if lithic analysts can find meaningful patterns by counting 

how much of an assemblage can fit through mesh size X. then a truly replicable approach 
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will result. The problem with analyzing only the attributes that many researchers, with 

different levels of experience, can consistently identify is that it dilutes the information 

content of the data. Data patterns may be more "robust," as Kelly (1994:134) phrases it, 

but the utility of discerning a biface manufacturing scatter from an amorphous flake-tool 

manufacturing scatter is questionable to the Pueblo archaeologist. For researchers 

interested in teaching frameworks, technological traditions, technological change, and the 

social organization of production, the robust data set of simple attributes lacks the 

necessar>' information to capture the diversity of technological acts performed in a 

flintknapping community. Moreover, by avoiding detailed models of technological acts 

in favor of simple artifact descriptions, researchers cannot hope to make any sense of the 

systemic context and pathways that led to the deposits we uncover. 

Consequently this study, which is concerned with the organization of production, 

the spatial structure of activities, and technological traditions, takes its analytical model 

from the behavioral archaeology and cultural technology'. My method of analysis will 

principally follow the behavioral chain/activity-organizational approach, but there are 

certain aspects of this study that require an operational sequence/individual-gestural 

approach as well. To situate and clarify this merging of approaches, I briefly review the 

two approaches, and then discuss how their data collection methods and models of 

analytic action can be merged. 
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Chaine Operatoire and Cultural Technology 

In the cultural technology approach, technology is a creation of society, such that 

the technological choices made by actors in that society provide the ethnologist with an 

important pathway to understanding other social phenomena. The study of technological 

change, therefore, has direct bearing on the study of social organizational change 

(Lemonnier 1992:2-3). As dynamic systems in society, technological systems are 

composed of materials, gestures, and choices of techniques which, at many levels, are 

social representations. Every technique involves matter, energy, objects (artifacts), 

gestures, and knowledge. Technological knowledge is both conscious and unconscious, 

and it embodies an awareness of the choices available to the actor. The interaction of the 

basic components creates the technological system. Studying the relationships among the 

basic components is the study of technological knowledge, its application, and the 

compromises made during an activity. The inter-relationships among a society's 

technological systems and the sharing of technological knowledge among its actors is a 

higher order of phenomenon. The highest level of inquiry is examining technological 

systems amidst larger social processes (Lemonnier 1992:5-9). 

The choices exercised by actors in the selection of raw material, the performance 

of gestures, and the sequence of operational steps are at the heart of building an 

anthropolog>' of technological systems. The choices made by the actor are based up)on 

knowledge drav\Ti from tradition, personal experience, and social context (Dietler and 

Herbich 1998:246; Hegmon 1998:273; Stark 1998). The range of technological 
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possibilities in a society and the choices actually employed by the individual are to be 

examined as social representations. The study of differences in societ>' is the business of 

ethnographers, and archaeologists who draw upon ethnological parallels to interpret 

material culture must record the differences in technological systems. The differences 

observed in technological choices may reflect the physical constraints of the technology 

or may be wholly dependent on social phenomena (Lemormier 1992:19-20). 

Archaeological concerns with style and overt symbols represented in technology are 

merely facets of a much larger set of research issues, concerning differential technological 

system organization (Lemonnier 1986:173-175. 1992:85-100). "Tool style" versus "tool 

function" debates are non-issues from this perspective because an actor's technological 

choices relate to both the functional requisites of the tools and the technological choices 

conditioned by societal experience (Lemonnier 1992:99). 

The fundamental unit of analysis in technological systems is the technique. An 

operational sequence model organizes the techniques for the reseaircher. To gather data 

on techniques, the ethnographer must carefiilly record the operational sequences, 

including all the transformations or actions of the actor upon matter, and the social and 

natural conditions under which actions are performed (Lemonnier 1992:26). The 

prehistorian. lacking direct observations on all these conditions, must make a record of 

actions from raw material to recovered artifact, by studying the traces of previous actions 

on artifacts, and by studying the spatial and temporal relationships among the operational 

sequence steps (Simek 1994:119). The favored methods of reconstructing operational 
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sequences include refitting, experimental, and use-wear studies (Inizan et al. 1992:21-24; 

Simek 1994:119-120). In order to embed the operational sequence in the larger social 

system, the archaeologist must generate models of tool use, raw material availability, 

economic behavior, and the processes of the natural and social world through which 

artifacts and matter moved prior to archaeological recovery (Pedes 1989, 1992:223-226; 

Simek 1994). Archaeologists, who are also concerned with the arbitrary technical choices 

made by actors, are more cognizant of the constrains that raw material properties and the 

functional requisites of the tools have on technological choices. 

With the completion of an operational sequence study, the ethnographer should 

have recorded data that bears insights into the socioeconomic relations of society, and 

will provide important comparative data in the study of other societies and their 

technological systems (Lemonnier 1986:153-154). The archaeological applications of 

such studies are designed to bear similar insights into the social relations of production, 

distribution, and exchange (e.g.. Pedes" [1989] study on the organization of obsidian tool 

use. specialization, and exchange in Neolithic Greece). Archaeological researchers are 

also more explicitly concerned with traditions of technological knowledge eind their 

transgenerational transmission (Pedes 1992:225; Stark etal. 1998:212-213). 

Additionally, archaeologists have used the operational sequence models to examine the 

cognition of actors. These cognitive applications consider the structure of human 

knowledge and its transmission, human motor skills, and the translation of knowledge 
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into technological action (Inizan et al. 1992:25: Pedes 1992:224; Young and Bonnichsen 

1984:5-20). 

Behavioral Chains and Behavioral Archaeolog}' 

Behavioral archaeology's goal is the study of "relationships between human 

behavior and material culture in all times and places" (Schiffer 1976:4). As a science 

which gained initial inspiration from processual archaeology, behavioral archaeology 

gives precedence to uncovering laws which can explain "variability and change in human 

behavior" (Schiffer 1995a:251). In this tradition, societies are examined as complex 

systems of interaction, which is the fundamental starting point for modeling the dynamic 

nature of society. The analogies on which this system's tradition is based are drawn from 

natural phenomena with predictable, timeless, and nomothetic sets of principles and laws. 

To arrive at adequate explanations of the archaeological record, behavioral researchers 

must come to grips with the static nature of that record. They must backtrack from 

archaeological observations through natural and cultural transformations (n-transforms 

and c-transforms) to the material culture which fell out of systemic context (Schiffer 

1976:12-16). To relate the material culture to the dynamic flow of energy and matter in a 

cultural system, researchers apply correlates (Schiffer 1976:13-14). 

The activity is the basic unit of human behavior, defined by seven fundamental 

components: the activity's behavioral description; the activity's energy sources; the 

conjoined elements of the activity; the lime and frequency of the activity; the locus; the 
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points at which elements in the activity merge with or diverge from the activity being 

studied; and the output of materials from the activity into archaeological context (Schiffer 

1976:49-53). In building inferences about human behaviors from the material record, a 

life history framework is used to model technological activity organization from the 

procurement of raw material through manufacture, use, and discard (Schiffer 1976:46-

47). Within a life history framework are models of specific activities, which focus on the 

particular life histor>' of an element in systemic context. TTiese models are called 

behavioral chains. A behavioral chain organizes the episodes of activity performance, 

and through this method, increases the archaeologist's ability to make inferences about 

activities that occurred in a settlement (Schiffer 1975b). In conjunction with correlates 

and cultural transformation principles, behavioral chains can be used to study the spatial 

organization of activities. 

As behavioral archaeology has developed, new horizons in the research of 

activities and their organization have been considered. For instance. "One can also look 

at the ways in which a society's technology, social organization, and ideology are 

manifest in each activity" (Schiffer 1992:131). Social organization is intrinsically tied to 

activity performance. To understand the social organization of activities, researchers 

must examine the behavioral role of the performers; leadership in activities involving 

groups of people; how the performers were recruited; the temporal and spatial parameters 

of the activities; the artifacts which set the scene for the performance; "socially 

appropriate apparel and adornment"; "socially appropriate artifacts for activity 
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performance"; and "socially appropriate artifacts for carrying out socioftmctions" 

(Schiffer 1992:132-133). By integrating a technological study with social organizational 

and ideological studies of material culture, social scientists can arrive at a "'unified 

behavioral science," dedicated to the discovery of the laws of behavior and behavioral 

change (Schiffer 1992:141). 

While the above expansion of behavioral archaeology embraces the study of 

social organization, another important frontier in behavioral research has been advancing 

on the individual and behavioral change. The development of theories on technological 

knowledge were proposed some time after the initial formulations of the behavioral 

approach. Technological knowledge consists of recipes for action, teaching frameworks, 

and technoscience (Schiffer and Skibo 1987). When technologists are confronted with 

choices in manufacture, the choices they make are compromises among performance 

characteristics. Acceptable compromises are conditioned by "lifeway and social 

organization" (Schiffer and Skibo 1992:55). 

From a starting point in the observation of static archaeological deposits, 

behavioral archaeology pioneered a model of inference which brought researchers from 

deposits, through transformations, to the material outputs of cultural systems. In 

analyzing those systems through models of activities, specific expectations and products 

could be predicted in a fashion which made the complexity of the cultural system more 

accessible. By adding the dimension of technological knowledge and performance 

characteristics, the individual technologist and technological change became amenable to 
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behavioral study. By expanding activity performance to include social organization and 

ideoIog>-. behavioral archaeology expanded its study domain to embrace the inter

relationships of larger social phenomena with technological systems. In the search of 

nomothetic laws and principles, the behavioral approach seeks to create a science with 

explanatory power in all times and all places, as well as a science that addresses 

idiographic goals. 

Linking Chains and Chaines 

The above schools of thought, with their roots in different social theoretical 

traditions, are both at work on a holistic study of technology. In this regard, the 

researchers of these two approaches are unique by explicitly grounded their methods and 

interpretations in larger theoretical paradigms. While technological researchers abound, 

few are as programmatic as the advocates of these two traditions. Both schools of 

thought admit that their programs are still developing and not ready to answer "big" 

anthropological questions. The theorists of both approaches agree that much theoretical 

and methodological building lies ahead (Lemonnier 1992:114; Schiffer I995a:253). In 

their basic structure of modeling technological systems (behavioral chains and operational 

sequences), both programs share some overt similarities in organizing their observations 

of material culture and activities; however, their systems of study lead from different 

goals. 
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The cultural technology approach studies the individual society, its historic 

trajector>' and ethnic differences. The emphasis on technological choices becomes a 

vehicle to identify the unique operational sequences that characterize a society. The 

systems model in cultural technology comes from an individual organism analog, in 

which many systems fimction to maintain the social body. Organisms have their own 

idiosyncrasies, their own unique histories. In the tradition to which behavioral 

archaeolog>' belongs, the systems model comes from natural science analogs, in which the 

phenomena of the observable universe are governed by regular laws of interaction. In 

spite of having different inspirations for their sequential models, the systemic perspective 

of both schools means that, in principle, technological behaviors are directly relatable to 

social and ideological systems. 

On the subject of technological knowledge, the cultural technologist considers the 

role of specific knowledge, as influenced by traditional and personal knowledge, in 

technological choice. They stress that technological choices do not beget the most 

efficient solution to a problem, but a compromise amid a variety of technological options 

(Perles 1992:225-226). The technological options available to the actor are shaped by the 

individual's training as a member of society along with solving problems of design, hence 

the choices preserved in material culture are social representations (Dietler and Herbich 

1998; Hegmon 1998; Stark 1998). To the behavioralist, technological knowledge comes 

from "recipes for action, teaching frameworks, and techno-science (Schiffer and Skibo 

1995:232)," as well as from acceptable compromises among performance characteristics 
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made by the technologist. The acceptable compromises to the technologist are defined by 

the factors pertaining to a technologist's lifeway and society (Schiffer and Skibo 1992:54-

55). The transmission of knowledge through teaching frameworks limits the 

technologist's perceptions of available choices and defines their technoscientific 

understanding. Particularly in their approaches to knowledge, learning, and technological 

change, the researchers of both approached are quite close, and they could clearly engage 

in a fruitfiil dialogue. 

Both schools of thought subsume research on technological style. Studies of 

technological style are specifically concerned with finding methods for differentiating 

social units or uncovering traditions through material culture. Identifying technological 

style in lithic tool production, potter\' design, basketry technology, and architectural 

construction behaviors rest upon the assumption that complex sets of technological 

behavior are taught in a hands-on teaching framework (Agorsah 1986; Clark 1997; Costin 

1991; Hill 1970; Longacre 1970; Prs'or and Carr 1995; Sackett 1982; Stark etal. 1998; 

Van Keuren 1995; Wiessner 1983; Zedefio 1995). Hence, technological traditions 

(teaching frameworks) should be coterminous with certain social distinctions of interest 

to the anthropologist. Both technological schools of thought and their approaches to 

knowledge consider the tool's functional requirements (or performance characteristics) 

and hands-on learning as part of their subject of study. 

A significant difference between the two approaches is at the level of their 

fundamental units of analysis. The behavioral archaeologist starts with the activity and 
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all of the material culture, loci, and social organization involved in the activity's 

performance. The behavioral archaeologist follows the study of activities with material 

culture correlates, outputs, and transformations which yield archaeological deposits. The 

cultural technologist begins with the technique, involving one actor, performing a gesture 

in a particular social setting, leaving material traces of that gesture on an artifact. 

Although both approaches organize these technological events into sequences of action 

over time, the cultural technology approach remains steadfastly focused on the individual, 

as revealed by the gestures of tool production and tool use recorded on the artifact. The 

behavioral archaeology approach focuses research attention on task groups and their 

spatial organization, rather than individuals. The behavioral archaeologist is also far 

more concerned with how the aggregate of many activities created archaeological 

deposits. These differences in fundamental units of analysis make the behavioral 

approach preferable for my own analysis of chipped stone assemblages in prehistoric 

pueblos. 

The hypotheses outlined in Chapters II and III fundamentally revolve around the 

spatial structure of activities in different settlements, and the behaviors of task groups in 

those settlements. The deposits of any pueblo are truly vast, and seldom can an entire site 

be excavated, making refitting an e.xtremely costly and unrewarding method of 

technological study. Moreover, the short use-lives of Pueblo chipped stone tools makes 

use-wear studies of little worth (Olszewski and Simmons 1982). Both refitting and use-

wear are favored methods in the operational sequence studies of cultural technologists 
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(Inizan et al. 1992; Simek 1994). The chipped stone researcher deals with static 

archaeological deposits, requiring theories of refiise-to-activity behavior that the cultural 

technology school simply has not studied. This study draws the bulk of its interpretive 

frameworks from behavioral archaeology, with some exceptions. 

As Perles noted, stone tools which are the product of many production gestures 

preser\'e a ver\' good record of prior actions (Perles 1992:223). Some artifacts in Pueblo 

assemblages, notably bifaces and unifaces. could be beneficially examined for different 

operational sequences. In such a study, the chipped stone analyst reconstructs the 

operational sequences of the individual. The analytical prehistoric individual can bear 

significant insight into the organization of production (Whittaker 1987), and ideally 

apprehend differences of technological traditions or the habitus of the flintknapper 

(Dietler and Herbich 1998; Hegmon 1998; Perles 1992). Although the bulk of this study 

rests on comparisons of deposits to reconstruct activities and task groups, a limited set of 

research questions examines individual bifacial and unifacial tools and the technological 

choices made by actors during production. This study uses a behavioral chain framework 

for organizing activity performance sequences, while the details of facial thinning and 

marginal retouch are organized with an operational sequence approach. In practice, 

despite serving very different research goals, the sequences of technological actions 

studied by both schools of though can flow seamlessly together. Inferences of the spatial 

organization of technological actions, as preserved in archaeological dejxjsits, is best 

understood with a behavioral perspective. Inferences about technological traditions, as 
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preserv ed in formal artifacts, are best approached within a cultural technology analytical 

framework. 

The Organizing Technological Model 

My technological model of analysis draws its inspiration from a behavioral chain 

constructed by Schiffer's (1973) study at the Joint Site. During that analysis. Schiffer 

assigned each piece of chipped stone to an "'overly discriminated" set of typ)es (Schiffer 

1995b: 13). In essence, several attributes on any one artifact would be observed, leading 

to that artifact's assignment in a behavioral chain of chipped stone reduction. For 

instance, a technological type 52 indicates a bifacial tool that exhibits bilateral symmetry 

on its face and cross-sectional symmetry; is greater than 30 mm in its longest dimension; 

has a non-triangular outline; and has two lateral or basal notches (Schiffer 1973:229-230). 

As with the ceramic typology of the Southwest, this method collapses into a single type 

sev eral descriptiv e characters. 

While I draw my inspiration from that model, in this study I depart from 

Schiffer's method of data description and behavioral chain construction in several ways, 

in no small part due to the power of current computer capacities for handling complex 

data sets. The analysis of the Jirtifacts begin with their morphological descriptions. Some 

of these descriptive variables will be touched upon below: a complete descriptive key is 

presented in Appendix A. The behavioral chain I use in this analysis rests entirely upon 

the flintknapper's artifact reduction actions: striking a flake from a core, unifacially 
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thinning a flake, retouching an artifact's edge on both sides of that edge, etc. In this 

fashion, the behavioral chain model provides a basic manufacturing action outline. 

The behavioral chain 1 use deliberately avoids modeling the actions which led to 

the finished-form morphology of artifacts. For instance, where in a behavioral chain 

would a flintknapper's actions yielding a triangular outline to a projectile point, versus 

actions leading to a curvilinear outline, be placed? The behavioral steps in the execution 

of this decision are quite complicated, with a series of actions in thinning and retouching 

sequences that I find to be beyond our capacity to model successfully. As edge shapes, 

artifact forms, size, and profile shapes are quite important to tool performance 

characteristics (Nelson 1981:11-12; Schiffer 1976:109). I analyze these morphological 

attributes descriptively, rather than attempting to model the moment of their creation in a 

dynamic sequence of reduction. 

I also use descriptive variables to clarify where the most redundant products of 

flintknapping were most likely produced. Most flintknapping actions create several by

products at once: flakes, shatter, and a core or tool with newly produced flake scars. 

Because of this property of chipped stone reduction, the behavioral chain, a sequence 

which is inherently categorical, is poorly equipped to describe the continuous variation of 

these redundant products. For instance, all cores are assigned to step three in the 

behavioral chain reduction sequence (after manuports and tested cobbles), regardless of 

how many flakes have been struck off the core. To assess where these redundant 

products were made in a operational sequence, other attributes must be used to study 
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these artifacts. Continuous variables such as size, weight, and an interval measure of 

cortical coverage were used in the analysis of unmodified cores, flakes, and shatter to 

assess how far along in a reduction sequence these artifacts might be. 

In summary, the behavioral chain is used to model discrete manufacturing steps 

and to account for the continuous variation found in unmodified products. The recovered 

edges, edge-angles, and artifact forms are studied using a series of descriptive variables 

that drew much of their inspiration from the methods of Nelson (1981) and Whittaker 

(1984). In this wedding of behavioral chains and artifact descriptions, the data base 

created is an extremely rich instrument of analysis. 

Variables to Model a Dvnamic Chain of Action. The first step in chipped stone 

tool production is the acquisition of raw materials. In a region both rich and diverse in 

raw materials, the flintknapper has a range of options from which to choose. The study 

area qualifies as a region with a rich and diverse array of stone types. The discussion of 

the area's geology and the properties of these raw materials are given in Chapter V. 

Nodules of raw material are opened, frequently yielding split cobbles. By 

splitting cobbles open, the quality of the material is assessed. A flintknapper can then 

begin the reduction process. Removing flakes by direct percussion yields flakes, shatter, 

and increasingly smaller cores. In Figure 4.1, the initial steps of reduction are outlined 

with a range of possible by-products. Numbers in parentheses indicate the type number a 

given by-product was assigned in the behavioral chain model. 
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Figure 4 .1: Initial Reduction Stages 

(Behavioral Chain Type Numbers in Parentheses) 
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Figure 4.1: Initial reduction stages 

At any point in a reduction sequence, a core or a flake may be utilized, or may be 

subject to further reduction through facial shaping or marginal retouch, or some 

combination of these actions. Following Nelson, retouch consists of flakes taken from a 

tool 's margin at a distance less than one-third the face of the tool (Nelson 1981 :188-199). 

A flake removal of greater extension constitutes facial thinning flake removals. 



A newly produced unmodified flake edge or core edge can be utilized. 

Frequently, more than one modified edge is utilized on the same artifact, as observed 

through edge damage. Marginal retouch can consist of separate flake removals, removals 

that are continuous along an edge, or removals that are overlapping. Retouch flakes can 

be removed ail from one side of an edge, or from both sides of an edge. Pueblo tools 

display combinations of utilization without modification and utilization with retouch. 

These possibilities are represented in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Retouch and utilization actions for core and flake blanks 
Blank Tjpe Retouch Edges Retouch Ts-pcs Flake Tool Core Tool 

Tvpe Type 

Separated 10 25 

retouch 1 spacing Contiguous 11 26 

Overlapping 12 27 

Separated 13 28 
retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 14 29 

Overlapping 15 30 

separated I & separated 2 16 31 
separated 1 & contiguous 2 17 32 
separated 1 & overlapping 2 18 33 
contiguous 1 & separated 2 19 34 

Flake retouch 1 & 2 spacing contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 20 35 
(Core) contiguous I & overlapping 2 21 36 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 22 37 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 2 23 38 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 2 24 39 

Utilized Edge 1 6 8 

Utilized Edge 2 7 9 

With the addition of facial thinning, the number of possible actions in shaping, 

utilization, and marginal retouch expands rapidly. In facial thinning, flakes can be 



removed along one axis of force (unidirectional thinning), along two axes of force 

(bidirectional thinning), and along many axes of force (multidirectional thinning). After 

thinning unifacially. the resultant edge may be utilized immediately, or subsequent 

marginal retouch may occur over the life history of the tool. Table 4.2 represents the 

range of possible actions. 

Table 4.2: Retouch and utilization actions for unifacially thinned cores and flakes 
Blank Type Facc 1 Thinning Retouch Edges Retouch Tvpes Flake Tool Core Tool 

T>T3C T>pe 

Separated 40 91 

retouch I spacing Contiguous 41 92 

Overlapping 42 93 

Separated 43 94 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 44 95 

Overlapping 45 96 

separated I & separated 2 46 97 

separated I & contiguous 2 47 98 

Uniilireciional Thinning separated 1 & overlapping 2 48 99 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 49 100 

retouch 1 & 2 spacing contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 50 101 

contiguous 1 & overlapping 2 51 102 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 52 103 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 2 53 104 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 2 54 105 

Utilized Edge 1 55 106 

Utilized Edge 2 56 107 

Separated 57 108 

rctouch I spacing Contiguous 58 109 

Overlapping 59 1 1 0  

Separated 60 1 1 1  

rctouch 2 spacing Contiguous 61 1 1 2  

Overlapping 62 1 1 3  
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Blank Type Face I Thinning Retouch Edges Retouch Tjpcs Flake Tool Core Tool 
Tvpc Type 

separated 1 & separated 2 63 1 1 4  

separated ! c&. contiguous 2 64 1 1 5  

Flake Bidirectional Thinning separated 1 & overlapping 2 65 1 1 6  

(Core) contiguous 1 & separated 2 66 1 1 7  

retouch 1 & 2 spacing contiguous I & contiguous 2 67 1 1 8  

contiguous 1 & overlapping 2 68 1 1 9  

overlapping 1 & separated 2 69 120 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 2 70 121 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 2 71 122 

Utilized Edge 1 72 123 

Utilized Edge 2 73 124 

Separated 74 125 

retouch 1 spacing Contiguous 75 126 

Overlapping 76 127 

Separated 77 128 

rctouch 2 spacing Contiguous 78 129 

Overlapping 79 130 

separated 1 & separated 2 80 1 3 1  

separated 1 & contiguous 2 81 132 

liMultidireclional Thinning separated 1 & overlapping 2 82 133 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 83 134 

retouch 1 & 2 spacing contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 84 1 3 5  

contiguous 1 & overlapping 2 85 136 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 86 137 

overlapping I & contiguous 2 87 138 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 2 88 139 

Utilized Edge 1 89 140 

Utilized Edac 2 90 1 4 1  

Finally, when tvvo faces of a tool are thinned, the range of possible utilization, 

facial thinning, and marginal retouch actions becomes quite large. Although this 
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generated a great many overly discriminated end-types, the realit>' is that many of these 

combinations have been observed in Pueblo chipped stone. Marginal retouch actions 

frequently differed on different edges of the same tooK and different facial thinning 

actions were commonly performed on the same tool. As Pueblo reduction actions were 

quite complicated, the possible end-products reflect that range of possibilities. The table 

of possible types for bifacially thinned tools, being quite large, can be found in Appendix 

-A.. 

As discussed previously, flintknappers produce redundant by-products during the 

reduction process. Cores, flakes, and shatter are constantly being generated from the first 

time a nodule is cracked open, through the retouching of a tool's damaged edge. During 

this process, the unmodified skin of the original raw material (the cortex) is gradually 

removed. To place the creation of these redundant by-products in a behavioral chain 

model, metric measurements of length, width, thickness, and weight, coupled with an 

interval variable describing cortical coverage are used. The manuports and split cobbles 

contained in these collections provide a baseline of original raw material size for most 

raw material classes. This baseline can be used to compare how "far down" the reduction 

sequence the recovered redundant by-products probably were at the time of their discard. 

Flake platform type (e.g., cortical, non-cortical, and faceted) is an attribute that 

can monitor the degree of platform preparation and how far down on the chain of 

reduction a flake was removed. Cortical platforms, for instance, indicate earlier stages of 

reduction. Faceted platforms are commonly produced during bifacial tool thinning. 
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Artifact Morphology Variables. Recovered tools and debris exhibit important 

variation that pertains to the end of an artifact's use-life, prior to the tool exiting an 

activit>' area and entering the archaeological record. This variation is difficult to insert in 

a behavioral chain of reduction for reasons mentioned previously; however, the activities 

that utilized these artifacts and generated the associated refuse deposits are important to 

these investigations. For this reason, some variables that simply monitor artifact 

morphology are necessary to this study. These observations may be related to the activity 

performance that generated them. 

One of the first observations is that recovered flakes and tools display different 

degrees of completeness. Whether broken systemically or by natural formation processes, 

my analysis records the relative completeness of flakes, tools, and utilized edges. I do not 

attribute degree of flake completeness to a formal-tool production versus amorphous 

flake-tool production dichotomy, as some Southwestern analysts once did (Rozen 1981; 

Sullivan and Rozen 1985). Experimentally, the degree of breakage in flakes can be 

related to several factors, including the raw material used, differential reduction 

strategies, and post-depositional disturbance (Amick and Mauldin 1989, 1996; Ensor and 

Roemer 1989; Patterson 1981, 1990; Prentiss 1989; Rozen and Sullivan 1989; Shott 

1994). By considering this variet>- of potential causes in flake breakage patterns, analysts 

are in a better position to offer explanations for the range of flake breakage patterns found 

in assemblages. Given that Pueblo assemblages are composed overwhelming of flakes 
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and shatter without modification (Olszewski and Simmons 1982), the study of debitage 

variation is an important endeavor for understanding deposits. 

Nelson's (1981) study of Mimbres assemblages draws attention to the importance 

of working edge morphology (see also Schiffer 1976:109). Although always an important 

topic to use-wear studies. Pueblo chipF)ed stone assemblages very rarely have traces of 

use-wear that can be attributed to particular activities. Flake tools are the dominant tool 

tN^je. and they have ver>' short use lives. Characteristic polishes, striations. and other tell

tale signs of use-wear are rarely encountered. Nelson's study tackles that problem by 

assessing what can be learned about potential uses without recourse to use-wear. Raw-

material performance characteristics play a role in the flintknapper's decision to make a 

tool for certain activities. The shape of the edge also plays a role in the tool's 

performance. For instance, pointed shapes for punching holes or penetrating hides 

determine the production edge morphology for projectiles, drills, gravers, and perforators. 

The edge-angle has correlates to the tool's performance effectiveness, drawing on 

examples from ethnographically observed stone-tool users (Gallagher 1977; Gould et al. 

1971; Hayden 1979), and e.xperimental studies (Prison 1991:314-325; Walker 1978). 

Higher edge-angles perform better in wood-working, while more acute angles perform 

better in cutting hide and scraping activities. The unmodified flake as a cutting tool is 

quite useful when first produced, but dulls quickly over time, requiring rejuvenation or 

further flake production. This study follows Nelson in measuring maximum and 

minimum edge-angles, describing the location and shape of utilized edges, and measuring 
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the lengths of utilized edges (Nelson 1981:151-214). Utilized edges are defined by the 

presence of retouch, facial thinning, or signs of edge-damage. Edge-damage develops 

quickly and can result from use. natural formation processes, or the techniques used by 

archaeologists in artifact recovery. Nonetheless, the regularity of the damage pattern, the 

invasiveness of the damage, and the continuity of the damage along the production edge 

help me make a reasonable identification of use-damaged edges. In cases where multiple 

edges were on the same artifact, each edge was treated as a separate anal>'tical unit 

(Nelson 1981:95-100; Schiffer 1976:110). 

Finally. Whittaker's (1984) study of bifacially produced projectile points and 

knives provide some interesting analytic methods. In his study, Whittaker used scar 

counts, attributes of notching, and scar angle orientation to create a set of variables for 

distinguishing idiosyncratic reduction strategies among flintknappers. The goal of his 

study was to infer "analytical individuals" at Grasshopper Pueblo, and relate the spatial 

distribution of the individual flintknapper's tools to arguments for a lack of craft 

specialization (Whittaker 1987). TTiis study included most of Whittaker s variables to 

ser\'e a similar goal; identifying individual bifacial knives or projectile point producers. 

My goal from there, however, is the assessment of gross differences in production 

behaviors that can be related to the differing habitus of flintknappers. 

A projectile point t\pology for the study area was developed by Tagg (1994). For 

the sake of comparability with other studies, and for the typology's general utility in 
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describing common projectile point shapes in the area, every projectile point analyzed 

was assigned to the Tagg typology. 

Organization of Data Presentation Chapters 

Having reviewed some of the methods of analysis, this study now turns to data 

presentation and interpretation. Every technological organization hypothesis listed in 

Table 3.1 has numerous technological ramifications that relate it to the data base. These 

technological ramifications create a set of "operational hypotheses''' which "...are related 

to the set of necessary computational operations" (Sokal and Rohlf 1981:225). For 

instance, let us consider the hypothesis that hunting tools and their production debris 

should be disproportionately represented in refiise deposits associated with communal 

architecture. Some of the operational hypotheses used for testing this statement include: 

• Differential amounts of preferred hunting tool raw materials in communal architecture 
(i.e., more cherts, chalcedonies) 

• More projectile points discarded during the production process due to manufacturing 
errors 

• Debitage with very little cortex, reflecting late-stage reduction 
• Bifacial thinning flakes 

This list is a small example of the operational hypotheses required. The 

remainder of this study is shaped by the technological hypotheses. Rather than listing 

here all of the operational hypotheses associated with each of the technological 

hypotheses. I will discuss them at appropriate jimctures in the data presentation chapters. 

In the table below (Table 4.3), the major technological organization hypotheses are again 
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summarized, and the chapters which contain the discussion of the hypotheses are noted. 

Chapter V presents the necessary ecological, geologic, and site-specific background 

information for the study region. Chapter VII presents a site-by-site discussion of the 

cultural formation processes that created the recovered chipped stone deposits, and offers 

inferences about the spatial organization of tool production and tool use activities in each 

settlement. 

Table 4.3: Technological expectations and the organization of data presentation chapters 

Technological Organization Hypotheses Chapter 
IN ALL SETTLEMENTS 

Intra-site variation among deposits of chipped stone artifacts in non-
aggregated sites will be minimal. Intra-site variation among deposits of 
chipped stone artifacts at aggregated sites will be noticeably greater. 

Chapter VI 

IN NON-AGGREGA TED SETTLEMENTS 
A) Variation among deposits of chipped stone artifacts in any one non-
aggregated site in an internal frontier should be minimal. 
B) Variation between the chipped stone tools and debris of non-aggregated 
sites should be noticeably greater. 

Chapter VIII 

If ceremonial structures are present, some of the chipped stone tools found 
within them probably carricd symbolic value. This value could be expressed 
by the rarity of the tool in shape, raw material, size, or degree of difficultv' in 
the tool's production. 

Chapter VIII 

INAGGREGA TED SETTLEMENTS 
Refuse deposits in aggregated settlements, which are located in the midst of 
different'household room suites, will contain technologically distinct 
assemblages. 

Chapter IX 

More hunting tool kit debris is expected to be evident at aggregated 
settlements. 

Chapter X 

A) In the refuse deposits associated with a communal structure, hunting tools 
and their production debris should be disproportionately represented. 
B) A diversity of technological knowledge and skill should be expressed in 
the tools recovered from ritual room waste deposits, reflecting the varied 
technological backgrounds of communit>' members. 

Chapter IX 

Abandoned ceremonial structures should contain the debris of ritual 
paraphernalia. Some of the chipped stone tools found within them should have 
carried symbolic value. This value could be expressed by the rarit>' of the tool 
in form, raw material, size, or degree of difficulty in the tool's production. 

Chapter IX 
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CHAPTER V: STUDY AREA OVERVIEW 

"The stories cannot be separated from geographical locations, from actual physical 
places within the land.... And the stories are so much a part of these places that it is 
almost impossible for future generations to lose the stories because there are so many 
imposing geological elements...you cannot live in that land without asking or looking 
at or noticing a boulder or rock. And there's always a story." (Silko 1981:69; 
emphasis in original) 

As the Laguna author Leslie Marmon Silko points out, stories are situated in 

landscapes. In this chapter, the landscape of this research story is detailed. In the first 

section, the modem climate and ecological communities along the Mogollon Rim is 

discussed. Ne.xt, the raw materials available to flintknappers are considered, with a 

review of the geologic history and current exposures of the region. Each raw material and 

its properties is considered, and the raw material acquisition behaviors of Pueblo peoples 

in .Arizona summarized. Finally, a brief sketch of each of the three units in this study, the 

Hay Hollow Valley, the southem Silver Creek drainage, and the Grasshopper Plateau, is 

made, including short descriptions of each of the ten sites used in the analysis. 

The Natural Setting 

Climate. Arizona is a state characterized by its climatic and ecological diversity. 

Precipitation in Arizona exhibits two maxima, one in winter and one in late summer 

(Johnson 1976:32-38; Kaldahl and Dean 1999; Martin 1963:3-5; Petersen 1988:14-20). 

In late winter and early spring (December-March), storm fronts from the west bring 

precipitation that falls moderately intense rains at lower elevations and deep snow cover 

in high elevations. In late summer, the heating of the Colorado Plateau, a large Icmd mass 
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of relatively high elevation, causes the air over the northern Southwest to rise. This 

thermally induced low-pressure system, coupled with the storms being whipped up by the 

sub-tropical high pressure cells, brings monsoonal moisture into the Southwest. The 

precipitation of the monsoon season is intense and rainfall events last for shorter periods 

of time. For most regions of the Southwest, precipitation has a great deal of spatial 

variation. From year to year, variation in moisture and temperature is equally e.xtreme. 

Paleoecological Reconstructions for East-Central Arizona. From the long-term 

perspective on Holocene climatic change, the last 2,000 years have been relatively 

uneventful (Hall 1985). To a human generation, however, changing conditions brought 

about by low-frequency and high-frequency environmental processes can be quite 

profound (Dean 1988a). The Colorado Plateau enjoys a wealth of paleoclimatic and 

paleoecological reconstruction data. Methods of regional climatic reconstructions include 

alluvial stratigraphy, palynology, and dendroclimatology. Cycles of alluviation can be 

correlated for the entire Colorado Plateau (Karlstrom 1988). Paleoecological 

reconstructions from pollen analyses can be interpreted at a variety of spatial scales, 

ranging from a study region to a specific microsite environment (Hevly 1981; Jacobson 

and Bradshaw 1981). Dendroclimate stations can be "networked" together to yield a 

climatic picture of moisture fluctuations throughout the Colorado Plateau, or for the 

immediate vicinity of a specific station (Dean 1988b; Dean and Robinson 1977; Fritts 

1976). In this section, pertinent paleoecological data is organized by each of these three 

methods. 
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The history of the Colorado Plateau's alluvial deposits has interested Pueblo 

researchers for many years (Bryan 1941). Karlstrom's (1988) study at Black Mesa 

indicated that changing water table levels have the greatest effect on cycles of aggradation 

and degradation. Cut-and-fill cycles throughout the Plateau have a periodicit>' of roughly 

500 years (Dean 1988a, 1988b. 1994, 1996a, 1996b). As these low frequency cycles are 

quite regular throughout the Colorado Plateau (Karlstrom 1988), they are applicable to 

studies of regional and locality-specific alluvial bottomlands. The abandonment of the 

Kayenta Anasazi heartland in the mid- to late-1200s is related to the degradation of 

alluvial bottomlands (Dean 1996b;39). These changes in the Kayenta region's hydrology 

brought immigrants to the southern extremes of the Colorado Plateau and into the 

Mogollon Highlands (Haur>' 1958; Reid et al. 1996). This alluvial degradation cycle in 

the Pueblo 111 period is the only one of interest for the study region and time period. 

In a syntliesis that combined the above alluvial cycles with pal>Tiological studies 

from the Hay Hollow Valley and Black Mesa area, researchers documented a close 

correlation between the Plateau's alluvial chronology, increased ground water, and the 

expansion of moisture-loving upland species (Hevly 1988; Karlstrom 1988; Plog et al. 

1988). The model indicated greater effective moisture in the periods AD 600-700, AD 

1050-1200, and low effective moisture AD 400-500 and AD 850-950. Total effective 

moisture amounts decrease after AD 1200. Their model was truncated at AD 1350. 

Archaeological and natural deposits containing pollen all point to total effective 

moisture increases, particularly for the period AD 950-1150. Decreasing total effective 
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moisture occurred through the late AD 1200s. Low frequency effective moisture cycles 

are comparable between northwest New Mexico, Southwestern Colorado, and Arizona 

reconstructions (Davis and Shafer 1992; Eddy 1972; Euler et al. 1979; Fall et al. 1981; 

Hevly 1988; Petersen 1988, 1994; Schoenwetter 1962; Schoenwetter and Eddy 1964). 

While total effective moisture increases can be inferred from increased pollen production 

and shifting forest borders, the intensity and impact of effective moisture decreases are 

best-pursued via another major climatic data set: dendroclimatic stations. 

Dendroclimatic stations are particularly useful for their spatial flexibility. Each 

station subsumes several chronologies collected from individual dendroclimate sites. The 

University of Arizona Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research (LTRR) has three 

dendroclimatic stations of interest to this study on the Colorado Plateau: Hopi Mesas. 

Puerco. and Central Mountains North (in the Snowflake-Show Low area). The Central 

Mountain South station, centered just upstream of the Salt River Canyon, is also of 

interest (Dean and Robinson 1977; Kaldahl and Dean 1999). Tree-ring chronologies 

have such high resolution information that it becomes difficult to grasp the implications 

of the data sets. Grouping the data into low-frequency effective moisture cycles is a 

frequent data reduction tool, as well as analyzing inter-annual variation for sections of a 

time-series (Dean et al. 1985; Jorde 1977; Van West 1994). 

One useful technique is to map tree-ring index values or other tree-ring based 

predictive measures over the region. Dean and Robinson's (1977) use of this technique 

has clear implications for the Mogollon Rim. Two standard deviations above or below 
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the decadal mean represent a very severe departure from normal. Examining the area 

around the Central Mountains North chronology, only two decades indicated negative 

moisture anomalies greater than two standard deviations: one in the AD 1280s and 

another in the AD 1340s (Dean and Robinson 1977:61-91). The researchers" overall 

conclusion is that severe moisture departures on the Colorado Plateau are more infrequent 

in the Mogollon Highlands, compared to other regions (Dean and Robinson 1982:53). 

These earlier conclusions were also supported in a more recent study of dendroclimatic 

data assembled for SCARP, utilizing updated data that is specific to the Silver Creek 

study region (Kaldahl and Dean 1999). The orographic effect of the Mogollon Rim has a 

stabilizing effect on moisture departures in the dendroclimatic record. 

Several points about the paleoclimate of the study area should be made. First, the 

Mogollon Rim and its immediate environs enjoy greater stability temporally and spatially 

with regard to overall effective moisture, a function of the Rim's position with regard to 

Southwestern storm systems. Second, during the period AD 950-1150, the Plateau 

enjoyed greater effective moisture overall. From AD 1200-1300. arroyo degradation 

compromised the bottomland-dependent agriculture in the heart of the Colorado Plateau 

in Arizona. Additionally, while climatic conditions deteriorated markedly at the end of 

the AD 1200s. the Mogollon Rim country demonstrated some resiliency to the worst of 

these conditions. The break-down in winter precipitation in the late AD 1200s would 

have seriously impacted the ecological communities that depend on Arizona's bimodal 
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precipitation pattern (Dean 1996a, 1996b). Climate conditions then remained stable 

throughout the AD 1300s. 

A farmer's perceptions of spatial and temporal variation in climatic conditions are 

much harder to model (Dean 1988a). The period of greatest effective summer and vdnter 

moisture in the study region fell within the Pueblo II period (AD 950-1150). This period 

does correspond to the maximum geographic extent of small farming household 

settlements. In the late AD 1200s, there was an emigration from the Four Comers region 

to areas that maintained more stable precipitation patterns: the Rio Grande valley, the 

southern portions of the Plateau's forest ecotone, and the Mogollon highlands. 

Settlements that still occupied lowland ecotones were situated in contexts where flood 

plain farming remained possible. For the study area, Fourmile Ruin serves as a good 

example of flood plain farmers for this period, as do the Homol'ovi sites along the 

Middle Little Colorado (Mills 1996; Van West 1994). 

Ecology of the Studv Area. Many ecological communities owe their existence to 

Arizona's two modes of precipitation discussed above. Seven different ecological zones, 

from Sonoran desert to Alpine meadows, are found within Arizona's borders. In the 

study area, the pine-fir forest ecological community, spruce forest thrive and expand only 

after many winters of heavy snowpack (Petersen 1988:74-82). At a lower elevation, both 

of the defining tree species of the pinon and juniper ecological zone are dependent on 

summer monsoonal precipitation (Petersen 1988:83-85; Shafer 1989). 
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The ecological communities of the Southwest are determined by moisture and 

temperature, which in turn are strongly correlated with elevation. The net-effect of this 

correlation is a "patchwork quilt" of ecological zones across the mountainous regions of 

Arizona (Mitchell 1976:920). The study area encompasses the highland portions of these 

ecological zones: grasslands, pinon-juniper woodland, ponderosa pine forest, and pine-fir 

forest (Lindquist et al. 1973:8-9). From the Hay Hollow Valley to the Grasshopper 

plateau, the study region spans an important ecological gradient, in addition to being an 

important cross-roads of Plateau and central mountain exchange networks and migration. 

Figure 5.1 and 5.2 display these ecological zones in cross-section and in plan view. 
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Figure 5.2: Plan-View of ecological communities along the Mogollon Rim 

The borders of the ecological communities are properly described as gradients. 

The dominant species in each biotic zone exhibit different frequencies within the zone, 

and riparian species of cottonwood, willow, and riparian grasses cross-cut each 
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community (Plog 1981: 16-17). In historic times, the ecological communities have been 

heavily influenced by cattle grazing, fire suppression, and other modern agricultural 

activities. While the modern ponderosa pine and spruce-fir forests form a dense canopy 

today, periodic forest fires left a much more open environment with more park and 
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meadowland microhabitats prior to Euro-American settlement. The grassland habitats, 

particularly on the Colorado Plateau north of the Mogollon Rim, were probably much 

more robust vegetational communities prehistorically, with the pinon-juniper species 

having a more restricted distribution. Evidence from pollen profiles and historical 

photographs throughout Arizona document the modem expansion of junipers into lands 

disturbed by cattle grazing. This expansion of juniper into lower elevations places the 

species in areas that are marginal to its natural distribution (Davis and Turner 1986; 

Johnsen and Elson 1979). 

The FlintknapperN Palette: Geology of the Study Area 

Geologic Historv. The geologic history of the area has obviously affected the 

climatic conditions of the Mogollon Rim region in the Holocene. For the flintknapper, 

this geologic history also determined the range of available raw materials. The enormous 

lithic variability in the area is directly attributable to the fault lines that define the Rim 

and which have exposed an enormous geologic cross-section. Table 5.1 presents a 

synthesis of the region's geologic strata. 

Table 5.1: Geologic sequence for the study area 
Period Group Name Formation Name Material Types 

QUATERNARY 
(Tsy) 

None None 1. Recent erosion deposition: sands, silts, 
gravels, conglomerates 

(Qb) 

None None 

2. Recent Volcanics; 
Basalt and other material 

TERTIARY 
(Tso) 

None None Rim Gravel Deposition: Oligocene 

CRETACEOUS 
(Ks) 

None None Feldspathic sandstone, shale 
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Table 5.1: Geologic sequence for the study area (continued) 

JURASSIC None None None for study area 
TRIASSIC None Chinle 

(TRc) 
Mudstone, sandstone, limestone, and 
petrified wood 

None Moenkopi 
(TRm) 

Sandstone, shallow marine and tidal flat 
deposits. 

PERMIAN None Kaibab 
(Pk) 

Limestone, dolomite, sandstone, mudstone, 
gypsum, conglomerate, assorted colors of 
chert 

None Toroweap Yellow and red sandstone, mudstone, sandy 
dolomite, gypsum 

None Coconino 
(Pc) 

Sandstone 

Supai 
(PPs) 

Schnebly Hill Sandstone, mudstone. limestone, dolomite, 
evaporates 

Hermit Mudstone. siltstone, conglomerates, 
limestone 

Esplanade Sandstone 
PENNSYLVANIAN Supai Wescogame 

Earp 

Red sandstone, siltstone 

Limestone, sandstone, conglomerate 
Manakacha Sandstone 

Supai Watahomiai Cherty micritic limestone, mudstone 
Naco 
(CDl) 

Horquilla Limestone Fossiliferous limestone, mudstone 

MISSISSIPPIAN None 
(CDl) 

Redwall Limestone None for study area 

DEVONIAN None None None for study area 
SILURIAN None None None in Arizona 

ORDOVICIAN None None None for studv area 
CAMBRIAN Tonto Tapeats Sandstone Sandstone 

PRECAMBRIAN Apache 
(Au) 

None (Yd) Diabase sills and dikes run throughout the 
Apache group 

Troy Ouartzite Gray quartzite with sandstone 
Mescal Limestone Limestone with black and gray chert 

inclusions, sandstone, dolomite 
Dripping Spring 
Quartzite 

Light gray to purplish gray quartzites, 
jasper, sandstone 

Pioneer Shale Lower strata conglomerate with white vein 
quartz, quartzite of assorted colors, jasper, 
rhyolite and schist clasts. Upper strata is 
mudstone, claystone 



Another important component to the study region's geologic diversity is the 

Tertiary deposits situated along the MogoIIon Rim. These so-called rim gravels represent 

a melange of materials from several geologic strata. In Figure 5.3 (Peirce et al. 1979:4-

11). a simplified geologic profile looking toward the northwest is presented for the study 

area, cross-sectioning the Mogollon Rim. 

Fort Apache Region-looking northwest 
(after Peirce 1979) Round Top Mt. 

Rim Gravel 

Cretaceous 

I 
Canyon Ck. Gravel | / 

Canyon Ck. Gravel 

Blue House Mt. 

Cambrian 
Devonian 

Mississippian 
Precambrian Pennsylvanian Precambnan 

Figure 5.3: Cross-sectional profile of Mogollon Rim geologj' 

The Precambrian through Pennsylvanian strata all dip northeast. At the time of 

the Laramide orogeny, the area south of today's Mogollon Rim was actually at an 

elevation higher than today's Rim. Due to the dipping of these strata, this ancient central 

.A.rizona massif included stratigraphic exposures from many geologic periods. This 

uplifting event resulted in great erosional activity in which clasts as large as boulders 

were carried from south to north by gravity and water. The talus of this erosional activity 

forms today's rim gravels (a misnomer as the "gravels" range from cobbles to boulders in 
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size). The rim gravel zone contains remnants of an unknown number of Precambrian and 

later strata. During the Oligocene Epoch, fiuther Basin and Range faulting resulted in 

today's Mogollon Rim, which divides the Little Colorado River drainage trending 

northwest, from the Salt and Gila river drainages trending southwest (Peirce et al. 1979). 

The Precambrian Apache Group (Wrucke 1989), which encompasses several 

strata of quartzite. shale, limestone, and the remains of uimamed diabase sills and dikes, 

forms the most ancient exposures in the study region. The next geologic group is the 

Mississippian Redwall Limestone and the Permsylvanian Naco group, which locally 

consists of only one limestone member. The Supai group spans both the Pennsylvanian 

and Permian periods. There has been some dispute about the continuity of strata from 

these periods in the area (Peirce 1989); I have chosen to follow the sequences proposed 

by Blakey and Knepp (1989:320). The older sandstone, limestone, and siltstone strata of 

the Pennsylvanian are somewhat ephemeral until the lower Permian. The upper Permian 

includes the Coconino sandstone and the Kaibab limestone formations. The Mesozoic 

Era is represented by sandstones of the lower Triassic's Moenkopi formation (Blakey and 

Knepp 1989:372-375) and the Upper Triassic's Chinle formation. The Chinle consists of 

various terrestrial deposits which formed in the lakes and streams of that period, yielding 

sandstones, mudstones, conglomerates, and petrified wood (Blakey and Knepp 1989:375-

377). Cretaceous period sandstones are also quite common to the study region (Nations 

1989:442-444). The early Cenozoic, as mentioned previously, was marked by the 

deposition of the Rim Gravels, which includes materials from much of the previously 
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mentioned strata (Peirce et al. 1979). In east-central Arizona, the latter portion of the 

Cenozoic was characterized by volcanic activity (Lynch 1989). 

While the faulting of the Rim has opened numerous geologic strata south of the 

Rim to human access, the role of active washes north of the Rim should be noted. Active 

streams and washes have cut through the rim gravel province, bringing smaller-size 

sediments down to lower elevations. The importance of streams in exposing the Kaibab 

limestone and its useful chert nodules, as well as the Permian, Triassic, and Cretaceous 

sandstone formations cannot be overestimated, as the easiest quarrying of chert for 

flintknapping and sandstone for masonr>' would be in such drainages (see Figure 5.4). 
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Available Raw Materials and their Properties. The raw materials available to the 

flintknappers of the study area include a full range of performance characteristics. Two 

inversely related performance characteristics are edge-sharpness and edge-durability. 

Those materials which most closely approach the consistency of glass have the sharpest 

edges. Those materials with more durable edges are those with the greatest fracture 

toughness (Domanski et al. 1994; Goodman 1944; Whittaker 1994:65-67). The edges 
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produced are typically duller. Based on my experiences with the area's local materials, I 

have arrayed them along the qualitative axes of fracture toughness and edge-sharpness in 

Figure 5.5. 

Obsidian 

Chalcedony 

n/> 
S Petrified'^ v cheit 
CO Wood* ^ _ /V 
0) \ Diabase & dense basalts 

"O / 
liJ ^ ^Siliclfied Sandstone 

Poorly sllicified 
sedimentary stone Quartzite 

Fracture Toughness 
(Edge Durability) 

Figure 5.5: Raw material properties 

The study area does not have naturally occurring obsidian in a form which can be 

knapped. The closest outcrop is probably the Red Hill area, at a distance of 85-90 

kilometers from the study area (Shackley 1995). Obsidian, in the form of Apache tears 

can be found 160-170 km southwest of Grasshopper Plateau area near Superior, Arizona 

(Agenbroad 1982:42), and other outcrops can be found at roughly the same distance east 

to the Flagstaff area. 

Chalcedonies and agates are found in all of the assemblages in this study, 

although the geologic origins of these materials for the Silver Creek and Grasshopper 
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areas are unknown. For the Hay Hollow valley, Schiffer observed outcrops of chalcedony 

in veins at Point of the Mountain Mesa (Schiffer 1973:210) 

Chert in the Grasshopper region can be found abundantly in the Mississippian 

Redwall limestone formation (Agenbroad 1982). Chert in the Silver Creek drainage and 

in the Hay Hollow valley can be gathered from the Permian Kaibab formation. 

Basalt originates from flows in the eastern portion of the study area and at 

restricted locations below the Rim (Lynch 1989). 

Diabase can be found naturally outcropping in the Grasshopper Plateau area and 

southward (Fouts 1974), as part of the Precambrian Apache Group. As a part of the 

Apache Group, diabase was eroded from the central Arizona massif during the early 

Cenozoic. and was subsequently redeposited in the Rim Gravels of the southern Colorado 

Plateau. Movement by gravity and water makes this material a common one in the Hay 

Hollow Valley (Schiffer 1973:208-209) and the Silver Creek drainage. Diabase is 

identifiable to the naked eye by the presence of lighter-colored minerals in the form of 

plagioclase feldspars and augite in a dull black aphanitic groundmass (Fouts 1974:14-18). 

There has been some concern that the dull black stones with light-colored phenocrysts 

found in the Silver Creek drainage are indeed diabase (Bruce Donaldson, personal 

communication 1996). The material is frequently confiised with basalt, particularly when 

phenocr>'sts are small, or with some dark-colored speckled cherts that occur in the region. 

As plagioclase and augite are both materials with distinctive optical properties, the 

dispute over this material's identification is readily resolved. A hand sample of this dark 
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stone was taken from the Rim gravel province near the Juniper Ridge Lookout Tower on 

the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest. This hzmd specimen was taken to Tucson and 

thin-sectioned. Susan Stinson. the SCARP research group's petrographic analyst, 

examined a thin-section under polarized light and unquestionably identified its 

phenocrysts as plagioclase and augite. As no other material in the area except diabase 

conforms to this description, these dark rocks bearing pink-to-white mineral inclusions 

should henceforth be identified as diabase. 

Quartzites are also common to the Precambrian Apache group. They outcrop 

naturally in the Grasshopper portion of the study region, and have been subsequently 

redeposited in the rim gravels and transported down the Mogollon slope into the Silver 

Creek and Hay Hollow Valley (Schiffer 1973:211). Sandstones, which were 

incompletely metamorphosed, occur quite commonly among the quartzites. These have 

been identified in this analysis as highly compacted and silicified sandstones. Pueblo 

flintknappers attempted to use some denser sandstones and other recent sedimentary 

formations for flintknapping. Sandstone deposits are ubiquitous throughout the study 

area. 

Finally, petrified wood outcrops commonly in the most northeastern sector of the 

study area in the Chinle formation. It is also a large component of the rim gravels, and 

hence can be found quite commonly in the washes of the Mogollon slope in the Silver 

Creek and Hay Hollow study areas. The quality of this material is highly variable. It can 

range from trzinslucent pieces with excellent conchoidal fractures, to easily eroded mzisses 
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of crystal, to a very tough material which fractures in rectilinear planes. The material 

demonstrates the full range of fracture properties. 

Raw Material Acquisition in Pueblo Arizona. With the exception of obsidian. 

Pueblo flintknappers in the study area could readily access all of the raw materials 

discussed above. In their study of lithic procurement strategies on Black Mesa. Leonard 

and others (1989) documented the presence of commonly occurring raw materials that 

originated up to 30 km from the settlements. Materials procured from this distance were 

not utilized or reduced in any special fashion to conserve the raw material packet. Poor 

quality materials close to settlements and high-quality materials from greater distances 

were all used in flake-tool manufacture. None of the sites in this study are farther than 30 

km from the source beds or from the stream deposits bearing the materials discussed 

above, so prehistoric flintknappers enjoyed an abundant and diverse array of materials 

and were not required to carefully conserve their raw materials. 

Site Descriptions: Hay Hollow Valley Area 

The Hay Hollow Valley, the northern unit of the study area, was the subject of 

intense investigation by the Field Museum of Natural History's Southwest Expedition. 

The local ecology of the valley has been impacted by overgrazing and is dissected by 

numerous arroyos. Pinon and juniper trees are common, and the area is quite open with 

sparse grasses (Hill 1970:3; Martin et al. 1967:12). In the culture history sequence 

proposed by Longacre (1964:204-211). above-ground masoruy rooms first appeared in 
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the period AD 900-1100. Roomblocks were 8-15 rooms in size, and circular great kivas 

and rectangulcir kivas appeared at this time. Between AD 1100 and AD 1300. fewer sites 

existed, but roomblock sizes ranged from 8-40 rooms. In the final phase of occupation, 

AD 1300-1450. site sizes ranged from 50-100 rooms, and large plazas became common. 

Carter Ranch. Carter Ranch is a 39-room Pueblo excavated between 1961 and 

1962 (Figure 5.6). The main roomblock faces a plaza. A D-shaped kiva (Kiva 1) is found 

within the roomblock and a large circular great kiva (Kiva II) is found ten meters north of 

the roomblock and slightly west. The circular great kiva is morphologically similar to 

those uncovered by the SCARP research group, and to the kiva at Tla Kii in the 

Forestdale Valley (Herr 1999; Martin et al. 1964:56-57). A third ritual room within the 

roomblock is present. Twenty-three rooms and all of the ritual structures were excavated. 

Some rooms within the pueblo were trash-filled to a depth of 35 centimeters. In addition, 

extramural middens east of the plaza were tested. Up to one meter of stratified deposits 

filled with ash. refuse, and human burials characterized the extramural deposits. Rooms 

averaged 3.5 meters in length and 2.8 meters in width. Two excavated rooms (Rooms 5 

and 12) apparently reached two stories in height (Martin et al. 1964:15-34). While 

researchers were not able to reconstruct the entire construction sequence, at least four 

episodes of building were identified on the basis of the excavated rooms (Martin et al. 

1964:50-51). The dating of the site has been improved upon thanks to the discovery of 

additional tree-ring specimens that span at least eight decades (AD 1110-1190) (Herr 

1999:192). The site was apparently occupied for a sufficient length of time to build 
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several new rooms, form stratified middens, and to fill abandoned rooms with trash (Herr 

1999:202). 
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Figure 5.6: Carter Ranch site plan 
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Screening excavated fill was not a common practice until the 1962 Field Season, 

consequently all of the artifacts 1 analyzed came from the second excavation season. The 

samples analyzed come from the lower deposits and floors of all rooms in which debitage 

was collected (Rooms 18, 19. 2L 22. and 23). Materials from the circular great kiva were 

also analyzed- Several trenches were excavated in the exterior midden areas; however, 

chipped stone debris was saved only from plaza Trench H and Trench J, which was dug 

into the deepest section of the extramural midden. In this study samples were analyzed 

from each of these trenches. Finally retouched tools were saved from almost all of the 

excavated contexts. I chose to analyze only those retouched tools which were recovered 

in contexts where debitage collection also occurred. 

Broken K Pueblo. Broken K Pueblo was one of the largest and last sites occupied 

in the upland areas of the Hay Hollow Valley (Longacre 1966:98). The structure was one 

storv' and consisted of 92 rooms arranged in four contiguous roomblocks around a central 

plaza (see Figure 5.7). A total of 54 rooms were excavated during the 1962 and 1963 

field seasons (Martin et al. 1967:11-13). In addition to the 92 rooms of the Pueblo, one 

subterranean kiva (the Northwest kiva) was located within the plaza. Habitation room 

sizes ranged from 2.8 to 5.3 meters in their longest dimension, and storage room size 

varied from 2.0 to 3.5 meters (Martin et al. 1967:28). External middens were ephemeral, 

and very little trash was found within rooms (Martin et al. 1967:29-30). Re-analyses of 

the potter>' indicated that many more restorable vessels were present at the site than had 

been noted in the original field and laboratory work (Schiffer 1989). Little trash, more 

whole vessels, fewer sherds in fill, and a paucity of human internments led Schiffer 
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(1989:57) to conclude that the site was very briefly occupied, inferring an occupation 

span of less than 50 years. 
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The paucity of trash in general, and chipped stone debris in particular, allowed me 

to analyze assemblages from several contexts. Broken K Pueblo materials were screened, 

and analysis was performed on those strata below the wind/water natural deposits which 

Broken K excavators designated Level A. Starting with Level B through floor and 

subfloor strata, the following rooms from each of the four roomblocks were analyzed: 

Rooms 6, 7, 8, and 11 in the eastern roomblock; Rooms 28 and 30 in the northern 

roomblock; Rooms 41, 48, 49, and 92 in the western roomblock; Rooms 78, 80, and 82 in 

the southern roomblock. Additionally, samples were taken from the kiva in the northwest 

comer of the plaza and from pleiza trenches. No extramural midden samples were 

available for analysis. 

Site Descriptions: Southern Silver Creek Area 

The southern Silver Creek drainage has been investigated most recently by the 

University of Arizona's Silver Creek Archaeological Research Project. The earliest 

excavations in the area were conducted during the first two decades of the twentieth 

century (Fewkes 1904; Hough 1903; Spier 1918). Later investigations were performed 

as part of the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest's cultural resource management 

program. Surveys and excavations were carried out in the 1970s and 1980s by several 

researchers (Lightfoot 1984; Lightfoot and Most 1989; Lightfoot zmd Plog 1984; Most 

1987; Most and Hantman 1982; Plog 1981). The SCARP research group began work in 

the area in 1993. Six sites have been tested, 20 sites have been surface collected (Mills et 
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al. 1999a), and numerous other sites have been revisited as part of a program of 

settlement pattern research. The area is heavily forested with aspen/fir ecological 

communities at the highest elevations along the Rim. and pinon-juniper woodlands at the 

lowest elevations down the Mogollon slope. Today, most of the area is dominated by 

stands of ponderosa pine. 

Newcomb (1997, 1999) infers a population of less than 1,000 people in the 

SC.A.RP area throughout most of prehistor>'. Population increases due to migrations are 

apparent from her demographic reconstructions in the AD 1000s and AD 1100s. 

Sometime during the latter portion of the AD 1000s, circular great kivas first appeared in 

the region, in association with small settlements of 5-15 rooms. Population declined after 

a peak in the AD 1100s. In the AD 1200s, settlements located on steep hilltops and other 

geographic prominences were common. Sites contained increasing numbers of rooms, 

ranging from 15-60. Circular great kivas disappeared, and rectangular ceremonial 

structures and open-sided plazas and courtyards become common. By AD 1275, a few 

large sites were occupied, and enclosed plazas and a diverse set of small and large 

ceremonial structures were used (Mills 1998). Settlements ranged in size from 50 rooms 

to 250-300 rooms. By AD 1350, much of the southern Silver Creek drainage was 

abandoned, with populations concentrated at Pinedale, Show Low, Fourmile, and 

Shumway (Mills and Herr 1999). By the end of the fourteenth century, the area was 

essentially empty of inhabited Pueblo settlements. 

Hough's Great KJva and AZ P: 16:160(ASM). Hough's Great Kiva consists of a 

9-room habitation site and a circular great kiva (see Figure 5.8). The site is a short walk 
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from the Mogollon Rim high in the ponderosa pine forests. Two rooms were excavated 

in the roomblock during the 1996 field season. Deposits were uniformly shallow (60 

cm). Almost all of the primary timbers of the domestic rooms were burned, yielding an 

excellent collection of tree-ring dates, which date the roomblock's construction to the AD 

1120s (Herr 1999:163). The circular great kiva was excavated in the 1995 and 1996 

seasons. Trenches were excavated across the entryway and wall, and parts of the floor 

were cleared. Very few artifacts were recovered from the great kiva contexts. 

Additionally, some limited testing was performed in the midden. Rooms in the Pueblo 

were quite large, between 5-6 m on their longest axis (Herr et al. 1999:57-75). All 

artifacts from this site were analyzed. 
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Less than 2 km away is another roomblock and circular great kiva site, AZ 

P:16;160(ASM) (see Figure 5.9). This site was excavated in the 1996 field season (Herr 

etal. 1999:75-81). Trenches were placed across the kiva entrjAvay and walls. While test 

pits were sunk into trash areas, bedrock was reached around 30 cm, indicating very 

shallow deposits. The roomblock was not excavated, and we estimate the presence of 

five rooms, which were heavily disturbed due to the construction of a road. Very few 

artifacts were recovered from the entire excavation, all of which were analyzed. 
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Cothrun's Kiva. Cothrun's Kiva site is located at a lower elevation to the north, 

in the pinon-juniper woodlands (see Figure 5.10). Based on ceramics, the site appears to 

be earlier than Hough's Great Kiva site. Cothrun's Kiva site was excavated during the 

1997 field season (Herr et al. 1999:81-109). The site consists of two roomblocks, a 

bounded courtyard space, and a circular great kiva. Trenches were placed across the 

walls of the kiva and the entryway. Several square meters of the floor were cleared. 

Three rooms were excavated in the roomblock. Test units were placed in the bounded 

courtyard and in the midden area. The outlier roomblock, consisting of two or three 

rooms, was not excavated. All chipped stone artifacts were analyzed from all units. 

Based on ceramics and radiocarbon assays, Cothrun's Kiva was probably occupied at the 

same time as Hough's Great Kiva (ca. late AD 1000s to early AD 1100s) (Herr 1999:163-

165). 
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Pottery Hill. Dating to the period AD 1200-1275, Pottery Hill was a typical 

settlement of the period. The site contains 40 to 45 rooms (see Figure 5.11). The main 

roomblock was built atop a steep-sided hill, with terraces of rooms constructed down the 

eastern and southeastern sides of the hill. Bounded courtyard spaces occur at the top of 

the hill and on the first lower terrace. Two rooms were excavated in the hilltop 

roomblock during the 1993 season (Mills et al. 1999b: 117-148). The rooms were shallow 

(less than one meter of fill), and consisted of a habitation and ceremonial room. In 

subsequent seasons, a deep trench (2 m deep) was excavated into a large rectangular 

ceremonial structure (6 m on its longest axis), located on the first lower terrace on the 

eastern side of the site. Additionally, test pits have been placed into the midden, and 29 

shallow transect units (generally 1 m x 4 m x 0.2 m) were used to follow wall alignments. 

All artifactual material fi-om this site have been analyzed. 
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Bailev Ruin. The 200-250 room Bailey Ruin dates to the early Pueblo IV period 

(AD 1275-1325) (see Figure 5.12). Located in a ponderosa pine and meadowland 

env ironment, the settlement was built near tv\'o springs. Two-story rooms are present in 

some areas. The use of natural topography and two-story rooms created a very deep 

enclosed plaza on the north side of the settlement. Large ceremonial structures within the 

roomblock are suspected, although we have excavated portions from only one such 

structure at this time. From 1993-1997, the SCARP research group excavated three 

extramural middens, seven rooms in three of the site's four roomblocks, 13 shallow 

trenches in the plaza, and five trenches in the plaza (Mills et al. 1999c: 149-242). All 

chipped stone materials from this site have been analyzed. 
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Site Descriptions: The Grasshopper Plateau Area 

The Grasshopper Plateau was the subject of intense investigation by the 

University of Arizona's Archaeological Field School from 1963 to 1992. In 30 years of 

investigation, the Field School excavated 20 percent of the rooms in Grasshopper Pueblo, 

and most of the sites of Chodistaas and Grasshopper Spring. In addition, 

dendrochronological specimens from Canyon Creek Ruin were recovered, and sur\'eys 

were conducted throughout the area (Graves 1983; Lorentzen 1993; Montgomery 1993; 

Reid 1989; Sullivan 1980; Zedeno 1994). Cultural resource surveys have been conducted 

in adjacent areas to the west (Cartledge 1977; Reid 1982). Today, the Grasshopper 

Plateau area is located in ponderosa pine and pinon-juniper-oak woodlands. The climatic 

histor>' of the region has been assessed through dendroclimatic analyses (Dean and 

Robinson 1982) and through micro-faunal studies conducted at Grasshopper Pueblo 

(Holbrook 1982). 

Demographic studies indicate population increased in the area during the Pueblo 

III and Pueblo IV periods (Reid 1989; Reid and Whittlesey 1999). Reid (1989) breaks 

Mogollon prehistory into four units. The first is the Mogollon Initiation period (AD 200-

600) characterized by small pithouse settlements. The second is the Mogollon Expansion 

and Differentiation period (AD 600-1150) in which pithouse villages were more 

numerous and archaeologically visible, and large integrative structures became 

increasingly common (e.g., Harris Village, Mogollon Village, and Bear Ruin). The 

Mogollon Pueblo Reorganization period (AD 1150-1300) was characterized by above 
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ground masonry architecture and increases in the interactions of mountain people with 

surrounding areas. Toward the end of this period, households from the Colorado Plateau 

relocated south of the Mogollon Rim (Reid et al. 1996; Zedeno 1994). The Mogollon 

Pueblo Aggregation period (AD 1300-1400s) was characterized by rapid pueblo 

aggregation and growth. Toward the end of this period, the relocation of populations into 

smaller settlements such as Canyon Creek Pueblo (Graves 1983; Graves et al. 1982; Reid 

and Whittlesey 1999) presaged the eventual abandonment of the Grasshopper region in 

the early AD 1400s. 

Grasshopper Spring. Grasshopper Spring is a nine-room Pueblo (see Figure 5.13). 

Initial construction began in the AD 1270s, and abandonment after catastrophic burning 

occurred sometime in the AD 1290s. Unlined firepits heated general-purpose rooms, 

which contrast sharply with the slab-lined hearths used by the Pueblo people of the 

Colorado Plateau (Montgomery 1993). The presence of atlatl-and-dart technology at this 

site serv ed as a further line of evidence to infer that Grasshopper Spring residents were 

part of local Mogollon highland technological traditions (Lorentzen 1993). The site is 

located near chert outcrops of the Redwall Limestone formation. Chipped stone analysis 

concentrated exclusively on material from below roof fall to floor in Rooms 2, 3, and 8, 

and samples from test units that were excavated in exterior trash areas. 
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Figure 5.13: Grasshopper Spring (AZ P:l4:8[ASM]) site plan 

Chodistaas Pueblo. The 18-room Chodistaas Pueblo was occupied at the same 

time as Grasshopper Spring (see Figure 5.14 ). The presence of white ware vessels from 
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above the Rim. slab-lined hearths, and bow-and-arrow technology supports the inference 

that Chodistaas Pueblo residents had strong ties to the Colorado Plateau (Montgomery 

1993; Zedeno 1994). A total of 17 rooms have been excavated. Rooms were large and 

room functions were more generalized than rooms from the subsequent aggregation 

period (Reid 1989:78). Two ritual rooms were excavated. Four households have been 

inferred for the south roomblock, with the southern rooms being added sometime after the 

northern roomblock (Zedeno 1994:24-27). After the burning of the settlement in the AD 

1290s, the pueblo was buried with fill from extramural middens. 
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The site is located near natural chert quarries of the Redwall Limestone (Reid, 

personal communication 1998). Surface scatters indicate many centuries of quarrying 

and primary reduction activities. The conflation of so much debris makes sampling 

chipped stone debris from extramural contexts problematic. Fortunately, test trenches 

were also excavated in the extramural contexts of Chodistaas" two bounded plazas~a 

unique architectural feature in sites of this p)eriod (Zedeno 1994:23). Samples were taken 

from Rooms 1.2.6, 10, 11, and 16. Samples were also analyzed from one of the plaza 

excavation trenches. 

Grasshopper Pueblo. This 500-room pueblo has been the subject of 30 years of 

excavation (see Figure 5.15). Only in the last 20 years of excavation was screening a 

common practice. Three foundational roomblocks were established between AD 1295 

and AD 1305 (Graves et al. 1982:110; Reid and Whittlesey 1999: Riggs 1999). The 

room functions of Grasshopper Pueblo have been inferred from floor features and floor 

artifacts (Ciolek-Torrello 1978; 1985). These room types include specialized and 

generalized habitation rooms, storage rooms, storage-manufacturing rooms. 

manufacturing rooms, limited-activit>'-food processing rooms, limited activit\'-

manufacturing rooms, ceremonial rooms, and kivas (Reid and Whittlesey 1982:691-693, 

1999). Two household types have been defined. The first, common to the older parts of 

the pueblo, consists of two or three ground floor rooms. The second type consists of a 

single ground floor room in which all the activities of habitation, manufacturing, and 

storage were carried out (Reid and Whittlesey 1982:693-698; 1999). Two rooms with 



very unusual chipped stone assemblages were analyzed. The first was ritual Room 246, 

notable for a large assemblage of bifaces and manufacturing debris (Whittaker 1984, 

1986; Whittaker et al. 1988). The second was Room 113, a manufacturing room which 

also contained evidence of intensive turquoise and ceramic manufacture (Reid and 

Whittlesey 1982:697-698; Triadan 1997). In order to contextualize these two unusual 

stone tool production contexts, artifacts from the lower and surface fill of nearby 

habitation rooms were analyzed. Room 269 is located close to Room 246, and Room 114 

is located close to Room 113. 
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Figure 5.15 : Grasshopper Pueblo (AZ P:14:1[ASM]) site plan 
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Having introduced the study area's geology, climate and environment, and having 

introduced the sites and subregions under study, I now return to the research hypotheses 

outlined at the conclusion of Chapter IV. The first technological hypothesis to consider is 

the process of aggregation and its effect on the spatial complexity of activities. 
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CHAPTER VI: SETTLEMENT AGGREGATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
DIVERSITY 

In settlements with larger numbers of people, neighbors must accommodate each 

other's activities and the material products generated by those activities. Residents 

cannot dump household garbage anywhere they want in a community that has a large 

amount of traffic (Hayden and Cannon 1983; SchifFer 1987). Multiple households 

residing together gives neighbors the opportunity to share tasks, to pass time with friends 

while engaged in tasks, and to pool time and labor in a fashion that can make some 

activities more efficient. For instance, a few adults and older children may monitor the 

activities of large groups of children, while the remaining adults go about their daily 

business. The children-and-adult supervisor task group may even be sequestered in a 

designated play-area, separating their activities from the other activities of daily life. 

In another example, modem day flintknappers often avail themselves of a special 

event called a "Knap-In." During these events, usually performed in a large corrmiunal 

space, many knappers share time together while engaged in their own particular tasks. 

While working in this setting, artisans can share ideas, pool raw material resources 

acquired from great distances, and indulge in a favorite task while socializing. This 

activit>' performance requires a specialized activity space, as a very large debris-laden 

mess is one of the inevitable by-products of this activity. There are clearly some tangible 

benefits to the aggregation of labor, some of which are facilitated by designating 

specialized activity spaces and task groups. 
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Cross-culturally, one behavioral principle that seems to hold is that more people 

in a settlement results in more spatial complexity to activit>' performance and to the 

disposal of waste products generated by activities (Carr 1984; Schiffer 1987; Wandsnider 

1996). In a study that compares settlements of different sizes such as this one, this spatial 

complexity principle must be considered prior to the analysis of any other hypotheses. In 

a later hypotheses concerning technological organization. 1 will consider the effect that 

migrant households had on the technological diversity of assemblages recovered from 

aggregated sites. After discussing how deposits within such settlements are distinctive. I 

will need to demonstrate whether or not that intrasite distinctiveness is a product of 

different technological traditions, or some aspect of the spatial complexity principle in 

action. This chapter addresses the effect of the spatial complexity principle on the 

sampled assemblages, treating that principle as the first hypothesis of the study. 

Such an analysis also leads to a very useful by-product: the close examination of 

waste disposal behaviors and inferred activity performance areas for each settlement in 

the study. I will defer the site-by-site discussion until Chapter VII. For this chapter, only 

the spatial complexity principle will be addressed, phrased below in the form of a 

hypothesis. 

Technological Organization Hypothesis: Variation among deposits of chipped 
stone artifacts in non-aggregated sites will be minimal. Variation among deposits 
of chipped stone artifacts at aggregated sites will be noticeably greater. 

The spatial structure of sites has been studied archaeologically, 

ethnoarchaeologically, and mathematically (Carr 1984; Clark 1991; Gallagher 1977; 
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Hayden and Cannon 1983; Hayden and Nelson 1981; Rothschild et al. 1993; SchifFer 

1987; Wandsnider 1996; Yellen 1977). The hypothesis above derives from the 

relationship between human traffic, activity performance, and the need for clean spaces in 

which to conduct activities. Also, the duration of site occupation has a large effect on 

trash discard and the degree to which performance areas are cleaned and maintained. As 

discussed more fully in Chapter III, I favor the deductive approach to this hypothesis and 

its expectations (Carr 1984; Wandsnider 1996). Analyses of spatial complexity in site 

structure have their theoretical roots in the relationship between energy flow, entropy, and 

structure (Feistel and Ebeling 1989). I favor this perspective because it underscores the 

universal nature of the energy/structure relationship. This high-level principle generates a 

series of deductions that are applicable to a wide-range of phenomena, including 

flintknapping activities and lithic waste disposal. An examination of this principle 

requires a cross-section of sites with different amounts of human traffic, and it requires 

that we conceptualize a continuum between two idealized activity space archetypes. 

At one end of the continuum is an idealized activity area with little traffic and low 

population density. In this area, all activities would be spatially homogenous, and the 

resultant refuse piles created by activities would be evenly distributed across space. As I 

said, this is an archetype. In very few cases can a human activity area be found in which 

maximum entropy (no structure) exists. If we can imagine an entire settlement being 

similar to an undergraduate dormitory room during final examination week, we might 

glimpse what such an archetype would look like writ large: a place where the activities or 
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eating, reading, studying, sleeping, socializing, and refuse discard occurred throughout 

the available activitj' space. At the other end of the continuum is an idealized site with 

high population density, where the spatial arrangement of activity performance and refuse 

disposal is extremely heterogeneous. A large urban hospital complex with its extreme 

spatial segregation of activities and the disposal of different kinds of medical waste can 

help us visualize that end of the continuum. 

The sites in this study fall somewhere in between, and I do not expect any of them 

to be an ideal archetype of a low traffic or a high traffic settlement. Even in the smallest 

Pueblo settlements, year-round occupation would have necessitated some organization of 

refuse discard resulting from the performance of daily activities. Still, that continuum of 

energy and structure does generate some expectations for this study. Larger sites will 

have greater intrasite deposit diversity than smaller sites. 

In way to quantify diversit>' is richness. Richness refers to the numbers of 

categories recovered in deposits. For instance, within my analytical system there are nine 

possible categories of edge forms on tool. An assemblage with high richness would 

include more than an expected number of classes given sample size. An assemblage with 

only one type of edge form would yield a very low richness value. Richness has a direct 

relationship to assemblage size, so assessments of richness and site size will be paired 

with comparisons of richness and sample size (FCintigh 1989). 

Richness is not a useful measure in all instances. The analytical system I use has 

numerous categorical variables with a limited range of values. For instance, my 
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anal>iical system only encodes five ranked degrees of cortical coverage. Every possible 

category of cortical coverage is commonly found in the analyzed assemblages, even 

within my smallest samples. In situations such as this, richness loses its informational 

and comparative value. Consequently I turn toward another inter-assemblage 

comparative tool: the Brainerd-Robinson Coefficient of Dissimilarity (Brainerd 1951; 

Covvgill 1990; Robinson 1951; Robinson and Brainerd 1952). This distance measure 

compares differences in the proportions of categories between two samples. Its 

computational formula follows. 

N 

BR = 200-1; Ip;A-P,BI 
; =  1  

p,A = percent of type i in collection A 
P/B = percent of type i in collection B 

A value of 200 means the collections are identical, and a value of zero indicates 

collections that are completely dissimilar. One of the statistic's strengths is that the use 

of proportions makes the measure robust against sample size. Also, the computation of 

the measure requires that all differences in proportions be calculated between all samples, 

yielding an exhaustive set of pair-wise contrasts. The resultant values from these 

contrasts can then be averaged together as needed for comparative purposes. As with 

many measures of dissimilarity and similarity, there is no method to compare Brainerd-

Robinson values against a standard probability model for the purposes of defining 

statistically significance. 
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In order to organize the discussion that follows, I consider whether or not 

evidence exists for increased intrasite assemblages differences along the axis of 

aggregation for each of those fundamental technological steps: acquisition, production, 

consumption (tool-use), and discard. 

Raw Material Acquisition 

The first step in the production of chipped stone tools is the acquisition of raw 

material. In a site with few households, I would expect that every household's 

flintknappers acquired their own raw materials. In a site with a higher population density, 

the increased number of available personnel might lead to the creation of tasks groups, 

who could acquire raw materials in a more efficient fashion, particularly if the materials 

required some travel. In aggregated sites, more social networks are gathered in one place. 

This can result in an influx of more distant raw materials for certain households. A good 

example of this is the case of the anomalous high frequencies of petrified wood recovered 

from certain households at HomoPovi II (Lyons and Pitblado 1996:235-236). It is 

reasonable to expect that greater intrasite raw material diversity will be found at 

aggregated sites when compared with nonaggregated sites. Phrased in terms of the 

Brainerd-Robinson (BR) statistic, non-aggregated sites should have few differences in 

raw material proportions among all contexts, whereas aggregated sites should display 

greater intrasite proportional differences. The BR-values for raw material differences 

should be closer to 200 in non-aggregated sites when compared with aggregated sites. 
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This expectation, however, is not met. To demonstrate this simply, I use each 

site's average BR-value (Table 6.1). Before presenting that data, it is important to note 

that the BR-value is a summary statistic, convenient for reducing the data into something 

more manageable for comparative purposes. The data I used in this calculation were 

based on raw material weights for each of the five major material classes found in each 

context of each site. Raw material proportions by weight were calculated for each 

context, and pair-wise BR-values were calculated among all contexts at all sites. 1 then 

av eraged the BR-values among contexts to report the mean BR-values below. To give 

the reader a sense of the range variation in the distance measures, I provide the reader 

with the Coefficient of Variation (CV) for the BR-values from each site. (CV = Standard 

Deviation of the BR-values divided by the mean BR-value. CV is typically expressed as 

a percentage, and is reported as such below (Milton 1992:44). The artifactual data were 

taken only from artifacts recovered in fill below roof fall (lower fill, trash, surface. 

surface contact, and surface feature contexts). 
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Table 6.1: Average Brainerd-Robinson values for raw material inter-assemblage 
dissimilarity 

Site Name Increasing Site Average BR-value Coefficient of 
Size for site Variation 

AZP:16:160 59.8 N/A* 
Cothrun's Kiva I 142.7 19.4% 
Grasshopper Spring i 198.0 0.5% 
Hough's Great Kiva I 123.0 38.0% 
Chodistaas I 194.3 2.4% 
Carter Ranch Pueblo i 153.7 13.7% 
Pottery Hill I 128.8 31.0% 
Broken K Pueblo i 145.5 19.3% 
Bailey Ruin i 131.9 34.7% 
Grasshopper Pueblo i 196.7 0.4% 

* AZ P; 16; 160 has only two contexts: the Great Kiva and the Midden. Consequently, the BR-value 
reported is the only pair-wise contrast available for that site, and no Coefficient of Variation can be 
calculated for only a single value. 

Along the continuum of aggregation, there is no consistent increase in raw 

material dissimilarities within these sites. The above BR-values suggest that distances to 

raw material sources be considered. The three Grasshopper Plateau area sites, proximal 

to the chert beds of the red-wail limestone (Agenbroad 1982), demonstrate the least 

intrasite assemblage differences, and the smallest range of variation in BR-values. 

North of the Mogollon Rim, the sites of AZ P: 16:160, Pottery Hill, Hough's Great 

Kiva. and Bailey Ruin have some of the lowest BR-values. and hence evidence for the 

greatest raw material dissimilarities among contexts. Inspecting the available surface raw 

materials of the area (Figure 5.4), it seems more than coincidental that these sites are the 

closest to the Rim Gravels and the diverse array of materials contained therein (quartzite, 

petrified wood, and diabase). Not only do these sites have the lowest BR-values, they 
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also demonstrate the highest range of variation (CV) among BR-values within those sites. 

1 would suggest that the diverse raw materials available in the Rim Gravels, in local 

washes, and in the nearby Kaibab limestone, resulted in flintknappers spatially segregated 

the reduction of these materials, dependent upon their resultant hazardous debris. 

Quartzite, for instance, can only be reduced by forceful hard-hammer percussion and 

results in a great deal of flying debris, something I and a group of University of Arizona 

Field School students learned when engaged in raw material sampling in the SCARP area 

in 1995. Large nodules and tested cobbles of materials like quartzite probably were 

reduced in areas away from rooms, and only useful flakes and the tool blanks of the more 

workable materials (e.g., chert) were brought to intramural conte.xts. This is discussed in 

more detail on a site-by-site basis in Chapter VII. 

Cothrun's Kiva, surrounded by the chert sources of the Kaibab limestone, and 

Broken K Pueblo and Carter Ranch, located between the Chile Formation petrified wood 

sources and the Kaibab limestone chert sources, demonstrate higher BR-values than those 

sites nearest the Rim Gravels, and less variance in BR-values as recorded by the CV. 

Intrasite dissimilarity in raw material frequencies, at first glance, seems to have more to 

do with a site's proximity to raw material sources. Other reasons driving intrasite 

dissimilarities will be discussed more fully in later chapters. Simply put, there is no 

simple relationship between increased numbers of people in larger settlements and 

intrasite raw material acquisition diversity. 
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Chipped Stone Tool Production 

In a site with few households, each household probably produced most of their 

own tools. Flintknapping produces hazardous chipped stone waste. In smaller 

settlements, flintknappers can perform initial reduction steps beyond the boundaries of 

the settlement, away from high-traffic areas. Within the small settlement's perimeter, the 

production of flake tools and retouched tools should occur in most contexts, meaning that 

tool production activities should be more spatially homogenous in small settlements when 

compared with tool production in aggregated settlements. In the aggregated settlement, 

areas outside of households are still in high-traffic communal areas. To keep the 

hazardous waste from flintknapping to a minimum, it is expected that initial reduction 

and tool manufacturing activities should have been spatially segregated to certain parts of 

settlement, yielding increased diversit>' among lithic waste deposits. 

To study this, cortical coverage serves as a useful measure of reduction stages 

(Shott 1994). Artifacts with large amounts of cortical coverage should be from earlier 

stages of reduction. In an aggregated site, flintknappers are expected to have performed 

different reduction stages in different areas. As there are only five cortical coverage types 

encoded in the data, the summarv' examination of cortical coverage is once again 

facilitated by an averaged BR-statistic for each site. In Table 6.2, the dissimilarity of 

cortical coverage categories among contexts within sites is considered for all artifacts. 
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Table 6.2: Cortical coverage BR-values of dissimilarity compared among intrasite 
contexts at all sites 

Average BR-value Coefficient of 
for cortical coverage Variation for BR-

Site Name Increasing Site Size dissimilarities values within each 
among intrasite site 

contexts 
AZ P:16:160 58.1 N/A* 
Cothrun's Kiva i 181.3 5.8% 
Grasshopper Spring i 179.1 8.6% 
Hough's Great Kiva i 179.7 6.9% 
Chodistaas i 187.4 5.0% 
Carter Ranch i 168.9 10.1% 
Potter\' Hill i 169.3 14.3% 
Broken K Pueblo i 168.1 10.7% 
Bailey Ruin i 175.7 6.8% 
Grasshopper Pueblo i 189.5 3.0% 
*AZ P: 16; 160 has only two contexts: the Great Kiva and the Midden. Consequently, the BR-value reported 
is the only pair-wise contrast available for that site, and no Coefficient of Variation can be calculated for 
only a single value. 

From Cothrun's Kiva through Chodistaas Pueblo (room sizes range from 5 to 20), 

the BR-values range between 180 and 187. From Carter Ranch through Bailey Ruin 

(room sizes range from 40-250), the BR-values are somewhat lower, between 169 and 

176. Grasshopper Pueblo and AZ P: 16:160 are unusual. I selected the Grasshopper 

Pueblo rooms because I knew them to have evidence for large amounts of stone-tool 

production debris. Consequently, I am not surprised that few differences exist in cortical 

coverage between the selected Grasshopper Pueblo contexts. AZ P: 16:160 has extremely 

few artifacts (less than 40), explaining its rather strange value. It is interesting to note 

that if Grasshopper Pueblo and AZ P: 16:160 are set aside as outliers, and the averaged 
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BR-values for each site are compared with the total number of rooms at each site through 

the Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient, the resultant Spearman's rho value is 

-0.667. with a probability value of 0.035. This suggests that there is an inverse 

relationship at work. As site sizes grow larger, the intrasite cortical coverage distances 

among contexts increase slightly. Such a pattern implies increased spatial segregation at 

the larger sites to the steps of core reduction and tool production. 

A similar result was found in an examination of technological types, a variable 

that encodes such basic debitage categories as cores, flakes, manuports, and debris (Table 

6.3). If core reduction and tool production stages were more spatially differentiated in 

aggregated communities, then aggregated sites should have greater intrasite distances in 

technological category proportions. As with cortical coverage, the changes along the axis 

of aggregation with regard to increased technological type dissimilarities is small. 
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Table 6.3: Averaged BR-values for technological types dissimilarities at increasing site 
sizes 

Average BR-value for Coefficient of 
Site Name Increasing cortical coverage Variation for BR-

Site Size dissimilarities among values within each 
intrasite contexts site 

-AZ P: 16:160 i 83.9 N/A* 
Cothrun's Kiva i 184.0 3.3% 
Grasshopper Spring i 173.2 6.2% 
Hough's Great Kiva i 165.7 10.2% 
Chodistaas i 170.2 15.6% 
Carter Ranch Pueblo I 159.9 11.2% 
Pottery Hill i 184.5 12.9% 
Broken K Pueblo i 159.3 12.2% 
Bailey Ruin i 162.2 7.7% 
Grasshopper Pueblo i 172.1 6.8% 

* AZ P: 16:160 has only two contexts: the Great Kiva and the Midden. Consequently, the BR-value 
reported is the only pair-wise contrast available for that site, and no Coefficient of Variation can be 
calculated for only a single value. 

From Cothrun's Kiva through Chodistaas Pueblo (room sizes range from 5 to 20), 

the BR-values range between 166 and 184. From Carter Ranch through Bailey Ruin 

(room sizes range from 40-250). the BR-values are somewhat lower, between 160 and 

162. with the notable of exception of Pottery Hill (BR value = 184). Grasshopper Pueblo 

and AZ P: 16:160 once again are unusual, for the same reasons discussed previously. If 

Grasshopper Pueblo and AZ P: 16:160 are set aside as outliers, and the averaged BR-

values for each site are compared with the total number of rooms at each site through the 

Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient, the resultant Spearman's rho value is -0.524, 

with a probability value of 0.091. This suggests another weak inverse relationship. 
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weaker even than the one previously discussed for cortical coverage. As site sizes grow 

larger, the intrasite technological type distances among contexts increases slightly. Such 

a pattern implies increased spatial segregation at the larger sites to the steps of core 

reduction and tool production. 1 would imagine that if more than two complete rooms 

had been sampled at Pottery Hill, its BR-value would be more similar to Carter Ranch (5 

rooms sampled). Bailey Ruin (7 rooms sampled), and Broken K Pueblo (14 rooms 

sampled). 

In cortical coverage and technological type proportions, increased inter-

assemblage distances within the bigger sites indicate a mild trend toward increased spatial 

"staging" in tool production with aggregation. 

Tool Use (Consumption) 

In the previous sections, I found little evidence to indicate a relationship between 

increasing aggregation and increased spatial complexity with regard to chipped stone raw 

material acquisition. There was some suggestion that greater intrasite differences existed 

in tool production behaviors. Continuing along the behavioral chain of activities, the next 

step to consider is tool use or consumption. Can we expect increased diversity in tool-

using tasks at larger sites, and can we e.xpect those tool-using tasks to be performed in 

more specific performance areas at larger sites? It is expected that in a settlement with a 

handful of families, there would be less diversity in tool-use behaviors. With greater 

numbers of people, particularly if they occupied a site for a long period of time, more 
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activity diversity should result in a more diverse sets of tools. Further, with more people 

available in a settlement, the efficient performance of tasks might be facilitated by task 

groups pooling their labor together in specific activity areas. A by-product of that 

behavior would be unique assemblages of tools in aggregated sites. If these expectations 

are borne out in the data sets, then along the axis of aggregation, larger sites should have 

greater tool richness. When studying intrasite assemblage differences, tool type distances 

should be minimal in non-aggregated sites and greatest in aggregated sites. In fact, the 

data support the first expectation, but fail to meet the second expectation. 

Two variables which can address tool use differences are fimctional type and edge 

shape (after Nelson 1981). The fimctional type variable encodes such things as projectile 

points, scrapers, gravers, etc.. Tool edge shape encodes for things such as convex, 

concave, protruding, notched, and straight edges. The number of functional types and 

edge shape types occurring at each site serves as a measure of tool richness. A simple 

summary of the relationship between site size (measured by room count) and diversity 

can be facilitated through the use of a statistical measure of correlation. Because virtually 

all of the data sets are non-normal in their distribution, I use Spearman's rho as a most 

appropriate correlation coefficient. Below I consider the relationship between functional 

tNpe richness, edge shape type richness, and site size (Table 6.4). 
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Table 6.4; Speannan's rho correlation between site size, sample size, functional type 
richness and edge shape type richness 

Speannan's rho p-value of Spearman's rho p-value of 
value correlation value correlation 

Site size Site size Sample size Sample size 
Functional Type Richness 0.473 0.000 0.031 0.415 
Edge Shape Richness 0.528 0.000 -0.091 0.260 

Sample size can have a powerful effect on the occurrence of rare tool forms, so 

the correlation between sample size (n) and richness for each of the above variables was 

considered. Inspection of the probability values indicates that sample size does not have 

a significant correlation with the richness variables under study. A positive and 

significant correlation does exist between functional type richness, edge shape richness, 

and site size. Note that the probability values for those relationships are both 0.000. 

Larger settlements contain a more diverse sets of tools as a whole, perhaps indicating a 

more diverse set of tool-using tasks. 

The next question to consider is whether or not intrasite tool assemblage distances 

vary with aggregation. It is expected that aggregated sites will have greater differences 

between deposits of tools when compared to nonaggregated settlements. Site averaged 

BR-values were calculated for each context in each site, and the resultant values were 

evaluated along the axis of aggregation for functional type and edge types (Table 6.5). 
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Table 6.5: Average BR-values of dissimilarity in functional types and edge types for each 
site 

Average BR-value for Average BR-value for 
Site Name Increasing functional type functional type 

Site Size dissimilarities among dissimilarities among 
intrasite contexts intrasite contexts 

AZ P: 16:160 i 100.0 100.0 
Cothrun's K.iva I 120.2 122-2 
Grasshopper Spring i 63.7 135.5 
Hough's Great Kiva I 123.8 98.3 
Chodistaas i 130.0 119.1 
Carter Ranch Pueblo i 150.7 142.1 
Pottery Hill i 128.6 135.2 
Broken K Pueblo i 127.5 115.5 
Bailey Ruin i 96.9 122.1 
Grasshopper Pueblo i 134.0 149.8 

No clear pattern exists between increasing site size and intrasite differences in tool 

assemblages, as measured by functional type and edge shape BR dissimilarity values. 

While tool diversity (measured through richness) increases with site size, implying 

greater tool use diversity at larger sites, there is no clear relationship between site size and 

intrasite assemblage differences in tool use. Anomalous high or low BR-values within 

sites need to be considered on a site-by-site basis. 

Discard 

With increasing numbers of people, more complex waste streams should develop 

(Hayden and Cannon 1983; Schiffer 1987). In the Pueblo case, this usually involves the 
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development of intrasite middens, often in early abandoned rooms (e.g., Lyons and 

Pitblado 1996; Montgomery 1993; Rothschild et al. 1993; Schiffer 1976). While every 

household produces trash, the internal midden stands out as having abnormally high 

frequencies of discarded trash when compared with other contexts. Depending in the 

location of the internal midden, it could be utilized by one household or many 

households. Figure 6.1 compares the number of artifacts recovered in each context versus 

the area of the floor uncovered in each context. A least squares regression line with 90% 

confidence intervals has been passed through data to allow the reader to see rooms with 

unusually high frequencies of artifacts. Three rooms from Bailey Ruin (Rooms 1, 3, and 

6). two rooms from Grasshopper Pueblo (Rooms 246 and 269), and two rooms from 

Carter Ranch (Rooms 18 and 19) have more artifacts than would be expected. 
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Figure 6.1: Artifacts recovered per square meter of exposed floor in all rooms 

One would expect Broken K Pueblo to also have developed some intramural 

middens with unusually large numbers of artifacts, but as Schiffer (1989) pointed out, 
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Broken K Pueblo does not seem to have been occupied for any great length of time. This 

results in an overall paucity of trash in all contexts (see also Martinet al. 1967:28-30). At 
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smaller sites, people probably disposed of most refuse in exterior areas. The trash 

recovered from room floors in these small sites was probably deposited near the end of 

the settlement's life history. In larger sites occupied over many years, residents needed to 

keep pathways and shared outdoor activity areas clear of debris, particularly sharp 

chipped stone waste. This led to the development of internal middens. In this sample, 

intramural middens develop with a site size as small as 39 rooms (Carter Ranch Pueblo). 

The presence of well-used intramural and extramural middens marks increased spatial 

complexity to waste disposal. These discard behaviors must be taken into account when 

reconstructing flintknapping performance areas, and when comparing among contexts at 

larger sites. 

Summary' 

Structure in a system increases with energy, if entropy is to be overcome (Ebeling 

and Feistel 1989). In terms of human habitation, more people in a settlement leads to 

more spatial organization to activity performance areas and to trash disposal. While this 

principle is at work in many situations, I find it important to bring to bear on this study 

because it contains a cross-section of different-sized sites. The effect of the spatial 

complexity principle needs to be addressed and its effect documented prior to making 

evaluations about the other technological organization hypotheses. Further, when 

considering this principle's effect on discard behavior, the researcher's attention is drawn 
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to the cultural formation processes at work in these settlements. Understanding those 

processes is also crucial to studying other hypotheses. 

Raw material acquisition had very little relationship with site size; however, tool 

production stages, diverse tool use needs, and discard behaviors did support expectations 

for aggregated versus nonaggregated sites. However, there are no clear differences with 

site size concerning intrasite variation in tool assemblages. A great deal of intrasite 

variation can be found in any one of these assemblages, much of which I have refrained 

from discussing in this chapter. Prior to considering other technological organization 

hN'potheses, the next chapter takes a closer look at each site's deposits, cultural formation 

processes, and inferences about flintknapping activity performance areas. That discussion 

then forms the backbone for testing the remaining technological organization hypotheses 

in non-aggregated settlements (Chapter VIII) and in aggregated settlements (Chapter IX). 
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CHAPTER VII: ACTIVITY AREAS AND CULTURAL FORMATION 
PROCESSES 

Prior to further discussions of this study's technological organization hypotheses, 

it is necessar>' to consider the cultural formation processes at work in each settlement, and 

to draw inferences about the organization of flintknapping activities. Several factors are 

at work affecting the cultural formation processes of these settlements: 1) proximity to 

raw material sources, 2) proximity of a flintknapping area to a refuse area, 3) the presence 

of multiroom suites. 4) site occupation duration with respect to room abandonment, and 

5) the treatment of ritual spaces. Each site is given a brief synopsis in the discussion that 

follows, and the influence of the above five factors on these assemblages and intrasite 

diversity is discussed. 

AZP:16:160 

The assemblage from the great kiva site of AZ P: 16:160 is far too small to address 

formation processes and flintknapping activity organization. Readers interested in more 

details regarding the recovered artifacts from this site should consult to Appendix C 

(Silver Creek Subarea Sites: Descriptive Tables). 

Cothrun's Kiva 

The Cothrun's FCiva room block consists of five rooms. Even at this small site 

size, there are number of different kinds of spaces, including a circular great kiva. 
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bounded courtyard, a courtyard space defined by the room block, and a midden area. For 

raw material frequency counts and frequencies by weight, and for basic technological and 

functional type frequencies tabulated by context and fill categories, please consult 

Appendix C (Silver Creek Subarea Sites: Descriptive Tables). 

Recall that Room 4 is adjacent to the open-sided eastern courtyard, while Rooms 

1 and 2 are in the Southwest and northwest comers of the room block respectively (Figure 

5.10). The contrasts between the chipped stone debris in the Room 4 deposits with the 

debris found in the two comer rooms supports an inference that the front side of the 

pueblo was a place of more frequent core reduction activities. The sequestered space of 

Room 4 provided a convenient enclosure for the dumping of the hazardous waste 

products of flintknapping. 

Numerous observations on the recorded data support this inference. First, I 

consider raw material diversity through evenness. While there are several ways to assess 

evenness. 1 prefer the Shannon-Weaver information statistic "7", also called H/Hmax 

(Kintigh 1989; Whittlesey and Reid 1982:151-152; Shannon and Weaver 1949). J 

includes the frequency of artifacts in every category and takes into account assemblage 

richness. The values of this index range from 0.00 to 1.00. A value of 0.00 indicates an 

assemblage where only one categorical type occurs in a collection, indicating a very 

skewed representation of possible types. A value of 1.00 indicates that all possible values 

of a categorical variable are represented in equal proportions. 
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The evenness statistic J. calculated on the weight of raw materials types in each 

context, is recorded in Table 7.1 (Kintigh 1989; Whittlesey and Reid 1982:151-152). I 

note here that raw material type evenness is not significantly influenced by sample size. 

When sample size (n) is correlated with raw material evenness for all contexts in all sites, 

the resultant Spearman's rho correlation coefficient value is 0.199, probability value 

0.158 (a-level = 0.05). 

Table 7.1: Raw Material evermess values from contexts at Cothrun's Kiva 

Context J-value for raw^ material n 
evermess by weight 

Room 1 0.65 366 
Room 2 0.63 186 
Room 4 0.97 257 
Great Kiva 0.64 65 
Midden 0.69 611 
Total 1.500 

The raw material evenness value is higher in Room 4 than in any other context at 

the site. The residents of Cothrun's Kiva had access to a diverse array of raw materials. 

The trash dumped into Room 4 indicates that even amounts of these raw materials were 

worked, probably in the eastern courtyard of the site. Tools discarded near abandonment 

and small debris probable comprised the assemblages left in Rooms 1 and 2, and 

sweepings from these domestic areas were probably dumped in the midden, for reasons 

discussed in more detail below. 

Generally speaking. Room 4 has lower proportions of tools (retouched tools, 

facially thinned tools, and use-damaged flakes and cores) relative to debitage, when 
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compared with Rooms 1 and 2 (Table 7.2). This is consistent with an interpretation of 

the eastern court>'ard as being an area of initial reduction stages, and hence few tools. 

Table 7.2: Frequency of all artifacts and tools recovered from lower fill and surface 
contact deposits in Cothrun's Kiva 

Context Total artifacts Total tools Percentage of tools relative 
to all artifacts 

Room 1 340 46 13.5% 
Room 2 156 21 13.5% 
Room 4 227 9 4.0% 
Midden 502 23 4.6% 
Kiva 48 10 20.8% 

For the great kiva area itself, most of the artifacts were recovered in the upper fill 

(n=l 15) rather than the lower fill and surface contact (n=48). This suggests that most of 

the debris washed into that depositional basin. The refuse itself probably had been 

generated in the e.xterior spaces north of the room block. The kiva assemblage was 

dominated by chert in the lower and upper fill (Appendix C). Chert core fi-equencies 

were quite high in the kiva deposits, leading to an interpretation that the exterior area 

around the kiva was a zone of core reduction and cobble testing (Appendix C). In the 

lower fill and surface contact, the percentage of tools compared to all artifacts was quite 

similar to Rooms I and 2. 

As for the external midden, chert dominated an assemblage (Appendix C) that had 

few tools. Waste products would have been carried out to the midden. Not surprisingly, 

the recovered debris is fairly light weight, as measured by average artifact weight (Table 
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7.3). The average weight of artifacts is highest in the kiva and Room 4, while average 

weight was lowest in Rooms 1, 2, and in the exterior midden. 

Table 7.3: Weight and frequency of artifacts per square meter of exposed floor, and 
average artifact weights in contexts at Cothrun's Kiva 

Context Weight of Average artifact Frequency of 
artifacts/m' weight (grams) Artifacts/m^ 

(grams) 
Room 1 104.8 4.50 16.3 
Room 2 88.6 5.67 15.6 
Room 4 159.9 8.71 18.4 
Kiva 11.1 7.55 1.5 
Midden L091.2 5.36 203.7 

In summary, the area around the great kiva was apparently the scene of initial core 

reduction and cobble-testing, particularly for chert. The eastern courtyard space at 

Cothrun's Kiva was probably the scene of many activities well-suited to the outdoors, 

including core reduction and tool production using a diverse array of raw materials. Room 

4 adjacent to the eastern courtyard received much of the heavier early stage debris from 

these activities. 

In the back comers of the room block, the assemblages in Rooms 1 and 2 had less 

even quantities of raw materials and a greater percentages of tools. The majority of 

recovered artifacts from these rooms were made from chert (Appendix C). The greater 

proportion of tools in Rooms 1 and 2 relative to general debitage indicates assemblages 

that were probably generated close to the time of room abandonment. Periodic sweepings 

of lithic waste were most likely transported to the exterior midden, yielding an 
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assemblage with chert frequencies similar to that found in Rooms 1 and 2. and lighter 

overall artifact weights. 

Hough's Great Kiva 

A remarkably similar pattern to deposits and activity organization can be inferred 

for Hough's Great Kiva. Hough's Great Kiva contains more rooms than the previous site 

(n=9). Two of these rooms (1 and 2 ) were tested, as was the kiva and the extramural 

midden area. As with Cothrun's Kiva, the rooms at Hough's Great Kiva formed a 

courtyard space, in this case facing south and east (Figure 5.8). Room 1 had evidence of 

a doorway leading into this space, while Room 2 in the northwest comer of the 

roomblock did not have any doorways in its exposed walls. As with Cothrun's Kiva, 

more lithic waste disposal took place in the courtyard-adjoining room (Room 1). The 

comer room's (Room 2) deposits contain demonstrably higher percentages of discarded 

tools, with fewer overall artifacts when compared to Room 1. The extramural zone 

around the kiva was probably the scene of early-stage flintknapping activities, as 

evidenced from the debris which washed into the upper fill of the kiva itself For raw 

material frequency counts and frequencies by weight, and for basic technological and 

functional type frequencies tabulated by context and fill categories, see Appendix C 

(Silver Creek Subarea Sites: Descriptive Tables). 

The assemblages in Rooms 1 and 2 had very similar evenness values for the raw 

material types recovered in lower and surface contact deposits, ̂ -values of 0.66 and 0.60 
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respectively. More artifacts were recovered per square meter of excavated floor in Room 

1. when compared with Room 2. Table 7.4 reports the weight of all artifacts per square 

meter of uncovered floor, as well as the number of all artifacts per square meter of floor 

from all conte.xts. Room 1 clearly had a higher number of artifacts per square meter of 

excavated floor, as well as a greater weight of artifacts per square meter of floor. 

Table 7.4: Artifact weights and frequencies per square meter of exposed floor and 
average artifact weights from lower and surface-deposit contexts at Hough's Great Kiva 

Context 
Weight of 

artifacts/m" 
(grams) 

Average weight of 
artifacts 
(grams) 

Frequency of 
artifacts/m" n 

Room 1 103.3 11.82 8.8 90 
Room 2 35.2 12.52 2.8 54 
Great Kiva 22.7 13.07 1.7 40 
Midden 1.555.2 5.34 291.0 291 
Total 475 

In the lower deposit of Room 2, tools account for 29 percent of the total chert 

pieces recovered and 11 percent of the total petrified wood pieces recovered. By contrast, 

only five percent of the chert pieces, and nine percent of the petrified wood pieces from 

Room 1 are tools (Appendix C). Not only did the lower and surface deposits of Room 2 

contain higher percentages of tools than Room 1, but the Room 2 assemblage contains 

more complete flakes suitable for use as tools or for retouched tool production. The 

Room 1 sample also yielded higher percentages of shatter relative to flakes than Room 2, 

indicating that some heavy percussion activities contributed more to the Room 1 deposits. 
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This can be displayed graphically by using clustered bar charts that indicate the 

percentages of different debitage categories (Sullivan and Rozen 1985) (Figure 7.1). 
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Figure 7.1: Debitage category frequencies at Hough's Great Kiva 
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The bulk of the chipped stone debris deposited in the kiva's fill was quartzite, 

with chert the second most abundant. This predominance of quartzite by weight has 

interesting parallels with the kiva deposit at Cothrun's FCiva. Cothrun's Kiva is located in 

close proximity to outcrops of the Kaibab limestone, and the deposits in the vicinity of 

the kiva had abundant percentages of chert, probably because core reduction and cobble 

testing occurred in that area. Hough's Great Kiva is closer to the rim gravels that contain 

abundant nodules of petrified wood, quartzite. and diabase. The heavy pieces of quartzite 

found in the Hough's Great Kiva's kiva fill suggest that early stages of core reduction and 

cobble testing occurred in the immediate vicinity. 

In summary, the assemblage from Room 1 at Hough's Great Kiva, closest to the 

roomblock's court>'ard, contained a large amount of chipped stone debris, with 

proportionally fewer tools than the assemblage of Room 2. The high percentages of 

shatter in Room 1 indicate that debris from some heavier percussion activities were 

deposited there. Given the room's position next to the courtyard, it seems reasonable to 

infer that the courtyard was an activity area where core reduction and tool production 

occurred, and that Room I provided a refuse disposal area through at least the latter 

portion of the room's life history. The room may also have served to store usefiil nodules 

of raw material awaiting further flintknapping. The lower deposits of Room 2, in the 

back comer of the room block, contained proportionally more tools and complete flakes 

suited for use or retouch, when compared with Room 1. This inferred arrangement of 
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activity patterns and discard behaviors is similar to the patterns observed for Cothrun's 

Kiva. 

The architectural definition of exterior spaces at both Cothrun's Kiva and 

Hough's Great Kiva created a setting favorable for initial core reduction in the courtyard. 

The adjacent rooms provided the refuse receptacles and perhaps storage areas for cores in 

the process of reduction. The debris from rooms in the back comers of the roomblock 

were enriched in tools, suggesting assemblages that were not overwhelmed by high 

volumes of waste from chipped stone core reduction, and were perhaps the discarded 

tools left prior to the abandonment of these rooms and the sites. 

Grasshopper Spring 

In the interest of summarizing and comparing among the non-aggregated sites in 

the study. I turn now to the Grasshopper Plateau and the samples drawn from the two 

smaller sites there. The Grasshopper Spring site, in contrast with the Silver Creek great 

kiva sites, has less spatial definition to its exterior space. The architecture of the site's 

ritual/community room also lacks the formality of a great kiva. I sampled external 

midden areas, as well as Rooms 2 and 3 (Figure 5.13). These two rooms were large 

generalized habitation rooms at some point in their life history. Rooms 2 and 3 are part 

of a single roomblock of six rooms. Rooms 7 and 8 are to the south of that roomblock. 

The Grasshopper research group interprets these two adjacent rooms as having served 

ritual functions (Reid, personal communication 1998). The assemblage in Room 8 was 
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the subject of analysis. In all rooms, only items on floor surfaces and in the fill 

immediately above those surfaces were analyzed. Raw material frequency counts and 

frequencies by weight and basic technological and fluictional type frequencies tabulated 

by context and fill categories are presented in Appendix D; (Grasshopper Plateau Subarea 

Sites: Descriptive Tables). 

Room 2 contained a deposit with evidence suggesting more early stage reduction 

debris when compared with the other two rooms. Consequently, the J-value for 

technological types recovered in Room 2 indicates greater technological type evermess 

(Table 7.5). I note here that technological type evermess has no significant correlation 

with sample size. When technological type evenness is correlated with sample size (n) in 

all contexts at all sites, the resultant Spearman's rho correlation coefficient value is 

-0.214. probability value 0.127 (a-level = 0.05). I also note here that chert was the only 

material type with a substantial number of pieces. 

Table 7.5: Technological type evenness among chert artifacts recovered at Grasshopper 
Spring 

Context J-value for technological t>'^pes 
Room 2 
Room 3 
Room 8 
Midden 

0.50 
0.39 
0.34 
0.39 

Other indications that Room 2 contained more early stage reduction debris come 

from debitage category percentages and cortical coverage percentages. The raw materials 

in each room consisted of over 99% chert by weight. Given the site's proximity to 
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outcrops of the Redwall limestone chert beds, this was to be expected. The percentage of 

major technological t>'pes were quite similar among the analyzed contexts (Appendix D). 

In Figure 7.2, Sullivan and Rozen's (1985) debitage category frequencies were used for 

comparative purposes. Within each stacked bar chart, complete flake frequencies are 

depicted on the bottom, with broken flakes, flake fragments, and finally shatter 

frequencies stacked above. The graphic, as with ail stacked bar charts in this chapter, are 

expressed in terms of percentages for ease of comparison between contexts. 
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Figure 7.2: Chert debitage category frequencies at Grasshopper Spring 

Shatter percentages are highest in the midden sample, and these percentages 

decline slightly from Room 2 to Room 3 to Room 8. At the same time, the percentage of 

complete flakes is smallest in the midden sample, with increasing complete flake 

percentages from Room 2 to Room 3 to Room 8. Activities yielding more complete flake 
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production and less shatter, or requiring the preferential selection of complete flakes and 

the discard of the remaining debris, created the deposits of Rooms 3 and 8; whereas, 

activities generating more shatter, such as core reduction, contributed more to the debris 

in the exterior midden and Room 2. The chert artifacts recovered from Room 2 displayed 

greater amounts of cortical coverage than Rooms 3 and 8. which yielded virtually 

identical percentages of cortical coverage (Figure 7.3) 
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Figure 7.3: Cortical coverage frequencies on chert artifacts at Grasshopper Spring 

In sum, the debris deposited on the floor of Room 2 probably included more 

primary core reduction debris than the debris of other rooms, as evidenced by more 

cortical coverage on artifacts, heavier artifacts on average (Table 7.6), and increased 

amounts of shatter indicative of earlier stage hard-hammer percussion debris. Where 

these activities took place in relation to the debris is unclear, given the unstructured space 
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surrounding the room itself; however, a parallel can be drawn between the courtyard-

adjacent rooms of the Silver Creek great kiva sites and Room 2 at Grasshopper Spring. 

The assemblages from all these rooms suggest that even small pueblos had intramural 

middens for the refuse from early reduction stages, adjacent to probable outdoor 

flintknapping activity areas. These rooms could also have served as storage areas for 

useful raw material packages. The lighter average weight of artifacts indicate that the 

external midden received lighter debris from sweepings or from the deliberate catching of 

chipped stone waste. 

Table 7.6: Weight and frequency of artifacts per meter square of exposed floor and 
average weight of recovered artifacts in contexts at Grasshopper Spring 

Conte.xt 
Weight of 

artifacts/m" 
(grams) 

Average weight of 
artifacts 
(grams) 

Frequency of 
artifacts/m~ Total 

Room 2 67.7 7.1 9.6 192 
Room 3 26.7 3.4 8.0 238 
Room 8 99.8 2.8 35.7 223 
Midden 171.3 1.0 171.0 171 
Total 824 

The abundance of artifacts in Room 8 stands out in the table above. This ritual 

room received a large amount of chipped stone debris in lower fill. This suggests that 

flintknappers, perhaps from the entire settlement, used this commimal space as a dumping 

area. The ritual room deposit analyzed at nearby Chodistaas Pueblo also had abundant 

chipped stone debris in lower fill and surface contact. 
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In sum. Room 2 at Grasshopper Spring contained evidence of more early stage 

reduction debris. Room 2 served as a place to dump larger lithic waste by-products, and 

perhaps as a storage area where larger nodules and flakes of raw material were kept prior 

to fiirther reduction. Only lighter weight debris was apparently carried away from the 

living area to the external midden. The ritu£il room, with higher frequencies of artifacts 

when standardized f)er unit floor, suggests that Room 8 received the debris from more 

than one flintknapper. 

Chodistaas 

Chodistaas. with 18 rooms, was occupied contemporaneously with Grasshopper 

Spring. As mentioned in Chapter V, at the end of the occupation the pueblo was burned 

down and then deliberately buried by its inhabitants (Montgomery 1993; Zedeno 1994). 

When bur>'ing the site, fill was brought in from the surrounding area, which had been the 

scene of extensive core reduction and cobble testing activities, due to the proximity of 

Red wall limestone deposits. In order to sample the site for chipped stone debris that was 

solely the product of the Chodistaas inhabitants, I analyzed only chipped stone artifacts 

from deposits below roof fall and in direct floor contact. This results in a small sample of 

artifacts in any given context. Raw material frequency counts and frequencies by weight, 

and basic technological and functional type frequencies tabulated by context and fill 

categories are presented in Appendix D (Grasshopper Plateau Subarea Sites: Descriptive 

Tables). 
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Chodistaas has two architecturally defined exterior activity spaces in the form of 

two bounded plazas (Figure 5.14). Excavators described some rooms as having served 

habitation functions, while others served only storage and manufacturing functions 

(Zedeno 1994). This is the first site to be discussed with pairs of interconnecting rooms. 

I sampled one generalized habitation room. Room 1 in a back comer of the pueblo. 

Room 1 lacked any direct connection to the plazas. Room 2, a room with three masonry 

walls, was identified as one of two ceremonial rooms in the site. Rooms 6 and 10 are a 

pair of interconnecting rooms. Room 6 was described as a storage room by the 

excavators with the attached Room 10 described as a habitation space, with direct access 

to the plaza. Room 11 and Room 16 were also interconnecting rooms. Room 16 was a 

three-walled space with its open side facing the plaza. Room 11 was interconnected to 

Room 16 by a doorway, and so was one room removed from a plaza space. 

In all of the Grasshopper sites, the bulk of the deposits consisted of chert 

(.Appendix D). As chert comprises the majority of artifacts, this discussion will focus on 

chert distributions only. The various proveniences show quite similar frequencies of 

cores, flakes, and shatter (Appendix D), and there is little variation in cortical coverage 

among the room assemblages, as can be seen graphically in Figure 7.4. All of this leads 

to the conclusion that when considering stages of reduction, few difference can be found 

among the floor assemblages of Chodistaas. 
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Figure 7.4: Cortical coverage frequencies on chert artifacts at Chodistaas 

The ritual room (Room 2) at Chodistaas contained more artifacts per square meter 

of uncovered floor than any other context (Table 7.7). The only other room with a 

comparable number of artifacts per square meter of floor is Room 16. which is a three-

walled room that opens onto the larger plaza. 

Table 7.7: Artifact weight and frequency per square meter of exposed floor and 
average artifact weights among contexts at Chodistaas 

Context 
Weight of 

artifacts/m^ 
(grams) 

Average weight of 
artifacts 
(grams) 

Frequency of 
artifacts/m" n 

Room 1 10.1 2.7 3.8 181 
Room 2 184.5 4.2 43.8 263 
Room 6 5.4 3.1 1.8 63 
Room 10 9.7 1.9 5.1 149 
Room 11 0.3 3.1 0.1 2 
Room 16 99.7 2.4 41.9 293 
Plaza 52.3 3.5 15.0 210 
Total 1,161 
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As with Grasshopper Spring, the ritual room at Chodistaas received lithic waste in 

greater abundance than did other room contexts. I infer that the ritual room deposits from 

both sites contained the debris of flintknappers from multiple households. At 

Grasshopper Spring that would have included knappers from fewer households when 

compared with Chodistaas. This inference would explain the higher percentages of tools 

in the ritual room compared with the four-walled rooms of the pueblo (Appendix D). The 

percentage of tools in the assemblages of both Room 2 and Room 16 was nine percent 

(Appendix D). 

In summary there were only minor differences among the contexts at this site's 

floor deposits. The site lacks evidence for any spatial division to reduction stages. Given 

the immediate proximity of chert sources to the site, it could well be the case that the bulk 

of early stage reduction took place in areas outside the room block and plazas. The 

higher densit>' of artifacts in Room 16 supports the interpretation that the adjacent plaza 

was an area of flintknapping activity. 

The ritual Room 2 also had a high density of artifacts and a greater percentage of 

tools compared to other rooms in the site. Not only did Room 2 receive more 

flintknapping waste, the room received the discarded tools from many activities. 
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Flintknapping Activities and Lithic Waste Disposal in Non-Aggregated Sites 

The spatial arrangement of flintknapping and lithic waste discard in these sites can 

be explained by three factors: proximity to raw material sources, proximity of a 

flintknapping areas to disposal areas, and the treatment of ritual facilities. Consider the 

similarities between the assemblage in Room 2 at Grasshopper Spring and in the 

courtyard-adjacent rooms at the Silver Creek great kivas sites. These rooms all had 

assemblages indicative of earlier stages of core reduction. I infer from this that the rooms 

were adjacent to core reduction activity areas. For the Silver Creek great kiva sites, that 

area is conveniently defined by a courtyard space. For Grasshopper Spring, Room 2 faces 

on the east and south, a similar orientation to the courtyards at the great kiva sites. The 

rooms proximal to these exterior activity areas served flintknappers as convenient places 

for waste disposal and/or as rooms where larger packets of usefiil stone could be held 

preparatory to tool production. These sequestered refuse piles consistently contained 

more artifacts per square meter of floor when compared with the other habitation rooms. 

The artifacts from these contexts also had higher average weights when compared 

to artifacts recovered from the external middens. Following from ethnoarchaeological 

correlates, the debris taken away from the settlement to outside middens most likely was 

produced by flintknappers who caught their tool production debris or swept up that debris 

and then carried it out to a trash area for discard (Clark 1991; Gallagher 1977; Hayden 

and Nelson 1981). 
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I speculate that the very earliest stages of reduction, including cobble testing, 

occurred near source beds away from the site. Only useful packets of tested stone were 

then brought into the settlements. In areas with abundant local raw materials, such as the 

chert source beds near Cothrun's Kiva or rim gravel quartzite cobbles near Hough's Great 

Kiva. these initial reduction steps occurred outside the boundaries of the settlement's 

main activity areas, although the debris from these activities can be found on site. In the 

case of the great kiva sites, the area surrounding the great kivas was probably the scene of 

early core reduction activities, as the waste from those activities was later redeposited in 

the upper fill at both great kivas. For the two Grasshopper sites, cobble testing and early 

stages of reduction were probably conducted at the nearby sources beds of the Redwail 

limestone. This explains why the Grasshopper site assemblages have far less cortical 

coverage on recovered artifacts when compared with the artifacts of the Silver Creek 

great kivas. 

Finally, the treatment of ritual spaces is quite different between the Grasshopper 

Plateau non-aggregated sites and those of the Silver Creek area. Specifically, the great 

kiva floors in the Silver Creek area have very little debris or tools found within them, 

whereas, the Grasshopper site's ritual rooms preserved abundant debris on the surface. 

Communal areas cross-culturally can be used for both sacred and secular activities. The 

degree to which integrative facilities are used for communal secular activities varies 

extensively (Adler and Wilshusen 1990). The interior of the great kivas were kept clean, 

and 1 would suspect that few actual chipped stone production activities occurred there. 
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The formality and architectural distinctiveness of these structures, which probably served 

to integrate people from multiple settlements, (Herr 1999), supports such an inference. 

In contrast, the ritual rooms of the late Pueblo III on the Grasshopper Plateau are smaller, 

less architecturally distinct, and probably served to integrate the households within their 

respective settlements. Among other things, flintknapping and tool use activities were 

performed in and around these ritual structures with discarded waste left inside these 

structures. 

These factors influencing cultural formation processes persist in settlement's of 

increasing size. As we will see, sequestered refijse deposits near outdoor flintknapping 

performance areas continue to be found in larger sites. However, it becomes more likely 

that these deposits contain the refuse from multiple households and a diverse set of 

flintknapping and tool use activities. Ritual spaces continue to be distinctive. The 

assemblages from some ritual spaces will support an inference of stone tool production 

and subsequent lithic waste production, while other assemblages contain hardly any trash 

or chipped stone artifacts at all. In a new development, the presence of room suites at 

larger sites leads to increasingly distinctive inter-room assemblages. 

Carter Ranch 

Carter Ranch has 39 rooms in a single block arranged around a plaza and 

enclosing one kiva (Figure 5.6). A nearby circular great kiva was also excavated. As 

mentioned in Chapter V, screening and the recovery of debitage were carried out only 
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during the second season of excavation. During that season, five rooms identified as 

having served habitation functions were excavated. Materials from excavation units in 

the circular great kiva, the external midden, and the plaza were sampled for my analysis. 

All fill came from lower (below roof fall) and surface contexts. Raw material frequency 

counts and frequencies by weight, and basic technological and functional type frequencies 

tabulated by context and fill categories are contained in Appendix B (Hay Hollow Valley 

Subarea Sites: Descriptive Tables). 

An inspection of total artifact weights and counts per square meter of excavated 

floor points to the presence of two intramural middens: Rooms 18 and 19 (Table 7.8). 

All artifacts reported are from lower fill and surface contact deposits. 
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Table 7.8: Artifact weight and frequency per square meter of exposed floor and 
average artifact weight among contexts at Carter Ranch 

Weight of Average weight of 
Context artifacts/m" 

(grams) 
artifacts 
(grams) 

Count of artifacts/m^ n 

Room 18 1.052.0 13.9 75.8 739 
Room 19 395.0 10.1 39.0 380 
Room 21 116.7 12.4 9.4 59 
Room 22 36.2 13.0 2.8 50 
Room 23 71.8 12.6 5.7 50 
Plaza 109.8 10.5 10.5 68 
Kiva 147.1 18.9 7.8 106 
Midden 937.0 4.0 236.4 1,123 
Total 2,575 

The Room 18 and 19 assemblages yielded more artifacts per square meter of 

excavated floor than any other intramural context at the site. These two rooms probably 

served as intramural middens. The Carter Ranch researchers concluded that Room 18 

was part of the pueblo's nucleus of rooms, dating to the first construction event of five 

detectable building episodes (Martin 1964:49-51). Once abandoned this interior room 

must have become a favored dumping ground. Immediately west of Room 18, Rooms 5 

and 12 were thought to have been two-story rooms (Martin et al. 1964:34). The pueblo's 

architectural profile would have had two terraces above the plaza: a two-story western 

wall of rooms, followed by an area of one-story rooms, and then the plaza itself facing 

toward the east and south. The roof tops on the one-story rooms, overlooking the plaza, 

would have been good places for flintknapping activities, and Room 18, once it was no 

longer occupied, would have provided a convenient dump for debris. 
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Room 19 was also part of the first unit of rooms constructed on the back western 

wall of the original construction unit. The excavators did not find evidence that Room 19 

was a two-story structure, although it shared the continuous back western wall that tied 

Room 19 to Rooms 5 and 12 in the two story section. Room 19 is also the closest (10 

meters) of all the rooms in the pueblo to the circular great kiva. Post-occupationally, 

Room 19 also seems to have served as a convenient dumping groimd for chipped stone 

waste, perhaps from roof top flintknapping activities. 

The remaining analyzed rooms (Rooms 21, 22, 23) were built in a later 

construction event (Martin et al. 1964:51). Based on the frequencies and weights of the 

chipped stone recovered, these rooms were not areas in which large amounts of lithic 

waste were deposited. The chipped stone debris recovered might have come from near 

the end of the site's occupation. 

Communal dumping areas should contain the waste of many flintknapping 

episodes and the discarded tools from many activities. This should lead to a deposit with 

greater diversity than other deposits, as measured by evenness. Table 7.9 examines 

evenness statistic 7 (Kintigh 1989; Whittlesey and Reid 1982) for raw material 

frequencies by weight, technological type frequencies, and functional type frequencies. 

Some variables display a greater range of values than others. To make comparisons of 

this variability easier, the Coefficient of Variation (Milton 1992:44) is reported for each 

column of data. 
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Table 7.9: Evenness values for raw material types, technological types, and flmctional 
type in contexts at Carter Ranch 

Context y-value for raw y-value for y-value for 
materials technological types flmctional types 

Room 18 0.81 0.52 0.52 
Room 19 0.82 0.43 0.62 
Room 21 0.76 0.45 0.00 
Room 22 0.68 0.55 0.00 
Room 23 0.80 0.61 0.41 
Plaza 0.71 0.48 0.00 
Kiva 0.81 0.60 0.25 
Midden 0.80 0.43 0.25 
Coefficient of 
Variation 7.1% 14.1% 92.5% 

I note here that functional type evenness does have a correlation with sample size. 

When correlating sample size (n) with flmctional type evenness in all contexts from all 

sites, the resultant Spearman's rho correlation coefficient value is 0.622, probability value 

0.000. To control for sample size effect, it is useful to consider functional type richness 

and evenness plotted against sample size (Figure 7.5). A least square regression line is 

passed through the data points, and confidence intervals are set at 90%. 
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When functional type evenness is examined. Room 19 both exceeds sample size 

expectations and the values in Room 21 and 22 fall at the lower boundary. When 

studying richness, only the value from Room 18 exceeds expectations, while Rooms 21, 

22, the great kiva and the courtyard fall below expectation based on sample size. Note 

that there is minimal variation to be found in raw material types evenness or in 

technological type evermess. This suggests that raw material consumption and basic core 

reduction activities were similar among the flintknappers at the site, but that tool use or 

discard had greater spatial variation. 

Specifically, a greater frequency of tool use activities took place in the vicinity of 

Rooms 18 and 19, as witnessed by the quantity of discarded tools. Moreover, unusually 

high evenness values imply that this diversity was more than a sample-size effect. I 

suggest that a greater diversity of tool use activities occurred in the vicinity of these 

rooms, or that several nearby households used Room 18 and 19 to dump their waste. 

The functional type evenness and richness in Room 21 and 22 fell below sample 

size expectations, indicating that these rooms used a more limited range of tools, and 

perhaps engaged in a more limited range of tool use activities. 

Turning now to areas outside the room block, the great kiva deposits contained 

high percentages of quartzite, chert, petrified wood, and chalcedony cores (Appendix B). 

Not surprisingly, the average artifact weight in the great kiva assemblage exceeds average 

weight of artifacts recovered fr-om any other context (Table 7.8 above). Within the plaza, 

the only cores recovered were produced on chalcedony and chert. 
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Summarizing for Carter Ranch, the external areas around the kiva and in the plaza 

were apparently areas of core reduction. As with the great kivas of the Silver Creek area. 

ver>' few tools were retrieved from the Carter Ranch great kiva deposits. Two of the 

oldest rooms in the Pueblo, Rooms 18 zmd 19, became intramural middens, perhaps filled 

with refuse from activities on adjoining first-story rooftops and households. These 

intramural middens received debris from many material classes and from many stages of 

reduction, similar to all the other contexts at the pueblo. These internal midden deposits 

are distinctive because they contain higher quantities of tools, and higher evenness or 

richness values for tools (monitored by functional types) than can be accounted for by 

sample size. I infer from this that the dumps received the discarded tools from many tool-

users. perhaps even tool-users from more than a single household. 

This is the first site to be discussed that had evidence for large intramural midden 

development in abandoned rooms. In the great kiva sites of the Silver Creek area and at 

Grasshopper Spring, the rooms with the most debris had fewer tools relative to the other 

rooms, and much of that debris probably came from earlier steps in the core reduction 

process. At Carter Ranch Pueblo, the deposits with the largest amounts of debris also 

have largest and most diverse assemblages of tools, a trend that will continue as site sizes 

grow larger. The intramural chipped stone waste deposits from the smaller sites 

probably arose from spatial '"staging" of reduction steps. The intramural waste deposits at 

Carter Ranch had less to do with stages of reduction and more to do with households who 
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shared these dumps, and perhaps shared a communal tool-use and flintknapping activity 

space. 

Pottery Hill 

Chipped stone analysis at Pottery Hill presents some interpretive problems. 

Although Pottery Hill e.xcavations recovered more than 7.000 pieces of chipped stone, 

many of the contexts were on steep slopes and from shallow excavation units, making 

intrasite comparisons problematic. The deeper deposits in the kiva on the eastern terrace, 

the exterior courtyard surface on the eastern terrace. Rooms 1 and 3 along the upper 

terrace (see Figure 5.11), and the midden area tested immediately downslope and to the 

north of the upper terrace were all contexts that I felt were reliable for intrasite 

comparisons 

Room 1 was one of the more interesting conte.xts at Pottery Hill (Appendix C). 

The assemblage contained cores of all material types. For diabase, petrified wood, chert, 

and quartzite, the proportion of cores in Room I's lower and surface contact fill was the 

highest of any context at the site. Room 1 also had the highest frequencies of retouched 

and facially thinned chert pieces in lower fill and surface contact deposits. The floor 

assemblage also proved interesting in that it included four worked bone/antler tools and 

four cores/hammerstones (Mills et al. 1999b). The dismantling of the mealing bins in the 

room and the removal of all heavy objects implied that residents had relocated the room 

"furniture" to another nearby room or site. Still, Room I was never trash-filled, implying 
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that the space could have continued to be used for some set of activities (Mills et al. 

1999b). or that it was one of the last abandoned rooms at the site. Collectively, there were 

26 cores in the floor contact and lower fill deposits of this room. This latter depositional 

pattern indicates either continued use of the space for storage or that these artifacts were 

less important to carry away than the ground stone artifacts if the room was one of the last 

abandoned at the site. 

The nearby Room 3 had one core in surface contact and none in lower fill 

(Appendix C). Artifact densities were significantly higher in the upper fill and roof fall 

stratum. In contrast to Room 1, Room 3's lower fill and surface contact depKJsits have 

fewer artifacts than the upper fill. Little can be said about the lower fill and Surface 1 

contact. In the upper fill, shatter dominated the Room 3 assemblage for all material types 

except chert and diabase. The relatively small number of flakes when compared with 

shatter supports an inference that this room's deposit (above Surface 1) received the 

secondary refuse of flintknapping activities. Furthermore, the flakes recovered 

in Room 3 tend to be more broken or incomplete than those recovered in Room I. Figure 

7.6 uses Sullivan and Rozen's (1985) debitage categories. The most complete flakes in 

these stacked bar charts are shown at the bottom, with the frequencies of increasingly 

incomplete and fragmented pieces stacked above. Raw counts have been converted to 

percentages for ease of comparison. 
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An inspection of the diabase bar chart demonstrates the presence of flake 

fragments in Room 3 that were absent in Room 1. For chalcedony and petrified wood, 

visibly fewer complete flakes were apparent when comparing Room 3 with Room I. For 

chert there were slightly fewer complete flakes in Room 3 relative to Room 1. 

Proportionately, the Room 3 chert artifacts Include more broken flakes and flake 

fragments than Room 1. Only with quartzite does this trend reverse, with more complete 

flakes found in Room 3. SCARP researchers originally assessed the sealed lower floor of 

Room 3 as ceremonial, but for the upper floor, the interpretation of the room's function 

was more ambiguous. One floor feature (a hearth), few artifacts, and the room's small 

dimensions led researchers to interpret this room as limited activity space in which 

manufacturing activities might have taken place. The lack of de facto refuse further led to 

the interpretation that this room was abandoned either early in the life of the pueblo, 

much in the same fashion as Room 1 (Mills et al. 1993:24), but the lack of significant 

trash fill suggests it may have been a late abandoned room. The broken condition of the 

flakes and high quantities of shatter in upper fill lead me to interpret this space as having 

received the sweepings of flintknapping activities, much in the same fashion as a midden 

area. Much of this discard occurred atop collapsed roofing elements and likely washed in 

post-occupationally. Although the room's lower fill did not indicate a trash-filled space, 

the chipped stone assemblage in the upper fill of this room indicates a developed 

secondary refuse pile. The use of a bounded and not-heavily-trafficked space as a 
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trash receptacle for dangerous stone debris has documented ethnoarchaeological 

analogues (Clark 1991; Hayden and Cannon 1983). 

Examining flmctional types (Appendix C), Room 1 had greater proportions of 

chalcedony, diabase, and chert tools in lower fill and surface contact than did Room 3 in 

its lower fill and Surface 1 contact deposits. Room 1 not only had more cores in most 

material cleisses. but it also had more flintknapping tools on the floor, as mentioned 

above. We can also see that for the higher quality silicates, more tools were found in 

Room 1. Whatever Room 1 might have been in its early use-life, toward the end of its 

use-life it served as a space for core reduction and storage and tool production. Further, 

Room I had a greater variety of flmctional types in chalcedony and chert than Room 3, 

indicating a set of tools used for a broader array of activities. 

The sealed Surface 2 assemblage in Room 3 was larger than the lower fill and 

Surface 1 contact assemblages combined (Appendix C). A diabase chopper was 

recovered. Five utilized flakes and one projectile point were recovered. Only a single core 

(chert) was found in this sealed context. All material types were represented, although the 

overall frequencies were quite small. 

The kiva assemblage varied by material type (Appendix C). Petrified wood and 

chert in lower fill had relatively even amounts of flakes and shatter. The chert assemblage 

in the kiva had the highest proportion of bifaces (all of which were projectile points) of 

any other context in the site. For quartzite, the assemblage was heavily weighted toward 



shatter. In the midden, diabase, petrified wood, and quartzite were dominated by shatter. 

With chert and chalcedony, the flake to shatter ratios were more evenly distributed, with a 

great many retouched and facially thinned pieces. 

The kiva assemblage tool frequencies proved interesting. Two utilized 

flakes, one of petrified wood and one of quartzite, were recovered in lower fill. All of the 

other tools were chert projectile points (n=4). Given that not a great deal of surface area 

in the kiva has been exposed, this is an intriguing development. In Cothrun's great kiva 

proper, where far more surface area was uncovered, seven tools were recovered, three of 

which were projectile points. In Hough's Great Kiva proper, eight tools were recovered, 

three of which were projectile points. With less area unearthed. Pottery Hill's rectangular 

kiva yielded a quantity of projectile points similar to the circular great kiva excavations, 

with four out of the six tools in Pottery Hill's kiva being projectile points. 

Without a full excavation of the Pottery Hill kiva, or a similar Pueblo III period 

kiva, the interpretation of these numbers must remain speculative. A compeirison with the 

Pueblo III period ceremonial rooms in the Hay Hollow Valley provides some interpretive 

insights. Researchers at Broken K Pueblo explained the presence of large frequencies of 

projectile points in the larger ceremonial rooms at the site through direct historical 

analogies. They argued that ceremonial rooms housed men's societies, which engaged not 

only in ritual activities but served as men's clubhouses where secular activities were 

conducted (Hill 1970; Martin et al. 1967). The presence of high frequencies of projectile 
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points and arrow-shaft smoothers in these spaces indicated that Broken K Pueblo 

ceremonial rooms were associated with men's societies who made hunting tool kits. 

Could Pottery Hill's kiva bear similarities to these Hay Hollow ceremonial rooms? 

Further excavation is necessary before that research question can be addressed. 

In surtunary, over the life history of Pottery Hill, two of the rooms on the upper 

terrace were abandoned (Rooms I and 3). Room I contained debris suggesting that it 

room served as a storage area for cores and the tools for core reduction. Room 3, after 

abandonment, received small debris or sweepings from flintknapping activities. Perhaps 

on the open spaces of the Pottery Hill's upper terrace, flintknapping was being conducted 

in outdoor activity areas, with Room I serving as a flintknapper's storage room and 

abandoned Room 3 receiving much of the smaller debris associated with the later stages 

of core reduction and tool manufacture. The kiva has an unexpectedly high number of 

projectile points for the area uncovered and may suggest the presence of greater projectile 

point production activities in the vicinity of this ritual structure. 

Broken K Pucbio 

At 92-room Broken K Pueblo, four wings of rooms enclose a central plaza (Figure 

5.7). Rooms were identified by the original excavators as having served habitation, ritual, 

storage, and manufacturing functions (Martin et al. 1967). Several interconnected suites 

of rooms were excavated. This new dimension (multiroom suites in aggregated sites), 

adds a new factor in intrasite contextual diversity, as will be discussed more fully below. 
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The deposits among suites of rooms demonstrated great variation in artifact quantities and 

fiinctional types recovered. Residents in these multiroom suites distributed their lithic 

waste and their tool and raw material storage spatially. Broken K Pueblo's brief 

occupation reduces the number of conte.xts that served as intramural dumps. This 

provides researchers with an opportunity to study interhousehold differences in detail. 

In sampling the rooms, I anal>'zed artifacts recovered from below roof fall to 

surface contact. Upper and lower fill was analyzed for the kiva located in the central 

plaza. Room 4rs upper surface was identified as having been a habitation space. The 

fill in contact with this first surface was analyzed. Below that surface, a filled-in 

ceremonial space, identified as the Room 41 kiva, was also analyzed. Samples could be 

taken from plaza trenches, but no chipped stone from extramural excavation units were 

located in the collections of the Field Museum of Natural History. Raw material 

frequency counts and frequencies by weight, and basic technological and functional type 

frequencies tabulated by context and fill categories appear in Appendix B (Hay Hollow 

Valley Subarea Sites: Descriptive Tables). 

As per previous discussions in Chapter V. there was very little debris and little 

trash accumulation in the site, which points to an extremely brief occupation (Martin et 

al. 1967; Schiffer 1989). Unlike Carter Ranch, there is little indication of any significant 

lithic debris dumps inside room spaces, aside from the kiva under Room 41 (Table 7.10). 
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Table 7.10: Artifact frequencies and weights per meter square of exposed floor in 
contexts at Broken K. Pueblo 

Context Artifact weight/m" of floor 
(grams) 

Artifact count/m^ of floor n 

Plaza 24.4 1.5 60 
Kiva in Plaza 299.6 14.0 140 
Room 41 Kiva 548.3 51.5 309 
Room 6 74.2 5.9 45 
Room 7 200.1 19.2 130 
Room 8 13.0 2.1 8 
Room 11 119.3 7.2 78 
Room 28 40-1 7.2 24 
Room 30 213.8 11.2 70 
Room 41 26.1 2.4 22 
Room 48 159.8 11.5 33 
Room 49 68.6 7.5 19 
Room 78 74.3 10.3 77 
Room 80 70.9 3.0 17 
Room 82 219.9 17.5 88 
Room 92 30.6 4.3 50 
Total 1,170 

The absence of intramural middens provides an important opportunity to study 

assemblage diversity among households. Diversity, as measured by he evermess statistic 

y (Kintigh 1989; Whittlesey and Reid 1982), has a wide range of values with regard to 

raw materials types and functional types. Evenness of functional t>pes, raw material 

types, and technological t>pes for all contexts are tabulated below (Table 7.11). The 

coefficient of variation summarizes each of column of data, and indicates which variable 

have wider range of values. 
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Table 7. II: Evenness values for raw material types by weight, technological and 
functional type for contexts at Broken K. Pueblo 

Context y-value for raw materials 
bv weiaht 

J-value for Technological 
Types 

7-value for functional types 

Plaza 0.52 0.49 0.00 
Kiva in Plaza 0.64 0.62 0.45 
Room 4 i Kiva 0.71 0.58 0.55 
Room 6 0.35 0.56 0.00 
Room 7 0.78 0.57 0.53 
Room 8 0.06 0.47 0.32 
Room 11 0.79 0.52 0.52 
Room 28 0.45 0.48 0.43 
Room 30 0.27 0.55 0.23 
Room 41 0.56 0.62 0.23 
Room 48 0.33 0.56 0.23 
Room 49 0.66 0.56 0.32 
Room 78 0.62 0.49 0.53 
Room 80 0.30 0.56 0.32 
Room 82 0.60 0.54 0.00 
Room 92 0.67 0.54 0.00 
CoefTicient of 
Variation 40% 8% 70% 

Raw material evenness and technological type evenness do not have a significant 

relationship with sample size for the sample as a whole, as discussed earlier in the 

chapter. The evenness value for technological types among contexts does not vary to any 

great degree, implying that much of the basic core reduction and tool production steps 

happened in all contexts in this settlement. Raw material evenness values do vary quite a 

bit from context to context. I call particular attention to the room suites. Rooms 7 and 8 

interconnect with each other. Note that their evenness values are 0.76 and 0.06 

respectively. Room 8, which opens onto the plaza, has very few artifacts, most of which 

are chert. Room 7, an interior habitation room, has a more equitable representation of 
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material types . Similar disparities in raw material evenness values can be seen in Room 

suite 48 and 49, and Room suite 78, 80 and 82. Such disparities in evenness values 

among rooms within the same suite can also be observed for functional types. 

Of course, functional type evenness does have a relationship with sample size, as 

discussed previously. Figure 7.7 examines the relationships between samples size (n) and 

functional type evenness values. A least squares regression line has been passed through 

the data points which are bounded by 90% confidence intervals. Note that several rooms 

exceed expected values, based on sample size, for functional type evenness. Also, several 

rooms fall below expected evenness values given their sample size . 
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Figure 7.7: Evenness values for functional types versus sample size in contexts at Broken 
K Pueblo 

Consider the Room suite 78, 80, and 82. The functional type evenness in Room 

78 exceeds sample size expectations, Room 82 falls below expectations, and Room 80 
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falls within the expected range. Similarly in Room suite 6 and 7, Room 7 exceeds 

expected evenness values, while Room 6 falls below this value. Room suite 48 and 49 

also demonstrates high (Room 49) and low (Room 48) evenness values, although they do 

not exceed the confidence intervals. 

Multiroom suites add another factor to intrasite diversity. The inhabitants of these 

suites have discarded tool and debitage assemblages that are distinctive. Because Broken 

K Pueblo was inhabited for a short span of time, it is difficult to explain rooms with more 

tools or more debitage as being the result of early abandonment and subsequent secondary 

refuse discard. Such arguments work at places like Carter Ranch, Bailey Ruin, 

Grasshopper Pueblo, and even for the early-abandoned Room 1 at Pottery Hill. For 

Broken K Pueblo, a better explanation is that households, when in the possession of 

several rooms, divided up the activities of daily life, including the storage and discard of 

stone debris and tools. 

Another new development with increased site size is the differential treatment of 

ritual spaces within the same site. Room 6. a textile manufacturing space with features 

indicative of a ritual room, has virtually no artifacts and low evenness values for tools and 

raw materials. The kiva under Room 41 had just the opposite characteristics. The kiva in 

plaza was probably filled with debris from the entire community after it was abandoned, 

so I will set that data aside for the moment. 

The Broken K Pueblo chipped stone deposits are not easily summarized. Great 

spatial diversity characterizes the tools and raw materials found in these rooms. The 
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multiroom household(s), rather idiosyncratically divided up artifacts. Anyone who keeps 

a clean house can identify with the inhabitants of Room suite 7 and 8. Room 8. the front 

room where people on the plaza could have entered, had few artifacts and little chipped 

stone debris, while the back room had much more. Their public front room was clean, 

while their public back room was messier. This intuitively satisfying story fails to 

explain the household(s) in Room suite 78, 80 and 82. Doorways to the outside provided 

egress in Rooms 78 and 82; whereas, the doorways in Room 80 only provided access to 

the other two rooms. Yet the assemblage in Room 80 was far smaller than the 

assemblages of chipped stone debris recovered from the other more accessible rooms. 

Clearly then, different households made some distinct decisions about where 

refuse should be put, tools discarded, and raw material packets stored. Given that the site 

has a variety of room functional types (habitation, storage, ritual), it seems reasonable to 

conclude that flintknapping activity performance areas may also have been spatially 

differentiated. The outside areas were probably the best sites for flintknapping, and 

within the room block, the residents in each suite of rooms divided up their chipped stone 

production, tool use, tool storage, and refiise discard activities in different ways. 

Moreover, the members of the organizations who controlled ritual rooms also had distinct 

ideas about refuse disposal and their ritual spaces. 
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Bailey Ruin 

Bailey Ruin was occupied long enough for intramural middens to develop within 

the 200-250 room Pueblo. The settlement had one large, well-defined open space, the 

northern plaza (Figure 5.12). In addition to excavation units along the plaza, five rooms 

adjacent to the plaza, three on the western side (Rooms I, 3. 6) and two on the eastem 

side (Rooms 2 and 7). were excavated. Under Room 1, a series of courtyard deposits 

were uncovered, and in the discussion which follows, these court>'ard deposit are referred 

to as their own context. The eastem Rooms 2 and 7 were originally part of one large, 

ritual chamber with a flagstone floor. The lower surface was deliberately buried, and the 

space subdivided into four rooms. Both rooms showed clear evidence of being two story 

structures. The rooms on the western side were one story structures, and in their initial 

period of construction, were habitation spaces with floor features. 

On the outer margins of the settlement, in the southern portion of the pueblo. 

Room 4 probably served as a habitation room for part of its life history. Room 4, which 

was only half-excavated, had unfilled openings to the east, west, and south. Room 5 was 

located on the eastem margin of the site. This subdivided space served as a storage and 

manufacturing space during a portion of its life history. Finally, three extramural 

middens were tested to the west, south, and east of Bailey Ruin. Raw material frequency 

counts and frequencies by weight, and basic technological and functional type frequencies 

tabulated by context and fill categories, are presented in Appendix C (Silver Creek 

Subarea Sites: Descriptive Tables). 
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The development of internal refuse deposits is most clearly documented through 

counts of artifacts from lower fill and surface contexts per square meter of exposed floor 

(Table 7.12). For the two story rooms, lower fill includes everything in the first story 

deposit and in surface contact with the first-stor>' floor. 

Table 7.12: Artifact weight and frequencies per meter square of exposed floor in contexts 
at Bailey Ruin 

Context 
Weight of artifact in lower 
fill and surface contact/m" 

of floor (grams) 

Frequency of artifacts in 
lower fill and surface 
contact/m^ of floor 

n 

Room 1 1,666.3 122.4 1.567 
Courtyard 385.4 28.4 363 
Room 2 139.1 13.1 80 
Room 3 82.1 2.2 43 
Room 4 348.5 14.2 114 
Room 5 624.7 16.6 191 
Room 6 1.088.3 50.4 792 
Room 7 76.6 3.0 27 
External Middens 865.5 144.3 1,660 
Total 4,837 

The high numbers of artifacts in all artifactual classes per unit floor in Rooms 1 

and 6 indicate an area of internal refuse disposal. These rooms, abandoned earlier in the 

settlement's life history, were proximal to the plaza. This communal area combined with 

the surrounding rooftops probably served as an informal outdoor activity area for the 

settlement, and the abandoned rooms provided a convenient receptacle for trash. Not 

surprisingly, these heavily used dumps have high evenness value for discarded tool types 

and for raw materials (Table 7.13). 
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Table 7.13; Evenness values for raw material types, technological types, and fimctional 
types for contexts at Bailey Ruin 

Context J-value for raw materials 
by weight 

y-vaiue for Technolog 
T\pes 

ical J-value for functional types 

Room 1 0.82 0.51 0.69 
Courtyard 0.84 0.48 0.60 
Room 2 0.84 0.54 0.46 
Room 3 0.85 0.59 0.24 
Room 4 0.60 0.58 0.47 
Room 5 0.84 0.45 0.24 
Room 6 0.84 0.54 0.43 
Room 7 0.43 0.49 0.00 
Plaza 0.72 0.52 0.41 
Midden 0.83 0.46 0.59 
Coefficient of 
Variation 18% 9% 50% 

Raw material evenness, generally speaking, displayed little variation among 

contexts. The only low evenness values were to be found in Room 7 and Room 4. Room 

7 contained very few artifacts, most of which were chert. The assemblage in Room 4 had 

more diabase and petrified wood by weight, yielding a more uneven distribution. 

Technological tj^pe evenness values varied only slightly among contexts, as well. 

Tool diversity, as measured by fimctional type evenness, was the variable with the 

greatest range of values. Functional type evermess has a strong relationships with sample 

size, as was discussed previously. To identify truly unusual diversity values. Figure 7.8 

plots sample size (n) against functional type richness and functional type evenness for 

each context. A least squares regression line is passed through the plot and 90% 

confidence intervals bound the data. 
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Figure 7. 8: Plots of functional type richness and functional type evenness versus sample 

size in contexts at Bailey Ruin 
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The artifacts from the Courtyard under Room 1, Room 4 and Room 6 yielded 

unusually high ftmctional type evenness (Courtyard and Room 4) and richness values 

(Room 6) given their sample sizes. The rooms yielding unexpectedly low evenness 

values were Room 3 and 7; and with a low richness value Room 3. Both Room 6 and the 

Court>'ard are located in the heart of the Bailey Ruin's prehistoric community. The debris 

from many tool users and tool makers, perhaps from multiple households, could drive 

such unexpected high diversity values in tools. As the site was occupied for many years, 

the abnormally high tool diversity could be a ftmction of long-term tool-use and tool 

production debris. 

Room 3 is adjacent to Rooms 1 and 6. The lower fill of Room 3 was not used as a 

discard area, and its ftmctional type diversity was unexpectedly low. Conversely, the raw 

material tj^pes recovered from the room are similar in frequencies by weight and evenness 

value to the adjacent rooms. Perhaps the ftmctional t>'pe evenness value of Room 3 was 

low because the tool users from that habitation discarded their spent tools in the nearby 

refuse pits of Rooms 1 and 6. If tools were used outside where more light can be enjoyed, 

the residents working on the roof of Room 3 would have had easy access to those 

convenient dumps. The deposit in Room 3, which was also poor in cores (Appendix C), 

was not a reftise deposit that received the debris of core reduction, or the ftill range of tool 

production steps, or the discard of a diverse set of tools. 

The abandoned lower stories of ritual Rooms 2 and 7 were very clean, free of 

large quantities debris and artifacts. In previous discussions, ritual spaces have fallen into 
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two categories with respect to trash fill: those filled with trash of many activities, and 

those kept clean, even after abandonment. Rooms 2 and 7 would be placed in that second 

categorj'. The scarcity of artifacts in the lower story of these rooms indicates that the 

construction fill used to modify the first-story was not rich in chipped stone debris. I 

infer that few flintknapping activities occurred either on the roof tops or in the upper story 

rooms of these spaces. 

Room 4 was a habitation room near the southernmost boundary of the room block. 

As mentioned above, the Room 4 assemblage yielded a low raw material evermess value, 

with the collection being dominated by diabase and petrified wood by weight. Recovered 

cores and cobbles of these material types are probably driving that result (Appendix C). It 

is one of the more unusual coincidences of the Room 4 assemblage that a small wall 

niche, in which a miniature pot had been cached, also contained a large diabase core and a 

piece of petrified wood shatter. The tools in the Room, for which an unexpectedly high 

functional type evenness value was reported, are 93% chert. This case suggests some 

differences between tool production, core reduction, and raw materials. While two raw 

materials types (petrified wood and diabase) were reduced in close proximity to this 

room, the debris fi-om chert tool production should have been more evident given the 

diversity of chert tools found in there. This suggests that the chert core reduction 

activities occurred somewhere else. 

Room 5 had a fairly even distribution of raw materials (Table 7.13), and one of 

the lowest reported evenness values for technological type. The lower trash fill and 
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surface contact deposits had high frequencies of cores (n=32) and shatter, which is 

driving the lower technological type evenness value (Appendix C). High percentages of 

diabase, petrified wood, and chert shatter indicate that some heav>' percussion debris 

contributed to the Room 5 assemblage. In the roof fall debris and trash deposits, ten 

projectile points (one chalcedony and nine chert) were recovered. The seven points 

recovered from the roof fall stratum constitute 12.5 percent of that fill's chipped stone 

artifacts. Of all ten points, seven of the points were complete and the other three were 

missing only their tips. Perhaps this represents an abandoned cluster of projectile points 

or arrows. The absence of any projectile point blanks shows that a complete projectile 

point production series was not found within Room 5. 

In summar}', the area in and around the Bailey Ruin plaza was the scene of a large 

amount of chipped stone reduction. The two western Rooms, 1 and 6, became areas of 

heavy lithic discard. In the case of Room 6, one mechanism of chipped stone refiise 

transport was recovered. The basal section of a broken jar (Point Provenience 26) on the 

floor of Room 6 contained 13 chipped stone artifacts. One artifact was a complete 

bifacial chert projectile point. A chert projectile point preform, with retouch on both 

edges but not completely thirmed, was also recovered. Eight chert flakes, one petrified 

wood flake, and two pieces of chert shatter completed the jar's assemblage. Evidence of 

ethnographic flintknapping activities has documented the collection of stone debris on 

grass mats, in broken vessels, and in other similar receptacles. These receptacles then 

ser\'ed as the mechanism to transport waste to away from high-traffic activity areas (Clark 
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1991; Gallagher 1977). This model would be useful for explaining the chipped stone 

debris in Point Provenience 26. We could also consider the pot's contents as a 

transportable storage kit of raw materials and tool blanks, which was abandoned in Room 

6. 

Rooms adjacent to intramural middens should be expected to exhibit less diversity 

in debris and discarded tools, because much of the household waste went into adjacent 

middens, impoverishing those household contexts with respect to diversity. This was the 

case with Room 3. On the outer edges of the settlement. Rooms 4 and 5 include cores 

and shatter suggesting tool reduction. The chert debris from both contexts, however, does 

not adequately account for the finished chert tools recovered. Some important core 

reduction and tool production steps seem to have happened elsewhere, which can be 

explained in a variety of ways. This will be more fiilly explored in Chapter IX. For the 

moment, the results of this data suggest that core reduction and tool production, 

depending on raw material, may have occurred in different flintknapping performance 

areas. 

Grasshopper Pueblo 

Grasshopper Pueblo, at 500 rooms, was a large settlement. I only selected 

samples from unusual flintknapping deposits that were already known to me through 

existing research literature (Reid and Whittlesey 1982; Whittaker 1984). Room 246 

contained debris and tools from the production of large ritual bifacial knives, and Room 
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113 contained evidence of jewelry, pottery, and chipped stone tool manufacture. 

Consequently, these samples are unique and important to discussions that follow in 

Chapter IX concerning aggregated settlements and production. To appreciate the unique 

quality of the assemblages sampled from Grasshopper Pueblo, consider the following 

comparative data concerning technological type and functional type evenness values for 

all sites (Table 7.14). 

Table 7.14: Evenness value for technological types at increasing site sizes 

Site Name Increasing Site J-value for technological J-value for functional type 
Size type evenness evenness 

AZ P:16;160 i 0.94 0.95 

Cothrun's Kiva i 0.46 0.66 
Grasshopper Spring i 0.42 0.70 
Hough's Great Kiva i 0.49 0.71 
Chodistaas i 0.44 0.61 
Carter Ranch Pueblo i 0.52 0.50 

Pottery Hill i 0.55 0.52 
Broken K Pueblo i 0.59 0.52 
Bailey Ruin i 0.52 0.62 
Grasshopper Pueblo i 0.33 0.85 

The high evermess value for functional type at Grasshopper Pueblo indicates that I 

selected contexts with many tools. The low evenness value for technological type 

indicates assemblages with high quantities of complete chert flakes in all sizes. Room 

246 contained large numbers of complete chert flakes resulting from bifacial production 

activities. Moreover, most of the waste from all of the core reduction and tool production 

steps was dropped in that room (Kaldahl and Whittaker 1999). The high frequencies of 
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flakes makes the technological type evenness result quite low, and very unusual when 

compared to the other sites. 

These are not assemblages that were sampled to facilitate the reconstruction of an 

entire settlement's cultural formation processes and inferred activity performance areas. 

These assemblages provide a special opportunity to look at some unique production 

activities, perhaps conducted by suprahousehold societies. The interpretation of these 

assemblages will be addressed at greater length in Chapter IX. 

Summary 

Several factors need to be considered when addressing the cultural formation 

processes at work in these settlements. First, the proximity of the settlement to raw 

material sources. Second, proximity of a flintknapping performance area to a refuse 

discard area. Third, the ownership of several rooms by a household or several closely 

interrelated households. Fourth, the length of site occupation and room abandorunent 

behaviors. Fifth, the treatment of ritual spaces. I review each in light of this chapter's 

previous discussions. 

Proximity to raw material sources has a direct effect on these assemblages. In 

studying the Grasshopper area site assemblages, proximity to the Redwall limestone chert 

sources gave flintknappers the opportunity to do cobble testing and core reduction at the 

quarries. An inspection of the assemblages demonstrates few pieces with high cortical 

values. In the Hay Hollow Valley and Silver Creek areas, raw materials sources can be a 
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short walk (less than an hour) or a long hike (a half to the source and a half day back 

home). When the sources are a short walk, like the quart2dte cobbles at Hough's Great 

Kiva or the chert nodules at Cothrun's Kiva, some cobble testing and early reduction 

happened at the boundaries of the site. When longer distances were involved, cobble 

testing probably occurred near sources and usable packets of raw material were brought 

into the settlement for core reduction. 

The location of flintknapping areas was probably determined by such things as 

adequate lighting and adequate space to make a mess. Outdoor areas would be better 

than a dark room interior. Inside a household, of course, it is reasonable to expect that a 

flake might be struck to generate a tool, or that a worn tool could be retouched into a 

useful final form. At the small sites of Grasshopper Spring, Hough's Great Kiva, and 

Cothrun's Kiva, core reduction and tool production probably occurred outside. Heavy 

debris and still usable cores were stored and/or discarded in adjacent rooms to the 

outside. Those rooms are all facing east and south. Rooms away from these activity 

spaces contained more tools relative to debitage, and were probably some of the tools last 

used by that household prior to their abandonment of the settlement. The middens in 

these small settlements had lighter average artifact weights. As debris would have to be 

carried out to external trash areas, the exterior middens probably received more 

flintknapping debris sweepings. 

With increased site size, households and closely related households began to 

reside in multi-room suites. This increased amount of space gave residents the 
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opportunity to divide up their refiise piles and lithic storage areas in idiosyncratic ways, 

which increased inter-room assemblage diversity. Researchers studying a site with room 

suites, whenever possible, will need to consider material in the entire room suite if they 

wish to address household production differences. 

A site occupied over a long time with abandoned rooms creates a new dimension 

is intrasite assemblage diversity. By creating a intramural midden, tool makers and tool 

users are spared the need to carry all the waste of their activities out of the settlement to 

an external disposal area. Such dumps could serve many households residing in 

proximity to the dumps. These intramural middens, when fed the materials from many 

tool makers and tool users, yield more diverse chipped stone assemblages £is measured by 

evenness and richness for raw materials, stages of reduction, and tool forms. In some 

cases that diversity' of tools exceeds sample size expectations. The waste from multiple 

tool users, or waste generated over many years from varying activities, could account for 

such unexpected functional diversity. Such convenient sequestered middens encourages 

secondary refuse deposition, such that rooms surrounding these dumps should contain 

assemblages with lowered functional type diversity. 

Finally, the treatment of ritual rooms varies. Either they are free of debris or they 

are filled up with refuse, including chipped stone. For the great kivas sites of Silver 

Creek, the circular kivas ser\'ed the residents of many settlements, integrating them into a 

community (Herr 1999). If people from all the neighboring settlements gathered together 

to use this facility, it seems reasonable that the structure would be maintained in a clean 
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and organized state. The ritual rooms in the small sites on the Grasshopper Plateau 

probably served the settlement's immediate residents, and not surprisingly these 

communal areas eventually filled up Nvith flintknapping waste and other trash from the 

settlement. At the larger sites, the decisions about which ritual structures were to be kept 

clean after abandonment, and which structures were to be filled with reftise, are not easily 

grasped. I will return to that issue again in Chapter IX. 

Understanding the cultural formation processes at work in these settlements is 

vital prior to addressing the other research issues presented in the final chapters. It is 

important to know that room suite residents divided up debris, tools and trash in 

surprising ways. It is important to know that some rooms most likely contain the refuse 

from many tool makers and tool users, because they were convenient intramural dumps. 

These issues are taken into consideration as I turn now to tool production and tool use 

differences between households, suprahousehold organizations, and settlements. 
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CHAPTER VIH: MIGRANTS, TECHNOLOGICAL TRADITIONS, AND THE 
NON-AGGREGATED SITES OF AN INTERNAL FRONTIER 

To study technological organization within non-aggregated sites requires a 

different approach from the statistical analysis of whole assemblages, classes of debitage, 

and frequencies of functional and technological types. This chapter is concerned with 

studying tool production and tool use behaviors within non-aggregated sites. Such a 

study requires close attention to the details of tool form and the behavioral chains of tool 

production. The study of whole assemblage characteristics is a necessary prerequisite to 

this next level of study. After differences in discard behavior are addressed (Chapter 

VII), and inferences drawn about flintknapping activity organization, only then can an 

analyst effectively contextualize a study of flintknapping production and tool use 

differences among households and between settlements. 

As discussed in the social theoretical section of Chapter II, the period of non-

aggregated sites in the Mogollon Rim region has been envisioned to fit an internal 

frontier model (AD 1050-1200). The sites under study for this period are Hough's Great 

Kiva and Cothrun's Kiva. In an internal frontier model, groups of households from more 

populated homelands move into lower population areas and establish settlements. These 

foundational settlements, in a situation where wealth is measured in people, attempt to 

attract more migrants to join their community. The rituals, institutions, and traditions 

associated with the great kivas of the Silver Creek area are proposed to be one mechanism 

for attracting migrants and for welding disparate small settlements into communities. An 
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internal frontier is expected to have households from many different geographic 

backgrounds and traditions residing in dispersed settlements across the landscape (Herr 

1999; Kopytoff 1987; Nyerges 1992). 

As the knowledge to make tools or utilize the resources of the land is learned by 

tool users and tool makers within their own community (Lemonnier 1992), an internal 

frontier should display great technological diversit>'. This expectation gives rise to two 

hypotheses concerning technological practices: 

I. Technological Organization Hypothesis: Variation among deposits of chipped 
stone artifacts within any one non-aggregated site in an internal frontier will be 
minimal. This follows from the inference that the small settlement will consist of co-
residing households with similar historical backgrounds, with similar technological 
traditions. 

II. Technological Organization Hypothesis: Variation between the chipped stone 
artifacts of non-aggregated sites in an internal frontier will be great. This follows 
from the assumptions that each of the small contemporaneous settlements on frontier 
will have residents from different backgrounds with distinctive technological 
traditions. 

In order to weld the households of many settlements into a community, religious 

institutions and their rituals are important. The activities conducted in such spaces should 

be rich in symbolic meaning, this leads to the other technological hypothesis concerning 

the symbolic context of objects found in ritual structures (after Gero 1989): 

III. Technological Organization Hypothesis: If ritual structures are present, chipped 
stone tools found within them might have served a ritual or ceremonial fimction. 
Tools which might have carried symbolic value should meet the criteria below. 

In this chapter, I will use the technological organization hypotheses above to 

structure discussions of the great kiva sites in the Silver Creek area, and the non-
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aggregated sites of the Grasshopper Plateau area dating to the late AD 1200s: Chodistaas 

and Grasshopper Spring. 

Great Kiva Sites of the Silver Creek Subarea 

Hypothesis I: Variation among deposits of chipped stone artifacts within any one 
non-aggregated site will be minimal. 

As discussed in Chapter VII. the deposits recovered at Hough's Great Kiva and 

Cothrun's Kiva were not homogenous. Rather, the deposits varied in a fashion that 

indicated some spatial organization to flintknapping activities at these sites. Specifically, 

the extramural areas which contributed to the upper fill of the kivas had material 

indicative of heavy percussion activities using locally abundant materials. The rooms 

adjacent to kiva courtyards were favored areas for discarding the waste of primary core 

reduction debris, in addition to the waste generated from later stages of reduction. This 

suggests that the courtyard areas were zones of heaw flintknapping activities. The rooms 

farther removed fi-om these communal exterior spaces were generally low in artifacts, 

consistent with an assemblage left near the time of site abandonment. These back room 

assemblages were richer in discarded tools, but still had technological types indicative of 

earlier stages of manufacture. The great kivas themselves, in lower deposits and surface 

contacts, had very little material. 

After having constructed this inferential picture of great kiva flintknapping 

activity and discard behaviors, the next question is whether or not the households residing 

in each settlement were of similar social backgrounds or not, as studied through their 
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technological traditions. The idiosyncrasies of tool production steps (after Sackett 1982), 

is one approach for testing inferences about the technological traditions of tool producers. 

These idiosyncrasies or gestures of production can be studied through operational 

sequences (Dobres 1995; Lemonnier 1986, 1992; Perles 1992). Production steps in a 

sequence can also be conceptualized through behavioral chain analysis (Schiffer 1975). 

Chapter IV considers these two schools of thought in more detail. I have found 

inspiration in both of these schools of thought, but in the discussion that follows, my 

analysis of tool production strategies used a behavioral chain variable that I outlined in 

detail in Chapter IV. 

The behavioral chain type variable I formulated succinctly encodes several kinds 

of information regarding tool blank choice, thinning behavior, retouch flaking, and edge 

utilization. In the table that follows, all the tools recovered in lower and surface contact 

deposits among rooms and the kiva at Cothrun's Kiva are tabulated (Table 8.1). In this 

table, tools from all material types are presented without differentiation. The variable has 

been simplified somewhat by eliminating the details of retouch location and pattern. 
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Table 8.1: Behavioral chain types (simplified) at Cothrun's Kiva 

Blank Type Face 1 Thinning Face 2 Thinning Kiva Room 1 Room 2 Room 4 
Flake 15 6 3 
Flake Unidirectional 0 6 2 4 
Flake Bidirectional 0 10 1 
Flake Multidirectional 13 3 0 
Core Multidirectional 0 0 0 1 
Flake Multidirectional Multidirectional 1 2 3 1_ 

Total 3 17 14 10 

The behavioral chain types can be discussed in terms of steps in the production 

process, as a means to study tool production strategies. A tool production sequence 

begins with the flintknapper deciding whether to base the tool on a flank blank or a core. 

In this case, only one tool formed from a core blank was recovered in Room 4. The 

flintknapper then decides how to thin the tool blank. Part of the thirming process 

involves the decision to thin the tool blank bifacially or unifacially. An inspection of 

Table 8.1 indicates that both bifacially thinned and unifacially thinned tools occur in 

every context. The thinning flakes on the bifacial tools were oriented multidirectionally. 

Unifacial tools with thinning flakes oriented multidirectionally were found in all contexts, 

and unifacial tools with flakes oriented unidirectionally were recovered from all rooms, 

but not from the kiva. Bidirectionally thinned tools were recovered in Rooms 1 and 4. 

Simple flake tools with use-damaged edges were found in all room contexts. Except for 

the single core tool, there were not significant differences in tool production strategies 

among the different rooms at the site. To quantify that observation, a chi-square test for 
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homogeneity was performed on the above simplified behavioral chain data for the three 

habitation rooms. The habitation rooms are the subject of the test because this study is 

concerned with differences or similarities among households. The resultant chi-square 

value is 9.20 with 10 degrees of freedom, yielding a probability value of 0.513 (a-level is 

at 0.05). The high probability value indicates the null hypothesis for this test (i.e., the 

assemblages are homogenous) is not rejected. 

A flintknapper makes many decisions about tool shape when producing a 

retouched or bifacially thinned tool. The flintknapper may choose to create a tool which 

is svTnmetrical in profile, or they may allow the tool blank's original cross-sectional 

profile to remain unaltered. At Cothrun's Kiva, the recovered projectile points fi-om 

lower contexts were all produced in such a fashion that the cross-sectional profiles were 

symmetrical. When producing the other tools, the flintknappers left the tool blank's 

cross-sectional profiles unaltered. The flake scarring on both faces of the projectile 

points mentioned above, and the one drill recovered from the midden, is bilaterally 

symmetrical. No other tools produced and deposited in the rooms, kiva, or midden have 

facial thinning flakes arranged with bilateral symmetry. 

When flintknappers produce cutting edges, they may choose to produce the edge 

opposite cortical edges, creating a cortically-backed tool. Cortically-backed tools might 

have been produced for a variety of reasons, for instance to improve the user's grip on the 

tool. Alternatively, cortically-backed tools may indicate a stylistic preference. Also, 

cortically-backed tools can occur by happenstance: as a core is reduced, suitable flakes 
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from throughout the reduction sequence may be utiHzed for cutting and/or scraping. The 

earliest flakes produced in this process will have cortex on them, while the latest flakes 

produced will not. Of the 39 utilized flakes recovered in lower fill and surface contacts at 

Cothrun's Kiva, seven are cortically backed. The cortically-backed tools were distributed 

evenly among all the rooms. Of the five tools classified as scrapers (i.e., facially thinned 

and retouched tools with low production edge angles), three are cortically-backed. 

No significant spatial arrangement to the cortically-backed tools was indicated. 

Between the three habitation rooms, the number of non-cortically backed utilized flakes 

(n=22) and scrapers (n=l) was compared with the number of cortically-backed utilized 

flakes (n=4) and scrapers (n=l) using a chi-square test of homogeneity among the 

contexts. The resultant chi-square value was 6.38 with six degrees of freedom, yielding a 

probability of value 0.382 (a-level at 0.05). The frequencies of cortically versus 

cortically backed tools of the same functional classes are homogeneously distributed 

among the contexts at the site. 

Flintknappers have some choice as to where a production edge for a tool will be 

placed with respect to the tool blank. Partly, production edge location can be conditioned 

by raw material workability and the needed tool edge morphology, but in some cases the 

decision lacks any functional utility. For instance, projectile points in these collections 

that were produced from flake blanks demonstrate variation in the placement of the tip 

and base with respect to those blanks. The tip of the point on some blanks was produced 

out of the platform and the base was formed from the distal margin. In other cases, the 
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point lips were created from the distal margin with the bases formed from the platform. 

Points made in either method still function as points, and the decision of production edge 

orientation seems to be a choice of the point's producer. 

Discussing production edges and their placement on tool blanks is different from 

discussing whole tools. Many tools in these assemblage are double-edged, for instance a 

tool may have one edge retouched to serve as a scraper and the opposite edge notched and 

steeply retouched to serve as a spokeshave. 

In Table 8.2, major functional t>'pes of tools created from flake blanks are cross-

tabulated with the placement of production edges with respect to the flake blank. The 

table below counts production edges, so each side of a dual-edge tool is included in the 

data below. For ease of comparison, I will collapse retouched and facially thinned tools 

from all material classes. 

Table 8.2: Location of production edges on retouched flake and bifacially thinned flake 
tools at Cothrun's Kiva 

Context Functional Types Platform Lateral Platform/ Distal Lateral/ 
Margin Lateral Margin Margin Distal Margin 

Kiva Retouched and 1 
utilized flake tools 
Projectile Point 1 

Total 1 1 
Room I Retouched and 1 16 2 8 

utilized flake tools 
Projectile Point 1 1 

Total 1 16 1 2 9 
Room 2 Retouched and 7 4 4 

utilized flake tools 
Projectile Point 2 

Total 7 2 4 4 
Room 4 Retouched and 1 6 

utilized flake tools 
Total 1 6 
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Only one projectile's production edge (i.e., the tip of the point) was produced on 

the distal margin of the flake blank. For the other four points, the production edges were 

produced on the platform ends of the tool blanks. For other function categories, 

production edges on distal and lateral margins were the preferred location for the 

production edge placement and occurred in all contexts. No strong spatial differences 

with respect to production edge orientation were observed. Dual-edged tools were quite 

common in the Cothrun's Kiva tool assemblage. Given an abundant supply of raw 

material near the site, this was probably not conservation behavior, but a preference for 

having tools with multifunctional edges. The recovery of dual-edged tools was not 

restricted to any one context. 

Finally the functional utility of the production edge is dependent upon the edge's 

shape. A utilized flake with no retouch or further modification is the simplest and most 

commonly observed tool from the site. WTien a flintknapper produces a tool through 

facial thirming and/or retouch, the flintknapper chooses to manufacture an edge shape 

appropriate to a given set of tool-use activities. In Table 8.3 below, the production edge 

shapes only for those tools that have been deliberately retouched and/or facially thinned 

are tabulated for Cothrun's Kiva. As with edge location, both edges of dual-edge tools 

are tabulated. All material types are collapsed for ease of comparison. 
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Table 8.3: Production edge shapes on retouched and bifacially thinned tools at 
Cothrun's Kiva 

Edge Shapes Kiva Room I Room 2 Room 4 
Straight 10 2 1 
Convex 8 10 1 
Concave 2 1 2 
Pointed 2 2 3 1 

Total 2 22 16 5 

All edge shapes were recovered in all habitation room assemblages, indicating 

little differentiation in the activities of the tool-users who discarded them in the 

intramural deposits at the site. In a chi-square test of homogeneity, the resultant chi-

square value was 10.45 with six degrees of freedom yielding a probability value of 0.107 

(a-level at 0.05). No obvious differences in tool production strategies and tool-use 

activities can be inferred from these tools. This implies that similar production strategies 

and tool-use activities were common among the residents at Cothrun's Kiva. 

An examination of these same attributes for the Hough's Great Kiva tool 

assemblage leads to similar conclusions. First, I consider technological production 

strategies as encoded by behavioral chain types (Table 8.4). As with the differences 

between the habitation rooms at Cothrun's Kiva, a chi-square test of homogeneity based 

on the frequencies below indicated that the assemblages in Room 1 and Room 2 are 

statistically homogenous with a calculated chi-square value of 3.05 with four degrees of 

freedom, yielding a probability value of 0.550 (a-level at 0.05). 
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Table 8.4: Behavioral chain types within rooms at Hough's Great Kiva 

Blank Type Face 1 Thinning Face 2 Thinning Kiva Room 1 Room 2 
Flake 1 4 5 
Flake Unidirectional 0 0 2 
Flake Multidirectional 0 2 2 
Flake Multidirectional Multidirectional 1 2 1 
Core Multidirectional Multidirectional 0 0 1 

Total 2 8 11 

The contexts analyzed above included only those use-damaged, retouched, and 

facially thinned tools recovered from lower fill and surface contact deposits. All of the 

tools from these contexts except one were produced from flake blanks. The sole core 

blank was recovered in Room 2. Bifacially thinned flake tools were recovered in all 

contexts. The thinning flakes on the bifacial tools were arranged multidirectionally 

across the surface of the tools. At this site unifacial tools with multidirectional thirming 

were found in all contexts. Two unifacial tools with unidirectionally thinning were 

recovered in Room 2. The only retouched flakes without any facial thinning were also 

recovered in Room 2. Use-damaged flakes were recovered in all contexts. 

The Room 2 assemblage contains evidence for a somewhat more diverse set of 

tool production strategies, the evermess value (^-statistic) for the behavioral chain types 

recovered in Room 2 was 0.86, and Room 1 was 0.63. This may have been conditioned 

by the discard behaviors which created the refuse in that room. The data presented in 

Chapter VII indicated that the assemblage in Room 2's lower fill had more tools relative 

to general debitage. The assemblage in Room I, enriched in primary reduction debris 

with comparatively fewer tools, suggested an assemblage with more core reduction debris 
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and an inadequate sample of a household tool kit. The smaller value for behavioral chain 

t>'pe evenness in Room 1 substantiates these interpretations. 

Cross-sectional profiles on all recovered projectile points were symmetrical, 

specifically lenticular, in shape. All remaining tool cross-section profiles indicate no 

alterations to the profiles of the original blanks. Thinning flakes on all the projectile 

points were bilaterally symmetrical on both faces. Room 1 was unique in having a 

bilaterally symmetric scraper. The other two scrapers recovered at the site, one from both 

rooms, were non-symmetrical. 

Two of the four scrapers were cortically backed. One cortically-backed scraper 

was recovered from each room. Two cortically-backed utilized flakes were recovered in 

Room I out of the 15 utilized flakes recovered in the lower fill and surface contact 

deposits of both rooms. No other functional types were cortically-backed. 

Table 8.5 presents the location of production edges on recovered flake tools. 

Tools of all material types are included in the fi-equencies. All of the production edges on 

flake blanks at Hough's Great Kiva were formed on the lateral and distal margins of the 

blanks. Even when two production edges occurred on tools, they were placed on the 

distal and lateral margins without any use of the platform areas. 
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Table 8.5: Location of production edges on retouched flake and bifacially thinned flake 
tools at Hough's Great Kiva 

Context Functional Tntjcs Lateral Platform/ Distal Lateral/ 
Platform Margin Lateral Margin Margin Distal Margin 

Room 1 Retouched and utilized 7 2 1 
flake tools 

Total 7 2 1 
Room 2 Retouched and utilized 7 5 

flake tools 
Projectile Point I 

Total 7 6 

Tool edge shape frequencies, only for those tools that were deliberately shaped by 

retouching and/or facial thinning, are presented in Table 8.6. Tools of all material types 

are included in the frequencies below. The production edges in the assemblage of Room 

2 includes a concave form and two pointed forms. The indicates slight increase in the 

diversity' of shapes presented (T-value = 0.77 for edges in Room 2; J-value = 0.50 for 

edges in Room 1). 

Table 8.6: Production edge shapes on retouched and bifacially thinned tools at 
Hough's Great Kiva 

Edge Shapes Kiva Room 1 Room 2 
Straight 3 1 
Convex 1 6 
Convex uneven 1 
Concave 1 
Pointed 1 2 

Total 1 4 11 

The slightly increased diversity in technological production strategies and 

production edge shapes is hard to interpret at Hough's Great Kiva as a difference in 
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technological tradition between households, and is most likely a sample size effect. The 

information already presented in Chapter VII identified differences between Room I and 

Room 2 in the proportions of tools and quantities of artifacts overall. The presence of 

more tools and fewer artifacts in the lower fill of Room 2 versus Room 1 argues for 

different depositional histories. I doubt that the households who controlled these spaces 

had truly different technological production strategies or flintknapping styles. The refuse 

discard behavior seems to be behind these inter-room assemblage differences. The data 

presented previously indicated that Room I's assemblages had more core reduction refuse 

which created a proportionally depressed tool assemblage. The examination of the tools 

themselves expands the interpretation, indicating that the discarded tools had less formal 

diversity, implying that the tools discarded in these spaces were from more homogenous 

activities. The preferential location of production edges on lateral and distal margins of 

flake blanks, regardless of context, still indicates that similarities existed in how tools 

were used, maintained, and re-sharpened between the households which controlled these 

spaces. 

Hypothesis II: Variation between the chipped stone artifacts of non-aggregated sites 
will be great. These visible differences may include raw material frequencies, 
different reduction trajectories, different forms and frequencies of tool types. 

The two great kiva sites are not far apart on the landscape (18 km), yet comparing 

the whole assemblages from each of these sites underscores some important differences 

between the two. These differences relate to the raw material procurement behaviors, 

tool production strategies, and possibly tool use needs. The most obvious inter-site 
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assemblage differences an be observed in the raw material frequencies recovered (Figure 

8.1). 
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Raw Material Frequencies at Hough's Great Kiva 

summarized by Weight 

Diabase 
1.6% 

Chalcedony 

1.3% 
Quartzite 
25.7% 

Petrified Wood 
47.2% 

Chert 
24.2% 

Raw Material Frequencies at Cothrun's Kiva 

summarized by Weight 
Diabase 

Quartzite 8.4% 
Chalcedony 

7.0% 
15.7% 

Petrified Wood 
16.8% 

Chert 

52.0% 

Figure 8.1: Raw material frequencies by weight at Cothrun's Kiva and Hough's Great 
Kiva 
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Chert percentages by weight are far higher in the Cothrun's Kiva assemblage, as 

was chalcedony and diabase. The raw material percentages in the Hough's Great Kiva 

assemblages were more heavily weighted toward petrified wood and quartzite. These 

differences hold true when comparing frequencies of individual pieces as well. A simple 

test of the relationship between these assemblages is accomplished with a chi-square test. 

In this lest. I compare the chert frequencies by count at each great kiva site with the rim 

gravel raw material frequencies (quartzite, diabase, and petrified wood). Chalcedony, a 

material local to the Hay Hollow Valley, is tabulated separately. As we can see in the 

chi-square test, the assemblages are clearly different. 

Table 8.7: Chi-square tests of raw material homogeneity between Hough's Great Kiva 
and Cothrun's Kiva 

Hough's Great Kiva Cothrun's Kiva 
Chert 275 1,398 
Rim aravel materials 462 474 
Chalcedonv 21 156 
Total 758 2,028 
Chi-square value 350.92 
Degrees of freedom 2 
Probability value 0.000 

Petrified wood, close by Hough's Great Kiva in the rim gravel deposits, was 

commonly used for retouched tool production at that site (Table 8.8). For the data which 

follows, all tools from all contexts and fill types are presented for inter-site comparisons. 
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Table 8.8: Retouched/facially thinned tool frequencies by raw material at Cothrun's Kiva 
and Hough's Great Kiva 

Cothrun's Kiva Hough's Great Kiva 
Raw Material n % n % 

Diabase 0 0.0 1 3.0 
Chalcedony •-» J 4.3 0 0.0 
Petrified Wood 6 8.6 14 42.5 
Chert 59 84.3 17 51.5 
Quartzite 2 2.8 I 3.0 

Total 70 100.0 33 100.0 

The differences between sites in raw material frequencies for chert and petrified 

wood retouched tools recovered are quite dramatic, while the differences in raw 

frequencies for petrified wood and chert retouched tools are much smaller. Comparing 

these two sites and their tools with a chi-square test results in a value of 20.04, with four 

degrees of freedom yielding a probability value of 0.000 (a-level at 0.05). The 

assemblages of tools are clearly different with respect to raw material. Chert was the 

preferred raw material for tool production at both sites, but at Hough's Great Kiva, 

petrified wood is nearly as common. The pro.\imit>' of Cothrun's Kiva to the Kaibab 

limestone gave residents there easy access to chert nodules. For the Hough's Great Kiva 

residents, a few hours walk would be required to reach the nearest Kaibab outcrops to the 

south of the site. The flintknappers at Hough's Great Kiva apparently did not demand the 

more predictable fracture properties of chert for their tool production, or decided that the 

advantages of chert did not outweigh the higher cost of procurement. 
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The tool production strategies employed at the two sites indicate some differences 

(Table 8.9). 

Table 8.9: Simplified behavioral chain types at Hough's Great Kiva and Cothrun's Kiva 
Blank Type Face 1 Thinning Face 2 Thinning Cothrun's Kiva Hough's Great Kiva 

Flake 36 24 
Flake Unidirectional 21 3 
Flake Bidirectional 3 0 
Flake Multidirectional 18 12 
Core Multidirectional I 0 
Flake Unidirectional Unidirectional 1 0 
Flake Multidirectional Multidirectional 14 8 
Core Multidirectional Bidirectional 0 1 
Core Multidirectional Multidirectional 4 2 

Total 98 50 

The unifacial tools differ between the two sites. Flintknappers of Cothrun's Kiva 

had a penchant for unidirectional thinning that the flintknappers of Hough's Great Kiva 

did not share. In Table 8.10 below, tests of homogeneity contrast the simplified 

behavioral chain steps in tool production between the two site for all tools, for only the 

unifacial tools, and finally for the bifacial tools. Note that with an a-level set at 0.05, 

none of these tests indicate that tool production strategies are significantly different. 

However, note the lower probability value for the chi-square test performed on the 

unifacial tools. 

Table 8.10: Tests of homogeneity of simplified behavioral chain types comparing tools 
from Cothrun's Kiva and Hough's Great Kiva 

The tools compared Chi-square value Degrees of freedom Probability value 
All tools 11.98 8 0.152 
Unifacially thinned tools 6.76 3 0.080 
Bifacially thinned tools 2.34 3 0.506 
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Bifacially thinned tools had similar production steps at both sites, and occurred in 

frequencies that result in the two site assemblages statistically homogenous with respect 

to those tools. At Cothrun's Kiva, many of the unifacial flake tools had their facial 

thinning flakes arranged bidirectionally or unidirectionally. While this was a common 

technique at Cothrun's Kiva. it was much rarer at Hough's Great Kiva. Unidirectionally 

thinned tools at Cothrun's account for 22.4% of all tools. At Hough's Great Kiva, the 

one unidirectionally thinned tool accounts for only 6% of the tool assemblage. 

In most all other comparative measures, tool morphologies are quite similar at the 

two. No significant differences were present in tests of homogeneity performed on edge 

shape and edge placement variables. People at both sites used cortically backed scrapers 

and utilized flakes, as well as non-cortically backed scrapers and utilized flakes. Bilateral 

symmetry on projectile point faces was common to both sites. The location of production 

edges demonstrated no significant inter-site distinctions based on the data reported in 

Table 8.11. Comparing the frequency of edge locations with a test of homogeneity 

yielded no statistically significant differences (X~ = 3.12, d.f. = 4, p-value = 0.538). 
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Table 8.11: Location of production edges on retouched flake and bifacially thinned flake 
tools at Hough's Great Kiva and Cothrun's Kiva 

Context Functional Types Platform Lateral Platform/ Distal Lateral/ 
Margin Lateral Margin Margin Distal Margin 

Cothrun's Retouched and 4 48 6 20 
Kiva utilized flake 

tools 
Projectile point 5 1 

Total 4 48 5 6 21 
Houah's Retouched and 15 4 6 

Great Kiva utilized flake 
tools 
Projectile Point 1 3 

Total 0 15 1 4 9 

On the other hand, Cothrun's Kiva flintknappers preferred to form the base of the 

projectile points on the distal margin of the flake and the tip out of the platform section of 

the flake (five points out of six). Hough's Great Kiva flintknappers used just the opposite 

orientation (three points out of four). Comparing these two preferred projectile point 

production orientation yielded a chi-square value of 3.40, with 1 degree of freedom and a 

probability value of 0.065. 

Edge shape variables also failed to indicate inter-site differences, as can be seen in 

the data below (X" = 5.79, degrees of freedom = 4. p-value = 0.216). 

(Table 8.12). 
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Table 8.12: Production edge shapes on retouched and bifacially thinned tools at 
Cothrun's Kiva and Hough's Great Kiva 

Edge Shapes Cothrun's Kiva Hough's Great Kiva 
Straight 26 5 
Convex 36 18 
Concave 13 2 
Denticulate 2 2 
Pointed 19 9_ 

Total 96 36 

In summary, raw material procurement and raw material choice for tool 

production indicated some significant differences between the two sites. When 

comparing tool production strategies, using a simplified behavioral chain variable, the 

process of thinning unifaces differed slightly between the two sites. Cothrun's Kiva 

flintknappers were more likely to unidirectionally thin unifacial tools. This result did not 

satisfy this study's level for statistically significance (a-level at 0.05), but the probability 

\ alue for that comparison of unifacial tools was relatively low. Another low probability 

value was observed when the orientations of projectile point production edges were 

compared between the two sites. The business end of the projectile points at Cothrun's 

Kiva were most often retouched from the platform end of the flake blank, but fi-om the 

distal end of the blank at Hough's Great Kiva. Table 8.13 summarizes the differences 

between and within sites with respect to these attributes. 
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Table 8.13: Summary of homogeneity tests for intrasite comparisons and inter-site 
comparisons at Hough's Great Kiva and Cothrun's Kiva 

Raw material frequencies 
Comparison X* value D.F. P-value 

Among rooms at Cothrun's Kiva 3.15 4 0.533 
Among rooms at Hough's Great Kiva 2.70 2 0.259 
Between Cothrun's Kiva and Hough's Great Kiva 350.92 2 0.000 

Raw material choice for tool production 
Comparison X' value D.F. P-value 

Among rooms at Cothrun's Kiva 10.60 6 0.102 
Among rooms at Hough's Great Kiva 1.94 2 0.378 
Between Cothrun's Kiva and Hough's Great Kiva 20.04 4 0.000 

Unifacial Thinning strategy 
Comparison X" value D.F. P-value 

Among rooms at Cothrun's Kiva 4.21 6 0.648 
Among rooms at Hough's Great Kiva 1.50 1 0.221 
Between Cothrun's Kiva and Hough's Great Kiva 6.76 3 0.080 

Location of Projectile point production edge 
Comparison X" value D.F. P-value 

Among rooms at Cothrun's Kiva 1.33 1 0.248 
Among rooms at Hough's Great Kiva From the lower fill and surface, only 1 point 

was recovered from Room 2 
Between Cothrun's Kiva and Hough's Great Kiva 3.40 1 0.065 

Comparisons between the two sites for production edge location, tool symmetry, 

edge shapes, and multi-edge tools did not yield any significant differences between the 

sites. The edge shape data, which should monitor tool function (Nelson 1981), yielded 

few differences between the sites or within contexts at these sites. The distinctions 

between these sites were found in the data of production steps or isochrestic variation, not 

tool use. This supports the internal frontier model and inferred presence of migrants from 

different technological traditions in each of these settlements. 

Hypothesis III: If ritual structures are present, chipped stone tools found within them 
carried symbolic value. This value could be expressed by the rarity of the tool in 
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form or raw material, unusual size, or a high degree of difficulty in the tool's 
production. 

The only ceremonial assemblages that can be discussed for these sites are the 

surface and surface contact assemblages in the great kivas. As mentioned earlier, very 

few artifacts have been recovered in those deposits. Two projectile points were found in 

the lower deposits of Cothrun's Kiva, both of which were Pueblo side-notched forms 

with straight bases. Six other points of this form were recovered, making the recovery of 

these two points unremarkable. 

At Hough's Great Kiva, one very large San Pedro point was recovered on the 

prehistoric surface contact. Quite large and complete, the placement of this scavenged 

specimen on the floor of the kiva indicates that the tool probably served some ceremonial 

function in either the ritual activities which occurred there or with the ritual abandonment 

of the structure, or both. The use of an ancient point in ritual contexts, as mentioned in 

Chapter II, is not unusual prehistorically or historically among Pueblo people. The 

projectile point in the kiva with its large size, rarity, and placement, supports the 

inference that the tool had a ritual purpose (Gero 1989). 
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Non-Aggregated Sites of the Grasshopper Plateau Subarea 

Hypothesis I: Variation among deposits of chipped stone artifacts within any one 
non-aggregated site vvill be minimal. 

As discussed in Chapter VII, Grasshopper Spring demonstrated some variation 

among room deposits. Specifically, the assemblage in Room 2 contained larger quantities 

of chipped stone debris, and slightly earlier stages of reduction. The assemblage from 

Room 8, a ritual room, had a large amount of debris and tools. Few differences in tool 

production behaviors could be detected among Grasshopper Spring contexts when 

studying simplified behavioral chain frequencies (Table 8.14). Comparing among the 

rooms with a test of homogeneity yielded a chi-square value of 15.13 with 12 degrees of 

freedom and a probability value of0.234. 

Table 8.14: Simplified behavioral chain t>'pes at Grasshopper Spring 

Blank Type Face 1 Thinning Face 2 Thinning Room 2 Room 3 Room 8 
Flake 6 II 4 
Core 1 0 0 
Flake Unidirectional 2 3 2 
Flake Multidirectional 7 2 2 
Core Multidirectional 1 0 0 
Flake Multidirectional Multidirectional 1 0 2 
Core Multidirectional Multidirectional 1 0 2 

Total 19 16 12 

The general morphology of tools were similar. The two projectile points analyzed 

from these contexts had symmetrical cross-sectional profiles. The cross-sectional profiles 

of the other tools were not altered from the profile of their tool blanks. The flake scars on 

the projectile points were bilaterally symmetric on both faces. A single scraper was the 
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only cortically-backed tool recovered. It came from Room 2. The other six scrapers at 

the site lack cortically-backed edges. 

The location of production edges on flake blanks lacked any clear spatial 

patterning as well (Table 8.15). Tests for homogeneity yielded a chi-square value of 8.42 

with six degrees of freedom and a probabilit>' value of 0.209. The flake tool edges were 

made on every edge of the tool blanks, although edges that were exclusively located on 

the platform did not occur. The two projectile points were both produced with their tips 

oriented toward the blank's platform. Dual-edged tools were common in the assemblage. 

Table 8.15: Location of production edges on retouched flake and projectile points at 
Grasshopper Spring 

Context Functional Types Platform Lateral Platform/ Distal Lateral/ 
Margin Lateral Margin Margin Distal Margin 

Room 2 Retouched and utilized 
flake tools 

11 I 1 7 

Total 11 1 1 7 
Room 3 Retouched and utilized 

flake tools 
19 3 3 

Total 19 3 3 
Room 8 Retouched and utilized 

flake tools 
Projectile Point 

8 

2 

1 2 

Total 8 2 1 2 

d.f 

Edge shapes were also evenly distributed among the room contexts (X^ = 

= 6, and p-value = 0.109). 

10.39, 
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Table 8.16: Production edge shapes on retouched and bifacially thinned tools at 
Grasshopper Spring 

Edge Shapes Room 2 Room 3 Room 8 
Straight 6 1 2 
Convex 15 4 6 
Concave 1 1 0 
Pointed 0 0 J 

Total 22 6 11 

The uniform spatial distribution of most edge shapes and the location of 

production edges on flakes blanks demonstrated few differences between contexts. 

Intrasite homogeneity was also indicated at Chodistaas Pueblo with regard to these same 

variables. 

Within Chodistaas, interconnecting room assemblages will be collapsed, under the 

assumption that interconnecting rooms and their refiise were under the control of a single 

household. For the data that follows. Rooms 6 and 10 are collapsed, as are Rooms 11 and 

16. The debitage analyses discussed in Chapter VII detected few difference between 

contexts in the pueblo. The examination of the simplified behavioral chain types in Table 

8.17 also indicated few differences in t>TJes among contexts (X~ = 25.01, degrees of 

freedom = 18, probability value 0.125). 
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Table 8.17: Simplified behavioral chain types at Chodistaas 
Blank 
Type 

Face 1 Thinning Face 2 Thinning Rooms 

Flake 1 2 6& 10 11 & 16 
Flake 8 10 4 11 
Core 0 I 0 0 
Flake Unidirectional 1 4 3 3 
Flake Bidirectional 0 2 0 0 
Flake Multidirectional 0 3 0 5 
Flake Multidirectional Multidirectional 0 1 2 5 
Core Multidirectional Multidirectional 0 1 2 0 

Total 9 22 11 24 

Of the nine projectile points recovered, six were shaped into symmetrical profiles. 

The remaining tools of the assemblage also have the same cross-sectional profiles of the 

blanks on which they were produced. Eight of the projectile points have flake scars 

oriented bilaterally on the dorsal surface of the flake blank. Seven of these also have 

bilaterally symmetrical flake scars on their ventral surfaces. As with Grasshopper Spring, 

cortically-backed tools are extremely rare. Two utilized flakes were cortically-backed out 

of the 52 recovered. None of the tools classified as scrapers are cortically-backed. 

Production edge were manufactured on all sides of flake blanks (Table 8.18). In the data 

presented below, production edges were most frequently located on the lateral margins, 

no matter what the context. Projectile point tips were produced from both the platform 

and the distal margin of the flake blanks. 
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Table 8.18: Location of production edges on retouched flake and bifacially thinned flake 
tools at Chodistaas 

Conte.xt Functional Platform Lateral Platform/ Distal Lateral/ 
Types Margin Lateral Margin Margin Distal Margin 

Room 1 Retouched and 1 7 2 
utilized flake 
tools 
Projectile Point I 

Total 1 7 2 1 
Room 2 Retouched and 16 2 J 

utilized flake 
tools 
Projectile Point 2 1 

Total 16 2 2 4 
Room 6 & Retouched and 6 2 2 

10 utilized flake 
tools 
Projectile Point 1 

Total 6 J 2 
Room 11 Retouched and 1 19 2 3 

& 16 utilized flake 
tools 
Projectile Point J 1 

Total I 19 3 2 4 

The tools in Table 8.19 include only those production edges that were deliberately 

shaped through retouching and facial thinning. No significant differences could be 

detected in production edge shape among the samples analyzed (X^ = 13.03, d.f. = 12, 

probability value = 0.367). 
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Table 8.19; Production edge shapes on retouched and bifacially thinned tools at 
Chodistaas 

Edge Shapes Room Room Rooms Rooms 
1 2 6& 10 11 & 16 

Straight 0 4 5 2 
Convex 19 1 10 
Convex/straight with protrusion 0 10 0 
Concave 0 2 1 0 
Pointed 1 3 2 4 

Total 2 19 9 16 

In summary, both sites lack statistically significant intrasite differences wath 

respect to edge forms, production edge location, and tool production strategies as 

monitored by the simplified behavioral chain. The ritual rooms at the non-aggregated 

Grasshopper Plateau area sites contained greater quantities of artifacts per square meter of 

exposed floor (see Chapter VII), indicating that these spaces were used more than other 

kinds of rooms for the discard of chipped stone waste. Aside from this differing discard 

behavior, neither of the Grasshopper sites has evidence for distinctive intrasite 

assemblages with regard to technological production strategies or tool use activities. 

H>T30thesis II: Variation between the chipped stone artifacts of non-aggregated sites 
will be great. These visible differences may include raw material frequencies, 
different reduction trajectories, different forms and frequencies of tool types. 

The two non-aggregated Grasshopper site assemblages, due to their location near 

abundant chert outcrops, were both dominated by chert. In addition to similarities of raw 

material, similarities in production strategies between the two sites are also indicated 
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(Table 8.20). The evidence from the simplified behavioral chain types below indicate no 

statistically significant differences between the tool production strategies used at these 

two sites (X" = 7.96. d.f. = 7, p-value = 0.336) 

Table 8.20: Simplified behavioral chain types at Grasshopper Spring and Chodistaas 

Blank Type Face I Thinning Face 2 Thinning Grasshopper Spring Chodistaas 
Flake 22 42 
Core 1 1 
Flake Unidirectional 7 14 
Flake Bidirectional 0 2 
Flake Multidirectional 11 8 
Core Multidirectional 1 0 
Flake Multidirectional Multidirectional 3 9 
Core Multidirectional Multidirectional 3 ^ 

Total 48 79 

One uniface core tool with multidirectional thinning is unique to Grasshopper 

Spring. Unique to Chodistaas are two bidirectionally thinned unifaces formed from flake 

blanks. Those are the only differences in tool production strategies detected. Both sites 

have bifacially reduced cores with multidirectional thinning, bifacially thinned flake tools 

with multidirectional thinning, and unifacial flake tools with multidirectional and 

unidirectional thinning. Both sites have simple retouched cores, flakes, and utilized 

flakes without fijrther modification. 

As mentioned previously, most projectile points have cross-sectional profiles that 

are symmetrical. Bilateral symmetry- in facial thinning flakes is common on projectile 

points at both sites. Cortically-backed tools are extremely rare at both sites. Production 

edges on flake blank tools are located on every possible margin. Of the nine projectile 
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points at Chodistaas, six points were formed with their tips toward the proximal margin 

and three were produced with points on the distal margin of the flake blanks. At 

Grasshopper Spring, only two projectile point fragments were recovered in the contexts 

analyzed, these were both produced with the tip on the proximal margin of the flake 

blank. Edge shapes occur in similar frequencies between the two sites (Table 8.21), 

indicating no significant differences between production edges (X~ = 3.90, d.f. = 4, 

probability value = 0.420). 

Table 8.21: Production edge shapes on retouched and bifacially thinned tools at 
Grasshopper Spring and Chodistaas 

Edge Shapes Grasshopper Chodistaas 
Spring 

Straight 9 12 
Convex 26 26 
Convex/straight with protrusion 0 1 
Concave 2 3 
Pointed 3 10 

Total 40 52 

The major dissimilarities in chipped stone tools between these two sites has been 

previously established by Lorentzen (1993), who analyzed all the points in all rooms and 

fill contexts at both Chodistaas and Grasshopper Spring. Through an analysis of shaft-

smoothers and the projectile points themselves, Lorentzen documented that the bulk of 

projectile points recovered at Grasshopper Spring are of a size and shape (comer-notched) 

that indicated an atlatl-and-dart technology. The nearby Chodistaas points were 
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overwhelmingly smaller triangular forms, some side-notched others not, that are used in a 

bow-and-arrow technology. 

This study's debitage analysis and production strategy analysis, based mainly on 

non-projectiles, failed to distinguish the flintknappers of these sites from each other. The 

domestic assemblages between the two sites are quite similar. Only the projectile point 

assemblages indicates that differing hunting technology existed between the two sites 

(Lorentzen 1993). Grasshopper Spring had points identified as dart points, whereas 

Chodistaas had points identified as arrow points. These differences in hunting technology 

can be related to other technological difference in hearth forms and ceramic composition 

to indicate that residents of these two sites came from different technological traditions 

(Reid 1989; Reid et al. 1996; Zedeno 1994, 1995). 

H>'pothesis III; If ritual structures are present, chipped stone tools found within them 
carried symbolic value. This value could be expressed by the rarit>' of the tool in 
form or raw material, unusual size, or a high degree of difficulty in the tool's 
production. 

The ritual room assemblages are similar, as had been previously mentioned, by 

containing a greater quantity of debris per square meter of floor than other contexts. Of 

the artifacts analyzed from Room 2 at Chodistaas and Room 8 at Grasshopper Spring, 

none fit the criteria of a ritual object. The evidence suggests that many activities 

involving a variety of tool forms were used in the ritual rooms themselves or in areas 

immediately adjacent to them. There is no indication, however, that these tool use 

activities differed from the habitation room assemblages in terms of diversity, as 
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monitored by functional type and edge type evenness. The differences between ritual 

rooms and other rooms is purely a matter of greater lithic discard. 

As areas inferred to be the setting of communal activities, the ritual rooms at the 

Grasshopper Plateau area sites differ greatly from the integrative structures of the great 

kiva sites. The use of circular great kivas probably served to integrate families from 

many small settlements into a larger community. Although the population size being 

integrated was small, the formality of the space apparently discouraged trash discard, as 

the absence of chipped stone debris suggests. The ritual spaces in the non-aggregated 

Grasshopper Plateau sites were probably areas of ritual activity and secular communal 

work. The more abundant trash and discarded tools in the Grasshopper site ritual rooms 

does not support an inference that any piece of chipped stone debris served a ritual 

function. 

Summary 

Differences in chipped stone assemblages within these sites are minimal, 

indicating that the households within each settlement faced similar tool production needs, 

and answered those needs with similar tool production strategies. Finding differences 

between the flintknappers in these settlements, close to each other on the landscape and 

roughly contemporaneous within the two areas, is a challenging endeavor. Activity 

organization and refuse discard behavior had to be interpreted for all the deposits first, as 

discard behavioral differences can confound interpretations of household tool production. 
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Once discard behavior has been studied and some activity organization inferred, 

then the minute details of tool production techniques become important avenues for 

analyzing behavioral differences in chipped stone tool production. At the great kiva sites, 

raw material choices and to a lesser extent unifacial tool and projectile point production 

strategies helped to differentiate the flintknappers of Hough's Great Kiva from those at 

Coihrun's Kiva. In sharp contrast, for Grasshopper Spring and Chodistaas, the only solid 

clue in differential tool production behavior comes from the projectile point forms, and 

by inference, from the hunting technology employed by site residents (Lorentzen 1993). 

I note that I detected few differences in edge shapes and production edge 

placements. My analysis indicates no differences within or among these settlements 

indicative of different tool functions. Microwear or residue studies could shed more 

light on this, but a macroscopic examination at these assemblages revealed no major 

contrasts between them. 

Noteworthy differences between site assemblages were found in production steps, 

which would be expected if different flintknapping knowledge determined tool 

manufacturing behaviors in these separate settlements. At Cothrun's Kiva and Hough's 

Great Kiva, raw material selection, the raw material selected for tool manufacture, 

unidirectional thinning on unifacial tools, and the location of projectile point production 

edges yielded detectable intersite differences. At Grasshopper Spring and Chodistaas, the 

only distinctive manufacturing decision was the projectile point form, and hence the 

preferred hunting tool system. The lack of other kinds of detectable production 
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differences could relate to the proximity of these sites to a good lithic source, eliminating 

raw material selection diversity. I would also speculate that tool production ideas were 

exchanged among migrants. For instance, the atlatl-and-dart points at Grasshopper 

Spring are some of the last to be found in the area, as they were replaced with bow-and-

arrow technology (Lorentzen 1993). The disappearance of this technological diversity is 

coterminous with the beginning of the Pueblo FV period, when many of these neighboring 

settlements with people from different backgrounds moved into larger aggregated 

settlements. Perhaps the manufacturing similarities observed between Grasshopper 

Spring and Chodistaas can be traced to the flintknappers of these two settlements, who 

probably shared similar raw material source beds, exchanging ideas about manufacture. 

Differences in tool production behaviors between sites in close spatial and 

temporal proximity are to be expected in an internal frontier setting. The mosaic of 

migrants and the communities they established should have material correlates in 

technology. People from differing technological backgrounds, migrating in small social 

groups, established their own settlements. Production steps, raw material selection, and 

tool manufacturing gestures (Lemonnier 1992) are the steps to watch when examining the 

technological traditions among settlements. 
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CHAPTER IX: AGGREGATION 

Household Production Differences in Aggregated Settlements 

Larger aggregated settlements of the Mogollon region in the late Pueblo III and 

Pueblo IV periods have been argued to be the result of many households, often from 

different geographic origins, moving into the same settlements (Adams 1991; Crown 

1994; Haurv 1958; Mills 1998; Reid 1989; Reid et al. 1996; Reid and Whittlesey 1999; 

Zedefio, 1994, 1995). This diversity of households from different backgrounds should 

correspond with a diversity of technological traditions. As considered from the 

perspective of chipped stone technology, I would expect flintknappers in different 

households to manufacture different tools, and to employ different operational sequences 

to create their tools, reflecting a diversity of learning frameworks. 

Moreover, these diverse households can be expected to produce and to process 

differing materials. For instance, among the early households at Grasshopper Pueblo, 

skeletal evidence indicated that the residents of the East Village Room Block 1 relied 

more heavily upon wild resources and meat than the early households of the West Village 

Room Blocks 2 and 3 (Ezzo 1992, 1994). Such differential resource processing and 

consumption may have correlates in technological activities, and eventually in artifact 

attributes. These subsistence production differences among households can be attributed 

to the diverse origins of the immigrant households. 
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Another explanation for the existence of household production differences is that 

it is economically advantageous. For example, simulations of household production and 

sharing have argued that differential production is likely wherever multiple households 

gather, particularly given the highly variable environment of the Southwest. Such 

temporal and spatial variation in domestic crop and wild resource availability is best 

offset with strategic sharing (Hegmon 1991; Kohler and Van West 1996). Over many 

production seasons, the aggregated settlement's households may continue to optimize 

differential production strategies, which ultimately promotes community sharing and tight 

economic interrelationships. 

These theories concerning the formation and long-term persistence of Mogollon 

Rim region aggregated settlements leave us with two expectations. First, if an aggregated 

pueblo's founding families were immigrants with diverse backgrounds, and if there is no 

mi.xing of task group personnel, then differences in technology should be expected in 

building construction, pottery manufacture, wild and domestic resource production, and 

in grinding and cutting technological strategies. Second, for these diverse households to 

form a community that will persist over many years, differential production is expected, 

as this will facilitate the exchange of subsistence goods or the gifting and exchange of 

craft products. Both of these expectations lead to the same outcome: technological 

distinctiveness among households in aggregated settlements. 

How do we examine whether such technological distinctiveness exists when 

confronted with the large and bewildering artifact assemblages of an aggregated 
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settlement? As seen in Chapters VI and VII, larger settlements contain evidence of 

communal dumps. Examples of such behavior include Rooms 18 and 19 at Carter Ranch, 

these two early-abandoned one-story rooms were filled with refuse, including a great deal 

of chipped stone debris. Rooms 18 and 19 were part of the one-story rooftop activity area 

at Carter Ranch overlooking the site's small plaza. The abandoned rooms would have 

made ideal dumping grounds for rooftop flintknappers. Similarly, Rooms 1 and 6 at 

Bailey Ruin contained abundant debris and were situated in the midst of an important 

activity area: an enclosed plaza with surrounding courtyards and rooftop activity areas. 

Obviously, if such rooms were receiving abundant debris from a shared communal work 

space, these rooms must be discarded for the purposes of studying interhousehold 

technological differences. Such communal dumps represent a melange of activities from 

many flintknappers, perhaps from throughout the entire settlement. 

To study interhousehold differences, the discarded stone tools and debris should 

be sampled from refuse within rooms that were isolated from communal activity areas. 

Smaller trash piles produced by fewer households in distinct areas of a settlement will be 

required prior to making interhousehold comparisons. The identification of such 

assemblages requires analyses similar to those reported in Chapters VI and VII. Having 

identified such isolated refuse piles, the study can proceed to consider the following 

hypothesis: 
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Technological Organization Hypothesis: In aggregated settlements, refuse deposits that 
are located in the midst of different household room suites, or otherwise separated from 
large communal activity areas, will contain different technological end products. These 
differences can be expressed in raw materials, tool forms, or different frequencies of tool 
types. 

As mentioned in the proceeding section of this chapter, the technological diversity 

among such isolated refuse deposits derives from tool use and production differences 

among households. Those differences could be the result of immigrant households with 

diverse origins and technological traditions, or from interhousehold production 

differences. 

Broken K Pueblo. Three site samples are particularly well suited to the study of 

interhousehold production differences; Broken K Pueblo, Bailey Ruin, and Grasshopper 

Pueblo. 1 first consider the samples from Broken K Pueblo. In many ways, this site is 

ideal for the pursuit of interhousehold technological differences and/or similarities. The 

plaza area and the abandoned kiva in the plaza (hereafter referred to as the Northwest 

Kiva) are the only two loci of the pueblo that received large amounts of chipped stone 

refuse from a shared outdoor activit>' area. The other rooms, all of which appear late-

abandoned (Schiffer 1989), have little secondary refuse deposited after room 

abandonment. 

To study different idiosyncratic behaviors in the production of retouched and 

facially thinned tools, the behavioral chain model described in Chapter IV was employed 

to study artifacts of all material classes. The information content encoded by the 
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behavioral chain variable is simplified in the following tabulation. Only the blank 

selection choice and the facial thinning method is tabulated by household (Table 9.1). 

The artifacts presented below were either recovered from the fill below roof fall or in 

contact with the room floor. 

Table 9.1: Simplified behavioral chain frequencies in utilized, retouched, and facially 
thinned tools in different households at Broken K Pueblo 

East Wing North Wing West Wing South Wing 

Room Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 
Suite Suite Suite 

Blank Face I Face 2 7 8 11 28 30 41 48 49 92 78 80 82 
Type Thinning Thinning 

flake 5 1 8 2 2 2 3 1 4 6 0 4 
core 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(lake unidirectio 4 I 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 

nal 
tlake bidirection 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

tlakc 
31 
multidircct 2 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 0 3 1 3 
lonal 

core multidircct 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
lonal 

flake unidirectio multidircct 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
nal ional 

flake multidircct multidircct 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
ional ional 

corc bidirection multidircct 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
al ional 

core multidircct multidircct 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
lonal ional 

Total 15 2 12 3 5 5 5 2 5 11 2 9 

Making comparisons among samples of this kind are problematic. The large 

number of cells overall, and particularly the large number of cells with zero values, makes 

this data unsuitable for a test of homogeneity (Milton 1992:407-408). It is possible to 

consider this data in a more exploratory fashion with diversity indices. The richness of 

behavioral chain types recovered in all contexts at all sites had a strong positive 

relationship with the sample size (Spearman's rho correlation coefficient 0.725, p-value 



0.000) as did behavioral chain type evenness values (Spearman's rho correlation 

coefficient 0.622, p-value 0.000). By analyzing richness and evenness values for each 

room context plotted against sample size, it becomes possible to identify rooms with 

unusually high or low values, given the recovered sample. In Figure 9.1, richness and 

evenness values for behavioral chain types are plotted against sample size (n), a least 

squares regression line is passed through the data points and 90% confidence intervals 

bound them. 
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Figure 9.1: Richness and evenness of behavioral chain types versus sample size (n) in 
room contexts at Broken K Pueblo 
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For richness, habitation Rooms 7, 41, and 48 exceeded sample size expectations. 

The evenness values in Rooms 41 and 48 also exceeded sample size expectations. The 

richness values in Rooms 30, 82, and 92 fell below sample size expectations, as did the 

evenness values in both Rooms 82 and 92. In the absence of well-developed internal 

middens at the site, the refuse left in these rooms should be from the activities of a 

limited number of tool makers, probably from households that controlled these spaces. 

The range of diversity values suggest that the flintknappers in some households had 

strong preferences for certain forms, leading to the unexpectedly low evenness and 

richness values. Still other households contained evidence of flintknappers who used a 

greater diversity of production strategies. The tool assemblages with unusually high or 

low diversitv' values could be the result of many flintknappers or perhaps households with 

diverse tool use needs. To explore that explanatory contrast, 1 consider edge shapes 

(Table 9.2) as a monitor of tool use diversity (after Nelson 1981). 

Table 9.2: Frequency of edge shapes on tools in different households at Broken K Pueblo 
East Wing North Wing West Wing South Wing 

Room Room Room Room Room Room Room Room 
Suite Suite Suite 

Edge Shape 7 8 II 28 30 41 48 49 92 78 80 82 
Straight 7 1 1 2 4 1 2 1 3 2 3 
Convex 9 0 10 4 2 3 4 I 1 11 2 8 
Convex/straight w 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
protrusion 
Concave 2 I 4 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 
Denticulate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pointed 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Total 18 2 15 7 7 6 7 3 5 14 2 13 

Once again, the number of samples and zero values above preclude a successful 

application of a test of homogeneity. I turn instead to examining edge richness and 
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evenness among these contexts. These two measures are highly correlated with sample 

size (Spearman's rho correlation coefficient between sample size and edge shape richness 

0.609, p-value 0.000; Spearman's rho correlation coefficient between sample size and 

edge shape evenness richness 0.605, p-value 0.000). Figure 9.2 compares edge shape 

richness and evenness against sample size, a least squares regression is passed through 

the data set and confidence intervals are set at 90%. 
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Figure 9.2 : Edge shape richness and evenness plotted against sample sizes for 

households at Broken K Pueblo 
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By comparing Figures 9.1 with 9.2 some interesting patterns are observed. 

Rooms 11 and 30, both of which have unusually high edge shape evenness and richness 

values, conformed to sample size expectations in tool production strategy diversity. The 

edge shape evenness and richness values for Rooms 7 and 48 conform to sample size 

expectation, but these two rooms had higher than e.xpected richness values for tool 

production strategies. The diversity measures for Room 41 were unexpectedly high for 

edge shape and tool production strategy. In short, unexpectedly high diversity values for 

tool use did not correlate with unexpectedly high diversity value for tool production 

strategies in all households. Tool production strategy diversity does not have a simple 

functional relationship with tool use needs. This observation holds true for the opposite 

extreme: une.xpectedly low diversity values for tool production strategies in Rooms 28, 

30. and 92 did not correlate with unexpectedly low diversity values for edge morphology. 

Only Room 82 has unexpectedly low evenness values for edge shape and tool production 

strategies. The rooms connected to Room 82 also demonstrated some unexpectedly low-

edge shape richness values (Room 80) and low edge shape evenness values (Room 78), a 

point I will return to below. 

In the introduction to this Chapter I considered two factors that could affect 

interhousehold assemblage differences. The first was that households of different origins 

residing in aggregated settlements could lead to increased tool production diversity. The 

second factor was that interhousehold production differences could lead to tool use 

diversity. It is very difficult to argue for different household origins or geographic 
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backgrounds based on chipjjed stone assemblages alone. However, I do believe that the 

rooms sampled in the south room block of Broken K Pueblo is one case where a distinct 

geographic origin for households can be suggested. 

The households analyzed from the southern portion of Broken K Pueblo (Rooms 

78, 80. and 82) differed from other households at the pueblo. These households 

emphasized particular edge shapes (straight edges were preferred), as evidenced by 

unexpectedly low edge shape richness values in Room 80 and 82 and unexpectedly low 

edge shape evermess values in Rooms 78 and 82. The production strategies evident on 

the tools from Room 82 also demonstrated unexpectedly low values, arguing for a more 

limited and specific set of tool production behaviors. 

I would suggest that this limited set of tool uses and tool production strategies can 

be explained as a difference in the natural resource exploitation territory of the production 

unit on this side of the pueblo. First let me return to a study of raw materials among 

household units (see Appendix B: Hay Hollow Valley Subarea Sites: Descriptive Tables). 

One of the rare raw materials utilized by flintknappers north of the Mogollon Rim in the 

Silver Creek and Hay Hollow Valley subareas was chalcedony, which outcrops in a vein 

near the Hay Hollow Veilley (Schiffer 1973). The Hay Hollow Valley also has an 

abundant local supply of petrified wood and chert. Diabase and quartzite have their 

origin points in the rim gravels on the southern boundary of the Silver Creek area, and 

nodules of these materials tumble downslope in the local washes. The assemblages in 

Room 78, 80, and 82 are impoverished in rim-origin material t>'pes, while containing 
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more abundant amounts of local chalcedony and petrified wood. Table 9.3 displays 

material type frequencies by weight among room suites that have habitation rooms. 

Isolated storage rooms have been dropped for the sake of comparison. 

Table 9.3: Raw material frequencies by weight among households at Broken K Pueblo 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified Wood Chert Quartzite Total 

Rooms Weight 116 39 231 782 235 1403 
7,8 Qy /O 8.3 2.8 16.5 55.7 16.7 100.0 

Room Weight 141 86 83 733 537 1580 
11 % 8.9 5.4 5.3 46.4 34.0 100.0 

Room Weight 20 8 161 46 235 
41 % 8.5 3.4 68.5 19.6 100.0 

Rooms Weight 15 22 21 498 77 633 
48,49 % 2.4 3.5 J.J 78.7 12.2 100.0 
Rooms Weight 5 145 567 1268 61 2046 

78, 80, 82 % 0.2 7.1 27.7 62.0 3.0 100.0 
Room Weight 4 34 22 218 76 354 

92 % l.I 9.6 6.2 61.6 21.5 100.0 

Thirt>'-five percent of the raw materials by weight in the Room 78-82 suite is 

either petrified wood or chalcedony, a higher value than in any other household 

production unit. Although other assemblages also have little diabase by weight, the 

Room 78-82 suite assemblage also has low frequencies of quartzite. Part of what makes 

the assemblages in Rooms 78, 80. and 82 distinctive was the abundance of locally 

occurring high-quality silicates. 

The flintknappers of Rooms 78, 80 and 82 selected raw materials with similar 

properties drawn from locally abundant sources, which where shaped into tools with a 

restricted set of edge shapes. This may indicate that the tool users in these rooms were 

more specialized in their use of locally abundant materials and resources of the dry 

grassland environments in the Hay Hollow Valley. Tool users and makers from other 
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households at the site utilized local resources, but perhaps they also utilized resources 

from the cooler ecotones to the south. Such resource procurement diversity could have 

necessitated the use of a variety of tools with differing raw material performance 

characteristics, as well as differing edge shapes. All of which could suggest differences 

among households in their preferred resource procurement areas, which affects to 

differential household production. This could also suggest that the residents of Rooms 

78. 80. and 82 were more familiar with resources and materials of the Hay Hollow Valley 

area, and perhaps have a history of residence in that area. 

At Broken K Pueblo, the range of diversity in production strategies implies that 

some households had flintknappers employing a greater diversity of technological 

reduction strategies than others. I would suggest that some households incorporated 

flintknappers with diverse technological backgrounds, while other households had 

flintknappers with a more limited repertoire of strategies, perhaps indicative of a 

flintknappers from similar technological traditions. Tool edge diversity had no 

predictable relationship with tool production diversity. Hence, households with more tool 

use diversity were not necessarily households who had flintknappers from diverse 

technological backgrounds. At Broken K Pueblo, some households contained evidence 

for unusually high and unusually low diversity of tool use needs, which suggest some 

interhousehold distinctions in resource processing. 

Broken K Pueblo's tool assemblages support the hypothesis that households in an 

aggregated settlement will generate distinctive assemblages. These distinctions can be 
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traced to tool use diversity and some tool production diversity. For the most part, I 

cannot attribute these distinctions to diverse immigrant household origins, except for the 

case Rooms 78, 80, and 82. In that case, the raw materials recovered from those rooms 

and the limited tool edge forms suggest that those households exploited local raw 

material sources and had a limited range of tool use needs. This could suggest that the 

tool users in these households were more familiar with the resources in the Hay Hollow 

Valley area, and perhaps had a tradition of residence in that area. 

Bailev Ruin. At Bailey Ruin, the available sample of household production units 

is smaller. Ritual Rooms 2 and 7 are considered separately later in the chapter, and 

Rooms 1 and 6, located on the Bailey Ruin plaza, have well-developed intramural 

middens, indicative of the debris from many tool makers and tool users. First, an 

e.xamination of tool production strategies would be helpfiil. As before, the information 

encoded in the behavioral chain data has been simplified by noting only blank choice and 

facial thinning strategies in Table 9.4 below. 
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Table 9.4: Behavioral chain (simplified) type fi-equencies among rooms at Bailey Ruin 
(lower, trash eind surface contact deposits) 

Room Room Room Room Room 
Blank Type Face 1 Thinning Face 2 Thinning I 3 4 5 6 

Flake 41 3 3 1 25 
Core 4 0 0 0 0 
Flake unidirectional 24 0 1 0 13 
Flake bidirectional 10 0 0 3 
Flake multidirectional 27 0 2 0 19 
Core unidirectional 0 0 0 0 1 
Core multidirectional 3 0 0 0 2 
Flake multidirectional multidirectional 11 0 8 3 6 
Core multidirectional multidirectional I 0 0 0 I 

Total 112 3 14 4 70 

The flintknappers who produced the assemblages in Rooms 3, 4, and 5 made 

distinctive strategic choices in their manufacturing decisions. For instance, no unifacial 

tools were recovered from Room 5, and no facially thinned tools were found at all in 

Room 3. The tools from Room 4 were principally bifacially thinned flake tools. 

Interestingly, unidirectionally thinned forms, while common in the trash deposits adjacent 

to the plaza in Rooms 1 and 6, were not common in the discards of the isolated rooms. 

Another way to demonstrate these differences is to present a Brainerd-Robinson 

dissimilarity matrix, reporting all pair-wise contrast in the proportions of these simplified 

reduction activities (Table 9.5). Rooms 1 and 6 have a value indicative of great 

similarities. Room 3, when compared with all other contexts, had Brainerd-Robinson 

values less that 100. So too does Room 5 when compares with Rooms 1, 3, and 6. Room 

4 tend toward the "middle ground" sharing more similarities with Rooms i, 5, and 6. 
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Table 9.5: Brainerd-Robinson dissimilarity values for simplified behavioral chain types 
among rooms 

Room 1 Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6 
Room I 200.0 

Room 3 73.2 200.0 

Room 4 105.4 42.9 200.0 
Room 5 69.6 50.0 157.1 200.0 
Room 6 182.9 71.4 102.9 67.1 200.0 

To assess these intersite differences against a probability model, I consider the 

richness and evenness values of the behavioral chain types plotted against sample size (n) 

(Figure 9.3). Only the richness values for Rooms 6 and 3 fall outside the 90% confidence 

interval boundaries of the least squares regression line. Only one evenness value, 

calculated for Room 6, fell outside the confidence intervals. The results for Room 6 were 

expected as richness should indeed be greater in the communal dumps. E^ichness should 

be least in areas of more restricted access, particularly in those households rerrioved from 

the communal flintknapping areas. In this regard. Room 3 conforms to expectations. 
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Other variables, such as projectile point forms, can be used to distinguish the 

deposits from separate rooms. The households that discarded their projectile points in 

Rooms 4 and 5 showed a marked preference for particular forms. For instance in Room 

4. four of the six completed points had concave bases. In Room 5 (Room 5's assemblage 

included a point assemblage from the roof fall stratum) seven of the eight finished points 

recovered were unnotched triangular forms with concave bases (Table 9.6). After 

performing a test of homogeneity between the point forms in the outer rooms (Rooms 3, 4 

and 5). the resultant chi-square value is 15.45 with six degrees of freedom yielding a 

probabilit\' value of 0.017, indicating that these projectile points assemblages are 

significantly different from each other with respect to base form. 

Table 9.6: Projectile point types for finished points in habitation rooms at Bailey Ruin 
(roof fall, lower, trash, and surface contact deposits) 

Projectile Point Type for finished forms 
Room I Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6 

Basketmaker/Triangular, wide-stemmed 0 0 0 0 1 
(Type 8) 
Pueblo/Triangular, straight-convex base 4 4 1 0 I 
(Type 20) 
Pueblo/Side-notched. straight base (Type 23) 2 2 0 1 0 
Pueblo/Side-notched, concave base (Type 24) 1 3 4 1 2 
Pueblo/Triangular, concave base (Type 25) 2 1 1 7 3 
Non-diagnostic 5 0 0 0 2 

Total 14 10 6 9 9 

The discarded points in the habitation rooms adjacent to the plaza had the most 

diverse and highest evenness values for projectile point forms (Figure 9.4). The low 

ex enness of projectile point types in Rooms 4 and 5 demonstrate a preference by the 

projectile point makers in those areas for particular forms. The points recovered from 
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interior habitation rooms, near the scene of a communal activity space, more accurately 

represent the diversity of projectile point production choices from the entire flintknapping 

community. 

® .6 

Room 

Figure 9.4: Evenness values for projectile type morphological types in rooms at Bailey 
Ruin 

When the refuse deposits of households are isolated from the communal trash 

dumps used by many households, chipped stone analysis can detect distinctive 

manufacturing decisions. This was demonstrated by projectile point base forms, but this 

also held true the raw material differences such as those that distinguish Room 4 from 

other rooms at the pueblo. In Table 9.7, the Brainerd-Robinson dissimilarity values for 



raw material proportions are presented. Note the low values in comparisons with Room 4 

and any of the rooms near the northern plaza. 

Table 9.7: Brainerd-Robinson dissimilarity values for raw material frequencies between 
rooms at Bailey Ruin 

Room 1 Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6 

Room 1 200.0 

Room 3 147.5 200.0 

Room 4 116.7 109.8 200.0 

Room 5 167.2 164.6 144.2 200.0 
Room 6 188.9 158.2 127.4 177.8 200.0 

Curiously, in the case of the projectile points recovered from the outer rooms 

(Rooms 3, 4, and 5), very little projectile point production evidence was unearthed. In 

Table 9.8. finished and preform projectile points fi-om habitation rooms are considered 

again, but they have been tabulated in this case by where each point falls on a simplified 

behavioral chain of manufacture. 

Table 9.8: Projectile points tabulated against their simplified behavioral chain placement 
in habitation rooms at Bailey Ruin 

Room 1 Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6 
Flake, retouched 0 5 0 0 2 
Unifacial flake, retouched 8 2 0 1 1 
Bifacial flake, retouched 10 7 7 8 7 

Total 18 14 7 9 10 

Note that in Room 4, discarded projectile points were completely bifacially 

thinned, and no previous steps, such as retouched flake blanks or a unifacially thirmed 

flake blank, were recovered. Similarly. Room 5 has only one projectile point discarded at 

the step of unifacial thinning. By contrast, the other habitation rooms such as Rooms 3 
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and 6 have projectile points discarded at all steps in the production sequence. The large 

number of unifacially thinned points discarded in the Room 1 midden is similarly telling. 

This suggests that projectile point production in the outer Rooms 4 and 5 occurred in 

stages, and that only the finished points were discarded within those room spaces. 

Perhaps early stages of flintknapping were not done in isolation, but were preferentially 

performed in the communal areas of the pueblo, with only finished products being 

returned to the household. It could also suggest that projectile point production occurred 

by flintknappers in other households, and that the residents in Rooms 4 and 5 were not 

themselves producers, but instead participated in interhousehold e.xchange for projectile 

points. 

As with production strategies and projectile point forms, the number of edge 

shapes was far more limited in the outside rooms than in the areas adjacent to the plaza. 

Table 9.9 records edge shapes in the habitation rooms from throughout the site. 

Table 9.9: Edge shape frequencies in habitation rooms at Bailey Ruin (lower, trash, and 
surface contact deposits) 

Edpe Shape Room I Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6 
Straight 40 2 7 1 28 
Convex 56 0 2 1 43 
Convex-'straight w protrusion 0 0 0 0 2 
Concave 18 I 1 0 9 
Concave-'straight w notch 2 0 0 0 1 
Denticulate 0 0 0 0 2 
Pointed 17 I 8 3 10 
Total 133 4 18 5 95 

The most striking pattern is the limited number of edge forms from those rooms 

away from the plaza. The chipped stone tools used in the heart of the site, and 
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subsequently dumped in the refuse deposits of Rooms I and 6. were probably used in a 

variety of different tool use activities performed in the extramural spaces in and around 

the plaza. The production and use of everyday cutting tools appears to have occurred in 

the context of a very public activity area. 

Summary of Household Production Differences in Aggregated Settlements. The 

Broken K Pueblo and Bailey Ruin samples of household tools point to interhousehold 

differences in chipped stone tool production and tool use. Attributing those differences to 

the two theoretical causes discussed earlier—immigrant households from different 

backgrounds, or deliberate interhousehold production differences to facilitate exchange-

is extremely difficult. In the Broken K Pueblo case, the raw materials in the Room 78-82 

suite could be interpreted as a household local to the Hay Hollow Valley area living side-

by-side with households more familiar with the Rim country. This could be interpreted as 

a difference in background between these social units. On the other hand, the uniformity 

of edge morphology of fine-grained materials could indicate that the household residing 

in the Room 78-82 suite had some specialty in production requiring more uniform cutting 

edges. Chipped stone evidence alone cannot be used to conclude which of these social 

factors might be underlying assemblage differences or if both were at work. 

At Bailey Ruin, the isolated households exhibit different raw material preferences 

and different preferred projectile point base forms. The more distinctive behavioral chain 

differences observed in the isolated household assemblages implies that there were 

flintknappers with different technological strategies residing in different parts of the 
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community. The lack of projectile production evidence in these outer rooms may suggest 

some performance area staging to projectile point manufacture, or it could suggest the 

presence of interhousehold differences in the production and consumption of projectile 

points. Perhaps most interesting is the interaction attested to by the assemblages adjacent 

to the plaza. Diverse edge shapes, tool production strategies, and entire sequences of tool 

manufacture document that the hub of the Bailey Ruin community was a lively place, 

where people with diverse technological strategies worked in each other's company. 

Suprahousehold Production Differences in Aggregated Settlements 

This study has touched upon communal work previously. The plaza and rooftops 

surrounding the plaza at Bailey Ruin, for instance, was an area of communal work that 

generated large amounts of trash and chipped stone debris. In this case, flintknappers of 

many households participated in an informal suprahousehold activity area. I would infer 

that the full range of production, exchange, and consumption activities would have 

occurred in these settings. 

In this final section, I consider the formal suprahousehold production group, those 

associated with the control of enclosed ritual spaces. The larger aggregated settlements 

have a diversity of ritual architectural forms, from subterranean to surface chambers, and 

from small to large spaces. The range of architectural sizes and forms implies that ritual 

spaces were utilized by societies of different sizes, conducting different functions within 

the fabric of their communities. Ritual activities involving chipped stone tool production 
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varied widely among suprahousehoid spaces. I note again here that I follow Walker's 

research (1995a, 1995b) in assuming that the trash that ultimately filled up the ritual 

spaces under discussion was the product of the suprahousehoid organizations that 

controlled those spaces. Ceremonial trash is to be e.xpected in these rooms, and the trash 

of everyday life is to be expected in locations that were separate from ceremonial society 

chambers. 

Given that perspective, the assemblages in the ceremonial rooms sampled here 

underscore this variation in suprahousehoid activity. Chipped stone production and tool 

use were important activities in some ceremonial society chambers, but were hardly 

represented in the trash of other ritual rooms. When chipped stone production was an 

important activity in a suprahousehoid society, the entire production sequence from raw 

nodules to final products is contained within the ceremonial society's refijse piles. In 

essence, ceremonial society tools are produced in a fashion that isolates their refuse from 

the remainder of the community (fixrther supporting Walker's [1995b] study on the 

subject). This separation of the chipped stone waste implies that production activities 

themselves were isolated from the household and informal suprahousehoid production 

areas v^'ithin settlements. The above leads to the following technological hypotheses that 

will be addressed in the remaining portion of this chapter; 
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Hxpo thesis 

Part A) In the refuse deposits associated with a communal structure, production from 
suprahousehold activities, whether for ritual or secular activities conducted by the 
suprahousehold organization, should be evident. By ethnographic extension, secular 
activities involving chipped stone tools may include hunting tool kit production. Ritual 
chipped stone tools may be produced for ceremonial bundles or other sacred 
paraphernalia. 

Part B) As suprahousehold societies will include people from many different households, 
a diversity of technological knowledge should be expressed in the production strategies. 

Broken K Pueblo. The Broken K Pueblo assemblage includes Room 6, a room 

which had been created by remodeling three underlying habitation rooms (Martin et al. 

1967:40-46). Room 6, with a partial flagstone floor, a bench, two ventilator shafts, and 

four loom holes, was interpreted to be an above-ground ceremonial activity space. 

Among the activities conducted there was the production of textiles. The chipped stone 

assemblage for this room was negligible. A sample of only 47 artifacts was recovered, 

and the tool assemblage consisted solely of seven utilized flake tools (see Appendix B: 

Hay Hollow Valley subarea data sets). This room is a case where chipped stone tool use 

was not a significant activity. 

By contrast, one of the largest assemblages sampled at the site comes from the 

subterranean kiva under Room 41 (Martin et al. 1967:46-55). Room 41. a habitation 

room, was constructed above it. The Room 41 Kiva's height at the time of occupation 

was estimated to be two meters. Before turning to my analysis of the chipped stone 
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sample drawn from this context, a review of the published contents of this room in the 

original Fieldiana report proves instructive. Three floor pits in the kiva contained a 

combined total of eight "flint chips," a "flint saw/' two flint cores, and four 

hammerstones (Martin et al. 1967:50). 

"Many of the artifacts were found on the floor and few on the bench. From the floor: 
bone rings and raw materials for making rings; a projectile point; 3 scrapers; 7 
hammerstones; 3 choppers; 2 one-hand manos; fragments of 7 other manos; 5 stream 
pebbles, some of which were large enough to serve as seats; 3 bone awls; one marked 
slab of wood (altar piece?); splints of yucca a "brush" of twigs; a com stalk with com 
cob attached; com cobs (25); squash seeds, pieces of twilled matting; 2 ribs of a very 
large mammal; one cormgated jar (small); 2 stone "tinklers"; on the bench, 1 deer 
antler and 2 deer legs; 5 hammerstones." (Martin et al. 1967:52) 

Presuming that the debris found in floor and pit contexts of Room 41 Kiva was 

associated with the activities conducted by the ceremonial organization that controlled 

that space, evidence of a variety of activities can be suggested, including food processing, 

jewelry manufacture, stone tool production, and hide processing. The deer and large 

animal remains could hint at either an animal with important ritual association and/or the 

waste of food consumption and its subsequent discard. 

The researchers themselves suggested a far more limited activity list than the 

artifact inventory above suggests. Martin and his colleagues (1967:160) state that ritual 

rooms at Broken K Pueblo, in addition to being used for ceremonies, were centers of 

weaving and hunting tool manufacture. As stated by Hill (1970:197), "Ceremonial 

rooms, on the other hand, contained evidence of male activities primarily--ceremonies, 

weaving, and the manufacture of hunting tools." Although stone tool production is 

indicated for the Room 41 Kiva, those tools appear to have served in more activities than 
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hunting tool kit production alone. The one projectile point recovered on the Room 41 

Kiva floor was not the only one recovered in the Pueblo. Examining the archival records 

of the Broken K Pueblo excavation indicates that "arrowshaft tools," a term 

encompassing ground stone arrowshaft smoothers and bone wrenches, were not found on 

the floor or in the features of Room 41 Kiva. 

1 turn now to the published records of the other subterranean kiva sampled for this 

research: the Northwest Kiva, located in the northwest comer of the plaza. This kiva had 

been filled with trash and was ideally located to act as a sequestered communal midden in 

the plaza, after the kiva's use-life as a ceremonial space had ended. Unlike the Room 41 

Kiva. no chipped stone artifacts were found on either the floor or in the floor features of 

the Northwest Kiva. The materials found on the kiva surface and its features included 

three coiled juniper bark "pottery rests," egg shells, and com cobs. The excavators 

concluded that the structure had "been bumed and then was filled with trash" (Martin et 

al. 1967:55). 

The Southwest Expedition excavated a total of four ceremonial spaces. The only 

ceremonial room I did not address in this project is Room 29 (Martin et al. 1967:46). Of 

the three rooms examined in this study, the published evidence strongly indicates that the 

inferences about ritual societies only creating hunting tools kits and producing textiles are 

not supported. One room had textile production evidence in its features (Room 6), 

another hide, food processing, and stone tool production evidence (Room 41 Kiva), and 

the third had hardly any floor evidence whatsoever (Northwest Kiva). Therefore to 
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generalize that ceremonial societies produced hunting tool kits as a primary activity is not 

supported by the evidence at hand, nor that all societies produced textiles. 

As a matter of fact, there is little evidence at Broken K Pueblo that the stone tools 

used in ritual rooms and in habitation rooms differed significantly (Table 9.10). 

Performing a test of homogeneity between functional t>pes in these two categories of 

rooms yielded no significant differences (X^ = 8.93, d.f = 7, p-value = 0.258). The 

Brainerd-Robinson dissimilarity value between the proportions of tools recovered in the 

two kinds of rooms below is 166.8. 

Table 9.10: Functional type frequencies in ritual rooms versus habitation rooms at 
Broken K Pueblo (lower fill and surface contacts) 

Ceremonial Habitation 
Rooms Rooms 

Functional Types Count % Count % 
Utilized core 2 4.5 5 7.4 
Utilized flake 32 72.7 45 66.2 
Spokeshave 2 4.5 1 1.5 
Scraper 1 2.3 9 13.2 
Drill I 2.3 0 0.0 
Knife 4 9.1 5 7.4 
Projectile point 0 0.0 2 2.9 
Other 2 4.5 1 1.5 
Total 44 100.0 68 100.0 

Among the three ceremonial rooms, it is evident that the ritual rooms varied 

greatly in the diversity of functional types (Table 9.11). 
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Table 9.11: Functional type frequencies among the three ceremonial rooms at Broken K 
Pueblo (lower fill and surface contacts) 

NW Kiva Room 6 Room 41 Kiva 
Functional Types Count % Count % Count % 

Utilized core 1 7.1 1 4.5 
Utilized flake 9 64.3 8 100.0 15 68.2 
Spokeshave 1 7.1 1 4.5 
Scraper I 4.5 
Drill I 4.5 
Knife 3 21.4 I 4.5 
Other 2 9.1 

Total 14 100.0 8 100.0 22 100.0 

Functional type richness and evenness do have a strong relationship with sample 

size, so to compare these data in light of sample size. Figure 9.5 plots functional type 

richness and evenness against sample size. Unfortunately, the Room 41 Kiva assemblage 

is so large that it becomes an outlier, having a powerful influence over the least squares 

regression line. I have removed Room 41 Kiva in the plots for that reason. Ritual Room 

6 had unexpectedly low functional type diversity given sample size, while the Northwest 

Kiva had unexpectedly high functional type diversity. This variation in functional type 

diversity suggests that the tool use needs of these ritual societies differed. The initial 

hypothesis that such ritual rooms should only contain hunting tool kit production debris is 

not supported by the data. 
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rooms at Broken K Pueblo 
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The other part of the suprahousehold production hypothesis was to determine if 

the flintknappers of many households were gathered under the roof in a ritual society 

chamber. To examine this question, a simplified behavioral chain analysis of the tools 

was tabulated to study the presence of different tool production reduction strategies 

(Table 9.12). 

Table 9.12: Behavioral chain (simplified) frequencies on utilized, retouched, and facially 
thinned tools from ceremonial rooms at Broken K Pueblo (lower fill and surface contact) 

Blank Type Face 1 Thinning Face 2 Thinning 

NW 
Kiva 

Room 
6 

Room 41 
Kiva 

Flake 4 3 10 
Core 1 0 0 
Flake Unidirectional 6 J 4 
Flake Multidirectional J 1 5 
Flake Multidirectional Multidirectional 0 0 2 
Core Multidirectional Multidirectional 0 0 1 

Total 14 7 22 

When examining behavioral chain type diversity, both Room 6 and the Northwest 

Kiva have unexpectedly high richness and evenness values given sample sizes, as can be 

seen in Figure 9.6. Once again due to assemblage size, the Room 41 Kiva assemblage 

was removed due to its influence as an outlier on the least squares regression line. 
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The unexpectedly high diversity values in Room 6 and the Northwest Kiva 

conforms to theoretical expectation. If suprahousehold societies bring together 

flintknappers from many households, diverse tool production strategies should be evident. 

Ceremonial societies clearly had different tool production behaviors and tool use needs. 

Room 6. with hardly any chipped stone tools, lacks any sort of functional diversity, 

whereas the Northwest Kiva had unexpectedly high fiinctional type diversity. Regardless 

of different tool use diversity, both ritual rooms contained tools with unexpectedly 

diverse strategies of tool production, as monitored by behavioral chain types. 

Bailey Ruin. Moving later in time and to a larger site. Bailey Ruin's ritual rooms 

present assemblages that are too small to work with in a serious way. In this regard. 

Bailey Ruin's Room 2 and 7 assemblages, with their small sample sizes and limited 

numbers of functional types, are akin to the Room 6 assemblage at Broken K Pueblo. 

Both of Bailey Ruin's ritual room deposits lack evidence for heavy chipped stone tool 

production debris, as has been discussed previously. 
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Grasshopper Pueblo. Particularly in the large settlements of the Pueblo IV period, 

it is unlikely that excavations will sample the full range of ritual spaces. The site of 

Grasshopper Pueblo, 20 percent of which has been sampled over 30 years of excavation, 

encompassed many ceremonial spaces. Given the size of the Grasshopp>er Pueblo 

assemblage, I decided to focus my attention on chipped stone production rarities: 

accumulations of chipped stone production waste in specialized activity rooms that could 

leave no doubt about the importance of flintknapping activities to the social units who 

controlled those rooms. To compare these spaces adequately, nearby habitation rooms 

containing refuse were also sampled. 

The first duo of sampled rooms was Room 246 and 269. Room 269 was "two 

doors down" from Room 246, and was built as part of the same construction event. Both 

rooms were two-story structures (Ciolek-Torrello 1978). Chipped stone debitage from 

the dark understory of each of these rooms was analyzed. In the case of Room 246, this 

two-story structure was one of the largest roofed spaces at the site. Manufacturing 

evidence from the room indicated the production of large lanceolate bifacial knives as 

well as large numbers of triangular projectile points (Whittaker 1984, 1986). 

Whittaker (1984, 1986) has made an extensive analysis of the production debris in 

Room 246. He notes the presence of 76 possible hammerstones, 26 antler tools, and 43 

cores. In addition to the 60 bifacial knives in various stages of manufacture, 41 projectile 

points with complete bases and another 132 points discarded after failures in the 

production process were noted. The debitage pile on the ground floor weighs over 41 kg. 



This substantial accumulation, based on its location in the ground floor of the room, 

probably developed as flintknappers working above dropped their lithic waste into the 

room below—a case of a sequestered interior midden specific to a ritual society. 

The other duo of rooms was from a freestanding block of seven rooms. The 

rooms in this small unit are one-story structures with Room 113 having been designated 

as a specialized manufacturing space with a ritual room underneath. As documented by 

Reid and Whittlesey (1982) and Triadan (1997), Room 113 had evidence of turquoise 

jewelry manufacture, pigments and potting clay, and flintknapping tools. No doubt much 

of this production activity occurred on the rooftop with the debris dropped into the room 

below. In my own inspection of the materials recovered, I noted the presence of amethyst 

and quartz crystals and abundant shell jewelry. A nearby Room 114 was sampled for 

comparative purposes. 

When comparing Rooms 269 and 114 versus Rooms 246 and 113, the first 

noticeable difference is the overall increase in debris, standardized against square meters 

of floor area. The Room 113 assemblage, consisting of abundant manufacturing waste, 

had 75.7 artifacts/m" whereas the nearby Room 114 assemblage had only 38.4 

artifacts/m". The ritual Room 246 assemblage had 133.1 artifacts/m~ with the Room 269 

assemblage having only 79.6 artifact/meter". The increased abundance of debris in ritual 

Room 246 and manufacturing Room 113, makes these assemblages similar to those 

recovered from the subterranean kivas of Broken FC Pueblo, in terms of artifact 

concentrations. Moreover, these special frmction rooms display higher frequencies of 
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flakes, when compared to their matching habitation rooms (see Appendix D: 

Grasshopper Plateau Subarea Sites: Descriptive Tables). 

When examining debitage category frequencies among the rooms, the special 

function rooms had higher frequencies of complete flakes, flake fragments, and broken 

flakes relative to shatter when compared with the habitation room assemblages. These 

elevated frequencies of flake fragments and broken flakes suggest more formal tool 

production debris was deposited in Rooms 246 and 113, when compared to the 

neighboring contexts (Sullivan and Rozen 1985). 

Perhaps the most revealing and unusual manufacturing characteristic observed in 

my debitage analysis was platform type. By far and away, the bulk of all platform types 

in Pueblo assemblages are single facet cortical and non-cortical platforms. Dihedral and 

faceted platforms only become common with more soft hammer percussion and formal 

tool production. Room 246 stands out as an unusual manufacturing space due to the high 

percentage of faceted platforms, no doubt related to the higher level of bifacial knife and 

projectile point production activities (Table 9.13). A test of homogeneity on platform 

tj-pes among all contexts indicates significant differences (X" = 104.66, d.f = 12, p-value 

= 0.000). Platform type fi-equencies also distinguished ritual Room 246 from 

manufacturing Room 113 (X" = 39.11, d.f = 4, p-value = 0.000). As these two rooms do 

not share similar platform type frequencies, this suggests that the tool end products and 

manufacturing strategies employed by the flintknappers who used these two spaces were 

different. 
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Table 9.13: Platform type frequencies in sampled rooms at Grasshopper Pueblo (lower 
fill and surface contacts) 

Room 11 3 Room 114 Room 246 Room 269 
Platform type count % count % count % count % 

Cortical platform 13 8.9 6 5.7 43 4.6 9 3.1 
Single non- 102 69.9 71 67.0 459 49.1 208 72.7 
cortical platform 
Dihedral platform 4 2.7 5 4.7 92 9.9 13 4.5 
Faceted platform 1 0.7 1 0.9 103 11.0 3 1.0 
Crushed/Non- 26 17.8 23 21.7 237 25.4 53 18.5 
identifiable 
platform 

Total 146 100.0 106 100.0 934 100.0 286 100.0 

Following on that question, I next turn to whether tool use, as monitored by tool 

edge morphology, was more diverse in the ceremonial contexts of Grasshopper Pueblo 

(Table 9.14). A quick inspection of the frequencies below demonstrate that all of the 

rooms have a similar number of edge morphological categories and similar number of 

functional types (see Appendix D: Grasshopper Plateau Subarea Sites: Descriptive 

Tables). As a matter of fact, with respect to edge shape types, there are no statistically 

significant differences between the rooms (X~ = 9.99, d.f. = 9, p-value = 0.351). 

Table 9.14: Edge morphological type frequency among contexts at Grasshopper Pueblo 
(lower fill and surface contacts) 

Room 113 Room 114 Room 246 Room 269 
Edge Shape count % count % count % count % 
Straight 5 35.8 4 16.7 9 22.5 6 37.6 
Convex 7 50.0 10 41.6 18 45.0 5 31.2 
Concave 1 7.1 1 4.2 5 12.5 
Pointed 1 7.1 9 37.5 8 20.0 5 31.2 

Total 14 100.0 24 100.0 40 100.0 16 100.0 
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1 turn now to the consideration of flintknapping agents within these rooms. A 

simplified behavioral chain is tabulated below for utilized, retouched, and facially thinned 

artifacts (Table 9.15). There are no statistically significant differences in reduction 

strategies among the contexts (X^ = 26.10, d.f. = 21, p-value = 0.203). 

Table 9.15: Behavioral Chain (simplified) type frequencies in contexts at Grasshopper 
Pueblo (lower fill and surface contacts) 

Room 113 Room 114 Room 246 Room 269 
Blank Type Face 1 thinning Face 2 thinning 

Flake 10 11 12 9 
Flake unidirectional 1 5 12 1 
Flake bidirectional 1 
Flake multidirectional 1 3 10 2 
Core multidirectional 1 
Flake multidirectional multidirectional 1 1 
Core multidirectional bidirectional 1 
Core multidirectional multidirectional 1 

Total 13 20 37 13 

As mentioned previously, the diversity measures for edge shape and behavioral 

chain type have strong positive relationships with sample size. After plotting richness 

and evenness values for these variables against sample size (graphics not presented), it 

was observed that the richness and evenness values for behavioral chain type and edge 

shape did not exceed sample-size expectations in any of the contexts. A discussion of the 

evenness values remains interesting nonetheless (Table 9.16). 
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Table 9.16: Evenness values for edge shape and behavioral chain types from rooms at 
Grasshopper Pueblo 

Context Edge Shape 
Evenness Values 

Behavioral Chain Type 
Evenness Values 

n 

Room 113 0.68 0.59 303 
Room 114 0.72 0.65 288 
Room 246 0.92 0.79 1,864 
Room 269 0.68 0.65 573 

Total 3,028 

Room 246 has the highest evenness values for both variables. Taken in 

conjunction with Whittaker's (1984, 1987) analysis of projectile points from Room 246 

and the Grasshopper Pueblo burial assemblage, this argues for a diverse set of 

flintknappers employing a variety of strategies to create stone tools. Whittaker had 

concluded that the projectile points in Room 246 represent the work of many different 

knappers. and the diversity of reduction strategies monitored in my own portion of the 

Room 246 sample corroborates this assessment. The ceremonial society of Room 246 

involved many flintknappers who engaged in a diverse set of tool use activities, in 

addition to producing an unusually large assemblage of bifacial knives, most likely for 

ritual use. 

Room 113, despite containing a large assemblage hammerstones, large cores, and 

other indications of tool manufacture, had a much more skewed distribution for 

behavioral chain evenness. I note again that the seven contiguous rooms which include 

Rooms 114 and 113 are freestanding, separated from other room blocks. Moreover, the 

manufacturing activities in Room 113 included the manufacture of a potential trade item: 
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turquoise jewelry. Perhaps the production of a usefiil commodity made this 

suprahousehold organization's activities more exclusive—or at the very least, resulted in a 

limited set of tool production behaviors, hence leading to the lower behavioral chain 

richness value. 

Finally, the Grasshopper Pueblo Room 246 assemblage, as already mentioned 

previously, has an unusual number of large bifacial knives, a unique find in the Pueblo IV 

Southwest (Whittaker et al. 1988). Lack of use wear and the exclusivity of their location 

suggest that these knives were part of a ritual society's paraphernalia. Due to their unique 

qualities and the lack of a comparative assemblage, neither Whittaker nor I can determine 

whether the 60 bifaces were the work of a single flintknapper or many flintknappers 

trv'ing to replicate a similar form. Whittaker has stated that the flintknapping errors, as 

determined through hinge fractures and other mistakes in facial thinning, suggest to him 

that one flintknapper was involved (Whittaker 1986) 

Summary 

.A.ggregated settlement households contain some distinctive tool assemblages, as 

evidenced by raw material selection, tool use (studied through edge shapes and functional 

tvpes). and tool production strategies (studied through projectile point base forms and 

behavioral chain types). These distinctive assemblages could derive from interhousehold 

tool production and tool use differences, and/or it could also support an interpretation of 

co-residing immigrant households. 
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These settlements also display several levels of integrative activities, such as 

communal outdoor spaces and ritual rooms. The one thing ceremonial society 

assemblages have in common is that each is unique. Such societies obviously varied in 

social size and function, and their chipped stone tool use and manufacturing activities are 

similarly disparate. Several of the ritual rooms had unexpectedly diverse tool production 

strategies, supporting an interpretation that knappers from many households were 

integrated by some of these ritual organizations. 



CHAPTER X: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

"In general, lithic waste is not considered an important part of the data from 
prehistoric sites and as such is often not collected in the field. When it is collected, 
often it is simply noted as present and then discarded. As far as I can tell, this lack of 
attention to workshop debris is based on the a priori assumption that there is little to 
be gained from an analysis of such items compared to ceramics and stone tools to 
augment the picture of an e.xtinct culture." 

(Martin et al. 1967:122, authored by William Longacre with reference to 
the first analysis of Broken K Pueblo's debitage) 

"The dissertation would not be sexy (no one cared about Pueblo chipped stone)...." 
(Schiffer 1995:10, authored with reference to his dissertation of 1973) 

Thirty-four years ago, an assemblage of chipped stone waste from the Hay Hollow 

Valley had the unique distinction of being the first Pueblo debitage assemblage zinalyzed 

in the history of Southwestern archaeology (Martin et al. 1967). A few years later, 

Schiffer's (1973) dissertation was the first to use another such assemblage to address 

behavioral archaeology's theoretical and methodological agenda. As Schiffer noted in the 

retrospective essay quoted above. Pueblo chipped stone had little value in the eyes of the 

archaeological community at that time. 

Since 1973, very few students of Southwestern prehistory have chosen to use 

chipped stone as a primary material class for tackling research questions in ceramic 

periods. Baker (1979) and Nelson (1981) used chipped stone assemblages from pithouse 

and Pueblo periods in Mimbres prehistory to address diachronic questions that compared 

centuries of technological change. Whittaker (1984) examined formal flaked stone tools 

to address detectable differences among a single pueblo's chipjjed stone artisans, relating 
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those differences to larger questions of craft specialization. Of course, some have used 

chipped stone as a line of evidence amidst several classes of data in ceramic-period 

research projects, examples include Sullivan's work in the Grasshopper region (1980) and 

Young's work near the Homorovi Pueblos (1996). However, by and large, few scholars 

use the study of chipped stone production and consumption as the cornerstone of any 

ceramic-period research project. 

Few researchers in the Southwest today seem to "care" about Pueblo chipped 

stone. I focus upon the paucity of dissertations because it is in those multi-year projects 

that archaeologists have some latitude in selecting a material class that best addresses 

their resesirch agenda. Large, detailed, and excellent studies of chipped stone 

technological behavior have come from cultural resource management projects. I am not 

ignoring these studies here, but those analyses are mandatory to the completion of 

contract projects today. When a choice of material class is available to ceramic-period 

scholars, very few have elected chipped stone as a vehicle for study. Indeed, in the 

regional and national archaeological conferences I have attended these last six years, 

nothing empties a room of Southwestemists faster than when the designated chipped 

stone analyst of a research group presents. I include my own presentations in that 

observation. The only exceptions to this rule involve the rare and expensive studies of 

obsidian sourcing and residue analysis, which to borrow from Schiffer's terminology, are 

apparently sexy topics in our research community. 
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Why does this disinterest in Pueblo chipped stone studies persist? The research 

questions that are generally asked of these assemblages are limited. Part of this is due to 

the orientation of our chipped stone research dialogue. Too often chipped stone 

researchers draw inspiration from Paleoindian and Archaic flintknapping studies, in 

essence the technology of more mobile peoples. The ongoing obsessions with the 

identification of bifacial tool production versus core reduction, with raw material 

procurement strategies, and with the dichotomy between "expedient" and "curated" 

technology underscores this observation (Hogan et al. 1985; Olszewski and Simmons 

1982; Parry 1987b; Sullivan and Rozen 1985). 

A more productive research dialogue draws inspiration from the larger 

anthropological concerns surrounding production, distribution, consumption, and discard 

behaviors as a means of addressing social organization in Southwestern prehistory 

(Costin 1991; Mills 1997). New avenues in Pueblo chipped stone research are not to be 

found through comparisons with the technologies of the Archaic or Paleoindian peoples, 

but with spatially complex settlements and communities that used chipped stone in other 

parts of the world (Arnold 1992; Brown et al. 1990; Johnson 1996; Koldehoff 1987; 

Lyons and Pitblado 1996; Muller 1987; Parry 1987a; Pedes 1989; Schiffer 1973). 

The diversity of technologies among the Pueblo sites discussed in this study pose 

a great may intriguing questions that cannot be simplified to expedient or curate 

dichotomies. Why were the flintknappers at two contemporaneous sites (Grasshopper 

Spring and Chodistaas) within two kilometers of each other, who probably used the same 
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lithic source beds, making different projectile points? Why were assemblages recovered 

near the Bailey Ruin plaza full of diverse reduction strategies and formal tools, whereas 

assemblages at the settlement's "outer fringe" were not? Why did the projectile points in 

the rooms near the outer edges of the Bailey Ruin have distinctive forms? Why were 

some ritual rooms at Broken K Pueblo filled with chipped stone debris, while others had 

none? Why did the flintknapping debris from one household suite at Broken K Pueblo 

contain only locally available stones, while others did not? Why did people living in 

similar raw material environments (in this case Hough's Great Kiva and Cothrun's Kiva) 

utilize different raw materials? Why does one room at Grasshopper Pueblo contain more 

ceremonial knives than have been recovered anywhere else in the American Southwest? 

Certainly some of the above questions address issues such as raw material 

acquisition and economy, but most of the diversity in these assemblages will not be 

successfully addressed by "mobile" versus "sedentary" and "curated" versus "expedient" 

technological dichotomies that have been the focus of many Southwestern chipped stone 

studies (Amick and Mauldin 1989; Hogan et al. 1985; Parry 1987b; Sullivan and Rozen 

1985). Yet the questions mentioned above are engaging ones, as they lead to discussions 

about the behaviors which drive intersite and intrasite variation, and from there to 

questions of differential production behaviors. In considering those kinds of questions, 

chipped stone analysis ceases to be a study of technological esoterica, and instead 

becomes an important line of evidence to address current theories about the changing 
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organization of production, distribution, and consumption, and hence the socioeconomic 

landscape of Southwestern prehistory. 

Local Environment and Pueblo Stone Tools 

Many of the Archaic and Paleoindian studies from which Southwestern chipped 

stone analysts draw inspiration are driven by ecological questions. The observed patterns 

of inter-assemblage diversity in my own study cannot be conveniently explained in terms 

of environmental factors. Prior to the start of this research, an ecological approach was 

one of my favored explanations in addressing intersite technological variation. When I 

began my study of chipped stone surface collections in the Silver Creek area (Kaldahl 

1995). I was quite convinced that stone tool variation between sites could best be 

explained by differing food acquisition behaviors rooted in the ecological variation 

between settlements. In my mind, that ecological diversity should have driven different 

raw material selection and tool production choices among these prehistoric settlements. 

There are certainly precedents for such inferences, considering both the Mimbres Valley 

studies (Baker 1979; Nelson 1981) and the Cholla Project's findings (Graybill and Reid 

1982; Whittlesey 1982). However, after working with these collections and their 

resulting data. I am far less convinced that any intersite variation in my study can be 

attributed to subsistence differences. 

Different edge forms, edge angles, and raw material properties no doubt give tools 

different cutting, scraping, hacking, sawing, and hide-penetrating performance 
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characteristics. The value of these performance characteristics to the flintknapper and 

stone-tool user of prehistory is problematic for the archaeologist to infer, especially given 

other raw material selection and tool production choice issues, such as proximity to high-

quality source beds and the convenience of more proximal, if poorer quality, sources of 

stone. 

The Cholla Project, which had a much larger ecological transect of sites with 

which to work, documented differences between forested sites at high altitudes and desert 

sites at lower altitudes, based on comparisons between projectile points and scrapers. 

Higher altitude sites had more projectile points relative to scrapers in assemblages, while 

lower elevation sites had just the opposite relationship (Graybill and Reid 1982:48). A 

similar examination can be made among the assemblages of this study, but the results are 

inconclusive. In Table 10.1 below, the predicted average annual precipitation of each site 

was calculated using the predictive model outlined in Kaldahl and Dean (1999). The 

predicted average annual precipitation was correlated with the projectile points and 

scrapers through the rank correlation coefficient Spearman's rho. To correct for 

assemblage size, the number of projectile points and the number of scrapers was divided 

by the total number of artifacts. 
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Table 10.1: Spearman's correlation coefficient results for site elevation and the 
frequencies of projectile points and scrapers divided by sample size 

Predicted precipitation 
correlated with projectile 

point frequency 

Predicted precipitation 
correlated with scraper 

frequency 
Correlation Coefficient 0.134 0.303 
value 
1-tailed test of significance. 0.365 0.214 
p-value 

Predicted average annual precipitation is being used as a proxy for differing 

ecological settings. Ecotones with greater average annual precipitation should be home to 

larger game and more appropriate for large-game hunting activities, resulting in 

communities which produced higher numbers of projectile points when compared with 

lower elevations. As can be seen, projectile point frequencies do show a weak positive 

correlation with site elevation. The correlation, however, has a high probability value, 

making the relationship statistically insignificant. Scraper frequencies also demonstrated 

a similar weak correlation. 

Assemblages from the sites of the Grasshopper Plateau, Hay Hollow Valley, and 

southern Silver Creek drainage simply do not display significant differences in himting 

tool frequencies relative to each site's assemblage. As these sites are all within a one day 

walk of many different ecotones, there may have been no restrictions to the kinds of game 

residents at these sites could acquire. Moreover, as discussed in previous chapters, 

projectile point frequencies vary among contexts within any single site. Ecological 

setting does not account for hunting tool production differences 
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Hunting tool kit production frequencies have also been hypothesized to have a 

relationship with site size. Speth and Scott (1989) proposed that greater amounts of 

available labor at larger settlements could have made the hunting of larger game more 

economical to a community. This hypothesis fits quite well with Homer's (1999) study 

of the Silver Creek sites' faunal assemblages, in which she concluded that Bailey Ruin 

assemblages contained a higher ratio of large-bodied fauna (deer and antelope) to small-

bodied fauna (rabbits, etc.) when compared with the smaller sites. 

This led to the formulation of my final technological organization hypothesis, first 

introduced in Chapter II: 

Technological Organization Hypothesis: More hunting tool kit debris is expected in 
the aggregated settlement. 

The analytical problem is in operationalizing "hunting tool kit debris." Any core 

can lead to a flake tool or projectile point or both. Any flake could be a potential 

projectile point blank. The only definitive chipped stone artifact in a hunting tool kit is a 

projectile point or a clear projectile point preform. In Table 10.2, the frequency of 

projectile points is once again divided by the sample size at each site. As the sample of 

ten sites in this comparison is small and the distribution of data non-normal. Spearman's 

rank correlation coefficient is used. As N^ith projectile points and site elevation, there is 

no significant relationship between projectile point frequencies and site sizes. 
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Table 10.2: Spearman's correlation coefficient results for site size and the frequencies of 
projectile points divided by sample size 

Site size correlated with 
projectile point frequency 

Correlation Coefficient 0.402 
value 
1-tailed test of significance. 0.142 
p-value 

In sum, no relationship can be found in the analyses 1 have performed between a 

site's ecological setting and stone tool technology. Nor is there a significant relationship 

between settlement size and projectile point frequencies. Residue and use-wear analyses 

of tools could probably shed more light on hunting tool kits and hunting behavior at these 

sites than my macroscopic analysis of debitage and chipped stone tools could. 

Recapitulation of Theoretical Concerns and Technological Hypotheses 

Migration, social integration, and community dissolution are important research 

topics in Southwestern studies today (Adams 1991; Adler 1996; Cordell 1996; Cordell et 

al. 1994; Crown 1998; Lipe 1994; Spielmarm 1998). To offer insights into the social 

world of prehistoric communities, archaeologists utilize the material remains of the 

archaeological record, forming a delicate chain of inference that takes us from our 

questions of social process, to the ways that social process affects material culture, to the 

attributes that we e.xamine when looking at flakes, sherds, metates, and the rest. One of 

the bridges between the big questions of social process and the details we study on 

artifacts is technological organization, a bridge that I have used in the course of my own 
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study of Pueblo flaked stone artifacts. The challenge for all of us that specialize in the 

analysis of a particular kind of archaeological data is to cross that bridge from our study 

of the artifacts, attributes, and data, back to the ongoing discussions that surround social 

organization research. As 1 mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the 

Southwestem chipped stone analysts have not always made the trip back from studies of 

flake length, cortical coverage, raw material, and core frequencies to the anthropological 

questions that engage the Southwestem community today. 

In this section. I touch again on the larger concerns that first brought me to the 

formulation of my technological hypotheses. 1 review the resultant eight technological 

hypotheses within those larger concerns and report their results, both the equivocal and 

the convincing. Then I will try to bring those hypotheses back to the larger research 

discussion of the times. 

The assemblages chosen for my analysis derived from settlements that 

encompassed a range of site sizes. The effect of more human beings packed into smaller 

spaces has been the concern of those who study site structure (Carr 1984; Wandsnider 

1996), as well as cultural formation processes (Clark 1991; Hayden and Cannon 1983; 

Schiffer 1987; Walker 1995b). Of course in the last decade, the spatial structure of 

activities and formation processes has not been the most exciting topics in current 

research. Given the universal relationships between energy and structure discussed in 

Chapter 111 (Feistel and Ebeling 1989), the topic is hardly controversial. Regardless, 

everyone who samples assemblages from deposits in such sites addresses this research 
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topic. As my own study drew samples from a range of site sizes and occupation 

durations. I devoted Chapter VI and my first technological hypothesis to considering the 

effect of aggregation on the cultural formation processes of the settlements under study. 

The effect of these cultural formation process principles on these assemblages had to be 

considered in the first place, prior to any other discussion. 

The First Hypothesis. With increased settlement size, the organization of 

activities areas and waste disposal behaviors becomes increasingly spatially complex. 

This h>pothesis enjoys strong ethnographic and archaeological support (Schiffer 1987:58-

62). More people occupying a settlement leads to more organization and differentiation 

in activity performance areas and the development of more complex waste streams. An 

intrasite comparison of contexts indicated that tool use performance areas were more 

distinctive between contexts at larger sites when compared with contexts at smaller sites. 

Moreover, there was increased spatial structure to refuse disposal at larger sites. For tool 

use performance areas and for refuse disposal behaviors, the expected relationship 

between increased settlement aggregation and increasing intrasite assemblage diversity 

was supported. 

Only when this site-size dependent variation is first addressed can questions of 

social and technological organization follow, an important point for everyone engaged in 

such research to remember. For example, the development of intramural middens used 

by multiple households versus a single household must be understood prior to making any 

sort of technological comparisons between waste piles. Only with that understanding can 
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a technological discussion address differences between single households, or consider the 

convergence of diverse technological behaviors within a single settlement. Having 

addressed formation processes, I now turn toward the main research topics of this study. 

The Silver Creek Archaeological Research Project, among others in the 

Southwest, has addressed the issue of migration. Given the overall low density of 

population in the Silver Creek area (Newcomb 1999), Herr (1999) seized upon the model 

of an internal frontier to address the question of immigration in the late AD 1000s and 

early AD 1100s in the great kiva communities of the Mogollon Rim. The model, 

originally developed to describe low population areas between stronger polities in Africa 

(Kopytoff 1987; Nyerges 1992), had been previously applied to the political history of 

Hopi clans (Schlegel 1992). The motivations for immigration include political or social 

disaffection with the migrant's homeland, better economic or social prospects in the 

internal frontier, and social ties by blood or other relation with people residing in the 

frontier. The Silver Creek drainage, and the underpopulated Mogollon highlands 

generally, afforded abundant land and a more mesic and generally less variable climatic 

regime (Kaldahl and Dean 1999). 

The strength of a newly established community in an internal frontier depends 

upon its ability to attract others and integrate them. Focal settlements, such a those 

containing circular great kivas in the greater Silver Creek area (Herr 1999), or plaza 

oriented settlements in the Pueblo III period of the Mogollon Highlands (Reid et al. 
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1996). served an important function in bringing together families from separated 

settlements. 

Such a pattern of dispersed settlements has been interpreted to indicate families 

maintaining their own resource interests, for instance in the dispersed settlement periods 

prior to aggregation in the Mesa Verdean area (Adler 1994; Varien et al. 1996). In the 

Silver Creek study area, these initial distinct settlements in dispersed patterns might also 

be due to households from differing points of origins maintaining their own distinctive 

identities (Reid 1989; Zedeno 1994). Herr (1999) documents the presence of circular 

great kiva focused site clusters in the Silver Creek drainage. Such communities, through 

the medium of the circular great kiva and its associated religious organization, were 

attempting to attract immigrants. The technological e.xpectations for this internal frontier 

model include technological homogeneity within any given settlement, assuming that the 

households in such settlements have a shared background and a set of methods for 

producing everNlhing from stone tools to pottery to clothing to favorite foods. This leads 

to the second hypothesis of my study. 

The Second Hvpothesis. Intrasite variation at non-aggregated sites will be 

minimal, while intersite variation between non-aggregated sites will be great. In the 

spatial structure of flintknapping activities and refuse disposal, the great kiva sites of the 

Silver Creek area were quite similar. Between Hough's Great Kiva and Cothnm's Kiva 

there were marked differences in raw material frequencies, in the selection of raw 

materials for tool production, and to a lesser extent in unifacial tool production strategies 
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and projectile point edge placements. The variation between the two great kiva sites 

conforms to the expectations of this hjpothesis. 

In contrast, the Grasshopper Plateau do not show the expected pattern. The 

spatial structure of activities and refiise disposal were similar between Chodistaas and 

Grasshopper Spring. In overall debitage analysis, few differences between these two sites 

could be detected in raw material selection or in reduction behaviors. The only real 

difference was that each site displayed a preferred projectile point and hunting system 

(Lorentzen 1993). The contemporaneity and proximity of the small Grasshopper sites, 

plus the utilization of the same chert source beds, could have led to convergences in 

flintknapping production behaviors in the area. 

If this is the case, some transference of knowledge and interaction between 

flintknappers in these settlements must have occurred. Such interaction could have 

occurred in each other's settlements or at the chert source beds or at Chodistaas, which 

has been interpreted to be a focal community for the area due to its two plazas (Reid et al. 

1996). Perhaps such direct interactions between flintknappers from different settlements 

ultimately led to similar flintknapping strategies, and hence the overall lack of 

distinctiveness between the flaked stone artifacts from the two sites. Ceramic evidence 

indicates that residents at the sites came from different areas, but it is also important to 

point out that local copies of Colorado Plateau white wares were being produced (Van 

Keuren 1994), perhaps a case of stylistic emulation. Similarly, the intrusive bow-and-

arrow technology represented at Chodistaas quickly replaced the atlatl-and-dart 
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technology used by local residents of the Colorado Plateau (Lorentzen 1993). Perhaps in 

these Grasshopper area settlements, the similarities between the two sites' chipped stone 

assemblages indicate the first steps in the exchange of knowledge that presages 

community aggregation in the Pueblo FV period. 

The great kiva sites are really a completely different data set. The focal 

communities of Hough's Great Kiva and Cothrun's Kiva are in different settlement 

clusters and perhaps separated in time with Cothrun's Kiva representing an earlier 

occupation (Herr 1999). There are differences between the manufacturing behaviors and 

raw material choices of the flintknappers in these settlements, but whether they are 

strictly due to location or some other factor, I cannot say. It would be interesting, for 

instance, to see if the contemporaneous sites within a community cluster at both the focal 

settlement and the non-focal settlements shared similar or diverse manufacturing 

strategies. This would speak more directly to the similarities and differences among the 

migrants who were being attracted to these great kiva focused communities, and perhaps 

provide an explanation for why they maintain separate settlements. Chipped stone 

technological einalysis has the ability' to shed light of diverse manufacturing strategies and 

choices, but 1 believe the number of settlements sampled within and between clusters 

would need to be increased for a better approach to the second technological hypothesis. 

Although technological differences were observed between the non-aggregated 

sites in these two areas, the differences between the sites were only detectable with the 

study of the entire assemblage: both formal tools and debitage. This is an important point 
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to consider, as some chipped stone studies divide debitage analysis from "formal" tool 

studies (e.g.. Hogan et al 1985; Whittaker 1984). This detracts from our understanding of 

the complete flintknapping picture. 

A focal settlement in a dispersed community' contains special integrative 

structures. Certain expectations for artifacts that carry symbolic meaning in ritual or 

performance can be considered with respect to chipped stone tools in these structures 

(Gero 1989). leading to the third hypothesis. 

The Third Hypothesis. In the ceremonial structures of non-aggregated sites, rare 

formal tools that are difficult to acquire or hard to produce should be present. Few 

expectations about ritual rooms survived their interaction with the real data. Whereas it is 

true that in Hough's Great Kiva, a large, early and rare projectile point type was 

recovered, no such artifacts were found at Cothrun's Kiva. In contrast to the relatively 

clean floors of these circular great kivas. the ritual rooms at Grasshopper Spring and 

Chodistaas contained abundant amounts of normal lithic waste. 

This contrast is important to understanding the historical process of migration and 

social integration. The initial attraction of immigrant households is facilitated with 

familiar symbols and an openness to the new arrivals. The ritual facility of the great kiva 

was a communal project (Herr 1999), and served to bring people of several settlements 

together. The cleaning and maintenance of this space would be important for providing a 

meeting ground for households throughout the settlement cluster. 
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It is interesting to note that in the subsequent late Pueblo III Linden phase of the 

Silver Creek area, ritual and integrative architecture become much more "'closed." With 

kivas and other ceremonial spaces located within roomblocks and sites such as Pottery 

Hill, located on terraced hilltops (Mills et al. 1999b). Similarly, as part of the prelude to 

aggregation, researchers in the Grasshopper area point out that the movement to large 

sites may have had its impetus in the social tension brought about by too many people of 

diverse backgrounds occupying the Grasshopper region in the late Pueblo III (Reid et al. 

1996). This leads to a different kind of ritual space from the more formalized and open 

circular great kivas. The Grasshopper Spring and Chodistaas ceremonial rooms may only 

have served the people of that settlement as a communal work space. The trash that 

follows would be inevitable. The communal spaces in this case are more exclusive to the 

settlement, and perhaps closed off to unwanted outsiders. The presence of two such 

rooms at Chodistaas (Rooms 2 and 18) may indicate that each room served only half of 

that settlement's families, further indicating social subdivision, rather than inclusiveness 

(Reid 1989; Reid et al. 1996). The scale of the integrative group and access to a ritual 

room no doubt had an effect on secular and ritual activities performed within its walls, the 

degree of maintenance and upkeep on the structure, and consequently the deposition of 

activity waste products. 

I now tum from migration and social integration in disp)ersed communities to the 

topic of aggregation. The spatial process of aggregation has been the subject of much 

theoretical concern. Aggregation should cause a community problems, such as increased 
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distance to crops, the exhaustion of nearby resources, and potentially unresolvable 

conflicts (Cordell et al. 1994; Cordell 1996; Crown and Kohler 1994; Mills 1999). What 

could drive people to live in aggregated settlements? Reasons that drive the initial social 

impetus to aggregation were no doubt varied and historically specific to certain regions. 

Aggregation has been explained as a solution for population to resource shortfalls (Lipe 

1994). More concentrated labor can allow an aggregated settlement to intensify 

production of agricultural products or trade products, such as cotton. This drive to 

production intensification could be a means of sustaining growing populations or to 

sustain a population with decreased amounts of arable land due to environmental 

degradation. Increased production can reduce risk and increase the number of potentially 

usefiil trade items. This has been suggested to be a driving factor behind aggregation in 

the Acoma area, Chaco Canyon, the Kayenta region, the Homol'ovi area, and the Classic 

Period Hohokam (Adams 1991. 1996, 1998; Cordell et al. 1994; Dean 1996b; Dittert 

1998; Fish et al. 1994; Sebastian 1991). 

Aggregation has also been explained as a solution to reducing conflict over 

resources, enhancing the overall security in a location. Conflict over resources such as 

water, hunting territories, and arable land have all been suggested. By creating a new 

community organization, resources can both be utilized more fairly and allow the larger 

community to defend its important resources against others, or at least negotiate the use 

of important resource areas fi-om a position of strength. Such reasons have been offered 

to explain the establishment of resource buffer zones around Hohokam Classic Period 
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villages, the establishment of large settlements in the Hopi region, the Mesa Verde 

region, and the northern Rio Grande (Adams 1998; Adler 1994; Bemardini 1998; Crown 

et al. 1996; Fish and Fish 1989; LeBlanc 1998; Varien et al. 1996). 

On the theme of real or jjerceived threats, a larger community might be desirable 

if there is uncertainty about neighbors or the threat of violence. Such reasons have been 

offered by some scholars to explain aggregation throughout the Pueblo Southwest and 

more specifically with regard to the Kayenta region, the Tucson Basin Hohokam, the 

Mesa Verde region, the Mogollon Highlands, and the Northern Rio Grande (Adler 1994; 

CrowTi et al. 1996; Doelle and Wallace 1991; Haas and Creamer 1996; LeBlanc 1998; 

Reid et al. 1996; Varien et al. 1996; Wilcox 1996). 

Aggregation has also been suggested to occur due to eager leaders trying to 

monopolize their hold over people and power, an example is Sebastian's theory about the 

origins of great houses in Chaco Canyon (1991). In historical perspective, some large 

aggregated communities might be the result of emulation and peer competition among 

groups (Kintigh 1994, 1996), or in response to the immigration of people with an existing 

social organization that included aggregated settlements, causing local population to 

emulate them (Crown et al. 1996; Spielmann 1996.) 

The causes behind aggregation in the Silver Creek study area do not fit cleanly 

into any one theory discussed above. Low population densit>' throughout the study area's 

prehistory fails to support aggregation as a solution for overpopulation (Newcomb 1999). 

However, ground stone evidence from the Silver Creek area (Valado 1999) and the 
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existence of water control features like check dams (Graves et al. 1982; Lightfoot and 

Plog 1984) does suggest that there was an increase in production intensification in the late 

Pueblo III through Pueblo IV periods. This change in production cannot be demonstrated 

to be tied to environmental declines (Kaldahl and Dean 1999) or overpopulation 

(Newcomb 1999). 

Risk reduction might be reasonable explanation for aggregation in the area, given 

the unpredictable growing seasons of the Mogollon Rim. A settlement with many 

families centralized in a location and with dispersed fields in different topographic 

settings might ensure greater overall production success. A larger pool of labor may also 

facilitate the acquisition of game animals. Increased hunting of large-bodied fauna is 

suggested at Bailey Ruin in the Silver Creek area (Homer 1999) and for the early days of 

Grasshopper Pueblo (Olsen 1990). As Speth and Scott (1989) point out, a larger 

population pool in an aggregated settlement can contribute to long-distance hunting and 

the more efficient acquisition of animals. 

Reid et al. (1996) have suggested that the number of migrants in the area made 

people increasingly uneasy, and in the face of real or perceived threats, some 

communities gathered together for safety. In historical perspective, some of those 

migrants from the Colorado Plateau may have brought with them a model of social 

organization that included aggregation. As Kintigh (1994) suggests, the establishment of 

any one aggregated settlement in an area may have encouraged the creation of aggregated 

settlements throughout the study area. 
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While the exact causes behind aggregation in the Silver Creek area remain the 

subject of speculation, technological studies of ceramics (Mills 1998; Triadan 1998) 

clearly indicate that migrants played a role in aggregated settlement populations. As a 

flaked stone analyst, my interest was in whether or not a chipped stone assemblage was 

also sensitive to the presence of migrants in larger settlements, leading to the next 

hypothesis. 

The Fourth HvTX)thesis. Households at aggregated settlements will display 

diverse technological backgrounds and behaviors. This hypothesis was borne out in 

much of the study. When multihousehold dumps were analyzed, technological diversity 

within those dumps was quite high, with many different reduction strategies, formal tool 

forms, and differing raw materials. When isolated dumps (i.e., surrounded by households 

and away from communal activity areas) were analyzed, detectable differences were 

found between contexts. This was observed in obvious formal tool characteristics like 

projectile point base forms, as well as raw material preferences. 

It is interesting to note that chipped stone can make a contribution to the 

identification of differing technological strategies, perhaps indicative of migrant families. 

Chipped stone, however, also offers a unique perspective in the sharing of technological 

knowledge. The diversity of formal tools and manufacturing techniques found in the 

large room dumps on the Bailey Ruin plaza, in contrast to the more limited range of raw 

material t>pes and tool forms in the outlying rooms, can suggest several things. Mills 

(1998) argues that in the early Pueblo IV period (the period of Bailey Ruin's occupation) 
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internal community integration of households, many of them migrant households, was 

facilitated by enclosed plazas and the more homogenized Pinedale style of ceramics. 

Chipped stone tools suggest that the flintknappers from households around the plaza were 

exposed to a diverse array of flintknapping behaviors. Flintknapping tends to be an 

outdoor and public activity. But unlike the omnipresence of the more homogenous 

Pinedale ceramic style, a diversitv' of flintknapping manufacturing behaviors is 

maintained, and in those household located on the edges of the settlement, manufacturing 

strategies indicate distinctive production behaviors. Perhaps this glimpse into the 

maintenance of household habitus (Stark 1998) indicates some identity maintenance, the 

kind of household individualism that contributes to the dissolution of communities. 

Whatever the case, information derived from chipped stone technology has its own 

unique contribution to make to the research questions of community integration. 

If indeed aggregated settlements can facilitate that acquisition of large game 

(Speth and Scott 1989), then hunting parties might muster through the venue of 

ceremonial societies, as was suggested early on for the kiva organization at Broken K 

Pueblo (Hill 1970; Martin et al. 1967). This leads to the next hypothesis. 

The Fifth Hvuothesis. Hunting too! kits and their waste should be more common 

in communal and ceremonial structures of larger sites. This hypothesis lacked convincing 

support from the ritual rooms analyzed. The Bailey Ruin ritual rooms had hardly any 

chipped stone artifacts. Tools recovered in Broken K Pueblo's ritual rooms did not 

distinguish themselves in any way from the tool assemblages recovered from habitation 

spaces. Only Room 246 at Grasshopper Pueblo had clear evidence for a great deal of 
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bifacial tool production, part of which involved the production of triangular projectile 

points. 

Community integration is of course critical to the long-term survival of an 

aggregated settlements (Adams 1991, 1998; Bemardini 1998; Kintigh 1994; Mills 1998; 

Sebastian 1991; Spielmaim 1998). Sodalities play a large role in the process of 

integrating multiple households and giving everyone a role in community well-being. 

While Pueblo ceremonial societies are thought to have put on public displays that brought 

communities together, each society maintained political power and mystery through its 

own private rites, carried out in their own private ceremonial spaces (Adams 1991). 

Walker (1995b) has argued that these private ceremonial spaces will have their own trash 

disposal areas, and that once a ceremonial chamber is abandoned, it will fill up with trash 

belonging to that ceremonial society. Consequently, if a ceremonial society is integrating 

people from many different households in a settlement occupied by many people of 

different backgrounds, technological diversity is expected in the artifacts and trash fill of 

ceremonial chambers, leading to the next hypothesis. 

The Sixth Hvpothesis. In aggregated sites, dumps found in ceremonial spaces 

should display greater diversity of tool production strategies. This hypothesis also failed 

as a blanket assertion. In some cases, rooms were swept clean with no evidence of 

chipped stone tool production debris. In other cases, a ceremonial chamber received large 

quantities of debitage and discarded tools. At Broken K Pueblo, the diversity of tool 

production strategies do suggest that multiple knappers from many households might 

have contributed to the assemblages recovered. 
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At Bailey Ruin, too few artifacts were present in the ritual rooms to make any 

interpretation. The rooms at Bailey Ruin were deliberately filled in after their 

abandonment, and lithic tools did not comprise a large part of the assemblage, perhaps 

suggesting that the society itself did not have a need for many stone implements. It is 

interesting to note that as the room was sealed for abandonment, the claw of a porcupine 

and the formal burial of two complete rabbits was placed on the floor, and that a red-

tailed hawk was also interred in that space. If these animals suggest to us something 

about this long-gone society, I note that rabbits, an important meat resource, would not be 

hunted by bows and arrows, but by sticks, snares, and nets. Ceremonial birds are kept 

alive, not shot down with bows-and-arrows. Perhaps hunting and stone tool using 

activities did not loom large in the ceremonial organization that had control of Rooms 2 

and 7. 

At Grasshopper Pueblo, Room 246 probably contained the debris of many 

flintknappers. but the tool production evenness value calculated for specialized 

production Room 113 was low. That low evenness value does not support an 

interpretation that many flintknappers from many households contributed to the debris in 

Room 113. I suggested earlier that this might be because Room 113 was engaged in the 

production of useful items for trade, and that rather than being socially integrative, the 

arrow-makers and jewelry-manufacturers who used the areas around Room 113 were 

more exclusive. 
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In addition to using ceremonial society chambers for everyday activities, these 

societies also engaged in the production of important ritual objects, leading to the seventh 

hypothesis. 

The Seventh Hypothesis. Abandoned ceremonial structures will fill with the ritual 

chipped stone debris and tool production debris of that structure's ceremonial society. 

The activities of ceremonial societies should include the production of chipped stone 

tools for ritual paraphernalia. In actuality, I could rarely differentiate between tools 

produced for secular versus ceremonial purposes. In only one case did a society's 

flintknapping activities include the unquestioned production of a ceremonial stone tool 

form: the bifacial knives of Grasshopper Pueblo Room 246. 

When considering stone tool production by ceremonial societies, it seems sensible 

to distinguish between those societies that were producing tradable commodities and 

those that met for secular and ceremonial activities, but did not produce tradable items. 

The latter case results in abundant lithic waste from secular and ceremonial production 

activities, and diverse strategies in tool production. The former case results in rooms 

which are frequently "clean," that is to say spaces that are not turned into trash dumps. 

Or when abundant chipped stone tools and debris are present, a more limited set of 

reduction strategies and by implication a more limited set of flintknappers is suggested. 

More research into other ceremonial spaces such as these would help to characterize 

production diversity among suprahousehold societies. 
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Finally, once again if Speth and Scott's (1989) hypothesis holds true for 

aggregated sites, then evidence of more large-bodied game should be uncovered in 

aggregated settlements. Indeed, Homer (1999) and Olsen (1990) both found large 

amounts of deer and some antelope in the aggregated sites of Bailey Ruin and 

Grasshopper Pueblo. In an attempt to see if chipped stone tools could support the 

inferences gained from faunal analysis, I offered this last hypothesis. 

The Eighth Hvpothesis. Larger sites will have consume more large-bodied fauna 

and hence will display more hunting tool kit evidence. This hypothesis cannot be proven 

or disproven with the data collected in this study. I do not believe that I have a complete 

enough data set for comparison. As hunting may take place in some households, but not 

others, or as many projectile points might be left in the countryside after a hunting 

expedition, the samples collected are not sufficient to answer this question. All in all, 

faunal analysis provides a far better means of considering hunting intensity than flaked 

stone tools. 

Methods and Approaches to the Study Pueblo Assemblages 

The study of chipped stone technology offers unique insights, as well as 

complementary ones, in social organization studies. For example, the documentation of 

diverse household production strategies at aggregated communities is complementary to 

household ceramic production studies (Triadan 1998). The unique contribution of 

chipped stone rests in documenting the maintenance of distinctive tool forms among 
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households, in spite of the fact that flintknapp>ers had flintknapping areas where they 

could learn the manufacturing strategies of their neighbors. In that same period of time, 

an accessible and homogenous ceramic style (Crown 1994; Mills 1998) suggests a certain 

amount of social inclusivity and sharing among potters. 

For another example of the unique contribution of chipped stone analysis, 

consider ceremonial societies. Ceremonial societies in aggregated settlements were 

probably all unique. This would be part and parcel to the maintenance of exclusive ritual 

knowledge and with it power. The architecture of the chambers used by such societies, 

however, does not attest to the exclusivitN' or inclusivity of a society's membership. 

Flintknapped tools, when used by ceremonial societies, can provide some perspective on 

the inclusiveness and diversity of a society's membership through the study of 

manufacturing styles. 

As can be seen in the above examples, chipped stone technological studies offer 

insights that can complement the results of other material classes, as well £is provide 

unique insights into the behaviors of flintknappers at household and supra-household 

social scales. To make this study and others like it work, detailed information needs to be 

recorded from the artifacts. There are no shortcuts for a chipped stone analyst who 

wishes to contribute to discussions of social organization. Mass analysis (Ahler 1989) 

and simple debitage category classifications (Sullivan and Rozen 1985) do not begin to 

yield the information necessary to a useful and productive study of Pueblo chipped stone. 

Both debitage characteristics and the detailed variables of chaine operatoire are needed to 
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make interesting observations about the reduction strategies of individuals, the tool 

production and consumption behaviors of households, and the organization of an entire 

settlement's flintknapping activities. In today's Southwestern archaeology, the individual 

producer as a product of a learning framework is every bit as important as studying a 

whole community's production, distribution, and consumption behaviors (e.g., Abbott 

and Schaller 1991; Mills 1998; Zedeno 1995). While ceramic and architectural analysts 

have led the way in this research, the chipped stone analysts of the Southwest have failed 

to look for adequate inspiration among other world scholars (e.g., Arnold 1995; 

Koldehoff 1987; Parry 1987a; Perles 1989). This leads to the marginalization of chipped 

stone studies in the research dialogue of prehistoric social organization. 

Migration, resettlement, aggregation, and household integration are all important 

social processes to understanding the Pueblo III, FV, and V periods of the American 

Southwest. The tools of clay, stone, and bone used by every household in daily life are 

products of the knowledge and background of the tool-user. The tool-users utilized these 

artifacts in socially determined activity performance areas in their homes and in their 

settlement's communal spaces. These essential tools of life, when properly 

operationalized through a framework of technological study, yield important data 

concerning the social life and background of individuals and families in these ancient 

communities. Chipped stone, ground stone, bone, and ceramic artifacts all have a role to 

play in reconstructing the life of these settlements, and in studying how prehistoric 

households initiated and responded to social change. 
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APPENDIX A: CHIPPED STONE ANALYSIS CODES 

General Debitage Analysis Key 

LITHIC MATERIAL l.D. 
00 indeterminate 
01 indeterminate, nonlocal 
10 igneous, nfs 
11 basalt, andesite (dark, fine-

medium 
grain) 

12 diabase 
13 granite 
14 obsidian 
20 sedimentary, nfs 
21 sandstone 
22 shale, claystone 
23 conglomerate 
24 limestone 
30 silicates, nfs 
3 1 quartz (cr\'stal) 
32 agate, chalcedony 
33 silicified sandstone/siltstone 
34 silicified wood 
35 quartz 
40 chert, jasper 
51 metamorphic. nfs 
52 quartzite. metaquartzite 
90 minerals, nfs- comment 
91 turquoise 
92 hematite 
93 ochre 

CORTEX 
Estimate cortex on all surfaces of the item. 
Cortex is any stone surface recognizable as 
"natural" or non-produced. Estimate corte.x for 
only the portion of the flaked lithic that is 
present, do not extrapolate. 

0 none 
1 1-10% 
2 10-50% 
3 50-90% 
4 90-100% 

ITEM CONDITION 
0 no complete dimensions 
1 complete (weight complete, all 

margins intact) 
2 nearly complete (length and width 

measurements complete; weight is 
not complete) 

3 complete length (width and weight 
not complete) 

4 complete width (length and weight 
not complete) 

FLAKE PORTION 
This code list is prioritized, so if the flake has 
more than one of the flake portions present, 
choose the portion nearest the top of the list. 
0 not applicable (ex: shatter) 
1 profile (proximal-distal portions 

available) 
2 proximal 
3 distal 
4 medial 
5 unknown 

DEBITAGE CATEGORY (SULLIVAN AND 
ROZEN 1985; ROZEN AND SULLIVAN 
1989b) 
This code provides a different way of recording 
the completeness of flakes, which is similar to 
analyses in other Southwestern lithic studies. 
0 other (anything utilized, core, 

tested cobble) 
1 complete flake (flake platform and 

all margins in tact) 
2 broken flake (flaJce with a platform 

but lacks complete margins) 
3 flake fragment (a clear flake 

without platform) 
4 debris (angular debris, shatter) 
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PROJECTILE POrNT PORTION 
This code list is prioritized, so if the projectile 
point has more than one of the projectile point 
portions present, chose the portion nearest the 
top of the list. 

not applicable 
profile 
base/ complete 

3 base/ incomplete 
4 tip 
5 midsection 

0 
1 
-) 

PLATFORM TYPE 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

USE WEAR 
0 
1 

not applicable 
cortical platform, no scars 
noncortical platform, no scars 
dihedral platform, 2 scars 
faceted platform, >2 scars 
indeterminate 

absent 
present 

FLAKED LITHIC TECHNOLOGICAL TYPE 
00 angular debris, shatter 
01 core 
02 flake 
03 biface thinning flake 
04 notched flake 
05 unidirectional edge 
06 uniface 
07 bidirectional edge 
08 biface 
09 tested cobble 
10 manuport 
15 other (comment) 

"Edge" 
"face"-

minimally intrusive production flakes; 
production flakes intrusive to, or nearly 

to, the mid-line of the item's face(s) 

FLAKED LITHIC FUNCTIONAL TYPE 
00 not applicable 
01 used core 
02 used flake 
04 spokeshave 
05 chopper, flaked axe 
06 scraper 
07 graver, perforator 
08 drill 
09 knife 
10 projectile point 
15 other (comment) 

WEIGHT 
To the nearest. 1 gram 

LENGTH 
To the nearest .01 mm 

WIDTH 
To the nearest .01 mm 

THICKNESS 
To the nearest .01 mm 

COMMENTS 
The comments field must be used if an item has 
been coded as other in the TECHNOLOGICAL 
TYPE or FUNCTIONAL TYPE fields. 
Additional information that may be desirable 
includes whether there is evidence of heat 
treatment (particularly on cherts), whether the 
raw material of the item is of nonlocal origin, if 
this can be determined or the geologic formation 
from which the item is derived (applicable for 
cherts and sandstone particularly) again, if this is 
possible to determine. Information such as 
"preform" or "reused" is not obvious from the 
coding sheet, but may provide usefiil information 
in later analyses is worth noting, as are any 
unusual characteristics such as serrated or 
asymmetrical projectile points. 

INITIALS 
Initials of analyst 
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Edge Morphology and Facial Thinning Attributes 

Tool Blank Type 
0 Indeterminate 
1 Core 
2 Flake 
3 Other 

Cross-Sectional Profile of Tool 
0 Non-symmetrical 
1 Flake profile 
2 Symmetrical 
3 Lenticular 
4 Diamond 

Face 1 shaping: (If a flake—the first face 
described is dorsal) 
0 not applicable 
1 Retouched 
2 Facially Thinned 
3 Facially Thinned and Retouched 

Retouch Flake Spacing on Face 1 
0 not applicable 
1 separated 
2 contiguous 
3 overlapping 

Direction of Face 1 Thinning Flakes 
0 not applicable 
1 Unidirectional 
2 Bidirectional 
3 Multidirectional 

Bilateral Symmetry to Face I 
0 No 
1 Yes 0 Not applicable 

1 Platform 
2 Lateral 

Face 2 shaping: Hf a flake—the second face 3 Platform/Lateral 
described is ventral) 4 Distal 
0 not applicable 5 Distal/Lateral 

Retouched 
Facially Thinned 
Facially Thinned and Retouched 

Retouch Flake Spacing on Face 2 
0 not applicable 
1 separated 
2 contiguous 
3 overlapping 

Direction of Face 2 Thinning Flakes 
0 not applicable 
1 Unidirectional 
2 Bidirectional 
3 Multidirectional 

Bilateral Symmetry to Face 2 
0 No 
1 Yes 

Edge 1 Variables 

Edge I Damage 
0 no 
1 yes 

Production Edge 1 Complete 
0 no 
1 yes 

Production Edge I Defined by 
0 not applicable 
1 edge damage 
2 retouch 
4 facial shaping 
5 facial shaping and retouch 

Location of Production Edge I 
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Edge 1 Shape Variables 
0 not applicable 
I Straight (where degrees of arc is less 
than 
2 Convex 
3 Convex uneven 
4 Convex or straight with Protrusion 
5 Concave 
6 Concave uneven 
7 Concave or straight with notch 
8 Denticulate 
9 Pointed 

Length of Edge I (to the nearest 0.01 mm) 

Cord Distance along Edge I 

Max. Deviation of Edge 1 Curvature 

Max. Production Edge 1 Angle (to the nearest 
degree) 

Min.. Production Edge 1 Angle (to the nearest 
degree) 

Cortical Edge 1 
0 No 
1 Yes 

Edge 2 Variables 

Edge 2 Damage 
0 no 
1 yes 

Production Edge 2 Complete 
0 no 
1 yes 

Production Edge 2 Defined by 
0 not applicable 
1 edge damage 
2 retouch 
4 facial shaping 
5 facial shaping and retouch 

Location of Production Edge 2 
0 Not applicable 
1 Platform 
2 Lateral 
3 Platform/Lateral 
4 Distal 
5 Distal/Lateral 

Edge 2 Shape Variables 
0 not applicable 
1 Straight (where degrees of arc is less 
than 
2 Convex 
3 Convex uneven 
4 Convex or straight with Protrusion 
5 Concave 
6 Concave uneven 
7 Concave or straight with notch 
8 Denticulate 
9 Pointed 

Length of Edge 2 (to the nearest 0.01 mm) 

Cord Distance along Edge 2 

Max. Deviation of Edge 2 Curvature 

Max. Production Edge 2 Angle fto the nearest 
degree) 

Min. Production Edge 2 Angle (to the nearest 
degree) 

Cortical Edge 2 
0 No 
1 Yes 

Cortical Backing to tool 
0 No 
1 Yes 



Projectile Point, Bifacial Knives, and Drill Attributes 

Tagg (1994) Typology Code (proi. points only) see attached flow chart 

Projectile Point Portion 
This code list is prioritized, so if the projectile point has more than one of the projectile point portions 
present, chose the portion nearest the top of the list. 

0 not applicable 
1 profile 
2 base/ complete 
3 base/ incomplete 
4 tip 
5 midsection 

Drill or Point Preform 
0 No 
1 Yes 

Total Scar Counts on Both Faces 

Max Basal Width 

Basal Height ffor drills only) 

Basal Concavity Depth 

Blade Width at Midpoint 

Blade Thickness at Midpoint 

Deepest Notch Depth 

Notch Height (Base to Center of deepest notch) 

Mean Flake Scar Angle on Right Side 

Mean Flake Scar Angle on Left Site 
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Expanded Description or Recorded Debitage Attributes 

Raw materials 
General note to analyst; The descriptions of material types that follow are merely a practical guide to 
identifying frequently occurring material types. These descriptions are NOT meant to replace an 
appreciation of the more precise geologic definitions of the raw materials found in our collections. Please 
refer to Arizona rock and mineral guides as well as relevant geology texts for the region. 

Basalt—A dark stone of volcanic origin with a dull uniform background, ranging from black to a dusky red-
brown in color. To the unaided eye. no crystals should be visible. 

Diabase—A dark stone of igneous origin. The background of this stone is black and lighter colored crystals 
are visible to the unaided eye, usually white in color. Under low-power magnification, the black 
background often appears uniformly dark and "glassy," and many more crystals may be visible. 

Granite-A stone of igneous origin with a light-colored ground mass and a wide variety of large mineral 
cr\'stals in the matrix. 

Obsidian—A volcanic glass, ranging from black to greenish-black in color. 

Sandstone—A sedimentary stone appearing in a wide-array of colors (pink, white, yellow, etc.). This stone 
may also develop a deep brown or reddish-brown patina due to weathering. Under low-power 
magnification, individual, clearly rounded and distinct silicate grains will appear, usually uniform in size. 
The degree to which the grains are cemented together can be highly variable. Usually grains will rub off on 
the fingertips. 

Shale, clavstone—An extremely dense sedimentary stone in a wide-array of darker colors. The stone usually 
breaks in a laminar fashion. Under low-power magnification, no grains will be visible. Some slabs when 
struck lightly, will give a very distinctive ringing tone. 

Conglomerate—A sedimentary stone consisting of poorly sorted materials ranging from sand-grain to 
pebbles in size and loosely cemented. 

Limestone—A light colored sedimentary stone, which usually has a smooth texture. It may contain fossilized 
remains visible under low-power magnification. It can appear chalky in some cases, quite hard in others. A 
w eak solution of hydrochloric acid will "fizz" when in contact with limestone. 

Silicate, nfs—see below 

Quartz crvstal—as the name implies, a distinct quartz crystal with fi^ctures along crystalline planes. 

.Agate/Chalcedonv—a translucent silicate that lacks any crystalline fracture planes. Intrusion in the form of 
very thick discolored bands or dark spots and bubbles may occur. Appears in a variety of colors. 

Silicified sandstone/siItstone—Under low-power magnification, this sedimentary rock will appear in a 
variety of lighter colors and demonstrate clear, distinct, silicate grains. However, these grains will not "rub 
off" easily due to being very well cemented. Most sandstone that enters the lab and appears to have been 
chipped will be a silicified sandstone. 
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Silicified wood—This metamorphic stone will appear in a variety of colors both light a dark, from reds and 
yellows to blacks and browns. Typically, a "wood-like" grain will be visible in cross section or on the 
surface, particularly on cortical material. Due to the wide variability in siliciflcation, the samples can be 
completely vitreous like a chalcedony, or can have large, visible poorly cemented crystals. Sometimes a 
combination of these features will be visible on a single a specimen. 

Quartz— a quartzitic stone which is translucent and homogenous internally. It's surface cannot be 
scratched, even with a steel knife blade. It can appear milky, clear, rose, gray or green colored. 

Chert/Jasper—A sedimentary stone which can appear in a variety of colors, including dark gray, light gray, 
yellow, red, green, white, etc. The stone has a homogenous "crayon-like" appearance to the unaided eye, 
and may appear glassy under low-power magnification. It breaks with conchoidal fracture and has no 
natural planes of fracture. Its cortical material may include limestone in some specimens. 

Silicate, n.f.s—If the sample you are holding is most likely chert/jasper, agate/chalcedony, quartz or 
silicified wood, and you are unable to make a positive identification to one of those categories, then use 
"silicate, nfs." 

Ouartzite-A metamorphic stone which will appear in a variety of colors, including purple, lavender, white, 
\ ellow, greenish-gray, pink, etc. To the unaided eye, the material may appear to "sparkle" when held up to 
the light. Under low-power magnification, the matrix will appears as small, fused grains and crystals. The 
matri.x resembles a "spilled sugar bowl" or a "spilled salt shaker," in which the individual crystals have been 
slightly melted and fused together. TTie material is incredibly strong and durable. 

Minerals and pigments—see rock and mineral guides or the comparative mineral collection in the laboratory 
for identification. Always include an identifying comment in the comments field, when using "mineral, 
other." 

"others"-each major rock group (igneous, metamorphic, sedimentary, minerals) contains a category 
"other." In as much as possible, if you are unable to make a successful identification, you should attribute 
your specimen to one of these categories rather than a general unidentifiable category. Please see your lab 
supervisor for assistance. 

Cortex 
Values of this variable are simple grouped estimates of the proportion of the study item's surface which is 
composed or cortex (natural, unproduced surface). Cortex here includes all surfaces recognizable as not 
being the product of human action. 

Item condition 
This variable gives a measure as to how complete the item is, and how useful each of its measurements will 
be in future analyses. 

Flake Portion 
The terms top' and bottom' to towards the proximal end" and towards the distal end', respectively. 
Horizontal' means parallel to flake width jmd vertical' means parallel to flake length. 

Not applicable— the study item is not a flake (example: core, shatter) 

Profile- study item has proximal, medial and distal portions present— no horizonal fracture. 

Proximal- platform, and bulb of percussion are present. Neither the platform nor the bulb of percussion 
need to be complete. Snap fracture is present on bottom of flake portion. 
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Distal— this is the end opposite the bulb of percussion— the natural termination of the flake. The distal end 
should show a feather fracture, a step or hinge fracture, but not a snap fracture. Snap fracture is present on 
top end of flake portion. 

Medial— both the proximal and distal ends of the flake are missing, only the flake midsection remains. 
Two snap fractures are present. 

Unknown— the item in question is a flake, but it is too damaged to orient. 

Projectile Point Portion 
The terms top' and "bottom* to towards the tip' and towards the base', respectively. Horizontal' means 
parallel to point width and vertical' means parallel to point length. 

Not applicable- the item is not a projectile point 

Profile— the study item has tip, complete base and midsection present— no horizonal fracture. 

Base/ Complete— this end of the projectile point shows evidence of hafting by e.xhibiting side or comer 
notching, basal thinning, or grinding, or any combination of these characteristics. Enough of the base must 
be present to distinguish whether notching symmetrical or asymmetrical for this code to be used. Projectile 
point bases are often used in typology. Horizontal snap fi^cture present at top of item. 

Base/ Incomplete- this end of the projectile point shows evidence of hafting by exhibiting side or comer 
notching, basal thinning, or grinding, or any combination of these characteristics. Not enough of the base is 
present to distinguish whether notching is symmetrical or asymmetrical. At least one notch must be 
complete to assign the item this variate. Horizontal snap fracture present at top of item. 

Tip— the point of the projectile point— where the margins converge. If the actual tip is missing, but would 
be within approx. 1 millimeters, encode the item as a tip. Horizontal snap fractuie present at bottom of 
item. 

Midsection— neither tip nor base are present, but the item has manufacturing scars, possibly indications of 
notches in combination with converging edges indicating it was probably, at least morphologically, a 
projectile point. Two horizontal snap fractures present, one at top, one at bottom of item. 

Platform type 
Not applicable— proximal portion of flake not present 

Cortical— platforms with any amount of cortex 

Plain- platforms with no apparent cortex, consisting of a single surface unbroken by flake scars 

Dihedral— platforms with no apparent cortex, two flake scars 

Faceted— platforms with no apparent cortex, more than two flake scars 

Indeterminate— proximal portion of flake with major portion of platform missing 

Uscwear 
Usewear is present if there is evidence of microflaking interpreted as the result of use (not retouch), edge 
rounding/ dulling (especially useful for coarser stones), edge frosting (the frosty white character of edge 
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rounding on obsidian), striations, polish (reduced irregularity of surface topography, with flake scars evened 
out; increased light reflectivity), etc. 

Technological Type 
This is the first of two typological evaluations given to each item that is modified by either use-wear or 
production flaking. This typology focuses on the production technology of tools in the assemb!age(s). 
Vcu-iable values are arranged, very generally, from lower levels of production input to higher levels. It is 
possible that a tool will fit into one or more of these categories- for example many pueblo projectile points 
will have bidirectional edges with one surface more fully flaked (unifacial). Since these types are rank 
ordered chose the code for the "higher" level of production input (the code with the higher number). If the 
item is too technologically unusual to treat in this manner place the it in the other category with an 
explanation. 

Some important definitions include: 

Dorsal— the "back" of the flake that, if still attached to the core, would be the exterior surface of the core. It 
is this portion of the flake that exhibits cortex (for the first flake taken off a core) and/or scarring from 
previous steps in the reduction process. 

Ventral- this portion of the flake would, if attached to the core, face the interior of the nodule. It is this 
portion of the flake that exhibits the "flake characteristics" such as bulb of percussion, eraillure scar, force 
waves, and possible lines radiating from the platform. 

"Edge"— an edge is formed on a relatively flat item by short flakes that e.xtend from the margin no more 
than 1/4 of the distance across the item's dorsal and/ or ventral surface. 

"Face"— a face is produced by relatively longer flakes which extend at least 1/3 to 1/2 the distance from the 
margin across the dorsal and/ or ventral surface of the flake, so that the entire surface, or most of the 
surface, is formed by production flake scars. 

Angular debris, shatter— this category should be applied to items which are obviously the result of lithic 
reduction but which do not exhibit any flake or tool morphology 

Core— in a rigid technical sense anv rock from which a single flake has been removed is a core, including 
most of the following tool categories. Such a definition, however, is not very helpful in constructing 
archaeologically useful typologies. Here, a core is an item from which at least two flakes have been 
removed, and on which no apparent attempt has been made to produce a relatively low-angle (< approx. 60 
degrees) edge or margin (thus turning it into a core tool). 

Flake— a flake is a piece of stone removed from a core by fracture, exhibiting a positive fracture cone or 
bulb, one of several characteristic fracture surface morphologies, and/or a localized point or area of force 
application. If flakes are further reduced by production flaking they become other technological types. 

Bifacial thinning flake- this value indicates a particular kind of flake removed in the process of biface 
reduction, which is distinguished here because it represents an increased degree of technological concern 
and fi-acture control. Such flakes, because they are removed from items which are already shaped bifaces. 
have several distinguishing characteristics: (I) they are quite thin in relation to their width, (2) they are 
frequently rather wide in relation to their length, (3) they usually have small, narrow platform areas which 
are actually removed segments of the biface margin and (4) their dorsal surfaces display the scars which 
were previously the biface surface. 
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Notched flake— a flake which is unmodified except for a notch in one edge, formed by a single application 
of force— sometimes used as spokeshaves. 

Unidirectional edge— these are items on which an edge has been produced by repeated force application 
(retouch) in only one direction across that edge, removing short flakes fi-om only one surface of the item. 
Edge flake scars are located on only the ventral or the dorsal flake surface. 

Uniface— this technological type includes items on which one surface has been predominantly produced by 
flaking, and is therefore largely covered by flake scars, most of which extend at least 1/3 to 1/2 the distance 
across the surface. "Face" type flakes are located only the ventral or dorsal flake surface. 

Bidirectional edge— these items display an edge produced the repeated removal of short flakes from both 
surfaces in both directions across the edge. Edge flake scars are located on both the ventral and dorsal flake 
surfaces. 

Biface— bifaces have both surfaces covered largely by production scars. "Face" type flakes are located on 
both the ventral and dorsal flake surfaces. 

Tested Cobble—a nodule that has been split open and is covered with 50% or more cortex with no evidence 
of flake removal 

Manuport-a unmodified stone (over 90% cortex) which has been obviously moved to the site by human 
agency-

Other- other technological types, either common or uncommon in the relevant literature may be included 
along with an explanation in COMMENTS (one uncommon, but not unheard of, e.xample might be utilized 
shatter) 

Functional Type 
The second typological evaluation given to each item is a general functional class assignment. Two criteria 
are used in this evaluation; actual indications of use, and produced morphological suitability for certain 
categories of use. Values are arranged generally form least to greatest probable production input. 

Not applicable— this value indicated the study item is/ was apparently not used, and has not been modified 
into some shape suitable for use; i.e., it is apparently a non-functional item (it is a by product of the 
manufacture of some other functional item). This value includes cores from which flakes or blades were 
produced but that have not apparently been used. 

Used core— items designated as used cores virtually always demonstrate use as a vertical fore applied, or 
hammerstone, after they have had two or more significant (or shape-altering) flakes removed. Whether the 
flakes were removed for the purpose of shaping the core/ hammerstone or for some other purpose is 
immaterial in this decision. 

Used flake— this value is assigned to all flakes that are not further modified by production afler their 
removal from a core, and that demonstrate some type of obvious use wear. This involves the difficult 
analytic decision as to whether certain small-scale morphologic characteristics— especially microflake scars-
- are the product of use or are simply incidental/ accidental. The guidelines given earlier in the use-wear 
variable/ value description should be used to help provide analytical consistency, but some element of 
observer preference and variation will likely remain. There will also likely be preference given to certain 
raw material types that break easily, or show small scars more clearly. Interpretation of this value should 
therefore be tempered to recognize this inherent variation. 
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Spokeshave— these are usually formed on notched flakes where the notch shows evidence of scraping or 
polish. 

Chopper, flaked axe— this value is intended to group heavy vertical force applied, either hafted or unhafted, 
on which an edge or point has been produced by flaking. These are normally rather large items, often 
formed on cobbles or thick slabs by the removal of a few large flakes. Any hafting elements such as 
grooves or notches are discounted for this classiflcation. though they should be briefly described as 
comments, and attention is focused on the bit, or "business end" of the item. Hammerstones, mauls, and 
ground bit a.xes are included elsewhere with nonflaked lithic ground stone tools. 

Scraper— this functional category groups items on which a certain kind of edge has been produced, and that 
may, or may not, demonstrate certain kinds of use wear. Contiguous or overlapping flake scars produce a 
regular, high included angle (> approx. 50 degrees) edge that may be straight, concave, or convex in plan 
view. If microflaking is present it is essentially restricted to one of the edge-forming surfaces, normally that 
which is produced by flaking. Edge rounding may or may not be present, but any striations are 
perpendicular to the produced edge, and also restricted to a single surface. For scrapers, edge strength is 
more important than edge sharpness. 

Graver, perforator— these are functionally rather specialized items, though they may be technologically 
quite simple and generalized. A small, short projection has been produced by unidirectional or bidirectional 
flaking, often on a small, thin item. These items are suitable for incising or perforating materials 
considerably softer than stone such as hide, wood,or bone. 

Drill— this tool type is also characterized by a produced projection on a relatively small item, but the 
projection is long and narrow, and suitable for drilling holes in somewhat harder materials such as bone or 
even softer stone. The items may or may not demonstrate some kind of hafting mechanism, though they are 
often produced as small bifacial items with notches, perhaps from wom or broken projectile points. If 
actual use wear is present it should have resulted from rotary motion; tip and/ or edge rounding, 
microflaking, and/ or striations perpendicular to the tip edges. 

Knife— this tool type is functionally quite generalized, and groups all items on which a low included angle 
edge (< approx. 40 degrees) has been produced by unidirectional, bidirectional, or possibly bifacial flaking. 
Here, edge sharpness is more important than edge strength. Items with such edges are suitable for cutting a 
variety of softer materials such as fiber, meat, skins, or even softer wood. Slight edge rounding and/ or 
polish may be found on both edge- forming surfaces, and any striations are parallel or slightly oblique to the 
edge. It is quite likely that "knives" and "saws" might both be included in this tool category. Knives need 
not display overall bilateral symmetry, and production input may be rather minimal although some retouch 
is required to distinguish them from used flakes. Overall, this category' can be technologically quite 
variable. 

Projectile point— projectile points are normally rather small, thin items on which a distinct point and some 
hafting mechanism (generally) have been produced at opposite ends. They usually display general bilateral 
symmetry, and technological production input may vary from relatively low to very high. Points may have 
been used for either the atl-ati or the bow-and-arrow propulsion mechanism, although the latter are more 
likely on pueblo period sites. Generally these two types of points are distinguished by size, with the atl-atI 
points being larger. If a large probable point is found on a pueblo period site it is worth considering the 
possibility of it functioning as a knife. 

There is clearly a great deal of functional overlap between knives and projectile points in that a great may 
projectile points, even quite small ones, are totally suitable for light cutting tasks and may display use wear 
indications to this effect. Such items should be classed as projectile points rather than knives in order to 
recognize their more specialized functional and/ or technological nature. 
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Other— other functional types may be indicated here, along with an explanation in COMMENTS. A 
possible inclusion in this category is manufacturing blanks such as projectile point preforms. 

Weight 
Weight, in grams 

Length 
This measurement is taken with calipers, in millimeters, along the axis of applied force— from where the 
platform is/ was to where the flake/ "tool" ends/ ended. Take the measurement at the point of longest 
length. If the item is not a flake (shatter, tool) or is too damaged to orient use the maximum dimension of 
the item as length. This category, as with all measurement categories, should never be blank. 

Width 
Take maximum width measurement with calipers, in millimeters, perpendicular to the axis of applied force— 
the distemce between the margins of the flake/ "tool". If the axis of applied force was not determined in the 
measurement of length, take width measurement perpendicular to the axis measured in the length category. 

Thickness 
Take the maximum thickness measurement with calipers, in millimeters. The thickness measurement is the 
distance between dorsal and ventral surfaces of the flake/ "tool". If the axis of applied force was not 
determined in the measurement of length, take width measurement perpendicular to the axis measured in the 
length category and the axis measured in the width category. 

Comments 
The comments field must be used if an item has been coded as other in the TECHNOLOGICAL TYPE or 
FUNCTIONAL TYPE fields. Additional information that may be desirable includes whether there is 
evidence of heat treatment (particularly on cherts), whether the raw material of the item is of nonlocal 
origin, if this can be determined or the geologic formation from which the item is derived (applicable for 
cherts and sandstone panicularly) again, if this is possible to determine. Information such as "preform" or 
"reused" is not obvious from the coding sheet, but may provide useful information in later analyses is worth 
noting, as are any unusual characteristics such as serrated or asymmetrical projectile points. 

LITHIC SYSTEM DERIVED FROM 

Camilli, Eileen 
n.d. "General and Lithic Codes" (code sheet) 
(this provided some general ideas about projectile point portion, and flake portion although both categories) 

Phagan, Carl J. 
1985 Bandelier Archeological Survey Lithic Analysis System, on file at National Park Service 

Southwest Regional Office, Santa Fe. 

(raw materials, cortex, usewear definition, technological type and functional type adapted from this 
system. Some portions of this manual are used verbatim or nearly verbatim) 
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Rozen, Kenneth C. 
1984 Flaked Stone in Hohokam Habitation Sites in the Northern Santa Rita Mountains Archeological 

Series No. 147, Vol. 2, Pan 1, ed. by Alan Ferg, Kenneth C. Rozen. William L. Deaver. Martyn D. 
Tagg, David A. Phillips Jr., and David A. Gregory. Cultural Resource Management Division 
Arizona State Museum. Tucson, pp. 421- 604. 

(platform type adapted from this system, and personal communication with the author) 

Rozen, K.C., and A.P. Sullivan 
1989 The Nature of Lithic Reduction and Lithic Analysis: Stage Typologies Revisited. 

American Antiquity 54:179-184. 

Sullivan, Alan P.. HI, and Kenneth C. Rozen 
1985 Debitage Analysis and Archaeological Interpretation. American Antiquity 50:755-779. 

Specific material types were derived from a review of contract literature in the area. 
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Behavioral Chain Variable Assignment 

All artifacts should be assigned a placed on the behavioral chain of attributes. Each object has a 
code that will need to be assigned after analysis using a database transformation program. The keys that 
follow indicated the code number assigned to each possible object in the behavioral chain .. 

Initial Reduction Stages 
(Behavioral Chain Type Numbers in Parentheses) 

Manuport 
( I ) 

' ' Shatter Tested Cobble 
(5) (2) 

I 

l l 
Shatter Flake Core 

(5) (4) (3) 

I 

l l l l 
r 

Uti lized flake 
( 

Retouched flake Unifacially thinned Bifacially thinned 

tools 

J l 
tools flake-based flake-based 

(6·7) (10-24) tools tools 

l 
(40-90) (142·294) 

Flake Core 
(4) (3) 

t ' ' ' Utilized core Retouched core Unifacially thinned Bifacially thinned 

tools tools core-blank core-based 

(8-9) (25-39) tools tools 
(9 1-141) (295-448) 

Figure A.2: Initial reduction stages 
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Table A.l: Retouch and utilization actions for core and flake blanks 
Blank Type Retouch Edges Retouch T>pcs Flake Tool Core Tool 

Type Tv-pc 

Separated 10 25 
retouch I spacing Contiguous 11 26 

Overlapping 12 27 

Separated 13 28 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 14 29 

Overlapping 15 30 

separated 1 & separated 2 16 31 
separated 1 & contiguous 2 17 32 
separated 1 & overlapping 2 IS 33 
contiguous 1 & separated 2 19 34 

Flake retouch 1 & 2 spacing contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 20 35 

(Core) contiguous 1 & overlapping 2 21 36 

overlapping I & separated 2 22 37 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 2 23 38 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 2 24 39 

Utilized Edge 1 6 8 

Utilized Edge 2 7 9 
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Table A.2: Retouch and utilization actions for unifacially thinned cores and flakes 
Blank T\pc Face I Thinnina Rctouch Edges Retouch Types Rake Tool Core Tool Blank T\pc 

T>-pc Tmjc 

Separated 40 91 

retouch 1 spacing Contiguous 41 92 

Overlapping 42 93 

Separated 43 94 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 44 95 

Overlapping 45 96 

separated I & separated 2 46 97 

separated I & contiguous 2 47 98 

Unidirectional Thinning separated 1 & overlapping 2 48 99 

contiguous 1 &. separated 2 49 100 

retouch 1 & 2 spacing contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 50 101 

contiguous I & overlapping 2 51 102 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 52 103 

overlapping I & contiguous 2 53 104 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 2 54 105 

Utili2ed Edge 1 55 106 

Utilized Edge 2 56 107 

Separated 57 108 

retouch 1 spacing Contiguous 58 109 

0\erlapping 59 110 

Separated 60 111 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 61 112 

Overlapping 62 113 

separated I & separated 2 63 114 

separated I & contiguous 2 64 115 

Flake Bidirectional Thinning separated I & overlapping 2 65 116 

(Core) contiguous I & separated 2 66 117 

retouch 1 & 2 spacing contiguous 1 <& contiguous 2 67 118 

contiguous ! & overlapping 2 68 119 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 69 120 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 2 70 121 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 2 71 122 
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Blank Tvpe Facc I Thinning Rctouch Edges Retouch Tv-pes Rake Tool 
Type 

Core Tool 
Tv-pc 

Utilized Edge 1 72 123 

Utilized Edge 2 73 124 

Separated 74 125 

rctouch I spacing Contiguous 75 126 

Overlapping 76 127 

Separated 77 128 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 78 129 

Overlapping 79 130 

Multidirectional Thinning 

separated 1 & separated 2 80 131 

separated 1 & contiguous 2 81 132 

separated I & overlapping 2 82 133 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 83 134 

rctouch 1 & 2 spacing contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 84 135 

contiguous 1 & overlapping 2 85 136 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 86 137 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 2 87 138 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 2 88 139 

Utilized Edge 1 89 140 

Utilized tdge 2 90 141 
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Table A.3: Retouch and utilization actions for unifacially thinned cores and flakes 
Blank Type Facc I Thinning Face 2 Thinning Retouch Edaes Rctouch T>pcs Flake Type Core Type 

Separated 142 295 

retouch I spacing Contiguous 143 296 

Cherlapping 144 297 

Separated 145 298 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 146 299 

Overlapping 147 300 

separated I & separated 2 

separated I & contiguous 2 

148 

149 

301 

302 

Unidirectional Thinning separated 1 & overlapping 2 150 303 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 151 304 

retouch I & 2 
spacing 

contiguous I & contiguous 2 152 305 

contiguous I & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 

153 306 contiguous I & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 

154 

155 

307 

308 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

156 309 

Utilized Edge I 157 310 

Utilized Edge 2 158 311 

Separated 159 312 

retouch 1 spacing Contiguous 160 313 

Overlapping 161 314 

Separated 162 315 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 163 316 

Overlapping 164 317 

separated I & separated 2 

separated I & contiguous 2 

165 

166 

318 

319 

Unidirectional Bidirectional Thinning separated I & overlapping 2 167 320 

contiguous I & separated 2 16S 321 

retouch 1 & 2 
spacing 

contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 169 322 

contiguous I & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

170 323 contiguous I & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 171 324 
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overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

172 325 overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

173 326 

Utilized Edge 1 174 327 

Utilized Edge 2 175 328 

Separated 176 329 

retouch 1 spacing Contiguous 177 330 

Overlapping 178 331 

Separated 179 332 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 180 333 

Overlapping 181 334 

separated 1 & separated 2 182 335 

separated I & contiguous 2 183 336 

Multidirectional 
Thinning 

separated 1 & overlapping 2 184 337 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 185 338 

retouch 1 & 2 
spacing 

contiguous i & contiguous 2 186 339 

contiguous 1 & overlapping 
2 
overlapping I &. separated 2 

187 340 contiguous 1 & overlapping 
2 
overlapping I &. separated 2 188 341 

overlapping I & contiguous 189 342 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

190 343 

Utilized Edge I 191 344 

Utilized Edge 2 192 345 

Separated 193 346 

rctouch 1 spacing Contiguous 194 347 

Overlapping 195 348 

Separated 196 349 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 197 350 

Overlapping 198 351 

separated 1 & separated 2 199 352 

separated I & contiguous 2 200 353 

Unidirectional Thinning separated 1 & overlapping 2 201 354 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 202 355 
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rctouch I & 2 
spacing 

contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 203 356 

contiguous 1 & overlapping 204 357 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 205 358 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping I & overlapping 
2 

206 359 overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping I & overlapping 
2 

207 360 

Utilized Edge I 208 361 

Utilized Edge 2 209 362 

Separated 210 363 

retouch 1 spacing Contiguous 211 364 

Overlapping 212 365 

Separated 213 366 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 214 367 

Overlapping 215 368 

Flake 

(Core) 

Bidirectional Bidirectional Thinning 

rctouch I & 2 
spacing 

separated 1 & separated 2 216 369 

separated 1 & contiguous 2 217 370 

separated 1 & overlapping 2 218 371 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 219 372 

contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 220 373 

contiguous 1 & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

221 374 contiguous 1 & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 222 375 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 

rl rl 

376 overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 224 377 

Utilized Edge 1 225 378 

Utilized Edge 2 226 379 

Separated 227 380 

Contiguous 228 381 

Overlapping 229 382 

retouch 1 spacing 

Separated 227 380 

Contiguous 228 381 

Overlapping 229 382 

Separated 227 380 

Contiguous 228 381 

Overlapping 229 382 

Separated 230 383 

Contiguous 231 384 

Overlapping 232 385 

retouch 2 spacing 

Separated 230 383 

Contiguous 231 384 

Overlapping 232 385 

Separated 230 383 

Contiguous 231 384 

Overlapping 232 385 

jseparated 1 & separated 2 233 386 
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separated 1 & contiguous 2 234 387 

Multidirectional 
ThinninR 

separated I & overlapping 2 2J5 388 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 236 389 

retouch 1 & 2 
spacing 

contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 237 390 

contiguous 1 & overlapping 238 391 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 

239 

240 

392 

393 

overlapping I & overlapping 
2 

241 394 

Utilized Edge 1 242 395 

Utilized Edge 2 243 396 

Separated 244 397 

retouch I spacing Contiguous 245 398 

Overlapping 246 399 

Separated 247 400 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 248 401 

Overlapping 249 402 

403 

separated 1 & separated 2 

separated 1 & contiguous 2 

250 

251 

404 

405 

Unidirectional Thinning separated I & overlapping 2 252 406 

contiguous I & separated 2 253 407 

rctouch 1 & 2 
spacing 

contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 254 408 

contiguous 1 & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

255 409 contiguous 1 & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

256 

257 

410 

411 

contiguous 1 & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 
2 
overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

258 412 

Utilized Edge I 259 413 

Utilized Edge 2 260 414 

Separated 261 415 

rctouch 1 spacing Contiguous 262 416 

Overlapping 263 417 

1 Separated 264 418 
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retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 265 419 

Overlapping 266 420 

separated I & separated 2 

separated 1 & contiguous 2 

267 

268 

421 

422 

Multidirectional Bidirectional Thinning separated 1 & overlapping 2 269 423 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 270 424 

retouch 1 &. 2 
spacing 

contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 271 425 

contiguous 1 &. overlapping 272 426 

overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping I & contiguous 

273 

274 

427 

428 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

275 429 

Utilized Edge 1 276 430 

Utilized Edge 2 277 431 

Separated 278 432 

rctouch 1 spacing Contiguous 279 433 

Overlapping 280 434 

Separated 281 435 

retouch 2 spacing Contiguous 282 436 

Overlapping 283 437 

separated 1 & separated 2 

separated I & contiguous 2 

284 

285 

438 

439 

Multidirectional 
Thinning 

separated 1 & overlapping 2 286 440 

contiguous 1 & separated 2 287 441 

retouch 1 & 2 
spacing 

contiguous 1 & contiguous 2 288 442 

contiguous I & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 

289 443 contiguous I & overlapping 
2 
overlapping 1 & separated 2 

overlapping 1 & contiguous 

290 

291 

444 

445 

overlapping 1 & overlapping 
2 

292 446 

Utilized Edge 1 293 447 

Utilized Edge 2 294 448 
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APPENDIX B: HAY HOLLOW VALLEY SUBAREA SITES: DESCRIPTIVE 
TABLES 

LIST OF TABLES IN APPENDIX B 

Table B.l: Carter Ranch Raw Material Frequencies by Context 375 

Table B.2: Carter Ranch Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by Context 375 

Table B.3: Carter Ranch Courtyard Deposits from Trench H; Technological Type by Fill 
Categories 376 

Table B.4: Carter Ranch Courtyard Deposits from Trench H: Functional Type by Fill 
Categories 376 

Table B.5: Carter Ranch Midden Deposits from Trench J: Technological Type by Fill 
Categories 377 

Table B.6: Carter Ranch Midden Deposits from Trench J; Functional Type by Fill 
Categories 378 

Table B.7: Carter Ranch Great Kiva: Technological Type by Fill Categories 379 

Table B.8: Carter Ranch Great Kiva: Functional Type by Fill Categories 380 

Table B.9: Carter Ranch Room 18: Technological Type by Fill Categories 381 

Table B.IO: Carter Ranch Room 18: Functional Type by Fill Categories 382 

Table B.l 1: Carter Ranch Room 19: Technological Type by Fill Categories 383 

Table B.12: Carter Ranch Room 19: Functional Type by Fill Categories 384 

Table B.13: Carter Ranch Room 21: Technological Type by Fill Categories 385 

Table B.I4: Carter Ranch Room 21: Functional Type by Fill Categories 386 

Table B.l5: Carter Ranch Room 22: Technological Type by Fill Categories 386 

Table B.I6: Carter Ranch Room 22: Functional Type by Fill Categories 387 

Table B.l7: Carter Ranch Room 23: Technological Type by Fill Categories 388 
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Table B.18: Carter Ranch Room 23: Functional T>'pe by Fill Categories 388 

Table 8.19: Broken K Pueblo Raw Material Frequencies by Context 389 

Table B.20; Broken K. Pueblo Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by 
Context 390 

Table B.21; Broken K Pueblo Northwest Kiva: Technological Type by Fill 
Categories 391 

Table B.22: Broken K Pueblo Northwest Kiva: Functional Type by Fill Categories 392 

Table B.23: Broken K Pueblo Plaza Deposits: Technological T}'pe by Fill 
Categories 393 

Table B.24: Broken K Pueblo Plaza Deposits: Functional Type by Fill Categories 394 

Table B.25: Broken K Pueblo Room 6: Technological Type by Fill Categories 395 

Table B.26: Broken K Pueblo Room 6: Functional Type by Fill Categories 395 

Table B.27: Broken K Pueblo Room 7: Technological Type by Fill Categories 396 

Table B.28: Broken K Pueblo Room 7: Functional Type by Fill Categories 397 

Table B.29: Broken K Pueblo Room 8: Technological Type by Fill Categories 397 

Table B.30: Broken K Pueblo Room 8: Functional Tvpe by Fill Categories 398 

Table B.31: Broken K Pueblo Room 11: Technological Type by Fill Categories 398 

Table B.32: Broken K Pueblo Room 11: Functional Type by Fill Categories 399 

Table B.33: Broken K Pueblo Room 28: Technological Type by Fill Categories 399 

Table B.34: Broken K Pueblo Room 28: Functional Type by Fill Categories 400 

Table B.35: Broken K Pueblo Room 30: Technological Type by Fill Categories 400 

Table B.36: Broken K Pueblo Room 30: Functional Type by Fill Categories 401 

Table B.37: Broken K Pueblo Room 41: Technological Type by Fill Categories 401 
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Table B.38: Broken K Pueblo Room 41: Functional Type by Fill Categories 402 

Table B.39: Broken K Pueblo Room 41 Kiva: Technological Type by Fill 
Categories 403 

Table B.40: Broken K Pueblo Room 41 Kiva: Functional Type by Fill Categories 404 

Table B.41: Broken K Pueblo Room 48: Technological Type by Fill Categories 406 

Table B.42: Broken K Pueblo Room 48: Functional Type by Fill Categories 406 

Table B.43; Broken K Pueblo Room 49: Technological Type by Fill Categories 407 

Table B.44: Broken K Pueblo Room 49: Functional Type by Fill Categories 407 

Table B.45: Broken K Pueblo Room 78: Technological Type by Fill Categories 408 

Table B.46: Broken K Pueblo Room 78: Functional Type by Fill Categories 409 

Table B.47: Broken K Pueblo Room 80: Technological Type by Fill Categories 409 

Table B.48: Broken K Pueblo Room 80: Functional Type by Fill Categories 410 

Table B.49: Broken K Pueblo Room 82: Technological Type by Fill Categories 410 

Table B.50: Broken K Pueblo Room 82: Functional Type by Fill Categories 411 

Table B.51: Broken K Pueblo Room 92: Technological Type by Fill Categories 411 

Table B.52: Broken K Pueblo Room 92: Functional Type by Fill Categories 412 
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Table B.l: Carter Ranch Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified 

Wood 
Chert Quartzite Total 

Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Courtyard 2 2.8 17 23.9 13 18.3 36 50.7 J 4.2 71 100.0 
Midden 36 3.2 125 11.1 155 13.8 666 59.3 141 12.6 1123 100.0 
Kiva 6 5.6 13 12.0 13 12.0 56 51.9 20 18.5 108 100.0 
Room 18 22 3.0 86 11.6 74 10.0 356 48.2 201 27.2 739 100.0 
Room 19 10 2.6 39 10.3 43 11.3 193 50.8 95 25.0 380 100.0 
Room 21 1 1.7 7 11.9 7 11.9 31 52.5 13 22.0 59 100.0 
Room 22 1 2.0 8 16.0 4 8.0 23 46.0 14 28.0 50 100.0 
Room 23 2 4.0 9 18.0 2 4.0 33- 66.0 4 8.0 50 100.0 

Table B.2: Carter Ranch Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified 

Wood 
Chert Quartzite Total 

Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Courtyard 8 1.1 125 17.3 132 18.2 420 58.0 39 5.4 724 100.0 
Midden 197 4.4 241 5.4 717 16.1 2138 48.0 1158 26.0 4451 100.0 
Kiva 120 5.9 142 7.0 182 9.0 799 39.5 781 38.6 2024 100.0 
Room 18 539 5.3 848 8.3 943 9.2 3531 34.4 4396 42.9 10257 100.0 
Room 19 415 10.8 172 4.5 316 8.2 1536 39.9 1412 36.7 3851 100.0 
Room 21 17 2.3 76 10.4 47 6.4 350 48.0 239 32.8 729 100.0 
Room 22 13 2.0 24 3.7 77 11.8 396 60.6 143 21.9 653 lOO.O 
Room 23 140 22.3 96 15.3 IS 2.9 314 50.0 60 9.6 628 100.0 
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Table B.3; Carter Ranch Courtyard Deposits from Trench H: Technological Type by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Exterior Feature Lower 

n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

3 18.8 
3 18.8 

10 62.5 
16 100.0 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

3 23.1 
4 30.8 
6 46.2 

13 100.0 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 5.9 
4 11.8 

25 73.5 
3 8.8 

34 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 33.3 
2 66.7 
3 100.0 

Table B.4: Carter Ranch Courtyard Deposits from Trench H: Functional Type by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Functional Type E.xterior Feature Lower 
n % n % 

Diabase General debitage 
Total 

2 100.0 
2 100.0 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Total 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

16 100.0 
16 100.0 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Total 

13 100.0 
13 100.0 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

32 94.1 
2 5.9 

34 100.0 
Quartzite General debitage 

Total 
3 100.0 
3 100.0 
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Table B.5: Carter Ranch Midden Deposits from Trench J: Technological Type by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Trash 
n % 

Diabase Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

18 50.0 
3 8.3 

15 41.7 
36 100.0 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

58 46.4 
2 1.6 

64 51.2 
1 .8 

125 100.0 
Petrified Wood Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

81 52.3 
10 6.5 
62 40.0 

1 .6 
1 .6 

155 100.0 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

299 44.9 
37 5.6 

326 48.9 
3 .5 
1 .2 

666 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

61 43.3 
3 2.1 

76 53.9 
1 .7 

141 100.0 



Table B.6: Carter Ranch Midden Deposits from Trench J; Functionzii Type by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Functional Type Trash 
n % 

Diabase General debitage 36 100.0 
Total 36 100.0 

Chalcedony General debitage 123 98.4 
Utilized flake I .8 
Spokeshave I .8 

Total 125 100.0 
Petrified Wood General debitage 154 99.4 

Utilized flake 1 .6 
Total 155 100.0 

Chert General debitage 659 98.9 
Utilized flake 7 1.1 

Total 666 100.0 
Quartzite General debitage 139 98.6 

Utilized flake 1 .7 
Chopped/axe 1 .7 

Total 141 100.0 
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Table B.7: Carter Ranch Great FCiva: Technological Tjpe by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Construction Fill Lower Surface 1 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

! 16.7 
2 33.3 
3 50.0 
6 100.0 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

2 16.7 
2 16.7 
8 66.7 

12 100.0 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 
Petrified Wood Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 

4 36.4 
4 36.4 
3 27.3 

11 100.0 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Retouched; 
bidirectional 
Tested cobble 

Total 

4 7.5 
16 30.2 
27 50.9 
4 7.5 
1 1.9 

1 1.9 
53 100.0 

1 33.3 
1 33.3 
1 33.3 

3 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Retouched; 
unidirectional 
Tested cobble 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 5.3 
7 36.8 
9 47.4 
1 5.3 

1 5.3 
19 100.0 
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Table B.8: Carter Ranch Great K.iva: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Construction Fill Lower Surface 1 

n % n % n % 
Diabase General debitage 

Total 
6 100.0 
6 100.0 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Total 

12 100.0 
12 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Total 

I 100.0 
1 100.0 

11 100.0 
11 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 

Total 

47 88.7 
I 1.9 
4 7.5 
I 1.9 

53 100.0 

3 100.0 

3 100.0 
Quartzite General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

18 94.7 
1 5.3 

19 100.0 
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Table B.9: Carter Ranch Room 18: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

Type 
n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter I 6.7 1 50.0 
Core 4 26.7 I 20.0 
Flake 10 66.7 3 60.0 1 50.0 
Tested cobble 1 20.0 

Total 15 100.0 5 100.0 2 100.0 
Chalcedony Shatter 18 26.9 3 27.3 

Core 16 23.9 2 18.2 1 12.5 
Flake 32 47.8 6 54.5 6 75.0 
Uniface 1 12.5 
Biface 1 1.5 

Total 67 100.0 11 100.0 8 100.0 
Petrified Wood Shatter 14 24.1 5 50.0 1 16.7 

Core 10 17.2 1 10.0 1 16.7 
Flake 28 48.3 4 40.0 4 66.7 
Retouched: 1 1.7 
unidirectional 
Uniface 4 6.9 
Biface 1 1.7 

Total 58 100.0 10 100.0 6 100.0 
Chert Shatter 40 14.5 10 20.4 5 15.6 

Core 24 8.7 5 10.2 4 12.5 
Flake 194 70.5 29 59.2 18 56.3 
Retouched: 3 1.1 2 4.1 1 3.1 
unidirectional 
Uniface 10 3.6 3 6.1 2 6.3 
Retouched; I .4 1 3.1 
bidirectional 
Biface 3 1.1 1 3.1 

Total 275 100.0 49 100.0 32 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 30 18.5 2 6.1 3 50.0 

Core 16 9.9 1 3.0 2 33.3 
Flake 107 66.0 29 87.9 1 16.7 
Retouched: 1 .6 
unidirectional 
Uniface 4 2.5 1 3.0 
Tested cobble 4 2.5 

Total 162 100.0 33 lOO.O 6 100.0 
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Table B.IO: Carter Ranch Room 18: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

Type 
n % n % n % 

Diabase General 14 93.3 5 100.0 2 100.0 
debitage 
Utilized flake I 6.7 

Total 15 100.0 5 100.0 2 100.0 
Chalcedony General 65 97.0 11 100.0 5 62.5 

debitage 
Utilized flake 1 1.5 1 12.5 
G ra ver/perforat 1 1.5 
or 
Knife 2 25.0 

Total 67 100.0 11 100.0 8 100.0 
Petrified Wood General 50 86.2 10 100.0 6 100.0 

debitage 
Utilized flake 5 8.6 
Graver/perforat I 1.7 
or 
Other 2 3.4 

Total 58 100.0 10 100.0 6 100.0 
Chen General 245 89.1 43 87.8 25 78.1 

debitage 
Utilized core 1 .4 1 3.1 
Utilized flake 22 8.0 3 6.1 4 12.5 
Spokeshave 1 .4 
Scraper 2 .7 2 4.1 2 6.3 
Graver/perforat 1 .4 
or 
Drill 2 .7 
Knife 1 2.0 
Other I .4 

Total 275 100.0 49 100.0 32 100.0 
Quartzite General 154 95.1 32 97.0 6 100.0 

debitage 
Utilized flake 7 4.3 1 3.0 
Scraper I .6 

Total 162 100.0 33 100.0 6 100.0 
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Table B.ll: Carter Ranch Room 19: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Core 

Flake 
Total 

3 42.9 
4 57.1 
7 100.0 

2 100.0 
2 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

9 24.3 
2 5.4 

26 70.3 
37 100.0 

2 100.0 
2 100.0 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

7 18.9 
3 8.1 

27 73.0 
37 100.0 

2 50.0 
1 25.0 
1 25.0 
4 100.0 

2 100.0 
2 100.0 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: 
unidirectional 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

35 19.0 
19 10.3 

126 68.5 
2 1.1 

1 .5 
1 .5 

184 100.0 

2 66.7 

1 33.3 

3 100.0 

I 16.7 
4 66.7 
1 16.7 

6 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

10 12.7 
5 6.3 

61 77.2 
2 2.5 
1 1.3 

79 100.0 

1 33.3 

1 33.3 

1 33.3 
3 100.0 

3 23.1 

10 76.9 

13 100.0 
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Table B.I2: Carter Ranch Room 19: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Lower Surface I Surface Feature 

Type 
n % n % n % 

Diabase General 7 100.0 2 100.0 1 100.0 
debitage 

Total 7 100.0 2 100.0 1 100.0 
Chalcedony General 37 100.0 

debitage 
Utilized flake 2 100.0 

37 100.0 2 100.0 
Petrified Wood General 36 97.3 4 100.0 1 50.0 

debitage 
Utilized flake 1 2.7 1 50.0 

Total 37 100.0 4 100.0 2 100.0 
Chert General 176 95.7 I 33.3 5 83.3 

debitage 
Utilized core I 16.7 
Utilized flake 4 2.2 2 66.7 
Scraper 1 .5 
Graver/perforat 1 .5 
or 
Projectile point 1 .5 
Other I .5 

Total 184 100.0 3 100.0 6 100.0 
Quartzite General 76 96.2 3 100.0 13 100.0 

debitage 
Utilized flake 1 1.3 
Chopped/axe 1 1.3 
Knife 1 1.3 

Total 79 100.0 3 100.0 13 100.0 
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Table B.I3: Carter Ranch Room 21: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Flake 

Total 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chalcedony Core 1 16.7 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

4 66.7 
I 16.7 
6 100.0 

Petrified Wood Core 
Flake 
Retouched; 
unidirectional 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

2 40.0 
3 60.0 

5 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 16.7 
9 75.0 
I 8.3 

12 100.0 

2 10.5 
2 10.5 

14 73.7 
1 5.3 

19 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 

1 12.5 
1 12.5 
5 62.5 
1 12.5 
8 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
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Table B.14: Carter Ranch Room 21: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase General 

debitage 
Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

1 100.0 

I 100.0 

5 83.3 

I 16.7 
6 100.0 

Petrified Wood General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

5 100.0 

5 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Ciiert General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

10 83.3 

2 16.7 
12 100.0 

17 89.5 

2 10.5 
19 100.0 

Quartzite General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 

6 75.0 

2 25.0 
8 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

Table B.15: Carter Ranch Room 22: Technological Type by Fill Categories 

Raw 
Material 

Technological 
Type 

Lower Surface I Surface 2 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Flake 
5 71.4 
2 28.6 
7 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Uniface 

1 33.3 

1 33.3 
1 33.3 
3 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

1 9.1 
5 45.5 
5 45.5 

11 100.0 

1 14.3 
2 28.6 
4 57.1 
7 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

4 100.0 
4 100.0 

Quartzite Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

2 50.0 

2 50.0 
4 100.0 

1 12.5 
7 87.5 
8 100.0 

2 100.0 
2 100.0 
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Table B.16: Carter Ranch Room 22; Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw 

Material 
Functional 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface 2 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase General 

debitage 
Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

7 100.0 

7 100.0 
I 100.0 
1 100.0 

Petrified 
Wood 

General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

2 66.7 

1 33.3 
3 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chert General 

debitage 
Total 

11 100.0 

11 100.0 

7 100.0 

7 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

4 iOO.O 

4 100.0 
Quartzite General 

debitage 
Total 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 

8 100.0 

8 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 



Table B.17: Carter Ranch Room 23: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Lower Surface 1 

n % n % 
Diabase Core 

Flake 
Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 25.0 
I 12.5 
4 50.0 
1 12.5 
8 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Petrified Wood Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

3 11.5 
1 3.8 

17 65.4 
1 3.8 
2 7.7 
2 7.7 

26 100.0 

1 14.3 
4 57.1 

2 28.6 

7 100.0 
Quartzite Flake 

Total 
4 100.0 
4 100.0 
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Table B.18: Carter Ranch Room 23: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Lower Surface 1 

n % n % 
Diabase General debitage 

Total 
2 100.0 
2 100.0 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Utilized flake 
Graver/perforator 

Total 

7 87.5 
I 12.5 

8 100.0 
1 100.0 
I 100.0 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Utilized flake 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Chen General debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Graver/perforator 
Knife 

Total 

18 69.2 
1 3.8 
6 23.1 
1 3.8 

26 100.0 

5 71.4 

1 14.3 

1 14.3 
7 100.0 

Quartzite General debitage 
Total 

4 100.0 
4 100.0 

Table B.I9: Broken K Pueblo Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified 

Wood 
Chert Quartzite Total 

Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 
NVV Kiva 3 2.1 16 11.4 14 10.0 85 60.7 22 15.7 140 100.0 
Plaza 4 1.3 31 10.1 30 9.7 201 65.3 42 13.6 308 100.0 
Room 6 I 2.1 8 17.0 3 6.4 31 66.0 4 8.5 47 100.0 
Room 7 5 3.8 8 6.2 15 11.5 85 65.4 17 13.1 130 100.0 
Room 8 1 12.5 7 87.5 8 100.0 
Room 11 2 2.2 8 8.8 14 15.4 47 51.6 20 22.0 91 100.0 
Room 28 2 8.3 4 16.7 17 70.8 1 4.2 24 100.0 
Room 30 4 5.7 5 7.1 54 77.1 7 10.0 70 100.0 
Room 41 5 22.7 2 9.1 12 54.5 3 13.6 22 100.0 
Room 48 3 9.1 25 75.8 5 15.2 33 100.0 
Room 49 1 5.3 2 10.5 5 26.3 10 52.6 1 5.3 19 100.0 
Room 78 2 2.6 10 13.0 11 14.3 45 58.4 9 11.7 77 100.0 
Room 80 2 11.8 J 17.6 12 70.6 17 100.0 
Room 82 7 8.0 14 15.9 58 65.9 9 10.2 88 100.0 
Room 92 2 4.0 6 12.0 7 14.0 28 56.0 7 14.0 50 100.0 
Room 41 3 .8 41 11.3 40 ll.O 239 66.0 39 10.8 362 100.0 
Kiva 
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Table B.20: Broken K Pueblo Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 

Wood 
Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Kiva 151 5.0 137 4.6 391 13.1 1566 52.3 751 25.1 2996 100.0 
Piaza 19 .6 149 4.9 223 7.3 1706 56.1 945 31.1 3042 100.0 
Room 6 15 2.6 25 4.4 14 2.5 493 86.9 20 3.5 567 100.0 
Room 7 116 8.6 39 2.9 230 17.0 734 54.2 235 17.4 1354 100.0 
Room 8 I 2.0 49 98.0 50 100.0 
Room 11 141 8.9 86 5.4 83 5.3 733 46.4 537 34.0 1580 100.0 
Room 28 12 9.0 18 13.4 103 76.9 1 .7 134 100.0 
Room 30 II .8 65 4.9 1185 89.2 68 5.1 1329 100.0 
Room 41 20 8.5 8 3.4 161 68.5 46 19.6 235 100.0 
Room 48 12 2.6 382 82.9 67 14.5 461 100.0 
Room 49 15 8.7 10 5.8 21 12.1 117 67.6 10 5.8 173 100.0 
Room 78 5 .9 69 12.7 75 13.8 364 67.2 29 5.4 542 100.0 
Room 80 22 5.6 30 7.6 344 86.9 396 100.0 
Room 82 53 4.8 462 41.7 560 50.5 33 3.0 1108 100.0 
Room 92 4 1 . 1  34 9.6 22 6.2 218 61.6 76 21.5 354 100.0 
Room 41 34 .8 227 5.4 362 8.7 2448 58.6 1108 26.5 4179 100.0 
Kiva 
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Table B.21: Broken K Pueblo Northwest Kiva: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Upper Lower Construction Surface 1 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase Core 

Flake 
Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
2 100.0 
2 100.0 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Manuport 

Total 

I 20.0 
1 20.0 
3 60.0 

5 100.0 

I  1 1 . 1  
I  1 1 . 1  
5 55.6 
I  1 1 . 1  
1  I I . I  
9 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 
Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 22.2 

4 44.4 
2 22.2 
I  1 1 . 1  
9 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Biface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

1 2.7 
5 13.5 

26 70.3 
4 10.8 
1 2.7 

37 100.0 

11 27.5 
18 45.0 
9 22.5 

2 5.0 
40 100.0 

1 12.5 
2 25.0 
5 62.5 

8 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

1 6.3 
3 18.8 

12 75.0 
16 100.0 

4 100.0 
4 100.0 

2 100.0 
2 100.0 
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Table B.22: Broken K. Pueblo Northwest Kiva; Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Functional Upper Lower Construction Surface 1 

Material Type 
n % n % n % n % 

Diabase General 1 100.0 2 100.0 
debitage 

Total 1 100.0 2 100.0 
Chalcedony General 5 100.0 8 88.9 2 100.0 

debitage 
Utilized 1  1 1 . 1  
flake 

Total 5 100.0 9 100.0 2 100.0 
Petrified General 2 100.0 7 77.8 2 100.0 1 100.0 
Wood debitage 

Utilized core 1  I I . 1  
Utilized 1  1 1 . 1  
flake 

Total 2 100.0 9 100.0 2 100.0 I 100.0 
Chert General 26 70.3 29 72.5 8 100.0 

debitage 
Utilized core 1 2.7 
Utilized 7 18.9 7 17.5 
flake 
Spokeshave 1 2.5 
Scraper 2 5.4 
Knife 3 7.5 
Other 1 2.7 

Total 37 100.0 40 100.0 8 100.0 
Quartzite General 16 100.0 4 100.0 2 100.0 

debitage 
Total 16 100.0 4 100.0 2 100.0 
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Table B.23: Broken K Pueblo Plaza Deposits: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Lower Upper 

n % n % 
Diabase Shaner I 100.0 1 33.3 

Flake 2 66.7 
Total I 100.0 3 100.0 

Chalcedony Shatter 1 16.7 7 28.0 
Core 2 33.3 2 8.0 
Flake 3 50.0 14 56.0 
Retouched; unidirectional I 4.0 
Biface 1 4.0 

Total 6 100.0 25 100.0 
Petrified Wood Shatter 1 100.0 11 37.9 

Core 3 10.3 
Flake 13 44.8 
Uniface 2 6.9 

Total 1 100.0 29 100.0 
Chert Shatter 5 13.9 28 17.0 

Core 7 19.4 23 13.9 
Flake 2 2  6 1 . 1  98 59.4 
Retouched; unidirectional 1 .6 
Uniface 2 5.6 10 6.1 
Retouched; bidirectional 1 .6 
Biface 4 2.4 

Total 36 100.0 165 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 1 6.3 8 30.8 

Core 4 25.0 
Flake 9 56.3 17 65.4 
Retouched: unidirectional 1 6.3 
Uniface 1 6.3 
Tested cobble I 3.8 

Total 16 100.0 26 100.0 



Table B.24: Broken K Pueblo Plaza Deposits: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Lower Upper 

n % n % 
Diabase General debitage 1 100.0 3 100.0 

Total 1 100.0 3 100.0 
Chalcedony General debitage 6 100.0 22 88.0 

Utilized flake 1 4.0 
Knife 1 4.0 
Other I 4.0 

Total 6 100.0 25 100.0 
Petrified Wood General debitage 1 100.0 27 93.1 

Other 2 6.9 
Total 1 100.0 29 100.0 

Chert General debitage 32 88.9 143 86.7 
Utilized core 1 .6 
Utilized flake 4  1 1 . 1  16 9.7 
Spokeshave 1 .6 
Graver/perforator I .6 
Knife 1 .6 
Projectile point 2 1.2 

Total 36 100.0 165 100.0 
Quartzite General debitage 13 81.3 26 100.0 

Utilized flake 3 18.8 
Total 16 100.0 26 100.0 
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Table B.25: Broken K Pueblo Room 6: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw 

Material 
Technological 

Type 
Roof Fall Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Total 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 

2 100.0 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

1 33.3 
2 66.7 

3 100.0 
Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 50.0 

1 50.0 
2 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chen Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

3 18.8 
3 18.8 
8 50.0 
2 12.5 

16 100.0 

I 16.7 
5 83.3 

6 100.0 

1 12.5 
3 37.5 
2 25.0 
2 25.0 
8 100.0 

Quartzite Shatter 
Flake 

Total 
3 100.0 
3 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

Table B.26: Broken K Pueblo Room 6: Functional Type by Fill Categories 

Raw 
Material 

Functional 
Type 

Lower Roof Fall Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase General 

debitage 
Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
2 100.0 
2 100.0 

3 100.0 

3 100.0 
Petrified 
Wood 

General 
debitage 

Total 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chert General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

12 75.0 

4 25.0 
16 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

6 100.0 

6 100.0 

6 75.0 

2 25.0 
8 100.0 

Quartzite General 
debitage 

Total 

3 100.0 

3 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
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Table B.27; Broken K Pueblo Room 7: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface I Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

3 100.0 

3 100.0 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Chalcedony Shaner 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

2 50.0 

2 50.0 

4 100.0 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 

2 100.0 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: 
unidirectional 
Uniface 

Total 

4 40.0 
2 20.0 
4 40.0 

10 100.0 

1 25.0 

2 50.0 

1 25.0 
4 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chert Shaner 

Core 
Flake 
Retouched: 
unidirectional 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

18 33.3 
4 7.4 

2 8  5 1 . 9  

2 3.7 
2 3.7 

54 100.0 

4 20.0 
4 20.0 
9 45.0 
1 5.0 

2 10.0 

20 100.0 

1  9 . 1  

10 90.9 

11 100.0 
Quartzite Shaner 

Core 
Flake 
Retouched: 
unidirectional 

Total 

5 38.5 

8  6 1 . 5  

13 100.0 

3 75.0 

1 25.0 

4 100.0 
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Table B.28: Broken K Pueblo Room 7: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase General 

debitage 
Total 

3 100.0 

3 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 
Knife 

Total 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Petrified Wood General 
debitage 
Scraper 

Total 

10 100.0 

10 100.0 

3 75.0 

1 25.0 
4 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chert General 
debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 

Total 

48 88.9 

2 3.7 
4 7.4 

54 100.0 

16 80.0 

1 5.0 
3 15.0 

20 100.0 

11 100.0 

11 100.0 
Quartzite General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

13 100.0 

13 100.0 

3 75.0 

1 25.0 
4 100.0 

Table B.29: Broken K Pueblo Room 8: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Petrified Wood Shatter 1 100.0 

Total 1 100.0 
Chert Shatter 1 16.7 

Flake 3 50.0 1 100.0 
Uniface 2 33.3 

Total 6 100.0 1 100.0 
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Table B.30: Broken K Pueblo Room 8: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Petrified Wood General debitage 1 100.0 

Total 1 100.0 
Chert General debitage 4 66.7 1 100.0 

Utilized flake 1 16.7 
Other 1 16.7 

Total 6 100.0 1 100.0 

Table B.31: Broken K Pueblo Room 11: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Roof Fall Lower Surface I 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Retouched: 
unidirectional 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

2 28.6 
1 14.3 
3 42.9 
1 14.3 

7 100.0 
Petrified Wood Shatter 

Core 
Flake 4 100.0 

4 100.0 
2 100.0 
2 100.0 

4 50.0 
1 12.5 
3 37.5 
8 100.0 

Chert Shatter 1 20.0 1 14.3 5 14.3 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Retouched: 
bidirectional 

Total 

2 40.0 
2 40.0 

5 100.0 

6 85.7 

7 100.0 

7 20.0 
21 60.0 

1 2.9 
1 2.9 

35 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

1 25.0 
1 25.0 
2 50.0 

4 100.0 

1 50.0 

1 50.0 

2 100.0 1 

8 57.1 
2 14.3 
3  2 1 . 4  
1  7 . 1  

14 100.0 
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Table B.32: Broken K Pueblo Room 11: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Roof Fall Lower Surface 1 

n % n % n % 
Diabase General debitage 

Total 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Utilized core 
Scraper 

Total 

1 100.0 

I 100.0 

5 71.4 
1 14.3 
1 14.3 
7 100.0 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

8 100.0 

8 100.0 
Chert General debitage 

Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Spokeshave 
Scraper 

Total 

2 40.0 

1 20.0 

2 40.0 
5 100.0 

7 100.0 

7 100.0 

30 85.7 
1 2.9 
3 8.6 
1 2.9 

35 100.0 
Quartzite General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

3 75.0 
1 25.0 
4 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

13 92.9 
1  7 . 1  

14 100.0 

Table B.33: Broken K Pueblo Room 28: Technological Tjpe by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Surface I Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Chalcedony Flake 1 50.0 

Biface 1 50.0 
Total 2 100.0 

Petrified Wood Flake 1 100.0 3 100.0 
Total 1 100.0 3 100.0 

Chert Shatter 6 37.5 
Core 1 6.3 
Flake 1 100.0 8 50.0 
Retouched: unidirectional I 6.3 

Total 1 100.0 16 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 1 100.0 

Total I 100.0 
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Table B.34: Broken K Pueblo Room 28: Functional T>'pe by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Surface I Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Chalcedony General debitage 1 50.0 

Drill 1 50.0 
Total 2 100.0 

Petrified Wood General debitage 1 100.0 2 66.7 
Utilized flake 1 33.3 

Total 1 100.0 3 100.0 
Chert General debitage 14 87.5 

Utilized flake 1 100.0 1 6.3 
Scraper 1 6.3 

Total 1 100.0 16 100.0 
Quartzite General debitage 1 100.0 

Total 1 100.0 

Table B.35: Broken K Pueblo Room 30: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 25.0 

1 25.0 
2 50.0 
4 100.0 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

3 27.3 

5 45.5 
3 27.3 

11 100.0 

3 33.3 
1  1 1 . 1  
4 44.4 
I  1 1 . 1  
9 100.0 

8 23.5 
8 23.5 

17 50.0 
1 2.9 

34 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 25.0 
3 75.0 
4 100.0 

1 33.3 
2 66.7 
3 100.0 
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Table B.36: Broken K Pueblo Room 30: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Total 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Petrified Wood General 

debitage 
Total 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 
Chert General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 
Knife 

Total 

8 72.7 

2 18.2 
1  9 . 1  

11 100.0 

8 88.9 

I  1 1 . 1  

9 100.0 

33 97.1 

1 2.9 

34 100.0 
Quartzite General 

debitage 
Total 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 

3 100.0 

3 100.0 

Table B.37: Broken K Pueblo Room 41: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface I Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 40.0 
2 40.0 
1 20.0 
5 100.0 

Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 50.0 

1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Biface 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

4 44.4 

4 44.4 
1  1 1 . 1  
9 100.0 

1 50.0 

1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Quartzite Shatter 
Flake 

Total 

2 66.7 
1 33.3 
3 100.0 
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Table B.38; Broken K Pueblo Room 41; Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

4 80.0 

1 20.0 
5 100.0 

Petrified Wood General 
debitage 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 
Chert General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 
Projectile point 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

7 77.8 

2 22.2 

9 100.0 

1 50.0 

1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Quartzite General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

2 66.7 

1 33.3 
3 100.0 



Table B.39: Broken K Pueblo Room 41 Kiva: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Technological Upper Lower Construction Feature Surface 2 Surface Feature 

Material Type 

n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 1 33.3 

Flake 2 66.7 

^ Total 3 100.0 

Chalcedony Shatter 2 40.0 13 54.2 2 40.0 1 16.7 
Core 1 4.2 1 16.7 1 100.0 
Flake 3 60.0 7 29.2 2 40.0 4 66.7 
Uniface 1 4.2 
Retouched: 1 4.2 
bidirectional 

Difacc 1 4.2 1 20.0 
Total 5 100.0 24 100.0 5 100.0 6 100.0 1 100.0 

Petrified Shatter I 16.7 8 40.0 1 33.3 4 50.0 1 33.3 
Wood 

Core 3 50.0 4 20.0 2 66.7 2 25.0 
Flake 1 16.7 8 40.0 2 25.0 2 66.7 
Bifacc 1 16.7 

6 100.0 20 100.0 3 100.0 8 100.0 3 100.0 
Chert Shatter 5 15.2 31 27.2 7 22.6 5 12.5 4 22.2 

Core 10 30.3 21 18.4 5 16.1 3 100.0 11 27.5 1 5.6 
Flake 14 42.4 54 47.4 17 54.8 20 50.0 10 55.6 
Retouched; 1 3.2 
unidirectional 

Uniface 3 9.1 7 6.1 1 3.2 3 7.5 3 16.7 
Bifacc 1 3.0 1 .9 1 2.5 

Total 33 100.0 114 100.0 31 100.0 3 100.0 40 100.0 18 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 5 25.0 3 60.0 

Core 3 33.3 4 20.0 2 100.0 2 40.0 
Flake 5 55.6 9 45.0 I 100.0 2 100.0 
Uniface 1 5.0 



Raw Technological Upper Lower Construction I'eature Surface 2 Surface Feature 
Material Type 

Biface 
Tested cobble 1 11.1 

1 5.0 

Total 9 100.0 20 100.0 2 100.0 1 100.0 5 iOO.O 2 100.0 

Table B.40: Broken K Pueblo Room 41 Kiva: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Functional Type Upper Lower Construction Feature Surface 2 Surface Feature 

Material 
n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Diabase General debitage 3 100.0 
Total 3 100.0 

Chalcedony General debitage 5 100.0 21 87.5 4 80.0 6 100.0 1 100.0 
Utilized flake 1 4.2 
Graver/perforator 1 20.0 
Drill 1 4.2 
Other 1 4.2 

Total 5 100.0 24 100.0 5 100.0 6 100.0 1 100.0 
Petrified General debitage 5 83.3 20 100.0 3 100.0 8 100.0 3 100.0 
Wood 

Utilized core 1 16.7 
Total 6 100.0 20 100.0 3 100.0 8 100.0 3 100.0 

Chert General debitage 29 87.9 104 91.2 28 90.3 3 100.0 36 90.0 15 83.3 
Utilized flake 3 9.1 8 7.0 3 9.7 4 10.0 1 5.6 
Spokeshave 1 .9 
Scraper 1 .9 
Knife 1 3.0 1 5.6 
Other 1 5.6 

Total 33 100.0 114 100.0 31 100.0 3 100,0 40 100.0 18 100.0 
Quartzite General debitage 9 100.0 18 90.0 2 100.0 1 100.0 5 100.0 2 100.0 

Utilized core 1 5.0 
Utilized flake 1 5.0 

Total 9 100.0 20 100.0 2 100.0 1 100.0 5 100.0 2 100,0 
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Table B.41: Broken K Pueblo Room 48: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technolosicai Type Surface I Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Chalcedonv Shatter 1 100.0 1 50.0 

Flake 1 50.0 
Total 1 100.0 2 100.0 

Chert Shatter 4 22.2 
Core 1 14.3 3 16.7 
Flake 3 42.9 10 55.6 
Uniface 3 42.9 I 5.6 

Total 7 100.0 18 100.0 
Quartzite Flake 4 80.0 

Tested cobble 1 20.0 
Total 5 100.0 

Table B.42: Broken K Pueblo Room 48: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Chalcedonv General debitage 1 100.0 2 100.0 

Total 1 100.0 2 100.0 
Chert General debitage 4 57.1 17 94.4 

Utilized flake 2 28.6 1 5.6 
Knife 1 14.3 

Total 7 100.0 18 100.0 
Qucirtzite General debitage 4 80.0 

Utilized flake 1 20.0 
Total 5 100.0 
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Table B.43: Broken K Pueblo Room 49: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Flake 

Total 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chalcedony- Shatter 
Flake 

Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Flake 

Total 

1 25.0 
3 75.0 
4 100.0 

I 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched; 
unidirectional 
Uniface 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 20.0 

3 60.0 

1 20.0 
5 100.0 

3 75.0 
1 25.0 

4 100.0 
Quartzite Flake 

Total 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Table B.44: Broken K Pueblo Room 49: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase General 

debitage 
Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Total 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 
Petrified Wood General 

debitage 
Total 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 

1 100.0 

I 100.0 
Chert General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 
Knife 

Total 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 

4 80.0 

1 20.0 
5 100.0 

4 100.0 

4 100.0 
Quartzite General 

debitage 
Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
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Table B.45: Broken K Pueblo Room 78: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Shaner 

Flake 
Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

Chalcedony Shaner 
Core 
Flake 
Biface 

Total 

2 20.0 
1 10.0 
6 60.0 
1 10.0 

10 100.0 
Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

5 45.5 

6 54.5 
11 100.0 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched; 
unidirectional 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

7 17.5 

30 75.0 

2 5.0 
1 2.5 

40 100.0 

1 25.0 

2 50.0 

1 25.0 

4 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

6 66.7 
3 33.3 
9 100.0 
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Table B.46: Broken K Pueblo Room 78: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Diabase General 

debitage 
Total 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Knife 

Total 

9 90.0 

1 10.0 
10 100.0 

Petrified Wood General 
debitage 

Total 

11 100.0 

11 100.0 
Chert General 

debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Knife 

Total 

1 100.0 

I 100.0 

33 82.5 

6 15.0 

1 2.5 
40 100.0 

1 25.0 

1 25.0 

2 50.0 

4 100.0 
Quartzite General 

debitage 
Total 

9 100.0 

9 100.0 

Table B.47: Broken K Pueblo Room 80: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface I Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony Core 

Flake 
Total 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

1 50.0 

1 50.0 

2 100.0 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 66.7 
1 33.3 

3 100.0 

1 16.7 
3 50.0 
2 33.3 

6 100.0 

1 33.3 
2 66.7 
3 100.0 
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Table B.48; Broken K Pueblo Room 80; Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Total 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Petrified Wood General 

debitage 
Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 
Chert General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 

Total 

3 100.0 

3 100.0 

6 100.0 

6 100.0 

1 33.3 

I 33.3 
1 33.3 
3 100.0 

Table B.49; Broken K Pueblo Room 82; Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological 

Type 
Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

3 100.0 

3 100.0 

1 33.3 
1 33.3 
1 33.3 
3 100.0 

Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

4 50.0 

3 37.5 
1 12.5 
8 100.0 

4 80.0 

1 20.0 
5 100.0 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
b'niface 

Total 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 

4 21.1 
1 5.3 

11 57.9 
3 15.8 

19 100.0 

13 34.2 
4 10.5 

18 47.4 
3 7.9 

38 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 33.3 
2 66.7 
3 100.0 

2 33.3 
4 66.7 
6 100.0 
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Table B.50: Broken K Pueblo Room 82: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Lower Surface ! Surface Feature 

Type 
n % n % n % 

Chalcedonv General 1 100.0 3 100.0 2 66.7 
debitage 
Utilized flake 1 33.3 

Total I 100.0 3 100.0 3 100.0 
Petrified Wood General 1 100.0 7 87.5 5 100.0 

debitage 
Utilized flake 1 12.5 

Total 1 100.0 8 100.0 5 100.0 
Chert General 1 100.0 15 78.9 35 92.1 

debitage 
Utilized flake 4 21.1 3 7.9 

Total 1 100.0 19 100.0 38 100.0 
Quartzite General 3 100.0 6 100.0 

debitage 
Total 3 100.0 6 100.0 

Table B.51: Broken K Pueblo Room 92: Technological Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Lower Surface 1 Surface 2 Surface 

Feature 
n % n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 
Flake 

Total 
1 100.0 
I 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Biface 

Total 

1 20.0 
1 20.0 
2 40.0 
1 20.0 
5 100.0 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 
Petrified Wood Shaner 

Flake 
Total 

3 100.0 
3 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 lOO.O 

2 66.7 
1 33.3 
3 100.0 

Chen Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 66.7 
1 33.3 
3 100.0 

3 18.8 
I 6.3 

12 75.0 

16 100.0 

I 25.0 

3 75.0 

4 100.0 

I 20.0 
1 20.0 
3 60.0 

5 100.0 
Quartzite Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

2 100.0 
2 100.0 

2 100.0 
2 100.0 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 
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Table B.52: Broken K Pueblo Room 92: Functional Type by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Lower Surface 1 Surface 2 Surface 

Feature 
n % n % n % n % 

Diabase General debitage 
Total 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

1 100.0 
1 100.0 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Utilized flake 
Projectile point 

Total 

3 60.0 
1 20.0 
1 20.0 
5 100.0 

1 100.0 

1 100.0 
Petrified Wood General debitage 3 100.0 

3 100.0 
1 100.0 
1 100.0 

3 \00.0 
3 100.0 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

2 66.7 
1 33.3 
3 100.0 

16 100.0 

16 100.0 

3 75.0 
I 25.0 
4 100.0 

5 100.0 

5 100.0 
Quartzite General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

I 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

2 100.0 

I 100.0 

1 100.0 
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Categories 453 
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Categories 455 

Table C.51: Bailey Ruin Room 2: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 457 
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Categories 460 
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Table C.56: Bailey Ruin Room 5: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 461 
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Table C.l: Cothrun's Kiva Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 

Wood 
Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Courtvard 2 10.0 18 90.0 20 100 
Midden 18 2.7 52 7.9 89 13.5 455 69.1 44 6.7 658 100 
Kiva 8 4.4 18 10.0 22 12.2 120 66.7 12 6.7 180 100 
Room 1 6 1.1 39 7.1 87 15.8 383 69.5 36 6.5 551 100 
Room 2 6 2.9 12 5.7 25 12.0 151 72.2 15 7.2 209 100 
Room 4 15 3.7 35 8.5 54 13.2 271 66.1 35 8.5 410 100 

Table C.2: Cothrun's Kiva Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 

Wood 
Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Courtvard 9 7.0 120 93.0 129 100 
Midden 71 2.0 175 4.9 792 22.3 2178 61.3 339 9.5 3555 100 
Kiva 228 18.3 54 4.3 137 11.0 759 60.9 68 5.5 1246 100 
Room 1 459 14.5 166 5.2 660 20.8 1698 53.6 184 5.8 3167 100 
Room 2 20 1.7 45 3.7 86 7.1 783 64.8 275 22.7 1209 100 
Room 4 419 12.2 459 13.3 614 17.8 1215 35.3 735 21.4 3442 100 

Table C.3; Cothrun's Kiva Courtyard: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Upper Lower 

n % n % 
Petrified Wood Shatter 

Total 
2 100 
2 100 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

3 60.0 

2 40.0 
5 100 

6 46.2 
1 7.6 
6 46.2 

13 100 
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Table C.4; Cothnm's Kiva Midden: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Technological Upper Trash E.\terior 

Material Type Feature 
n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 10 55.6 
Flake 8 44.4 

Total 18 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 2 66.7 24 49.0 

Core 1 2.0 
Flake 1 33.3 24 49.0 

Total 3 100 49 100 
Petrified Shatter 3 75.0 44 51.7 
Wood 

Core 9 10.6 
Flake 1 25.0 28 32.9 
Notched flake 1 1.2 
Retouched: 1 1.2 
bidirectional 
Biface 2 2.4 

Total 4 100 85 100 
Chert Shatter 22 59.5 209 50.1 

Core 4 10.8 22 5.3 
Flake 10 27.0 165 39.5 1 100 
Retouched: 2 .5 
unidirectional 
Uniface 9 2.2 
Biface 1 2.7 5 1.2 
Tested cobble 4 1.0 
Manuport 1 .2 

Total 37 100 417 100 I 100 
Quartzite Shatter 1 50.0 19 45.2 

Core 1 2.4 
Flake 1 50.0 22 52.4 

Total 2 100 42 100 
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Table C.5: Cothnm's Kiva Midden: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Upper Trash Exterior 

T>pe Feature 
n % n % n % 

Petrified General 4 100 79 92.9 
Wood debitage 

Utilized core 1 1.2 
Utilized flake 4 4.7 
Scraper 1 1.2 

Total 4 100 85 100 
Chert General 36 97.3 400 95.9 1 100 

debitage 
Utilized core I .2 
Utilized flake 9 2.3 
Spokeshave I .2 
Scraper 1 .2 
Drill 1 .2 
Knife 1 .2 
Projectile point I 2.7 3 .8 

Total 37 100 417 100 1 100 
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Table C.6: Cothrun's Kiva Proper: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Upper Lower Surface 1 

Type 
n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 3 60.0 2 66.7 
Core I 20.0 
Flake 1 20.0 1 33.3 

Total 5 100 3 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 4 50.0 5 50.0 

Core 1 10.0 
Flake 4 50.0 4 40.0 

Total 8 100 10 100 
Petrified Shatter 7 50.0 3 37.5 
Wood 

Core 1 7.1 1 12.5 
Flake 5 35.8 3 37.5 
Uniface 1 12.5 
Tested cobble 1 7.1 

Total 14 100 8 100 
Chert Shatter 31 38.7 17 45.9 

Core 9 11.2 5 13.5 2 66.7 
Flake 37 46.2 12 32.5 1 33.3 
Uniface I 1.3 
Biface 1 1.3 2 5.4 
Tested cobble I 1.3 
Other 1 2.7 

Total 80 100 37 100 3 100 
Quartzite Shatter 2 25.0 1 25.0 

Flake 6 75.0 3 75.0 
Total 8 100 4 100 

Table C.7: Cothrun's Kiva Proper: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 

Raw Material Functional Type Upper Lower Surface 1 
n °/o n % n % 

Petrified 
Wood 

General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

14 100 

14 100 

7 87.5 

1 12.5 
8 100 

Chert General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 
Projectile point 

Total 

76 95.0 

3 3.7 
1 1.3 

80 100 

35 94.6 

2 5.4 
37 100 

3 100 

3 100 
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Table C.8: Cothrun's FGva Room 1; Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological TyiJe Upper Lower 

n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 1 25.0 1 50.0 

Core 2 50.0 
Flake 1 25.0 1 50.0 

Total 4 100 2 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 2 18.2 14 50.0 

Flake 8 72.7 14 50.0 
Retouched: bidirectional 1 9.1 

Total 11 100 28 100 
Petrified Wood Shatter 12 34.3 22 42.3 

Core 4 1 1.4 1 1.9 
Flake 19 54.3 29 55.8 

Total 35 100 52 100 
Chert Shatter 60 48.8 121 46.5 

Core 9 7.3 19 7.3 
Flake 45 36.6 104 40.0 
Retouched: unidirectional 1 .8 1 .4 
Uniface 5 4.1 11 4.2 
Biface I .8 3 1.2 
Tested cobble 2 1.6 1 .4 

Total 123 100 260 100 
Quartzite Shatter 2 16.7 11 45.8 

Core 2 8.4 
Flake 10 83.3 11 45.8 

Total 12 100 24 100 
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Table C.9: Cothrun's Kiva Room 1: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Upper Lower 

n % n % 
Chalcedony Genera! debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

8 72.7 
3 27.3 

11 100 

28 100 

28 100 
Petrified Wood General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Knife 

Total 

33 94.2 
1 2.9 
1 2.9 

35 100 

52 100 

52 100 
Chert General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Spokeshave 
Scraper 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

114 92.7 
6 4.9 
1 .8 
1 .8 
I .8 

123 100 

242 93.0 
12 4.6 

1 .4 
2 .8 
2 .8 
1 .4 

260 100 
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Table C. 10: Cothnm's Kiva Room 2: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw 

Material 
Technological 

Type 
Upper Lower Surface 1 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

4 66.7 
2 33.3 
6 100 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 50.0 
2 50.0 

4 100 

4 50.0 
3 37.5 
1 12.5 
8 100 

Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 
1 100 
I 100 

9 37.5 

1 4.2 
14 58.3 
24 100 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: 
unidirectional 
Uniface 
Biface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

3 18.8 
1 6.3 

10 62.4 

2 12.5 

16 100 

60 45.0 
11 8.3 
50 37.6 

1 .8 

6 4.5 
3 2.3 
2 1.5 

133 100 

1 50.0 

1 50.0 

2 100 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 

2 100 

4 30.8 
2 15.4 
7 53.8 

13 100 
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Table C.ll: Cothrun's Kiva Room 2: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 

Raw Material Functional Type Upper Lower Surface 1 
n % n % n % 

Chalcedony General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

4 100 

4 100 

7 87.5 

1 12.5 
8 100 

Chert General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

14 87.4 

1 6.3 
1 6.3 

16 100 

121 91.0 

8 6.0 

1 .8 
2 1.4 
1 .8 

133 100 

2 100 

2 100 
Quartzite General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

2 100 

2 100 

12 92.3 

1 7.7 
13 100 
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Table C.12: Cothrun's Kiva Room 4: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Technological Upper Lower Surface 1 

Material Type 
n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 2 28.6 4 50.0 
Core I 14.3 2 25.0 
Flake 4 57.1 2 25.0 

Total 7 100 8 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 5 45.4 10 43.5 

Core 2 18.2 1 100 
Flake 4 36.4 12 52.2 
Uniface 1 4.3 

Total 11 100 23 100 I 100 
Petrified Shatter 8 44.4 16 45.7 
Wood 

Core 1 5.6 2 5.7 
Flake 9 50.0 15 42.8 
Uniface I 2.9 
Manuport 1 2.9 1 100 

Total 18 100 35 100 1 100 
Ciiert Shatter 41 39.4 77 46.1 

Core 6 5.8 5 3.0 
Flake 51 49.0 78 46.7 
Uniface 2 1.9 4 2.4 
Retouched: 1 1.0 
bidirectional 
Biface 2 1.9 2 1.2 
Tested cobble 1 .6 
Manuport I 1.0 

Total 104 100 167 100 
Quartzite Shatter 6 46.2 8 38.1 

Core 2 15.4 I 4.8 1 100 
Flake 5 38.4 11 52.3 
Tested cobble 1 4.8 

Total 13 100 21 100 1 100 
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Table C.13: Cothrun's Kiva Room 4: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Upper Lower Surface 1 

Type 
n % n % n % 

Chalcedony General 11 100 22 95.7 1 100 
debitage 
Scraper 1 4.3 

Total 11 100 23 100 1 100 
Petrified General 18 100 34 97.1 1 100 
Wood debitage 

Utilized flake 1 2.9 
Total 18 100 35 100 1 100 

Chert General 97 93.3 160 95.8 
debitage 
Utilized core 1 .6 
Utilized flake 3 2.9 5 3.0 
Spokeshave 2 1.9 
Projectile 2 1.9 
point 
Other 1 .6 

Total 104 100 167 100 
Quartzite General 13 100 18 85.7 I 100 

debitage 
Utilized core 2 9.5 
Scraper 1 4.8 

Total 13 100 21 100 1 100 

Table C.14; Hough's Great Kiva Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 

Wood 
Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Midden J 1.0 10 3.4 170 58.4 86 29.6 22 7.6 291 100 
Kiva 5 3.4 1 .7 58 39.7 63 43.2 19 13.0 146 100 
Room 1 J 2.0 7 4.6 70 46.1 55 36.2 17 11.2 152 100 
Room 2 3 2.1 J 2.1 57 39.3 63 43.4 19 13.1 145 100 
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Table C.15: Hough's Great Kiva Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by 
Context 

Diabase Chalcedony Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 
Wood 

Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Midden 53 3.4 7 .5 823 52.9 467 30.0 205 13.2 1555 100 
Kiva 20 1.4 2 .1 490 35.2 368 26.4 513 36.8 1393 100 
Room 1 20 .9 29 1.4 1188 55.7 255 11.9 642 30.1 2134 100 
Room 2 10 .8 46 3.5 536 40.9 467 35.6 252 19.2 1311 100 
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Table C.16: Hough's Great Kiva Midden: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Trash 
n % 

Diabase Shatter 
Flake 

Total 

1 33.3 
2 66.7 
3 100 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Flake 

Total 

3 30.0 
7 70.0 

10 100 
Petrified Wood Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Retouched: bidirectional 
Tested cobble 

Total 

100 58.8 
9 5.3 

59 34.7 
1 .6 
1 .6 

170 100 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Biface thinning flake 
Biface 
Manuport 

Total 

41 47.4 
3 3.5 

37 43.0 
1 1.3 
3 3.5 
1 1.3 

86 100 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

12 54.6 
1 4.5 
9 40.9 

22 100 
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Table C.17: Hough's Great Kiva Midden: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Trash 

n % 
Diabase General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

2 66.7 
1 33.3 
3 100 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Projectile point 

Total 

169 99.4 
1 .6 

170 100 
Chert General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Spokeshave 
Projectile point 

Total 

81 94.2 
2 2.3 
1 1.2 
2 2.3 

86 100 
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Table C.18: Hough's Great Kiva Proper:: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Ra%v Material Technological 
Type 

Upper Lower Surface 1 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

2 66.7 
I 33.3 
3 100 

2 100 

2 100 
Chalcedony Flake 

Total 
1 100 
1 100 

Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Biface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

25 49.0 

5 9.8 
16 31.4 
3 5.8 
1 2.0 
I 2.0 

51 100 

2 28.6 

5 71.4 

7 100 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Biface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

18 42.9 
3 7.1 

20 47.6 

1 2.4 
42 100 

10 50.0 
2 10.0 
8 40.0 

20 100 

1 100 

1 100 
Quartzite Shaner 

Core 
Flake 
Tested cobble 

Total 

3 30.0 

7 70.0 

10 100 

2 28.6 
1 14.3 
3 42.8 
1 14.3 
7 100 

2 100 

2 100 
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Table C.19: Hough's Great Kiva Proper: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Upper Lower Surface 1 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony Utilized flake 

Total 
1 100 
1 100 

Petrified 
Wood 

General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 
Projectile point 

Total 

47 92.2 

2 3.9 
2 3.9 

51 100 

7 100 

7 100 
Chert General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 
Projectile point 

Total 

41 97.6 

1 2.4 

42 100 

20 100 

20 100 
1 100 
I 100 

Quartzite General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

9 90.0 

1 10.0 
10 100 

7 100 

7 100 

2 100 

2 100 
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Table C.20: Hough's Great Kiva Room 1: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw 
Material 

Technological 
Type 

Upper Lower Surface 1 

n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Flake 
Biface 

Total 

1 33.3 
1 33.3 
1 33.3 
3 100 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Flake 

Total 

1 33.3 
2 66.7 
3 100 

1 25.0 
3 75.0 
4 100 

Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Retouched: 
unidirectional 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

19 57.6 

2 6.1 
9 27.3 
1 3.0 

1 3.0 
1 3.0 

33 100 

13 36.1 

4 11.1 
19 52.8 

36 100 

1 100 

1 100 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

10 52.6 
2 10.5 
7 36.9 

19 100 

16 48.5 
1 3.0 

12 36.4 
3 9.1 
I 3.0 

33 100 

1 33.3 
I 33.3 
1 33.3 

3 100 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Tested cobble 

Total 

1 14.3 
2 28.6 
4 57.1 

7 100 

5 50.0 
1 10.0 
3 30.0 
1 10.0 

10 100 
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Table C.21; Hough's Great Kiva Room 1: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Upper Lower Surface I 

n % n % n % 
Diabase General 

debitage 
Scraper 

Total 

2 66.7 

1 33.3 
3 100 

Chalcedony General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

2 66.7 

1 33.3 
3 100 

4 100 

4 100 
Petrified 
Wood 

General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Projectile point 

Total 

30 91.0 

1 3.0 
I 3.0 
1 3.0 

33 100 

34 94.4 

2 5.6 

36 100 

1 100 

1 100 
Chert General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 

Total 

18 94.7 

1 5.3 

19 100 

28 84.8 

3 9.1 
2 6.1 

33 100 

3 100 

3 100 
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Table C.22; Hough's Great Kiva Room 2: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Technologica Upper Lower Surface 1 Surface 
Material I Type Feature 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 2 66.7 

Flake 1 33.3 
Total 3 100 

Chalcedony Core I 33.3 
Flake 2 66.7 

Total 3 100 
Petrified Shatter 15 40.5 6 33.3 
Wood 

Core 3 8.1 3 16.7 1 100 
Flake 15 40.5 7 38.8 1 100 
Retouched: 1 5.6 
unidirectional 
Uniface 3 8.1 1 5.6 
Biface 1 2.8 

Total 37 100 18 100 1 100 I 100 
Chert Shatter 17 48.5 7 29.2 

Core 1 2.9 1 4.2 
Flake 14 40.0 10 41.6 1 50.0 
Retouched: 1 4.2 
unidirectional 
Uniface 2 5.7 3 12.4 1 50. 

n 
Retouched; 1 4.2 
bidirectional 
Biface 1 2.9 1 4.2 1 50. 1 50.0 

0 
Total 35 100 24 100 2 100 2 100 

Quartzite Shatter 6 46.1 
Core 2 15.4 1 16.7 
Flake 4 30.8 5 83.3 
Uniface I 7.7 

Total 13 100 6 100 
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Table C:23: Hough's Great Kiva Room 2: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Functional Upper Lower Surface 1 Surface 
Material Type Feature 

n % n % n % n % 
Petrified General 32 86.5 16 88. I 100 100 1 
Wood debitage 9 

Utilized core 1 2.7 
Utilized 3 8.1 2 11. 
flake 1 
Scraper 1 2.7 

Total 37 100 18 100 1 100 100 I 
Chert General 31 88.5 17 70. 50.0 1 

debitage 8 
Utilized core 1 50.0 
Utilized 1 2.9 5 20. 
flake 8 
Scraper 2 5.7 1 4.2 
Knife 1 2.9 1 50.0 
Projectile I 4.2 50.0 1 
point 

Total 35 100 24 100 2 100 100 2 
Quartzite General 12 92.3 6 100 

debitage 
Utilized 1 7.7 
flake 

Total 13 100 6 100 
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Table C.24: AZ P;16:160's Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified 

Wood 
Chert Quartzite Total 

Conte.xt n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Midden 
Kiva 

1 1.6 2 3.1 19 29.7 30 46.9 
2 50.0 

12 18.8 
2 50.0 

64 100 
4 100 

Table C.25: AZ P:16:160's Raw Material Free uencies by Weight (grams) by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified 

Wood 
Chert Quartzite Total 

Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Midden 
Kiva 

10 1.2 7 .8 281 34.1 278 33.7 
77 34.1 

248 30.1 
149 65.9 

824 100 
226 100 

Table C.26: AZ P: 16:160 Midden: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Upper Trash 

n % n % 
Diabase Shaner 

Total 
1 100 
1 100 

Chalcedony Flake 
Total 

2 100 
2 100 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

4 50.0 
2 25.0 
2 25.0 

8 100 

3 27.3 
2 18.2 
5 45.5 
1 9.0 

11 100 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

11 64.7 
1 5.9 
4 23.5 
1 5.9 

17 100 

4 30.8 
4 30.8 
3 23.0 
2 15.4 

13 100 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

2 28.6 

4 57.1 
1 14.3 
7 100 

1 20.0 
1 20.0 
3 60.0 

5 100 
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Table C.27: AZ P: 16:160 Midden: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Upper Trash 

n % n % 
Chalcedony General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

8 100 

8 100 

10 90.9 
1 9.1 

11 100 
Ciiert General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Spokeshave 
Scraper 

Total 

15 88.2 
2 11.8 

17 100 

11 84.6 

1 7.7 
1 7.7 

13 100 
Quartzite General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

6 85.7 
I 14.3 
7 100 

5 100 

5 100 

Table C.28: AZ P:16:160 Kiva: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Technological Lower Construction 

Material Type 
n % n % 

Chert Core 1 50.0 
Flake 1 50.0 

Total 2 100 
Quartzite Flake 1 100 I 100 

Total 1 100 1 100 

Table C.29: Pottery Hill's Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 

Wood 
Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Eastern 1 4.3 3 13.0 3 13.0 13 56.5 J 13.0 23 100 
Courrvard 
Midden 24 5.1 29 6.1 78 16.4 219 46.1 125 26.3 475 100 
Kiva 18 3.9 24 5.3 82 18.0 228 50.0 104 22.8 456 100 
Room I 14 3.6 22 5.6 80 20.4 197 50.1 80 20.4 393 100 
Room 3 23 5.6 23 5.6 77 18.8 204 49.8 83 20.2 410 100 
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Table C.30: Pottery Hill's Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by Context 
Diabase Chalcedon Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 

y Wood 

Conte.xt n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Eastern 1 .4 6 2.2 69 25.7 30 11.2 163 60.6 269 100 
Courtj'ard 
Midden 114 4.2 47 1.7 449 16.5 976 35.9 1132 41.6 2718 100 
Kiva 29 1.5 39 2.0 374 18.8 511 25.7 1032 52.0 1985 100 
Room 1 98 1.7 163 2.9 1450 25.7 1029 18.2 2903 51.4 5643 100 
Room 3 281 11.0 59 2.3 696 27.3 680 26.7 834 32.7 2550 100 

Table C.3r. Pottery Hill Eastern Terrace Courtyard; Technological Type Frequencies by 
Fill Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Lower 
n % 

Diabcise Shatter 
Total 

1 100 
1 100 

Chalcedony Shaner 
Flake 

Total 

1 33.3 
2 66.7 
3 100 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

1 33.3 
1 33.3 
1 33.3 
3 99.9 

Chert Shaner 
Flake 

Total 

8 61.5 
5 38.5 

13 100 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

1 33.3 
1 33.3 
1 33.3 
3 99.9 
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Table C.32: Pottery Hill Midden: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Trash 

n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

15 62.5 
1 4.2 
8 33.3 

24 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Retouched: bidirectional 

Total 

12 41.5 
1 3.4 

14 48.3 
1 3.4 
1 3.4 

29 100 
Petrified Wood Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 

Total 

41 52.6 
5 6.4 

27 34.6 
5 6.4 

78 100 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 
Uniface 
Retouched: bidirectional 
Biface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

102 46.5 
10 4.6 
98 44.7 

\ .5 
3 1.4 
1 .5 
2 .9 
2 .9 

219 100 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

77 61.6 
5 4.0 

43 34.4 
125 100 
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Table C.33: Pottery Hill Midden: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Trash 

n % 
Chalcedony General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Projectile point 

Total 

27 93.2 
1 3.4 
1 3.4 

29 100 
Petrified Wood General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Projectile point 

Total 

71 91.0 
5 6.4 
2 2.6 

78 100 
Chert General debitage 

Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

206 94.0 
I .5 
8 3.6 
1 .5 
2 .9 
1 .5 

219 100 
Quartzite General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

123 98.4 
2 1.6 

125 100 
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Table C.34: Pottery Hill Kiva: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw 

Material 
Technological 

Type 
Upper Roof Fall Lower Surface 2 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

5 50.0 
5 50.0 

10 100 

4 50.0 
4 50.0 
8 100 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

8 44.4 

10 55.6 
18 100 

1 16.7 
5 83.3 
6 100 

Petrified 
Wood 

Shatter 

Core 
Flake 

Total 

41 68.4 

2 3.3 
17 28.3 
60 100 

12 54.6 

1 4.5 
9 40.9 

22 100 
Chen Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Retouched: 
bidirectional 
Biface 
Tested cobble 

Total 

99 53.8 
4 2.2 

72 39.2 
1 .5 
1 .5 

3 1.6 
4 2.2 

184 100 

1 100 

1 100 

22 51.2 

17 39.5 

4 9.3 

43 100 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Tested cobble 

Total 

34 46.6 
1 1.4 

37 50.6 
1 1.4 

73 100 

20 66.7 

9 30.0 
1 3.3 

30 100 

1 100 

1 100 
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Table C.35: Pottery Hill Kiva: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw 
Material 

Functional 
Type 

Upper Roof Fall Lower Surface 2 

n % n % n % n % 
Chalcedony General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

17 94.4 

1 5.6 
18 100 

6 100 

6 100 
Petrified 
Wood 

General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

57 95.0 

3 5.0 
60 100 

21 95.5 

1 4.5 
22 100 

Chert General 
debitage 
Utilized flake 
Projectile 
point 
Other 

Total 

174 94.6 

6 3.3 
3 1.6 

1 .5 
184 100 

1 100 

1 100 

39 90.7 

4 9.3 

43 100 
Quartzite General 

debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

71 97.3 

2 2.7 
73 100 

29 96.7 

1 3.3 
30 100 

1 100 

1 100 
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Table C.36: Pottery Hill Room I: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 

Raw Technological Upper Lower Surface 1 Feature 
Material Type 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 3 42.9 2 66.7 3 75.0 

Core 1 14.2 
Flake 3 42.9 1 33.3 1 25.0 

Total 7 100 3 100 4 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 3 37.5 4 66.6 4 50.0 Chalcedony 

Core 1 16.7 
Flake 3 37.5 1 16.7 3 37.5 
Uniface 2 25.0 
Biface 1 12.5 

Total g 100 6 100 8 100 
Petrified Shatter 15 50.0 9 28.1 8 44.4 
Wood 

Core 1 3.3 6 18.8 2 11.1 
Flake 13 43.4 14 43.7 7 38.9 
Uniface 2 6.3 1 5.6 
Tested cobble 1 3.3 1 3.1 

Total 30 100 32 100 18 100 
Chert Shatter 29 40.9 32 43.8 19 36.5 

Core 3 4.2 4 5.6 3 5.8 
Flake 28 39.4 32 43.8 23 44.3 
Uniface 8 11.3 3 4.1 4 7.7 
Retouched: 1 1.9 
bidirectional 
Biface 3 4.2 2 2.7 2 3.8 1 100 

Total 71 100 73 100 52 100 1 100 
Quartzite Shatter 12 57.2 21 61.8 9 36.0 

Core 2 9.5 3 8.8 5 20.0 
Flake 5 23.8 9 26.5 11 44.0 
Uniface 2 9.5 
Tested cobble 1 2.9 

Total 21 100 34 100 25 100 
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Table C.37: Pottery Hill Room I; Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 

Raw Functional Upper Lower Surface 1 Feature 
Material Type 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase General 7 100 2 66.7 4 100 

debitage 
Utilized flake 1 33.3 

Total 7 100 3 100 4 100 
Chalcedony General 6 75.0 6 100 7 87.5 

debitage 
Utilized flake 1 12.5 
Projectile 1 12.5 
point 
Other 1 12.5 

Total 8 100 6 100 8 100 
Petrified General 29 96.7 29 90.6 17 94.4 
Wood debitage 

Utilized flake 1 3.3 2 6.3 1 5.6 
Graver/perfora 1 3.1 
tor 

Total 30 100 32 100 18 100 
Chert General 57 80.3 65 89.1 42 80.9 

debitage 
Utilized core 2 2.8 
Utilized flake 7 9.9 5 6.8 6 11.5 
Scraper 1 1.4 1 1.9 
Graver/perfora \ 1.4 
tor 
Drill 1 1.9 
Projectile 4 5.6 2 2.7 2 3.8 1 100 
point 

Total 71 100 73 100 52 100 1 100 
Quartzite General 19 90.5 34 100 25 100 

debitage 
Utilized flake 2 9.5 

Total 21 100 34 100 25 100 



Table C.38: Pottery l liil Room 3: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Upper Roof Fall Lower Surface 1 Surface 2 
n % n % n % n % n % 

Diaba.sc Shatter 6 42.9 2 100 I 50.0 4 80.0 
Flake 7 50.0 1 50.0 
Uniface 1 7.1 
Biface 1 20.0 

Total 14 100 2 100 2 100 5 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 12 63.2 2 100 

Fliike 6 31.5 1 50.0 
Retouched; 1 5.3 
unidirectional 
Uniface 1 50.0 

Total 19 100 2 100 2 100 
Petrified Wood Shatter 30 62.5 5 50.0 3 50.0 6 50.0 

Core 3 6.3 
Flake 13 27.1 5 50.0 3 50.0 1 100 5 41.7 
Uniface 2 4.1 1 8.3 

Total 48 100 10 100 6 100 1 100 12 100 
Chert Shatter 61 44.2 8 32.0 9 60,0 9 34.7 

Core 2 1.4 1 4.0 1 3.8 
Flake 65 47.2 13 52.0 5 33.3 14 53.9 
Retouched; 1 6.7 1 3.8 
unidirectional 
Uniface 4 2.9 
Retouched; 1 .7 1 4.0 
bidirectional 
Biface 5 3.6 2 8.0 1 3.8 

Total 138 100 25 100 15 100 26 100 
Quartzite Shatter 36 51.4 4 66.7 1 50.0 3 60.0 

Core 1 1.4 
Flake 32 45.8 2 33.3 1 50.0 2 40.0 
Uniface 1 1.4 

Total 70 100 6 100 2 100 5 100 



Table C.39: Pottery Hill Room 3: Functional Type I'requencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Upper Roof Fall Lower Surfacc 1 Surface 2 

n % n % 11 % n % n % 
Diabase General debitage 

Chopped/axe 
Drill 

Total 

13 92.9 

1 7.1 
14 100 

2 100 

2 100 

2 100 

2 100 

4 80.0 
1 20.0 

5 100 
Chalcedony General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

18 94.7 
I 5.3 

19 100 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100 

2 100 

2 100 
Petrified Wood General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Other 

Total 

45 93.7 
2 4.2 
1 2.1 

48 100 

10 100 

10 100 

6 100 

6 100 

1 100 

1 too 

10 83.3 
2 16.7 

12 100 
Chert General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Drill 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

125 90.7 
6 4.3 
1 .7 
2 1.4 
3 2.2 
1 .7 

138 100 

22 88.0 
1 4.0 

2 8.0 

25 100 

14 93.3 
1 6.7 

15 100 

23 88.5 
2 7.7 

1 3.8 

26 100 
Quartzitc General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

67 95.7 
3 4.3 

70 100 

6 100 

6 100 

2 100 

2 100 

4 80.0 
1 20.0 
5 100 
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Table C.40: Bailey Ruin's Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Diabase Chalcedon Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 

y Wood 
Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Court>'ard 33 9.1 J .8 101 27.8 188 51.8 38 10.5 363 100 
Midden 123 7.4 21 1.3 358 21.6 1027 61.9 131 7.9 1660 100 
Plaza 150 8.9 18 1.1 331 19.7 1050 62.4 133 7.9 1682 100 
Room I 222 7.8 41 1.4 539 18.8 1925 67.2 137 4.8 2864 100 
Room 2 34 9.4 4 1.1 73 20.1 218 60.1 34 9.4 363 100 
Room 3 97 11.5 12 1.4 124 14.7 564 67.1 44 5.2 841 100 
Room 4 23 12.0 2 l.O 39 20.3 120 62.5 8 4.2 192 100 
Room 5 30 8.6 3 .9 99 28.5 173 49.9 42 12.1 347 100 
Room 6 158 10.7 12 .8 293 19.9 927 63.0 81 5.5 1471 100 
Room 7 31 10.4 3 1.0 59 19.8 187 62.8 18 6.0 298 100 

Table C.41: Bailey Ruin's Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by Context 

Diabase Chalcedon Petrified Chert Quartzite Total 
y Wood 

Context n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Court. 940 19.1 1 .0 1599 32.4 1532 31.0 862 17.5 4934 100 
Midden 1661 16.7 350 3.5 1845 18.5 4838 48.6 1259 12.6 9953 100 
Plaza 2321 16.7 160 1.1 5194 37.3 4886 35.1 1355 9.7 13916 100 
Room I 4129 13.9 87 -J 9419 31.7 11778 39.7 4284 14.4 29697 100 
Room 2 841 22.5 7 2 547 14.6 1104 29.5 1238 33.1 3737 100 
Room 3 2589 20.5 57 .5 3585 28.4 4676 37.0 1731 13.7 12638 100 
Room 4 1534 39.0 1 .0 1668 42.5 614 15.6 112 2.9 3929 100 
Room 5 2916 31.8 9 .1 2484 27.1 2224 24.3 1534 16.7 9167 100 
Room 6 3944 18.7 58 .3 6648 31.5 7002 33.1 3485 16.5 21137 100 
Room 7 1154 23.8 31 .6 670 13.8 1816 37.5 1168 24.1 4839 100 
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Table C.42: Bailey Ruin Courtyard under Room 1: Technological Type Frequencies by 
Fill Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Lower Surface 3 
n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 
Core 
Flake 

Total 

20 60.6 
7 21.2 
6 18.2 

33 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

2 66.7 
1 33.3 
3 100 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 

Total 

72 72.0 
8 8.0 

19 19.0 
1 1.0 

100 100 

1 100 

1 100 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 
Uniface 
Biface 
Tested cobble 
Manuport 

Total 

94 50.0 
11 5.9 
67 35.7 

1 .5 
7 3.7 
3 1.6 
4 2.1 
1 .5 

188 100 
Quartzite Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Tested cobble 

Toul 

19 50.0 
4 10.5 

12 31.6 
1 2.6 
2 5.3 

38 100 

Table C.43; Bailey Ruin Courtyard under Room 1; Functional Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Functional Type Lower Surface 3 
n % n % 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

175 93.1 
1 .5 
5 2.7 
2 1.1 
4 2.1 
1 .5 

188 100 
Quartzite General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

37 97.4 
1 2.6 

38 100 
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Table C.44; Bailey Ruin Extramural Middens; Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Trash 
n % 

Diabase Shatter 77 62.6 
Core 6 4.9 
Flake 38 30.9 
Uniface I .8 
Tested cobble I .8 

Total 123 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 11 52.3 

Core 1 4.8 
Flake 8 38.1 
Biface thinning flake 1 4.8 

Total 21 100 
Petrified Wood Shatter 241 67.3 

Core 23 6.4 
Flake 88 24.6 
Biface thinning flake 1 .3 
Retouched: unidirectional 1 .3 
Uniface 4 1.1 

Total 358 100 
Chert Shatter 568 55.3 

Core 70 6.8 
Flake 329 32.0 
Biface thinning flake 3 .3 
Retouched: unidirectional 10 1.0 
Uniface 28 2.7 
Retouched: bidirectional 4 .4 
Biface 13 1.3 
Tested cobble 2 .2 

Total 1027 100 
Quartzite Shatter 74 56.5 

Core 7 5.3 
Flake 50 38.2 

Total 131 100 
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Table C.45: Bailey Ruin Extramural Middens: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Functional Type Trash 
n % 

Diabase General debitage 
Utilized flake 

Total 

119 96.7 
4 3.3 

123 100 
Chalcedony General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

19 90.5 
2 9.5 

21 100 
Petrified Wood General debitage 

Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Other 

Total 

350 97.7 
1 .3 
5 1.4 
1 .3 
1 .3 

358 100 
Chert General debitage 

Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Graver/perforator 
Drill 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

954 92.8 
1 .1 

40 3.9 
7 .7 
1 .1 
2 .2 
1 .1 

14 1.4 
7 .7 

1027 100 
Quartzite General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Chopped/axe 

Total 

129 98.4 
I .8 
1 .8 

131 100 
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Table C.46: Bailey Ruin Plaza: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Upper Lower 

n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 73 54.9 6 35.3 

Core 12 9.0 4 23.5 
Flake 45 33.8 7 41.2 
Uniface 3 2.3 

Total 133 100 17 100 
Chalcedony Shaner 5 31.3 2 100 

Core 3 18.7 
Flake 7 43.7 
Uniface 1 6.3 

Total 16 100 2 100 
Petrified Wood Shaner 155 57.3 26 42.7 

Core 22 8.1 15 24.6 
Flake 89 33.0 19 31.1 
Uniface 1 .4 
Biface 1 .4 
Tested cobble 1 .4 
Manuport 1 .4 1 1.6 

Total 270 100 61 100 
Chert Shatter 367 39.6 43 34.7 

Core 49 5.3 12 9.7 
Flake 436 47.1 62 50.0 
Biface thinning flake 1 .1 
Retouched: unidirectional 9 1.0 
Uniface 29 3.1 2 1.6 
Retouched: bidirectional 9 1.0 1 .8 
Biface 18 1.9 4 3.2 
Tested cobble 8 .9 

Total 926 100 124 100 
Quartziie Shatter 51 50.5 17 53.0 

Core 7 6.9 2 6.3 
Flake 42 41.6 11 34.4 
Uniface 1 I.O 
Tested cobble 2 6.3 

Total 101 100 32 100 



Table C.47: Bailey Ruin Plaza: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Upper Lower 

n % n % 
Diabase General debitage 130 97.7 16 94.1 

Utilized flake 3 2.3 1 5.9 
Total 133 100 17 100 

Chalcedony General debitage 15 93.7 2 100 
Utilized flake 1 6.3 

Total 16 100 2 100 
Petrified Wood General debitage 268 99.2 60 98.4 

Utilized flake I .4 1 1.6 
Projectile point 1 .4 

Total 270 100 61 100 
Chert General debitage 843 91.1 116 93.6 

Utilized core 4 .4 
Utilized flake 42 4.5 3 2.4 
Biface Thinning Flake 1 .1 
Spokeshave 1 .1 
Scraper 7 .8 
Graver/perforator 4 .4 
Knife 1 .1 1 .8 
Projectile point 14 1.5 4 3.2 
Other 9 1.0 

Total 926 100 124 100 
Quartzite General debitage 98 97.0 32 100 

Utilized flake 3 3.0 
Total 101 100 32 100 
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Table C.48: Bailey Ruin Room 1: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Technological Upper Roof Fall Trash Surface 1 

Material Type 
n % n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 29 55.8 29 64.4 66 53.6 
Core 3 5.8 3 6.7 14 11.4 1 50.0 
Flake 18 34.6 12 26.7 37 30.1 1 50.0 
Retouched; 1 1.9 1 .8 
unidirectional 
Uniface 1 1.9 4 3.3 
Tested cobble 1 2.2 I .8 

Total 52 100 45 100 123 100 2 100 
Chalcedony Shaner 3 25.0 4 100 11 44.0 

Core 1 8.4 1 4.0 
Flake 6 50.0 n 44.0 
Biface thinning I 8.3 
flake 
Uniface 1 8.3 1 4.0 
Biface 1 4.0 

Total 12 100 4 100 25 100 
Petrified Shatter 83 71.5 89 74.8 180 59.6 1 50.0 
Wood Core 5 4.3 6 5.0 42 13.9 1 50.0 

Flake 26 22.4 24 20.2 76 25.2 
Retouched; 1 .9 1 .3 
unidirectional 
Uniface 3 1.0 
Manuport 1 .9 

Total 116 100 119 100 302 100 2 100 
Chert Shatter 219 44.0 183 47.7 445 43.1 2 18.2 

Core 24 4.8 16 4.2 59 5.7 1 9.1 
Flake 208 41.8 151 39.3 451 43.6 8 72.7 
Biface thinning 4 1.0 3 .3 
flake 
Retouched: 7 1.4 6 .6 
unidirectional 
Uniface 26 5.2 20 5.2 44 4.3 
Retouched; I .2 2 .5 8 .8 
bidirectional 
Biface 13 2.6 7 1.8 13 1.3 
Tested cobble I .3 1 .1 
Manuport 2 .2 

Total 498 100 384 100 1032 100 11 100 
Quartzite Shatter 19 48.6 12 44.4 31 44.9 1 50.0 

Core 3 7.7 3 11.1 12 17.4 
Flake 15 38.5 11 40.8 22 31.9 1 50.0 
Retouched; I 2.6 I 3.7 
unidirectional 
Tested cobble 1 2.6 4 5.8 

Total 39 100 27 100 69 100 2 100 
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Table C:49: Bailey Ruin Room 1: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Type Upper Roof Fall Trash Surface 1 

n % n % n % n % 
Diabase General debitage 50 96.2 45 100 118 95.9 2 100 

Utilized flake 1 1.9 1 .8 
Spokeshave 1 .8 
Scraper 2 1.7 
Graver/perforator 1 1.9 
Other 1 .8 

Total 52 100 45 100 123 100 2 100 
Chalcedony- General debitage 10 83.4 4 too 23 92.0 

Utilized flake 1 8.3 1 4.0 
Projectile point 1 8.3 1 4.0 

Total 12 100 4 100 25 100 
Petrified General debitage 115 99.1 119 100 297 98.4 2 100 
Wood Utilized core 1 .9 

Utilized flake 3 1.0 
Chopped/axe 1 .3 
Scraper 1 .3 

Total 116 100 119 100 302 100 2 100 
Chen General debitage 443 89.0 350 91.2 943 91.3 11 100 

Utilized core 1 .2 2 .2 
Utilized flake 22 4.4 18 4.7 43 4.1 
Spokeshave 3 .3 
Scraper 8 1.6 5 1.3 14 1.4 
Graver/perforator 3 .3 
Drill 3 .6 2 .5 
Knife 2 .5 1 .1 
Projectile point 14 2.8 7 1.8 14 1.4 
Other 7 1.4 9 .9 

Total 498 100 384 100 1032 100 11 100 
Quartzite General debitage 35 89.7 25 92.6 67 97.2 2 100 

Utilized flake 3 7.7 2 7.4 1 1.4 
Chopped/axe 1 1.4 
Scraper 1 2.6 

Total 39 100 27 100 69 100 2 100 



Table C.50: Bailey Ruin Room 2: Technological Type Frequencies by l-ill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Upper Roof Fall Surface 1 Lower Construction Surface 2 

Type 
n % n % n % n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 12 70.6 3 75.0 1 50.0 5 45.5 
Core 2 18,2 
Flake 5 29.4 3 27.2 
Tested cobble 1 25.0 1 50.0 1 9.1 

Total 17 100 4 100 2 100 11 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 2 50.0 

Flake 2 50.0 
Total 4 100 

Petrified Shatter 35 63.7 9 90.0 3 50.0 
Wood 

Core 1 1.8 1 10.0 1 100 1 16.7 
Flake 17 30.9 1 100 2 33.3 
Uniface I 1.8 
Manuport 1 1.8 

Total 55 100 10 100 1 100 1 100 6 100 
Chert Shatter 63 42.9 8 47.0 3 42.9 7 53.8 11 35.5 1 33.3 

Core 1 .7 2 6.5 
Flake 66 44.8 6 35.3 3 42.9 6 46.2 13 41.8 2 66.7 
Retouched: 1 .7 
unidirect. 
Uniface 8 5.4 1 5.9 2 6.5 
Biface 2 1.4 2 11.8 1 14.2 ! 3.2 
Tested cobble 4 2.7 2 6.5 
Manuport 2 1.4 

Total 147 100 17 100 7 100 13 100 31 100 3 100 



Quartzite Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouchcd: 
unidircct. 
Unifacc 
Tested cobble 

Total 

15 
3 
3 

23 

65.2 
13.1 
13.1 
4.3 

4,3 

100 

50.0 

33.3 

16.7 
100 

2 100 

2 100 

1 50.0 I 100 

50.0 
100 I 100 

L/> 
o\ 



Table C.5I: Bailey Ruin Room 2; Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 

Raw Functional Type Upper Roof Fall Surface 1 Lower Construction Surface 2 
Material 

n % n % n % n % n % n % 
Petrified General 54 98.2 10 100 1 100 1 100 6 100 
Wood debitage 

Scraper 1 1.8 
Total 55 100 10 100 1 100 1 100 6 too 

Chert General 134 91.1 14 82.4 6 85.7 13 100 27 87.1 3 100 
debitage 
Utilized tlake 6 4.1 2 6.5 
Scraper 3 2.0 
Knife 1 14.3 1 3.2 
Projectile point 2 1.4 3 17.6 1 3.2 
Other 2 1.4 

Total 147 100 17 100 7 100 13 100 31 100 3 100 
Ouartzite General 21 91.3 6 100 2 100 2 100 1 100 

debitage 
Utilized flake 2 8.7 

Total 23 100 6 100 2 100 2 100 1 100 

•u 
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Table C.52; Bailey Ruin Room 3; Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Technological Upper Roof Fall Trash Surface I 

Material Type 
n % n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 19 51.4 24 48.0 3 33.4 
Core 3 8.1 4 8.0 1 11.1 
Flake 15 40.5 21 42.0 3 33.3 1 100 
Retouched: 1 11.1 
unidirectional 
Biface 1 2.0 
Tested cobble 1 11.1 

Total 37 100 50 100 9 100 1 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 2 22.2 1 50.0 1 100 

Flake 6 66.7 1 50.0 
Retouched; 1 11.1 
unidirectional 

Total 9 100 2 100 1 100 
Petrified Shatter 40 61.5 23 45.1 5 62.5 
Wood 

Core 3 4.6 10 19.6 1 12.5 
Flake 17 26.2 18 35.3 2 25.0 
Retouched: 2 3.1 
unidirectional 
Biface 3 4.6 

Total 65 100 51 100 8 100 
Chert Shatter 138 39.8 69 34.5 6 35.3 

Core 24 6.9 6 3.0 1 100 
Flake 139 40.2 92 46.0 7 41.2 
Biface 3 .9 
thinning flake 
Notched flake 1 .5 
Retouched: 1 .3 2 1.0 2 11.7 
unidirectional 
Uniface 17 4.9 12 6.0 
Retouched: 4 1.2 5 2.5 I 5.9 
bidirectional 
Biface 15 4.3 9 4.5 
Tested cobble 4 1.2 3 1.5 
Manuport 1 .3 1 5.9 
Other 1 .5 

Total 346 100 200 100 17 100 1 100 
Quartzite Shatter 17 73.9 6 40.0 1 16.7 

Core I 4.3 3 20.0 2 33.3 
Flake 5 21.8 5 33.3 2 33.3 
Uniface 1 6.7 
Tested cobble 1 16.7 

Total 23 100 15 100 6 100 
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Table C.53: Bailey Ruin Room 3: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Functional Tj-pe Upper Roof Fall Trash Surface 1 

Material 
n % n % n % n % 

Diabase General debitage 37 100 48 96.0 8 88.9 1 100 
Utilized flake I 2.0 1 11.1 
Projectile point 1 2.0 

Total 37 100 50 100 9 100 1 100 
Chalcedony General debitage 8 88.9 2 100 1 100 

Utilized flake I 11.1 
Total 9 100 2 100 1 100 

Petrified General debitage 61 93.9 51 100 8 100 
Wood 

Projectile point 1 1.5 
Other 3 4.6 

Total 65 100 51 100 8 100 
Chert General debitage 299 86.3 165 82.5 14 82.3 1 100 

Utilized core 2 .6 
Utilized flake 21 6.1 13 6.5 2 11.8 
Spokeshave 1 .5 
Scraper 4 1.2 3 1.5 
Graver/perforato 
f 

2 1.0 
1 
Drill 2 .6 2 1.0 
Knife 2 .6 
Projectile point 15 4.3 13 6.5 
Other I .3 1 .5 I 5.9 

Total 346 100 200 100 17 100 1 100 
Quartzite General debitage 23 100 14 93.3 6 100 

Utilized flake I 6.7 
Total 23 100 15 100 6 100 
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Table C.54; Bailey Ruin Room 4: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Technological Upper Feature Roof Fail Trash 

Material Type 
n % n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 2 28.6 6 40.0 
Core 1 14.3 1 100 4 26.7 
Flake 4 57.1 4 26.7 
Tested cobble 1 6.6 

Total 7 100 1 100 15 100 
Chalcedony Shatter 1 100 1 100 

Total I 100 1 100 
Petrified Shatter 4 44.5 1 100 3 100 12 46.2 
Wood 

Core 2 22.2 5 19.2 
Flake 3 33.3 8 30.8 
Biface 1 3.8 

Total 9 100 1 100 3 100 26 100 
Chert Shatter 14 26.9 2 100 28 42.5 

Core 4 7.7 2 3.0 
Flake 23 44.3 24 36.4 
Uniface 6 11.5 3 4.5 
Retouched; 1 1.5 
bidirectional 
Biface 3 5.8 7 10.6 
Tested cobble 2 3.8 1 1.5 

Total 52 100 2 100 66 100 
Quanzite Shatter 2 50.0 2 50.0 

Flake 1 25.0 2 50.0 
Tested cobble 1 25.0 

Total 4 100 4 100 

Table C.55: Bailey Ruin Room 4: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Functional Upper Feature Roof Fall Trash 

Material Type 
n % n % n % n % 

Petrified General 9 100 1 100 J 100 25 96.2 
Wood debitage 

Utilized flake I 3.8 
Total 9 100 1 100 J 100 26 100 

Chert General 43 82.8 2 100 53 80.3 
debitage 
Utilized flake 4 7.7 4 6.1 
Scraper 
Knife 

2 3.8 1 
1 

1.5 
1.5 

Projectile point 
Other 

2 
I 

3.8 
1.9 

7 10.6 

Total 52 100 2 100 66 100 



Tabic C.56: Bailey Ruin Room 5; Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Upper Roof Fall Trash Surface 1 Other 

n % 11 % n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 1 20.0 2 40,0 7 41.2 

Core 1 20.0 3 17.6 2 100 
Flake 3 60.0 2 40,0 6 35.3 1 100 
Tested cobble 1 20,0 1 5.9 

Total 5 100 5 100 17 100 2 100 I 100 
Chalccdony Shatter 1 100 

Flake 1 100 
Diface 1 100 

Total 1 100 1 100 1 100 
Petrified Wood Shatter 11 73.3 15 75,0 34 82.9 13 56.6 

Core 1 5,0 6 14.7 1 4.3 
Flake 4 26.7 4 20.0 1 2.4 9 .39,1 

Total 15 100 20 100 41 100 23 100 
Chert Shatter 5 18.6 24 37.5 27 45.0 11 57.9 1 33.3 

Core 7 25.9 3 4.7 12 20,0 2 10.5 
Flake 12 44.4 27 42.1 18 30,0 5 26.3 2 66,7 
Biface thinning flake 1 1,6 
Uniface 1 3.7 1 1,6 
Retouched; bidirectional 1 3.7 
Biface I 3.7 7 10,0 3 5,0 
Tested cobble 1 1.6 1 5.3 

Total 27 100 64 100 60 100 19 100 3 100 
Quartzite Shatter 5 71.4 3 37.5 7 33.3 

Core 1 12,5 5 23.8 
Flake 4 66.6 1 14.3 3 37.5 9 42.9 
Bifacc 1 16.7 
Tested cobble 1 16.7 1 14.3 
Manuport 1 12.5 

Total 6 100 7 100 8 100 21 100 



Table C.57; Bailey Ruin Room 5: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Ininctional Type Upper Roof I'all Trash Surface 1 Other 

n % n % n % n % n % 
Chalcedony General debilage I 100 1 100 

Projectilc point 1 100 
Total 1 100 1 100 1 100 

Chert General debitage 22 81.5 54 84.3 56 93.3 19 100 3 100 
Utilized flake 3 n.i 3 4.7 1 1.7 
Drill 1 1.6 
Knife 1 3.7 
Projcctilc point 1 3.7 6 9.4 3 5.0 

Total 27 100 64 100 60 100 19 100 3 100 
Qiiartzite General debitage 5 83.3 7 100 8 too 21 100 

Utilized flake 1 16.7 
Total 6 100 7 100 8 100 21 100 



Table C.58; Bailey Ruin Room 6: Technological Type rrequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Upper Roofi-ail T rash Surface 1 Feature 

n % n % n % n % n % 
Diabase Shatter 25 34.2 1 20.0 28 36.9 1 25.0 

Core 3 4.1 1 20.0 15 19.7 2 50.0 
Flake 44 60.3 3 60.0 30 39.5 1 25.0 
Unifacc 1 1.4 2 2.6 
Tested cobble 1 1.3 

Total 73 100 5 100 76 100 4 100 
Chalcedony Siiatter 3 75.0 2 28.6 

Flake 1 25.0 1 100 5 71.4 
Total 4 100 1 100 7 100 

Petrified Wood Shatter 36 37.9 5 38.5 84 46.3 
Core 4 4.2 1 7.7 33 18.2 1 100 
Flake 53 55.7 6 46.1 59 32.6 3 100 
Retouched; unidirectional 1 .6 
Uniface 1 I.I 1 7.7 3 1.7 
Manuport 1 1.1 1 .6 

Total 95 100 13 100 181 100 1 100 3 100 
Chert Shatter 92 23.1 19 35.1 114 25.2 3 42.8 2 11.8 

Core 22 5.6 3 5.6 41 9.1 1 14.3 2 11.8 
Flake 239 60.3 26 48.0 247 54.5 2 28.6 10 58.7 
Retouched; unidirectional 3 .8 1 .2 
Uniface 22 5.6 1 1.9 36 7.9 
Retouched; bidirectional 5 1.3 1 1.9 3 .7 1 5.9 
Biface 10 2.5 3 5.6 7 1.5 1 14.3 2 11.8 
Tested cobble 3 .8 I 1.9 4 .9 

Total 396 100 54 100 453 100 7 100 17 100 
Quartzite Shatter 11 35.5 18 39.1 

Core 3 9.7 I 33.3 13 28.3 1 100 
Flake 16 51.6 2 66.7 14 30.4 
Biface 1 3.2 
Tested cobble 1 2.2 

Total 31 100 3 100 46 100 1 100 



Table C.59; Bailey Ruin Room 6; I'unclional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 

Raw Material Functional Type Upper Roof Fall Trash Surface 1 Feature 
n % n % n % n % n % 

Diabase General debitage 72 98.6 5 100 74 97.4 4 100 
Utilized flake 1 1.4 1 1.3 
Chopped/axe 1 1.3 

Total 73 100 5 100 76 100 4 100 
Petrified Wood General debitage 93 97.9 12 92.3 177 97.8 1 100 3 100 

Utilized flake 2 2.1 2 1.1 
Scraper 2 1.1 
Other 1 7.7 

Total 95 100 13 100 181 100 1 100 3 100 
Chert General debitage 352 88.9 49 90.6 391 86.4 6 85.7 13 76.5 

Utilized core 1 .3 1 .2 
Utilized flake 25 6.3 1 1.9 49 10.8 1 5.9 
Spokeshave 2 .5 
Chopped/axe 1 .2 
Scraper 2 .5 1 1.9 3 .7 
Drill 1 .2 1 14.3 
Projectile point 12 3.0 2 3.7 6 1.3 3 17.6 
Other 2 .5 1 1.9 1 .2 

Total 396 100 54 100 453 100 7 100 17 100 
Quartzite General debitage 30 96.8 3 100 46 100 1 100 

Scraper 1 3.2 
Total 31 100 3 100 46 100 1 100 

£ 
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Table C.60: Bailey Ruin Room 7: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Technological Upper Surface 1 Construction 

Material Type 
n % n % n % 

Diabase Shatter 14 48.3 
Core 6 20.7 
Flake 8 27.6 2 100 
Uniface 1 3.4 

Total 29 100 2 100 
Chalcedony Flake 2 66.7 

Uniface 1 33.3 
Total 3 100 

Petrified Shatter 25 47.2 1 100 
Wood 

Core 5 9.4 I 20.0 
Flake 22 41.5 4 80.0 
Tested cobble 1 1.9 

Total 53 100 1 100 5 100 
Chert Shatter 38 22.6 3 17.6 

Core 17 10.1 1 50.0 5 29.4 
Flake 85 50.6 I 50.0 8 47.1 
Retouched: 2 1.2 
unidirectional 
Uniface 13 7.7 1 5.9 
Retouched: 2 1.2 
bidirectional 
Biface 10 6.0 
Tested cobble 1 .6 

Total 168 100 2 100 17 100 
Quartzite Shatter 6 35.3 

Core 3 17.6 I 100 
Flake 8 47.1 

Total 17 100 1 100 
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Table C.6I: Bailey Ruin Room 7: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Functional Upper Surface I Construction 

Material Type 
n % n % n % 

Diabase General 28 96.6 2 100 
debitage 
Utilized flake 1 3.4 

Total 29 100 2 100 
Chalcedony General 2 66.7 

debitage 
Utilized flake I 33.3 

Total 3 100 
Chert General 129 76.7 2 100 16 94.1 

debitage 
Utilized core 2 1.2 
Utilized flake 19 11.3 1 5.9 
Scraper 2 1.2 
Drill 1 .6 
Knife 3 1.8 
Projectile 10 6.0 
point 
Other 2 1.2 

Total 168 100 2 100 o
 

o
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Table D. 1: Grasshopper Spring Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified 

Wood 
Chert Total 

Context n n n n n 
Midden 
Room 2 
Room 3 
Room 8 

I .5 2 1.0 
2 .8 
4 1.8 

1 .4 
1 .4 

171 100 
189 98.4 
235 98.7 
218 97.8 

171 100 
192 100 
238 100 
223 100 

Table D.2: Grasshopper Spring Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by Context 
Diabase Chalcedony Petrified 

Wood 
Chert Total 

Conte.xt n n n n n 
Midden 
Room 2 
Room 3 
Room 8 

2 .1 3 .2 
1 .1 
9 1.4 

5 .6 
1 .2 

171 100 
1350 99.6 
795 99.3 
614 98.4 

171 100 
1355 100 
801 100 
624 100 

Table D.3: Grasshopper Spring Midden: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Trash 
n % 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: bidirectional 

Total 

59 34.5 
6 3.5 

105 61.4 
1 .6 

171 100 

Table D.4: Grasshopper Spring Midden: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Total 

n % 
Chert General debitage 

Scraper 
Total 

170 99.4 
1 .6 

171 100 
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Table D.5: Grasshopper Spring Room 2: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Surface 1 Surface Feature 
n % n % 

Diabase Flake 
Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Flake 

Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Biface thinning flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 
Uniface 
Retouched: bidirectional 
Biface 

Total 

38 20.7 
7 3.8 

122 66.3 
2 1.1 
2 1.1 

10 5.4 
1 .5 
2 1.1 

184 100 

1 20.0 

4 80.0 

5 100 

Table D.6: Grasshopper Spring Room 2: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Diabase General debitage 

Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Total 

2 100 
2 100 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Knife 
Other 

Total 

165 89.7 
3 1.6 
6 3.3 
6 3.3 
3 1.6 
1 .5 

184 100 

5 100 

5 100 
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Table D.7: Grasshopper Spring Room 3: Technological Tj^pe Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Surface I Surface Feature 
n % n % 

Chalcedony Flake 
Total 

2 100 
2 100 

Petrified Wood Shaner 
Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Retouched; bidirectional 
Biface 

Total 

42 18.8 
11 4.9 

163 73.1 
5 2.2 
I .4 
1 .4 

223 100 

3 25.0 

9 75.0 

12 100 

Table D.8; Grasshopper Spring Room 3; Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Chalcedony General debitage 

Total 
2 100 
2 100 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Total o

 o
 

o
 o

 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized flake 
Knife 

Total 

205 91.9 
17 7.6 

1 .4 
223 100 

12 100 

12 100 
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Table D.9: Grasshopper Spring Room 8: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Surface I Surface Feature 
n % n % 

Chalcedony Shatter 
Flake 

Total 

1 25.0 
3 75.0 
4 100 

Petrified Wood Flake 
Total 

I 100 
1 100 

Chert Shaner 
Core 
Flake 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

33 15.3 
3 1.4 

172 80.0 
4 1.9 
3 1.4 

215 100 
3 100 
3 100 

Table D.IO; Grasshopper Spring Room 8: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 

Raw Material Functional Types Surface I Surface Feature 
n % n % 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized fiake 
Scraper 
Drill 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

203 94.4 
1 .5 
7 3.3 
1 .5 

2 .9 

1 .5 
215 100 

1 33.3 

2 66.7 

3 100 
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Table D.l 1: Chodistaas Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Chalcedony Petrified Chert Total 

Wood 
Context n n n n 

Plaza 2 1.0 208 99.0 210 100 
Room 1 4 2.2 178 97.8 182 100 
Room 2 1 ,4 1 .4 261 99.2 263 100 
Room 6 63 100 63 100 
Room 10 1 .7 148 99.3 149 100 
Room 11 2 100 2 100 
Room 16 1 .3 292 99.7 293 100 

Table D.12: Chodistaas Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by Context 
Chalcedonv Petrified Chert Total 

Wood 
Conte.xt n n n n 
Plaza 7 1.0 725 99.0 732 100 
Room 1 18 3.7 467 96.3 485 100 
Room 2 1 .1 2 .2 1104 99.7 1107 100 
Room 6 193 100 193 100 
Room 10 

00 

265 93.6 283 100 
Room 11 6 100 6 100 
Room 16 691 100 691 100 

Table D.l3: Chodistaas Plaza: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Trash 

n % 
Chalcedony Shatter 1 50.0 

Flake 1 50.0 
Total 2 100 

Chert Shatter 54 26.0 
Core 8 3.8 
Flake 140 67.3 
Biface thinning fiake I .5 
Retouched: unidirectional 1 .5 
Uniface 3 1.4 
Biface 1 .5 

Total 208 100 
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Table D. 14: Chodistaas Plaza: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Trash 

n % 
Chalcedony General debitage 2 100 

Total 2 100 
Chert General debitage 194 93.3 

Utilized flake 11 5.3 
Scraper 1 .5 
Projectile point 1 .5 
Other 1 .5 

Total 208 100 

Table D.15: Chodistaas Room 1: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony Shatter 

Flake 
Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100 

2 100 
2 100 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Biface thinning flake 
Uniface 
Retouched: bidirectional 

Total 

7 13.7 
2 3.9 

42 82.4 

51 100 

32 33.7 
5 5.3 

55 57.9 

1 I.l 
2 2.1 

95 100 

8 25.0 
2 6.3 

21 65.6 
1 3.1 

32 100 

Table D.16: Chodistaas Room 1: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony General debitage 2 100 2 100 

Total 2 100 2 100 
Chert General debitage 46 90.2 90 94.7 32 100 

Utilized core 1 1.1 
Utilized flake 5 9.8 J 3.2 
Projectile point 1 1.1 

Total 51 100 95 100 32 100 
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Table D.17: Chodistaas Room 2: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Surface 1 

n % 
Chalcedony Flake 

Total 
1 100 
1 100 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 
Uniface 
Retouched: bidirectional 
Biface 

Total 

65 24.9 
12 4.6 

165 63.2 
5 1.9 
8 3.1 
3 1.1 
3 1.1 

261 100 

Table D.18: Chodistaas Room 2: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Surface 1 

n % 
Chalcedony General debitage 

Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Spokeshave 
Scraper 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

237 90.8 
2 .8 

12 4.6 
1 .4 
2 .8 
3 1.1 
3 I.l 
1 .4 

261 100 

Table D.19: Chodistaas Room 6: Technological Type Freq 
Raw Material Technological Type Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Chert Shatter 13 21.7 1 33.3 

Core 2 3.3 
Flake 39 65.0 2 66.7 
Uniface J 5.0 
Biface 2 3.3 
Tested cobble 1 1.7 

Total 60 100 3 100 

uencies by Fill Categories 
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Table D.20: Chodistaas Room 6: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % 
Chert General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

51 85.0 
6 10.0 
2 3.3 
1 1.7 

60 100 

3 100 

3 100 
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Table D.21: Chodistaas Room 10: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Petrified Wood Core 

Total 
o

 o
 

o
 o

 
Chert Shatter 

Core 
Flake 
Biface 

Total 

2 100 

2 100 

21 22.6 
4 4.3 

65 69.9 
3 3.2 

93 100 

17 32.1 
1 1.9 

35 66.0 

53 100 

Table D.22: Chodistaas Room 10: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Petrified Wood General debitage 

Total 

o
 o

 
o

 o
 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Projectile point 

Total 

2 100 

2 100 

89 95.7 
1 l.I 
2 2.2 
1 1.1 

93 100 

53 100 

53 100 

Table D.23: Chodistaas Room 11: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Surface 1 

n % 
Chert Flake 

Total 
2 100 
2 100 

Table D.24: Chodistaas Room 11: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Surface 1 

n % 
Chert General debitage 

Utilized flake 
Total 

1 50.0 
1 50.0 
2 100 
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Table D.25: Chodistaas Room 16: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Technological Type Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony Shaner 

Total 
I 100 
1 100 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: 
unidirectional 
Uniface 
Biface 

Total 

62 29.1 
9 4.2 

132 62.0 
1 .5 

5 2.3 
4 1.9 

213 100 

28 36.4 
3 3.9 

42 54.5 

3 3.9 
1 1.3 

77 100 

2 100 

2 100 

Table D.26: Chodistaas Room 16: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill Categories 
Raw Material Functional Types Lower Surface 1 Surface Feature 

n % n % n % 
Chalcedony General debitage 

Total 
1 100 
1 100 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

193 90.6 
14 6.6 
2 .9 
3 1.4 
1 .5 

213 100 

72 93.5 
3 3.9 

2 2.6 

77 100 

2 100 

2 100 

Table D.27: Grasshopper Pueblo Raw Material Frequencies by Context 
Chalcedony Petrified 

Wood 
Chert Quartzite Total 

Context n n n n n 
Room 113 
Room 114 
Room 246 
Room 269 

1 .3 
2 .7 
1 .1 
2 .3 1 .2 

301 99.3 
286 99.3 

1863 99.9 
569 99.3 

1 .3 

1 .2 

303 100 
288 100 

1864 100 
573 100 
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Table D.28: Grasshopper Pueblo Raw Material Frequencies by Weight (grams) by 
Context 

Chalcedony Petrified 
Wood 

Chert Quartzite Total 

Conte.\t n n n n n 
Room 113 
Room 114 
Room 246 
Room 269 

6 .1 
2 .1 

52 1.1 
8 .3 45 1.8 

5624 98.5 
1860 99.9 
4618 98.9 
2492 97.8 

82 1.4 

2 .1 

5712 100 
1862 too 
4670 100 
2547 100 

Table D.29: Grasshopper Pueblo Room 113: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Lower Surface 1 
n % n % 

Chalcedony Shatter 1 100 
Total I 100 

Chert Shatter 47 17.2 6 22.2 
Core 17 6.2 2 7.4 
Flake 200 73.0 18 66.7 
Retouched: unidirectional 5 1.8 
Uniface 3 1.1 
Retouched: bidirectional I .4 1 3.7 
Tested cobble 1 .4 

Total 274 100 o
 

o
 

Quaruite Core 1 100 
Total 1 100 

Table D.30: Grasshopper Pueblo Room 113: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Functional Types Lower Surface 1 
n % n % 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Total 

I 100 
1 100 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

263 96.0 
1 .4 
6 2.2 
2 .7 
1 .4 
1 .4 

274 100 

25 92.6 

1 3.7 

1 3.7 
27 100 

Quartzite General debitage 
Total 

1 100 
1 100 
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Table D.31: Grasshopper Pueblo Room 114: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Lower 
n % 

Chalcedony Flake 
Total 

2 100 
2 100 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 
Uniface 
Retouched: bidirectional 
Biface 

Total 

86 30.1 
13 4.5 

173 60.5 
2 .7 
8 2.8 
3 1.0 
1 .3 

286 100 

Table D.32: Grasshopper Pueblo Room 114: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Functional Types Lower 
n % 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Total 

2 100 
2 100 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

266 93.0 
6 2.1 
2 .7 
2 .7 
9 3.1 
1 .3 

286 100 
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Table D.33: Grasshopper Pueblo Room 246: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Lower 
n % 

Chalcedony Core 
Total 

1 100 
1 100 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 
Uniface 
Retouched; bidirectional 
Biface 

Total 

234 12.6 
10 .5 

1584 85.0 
2 .1 

22 12. 
8 .4 
3 .2 

1863 100 

Table D.34: Grasshopper Pueblo Room 246: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Functional Types Lower 
n % 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Total 

1 100 
I 100 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized core 
Utilized flake 
Spokeshave 
Scraper 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

1826 98.0 
1 .1 
8 .4 
I .1 
6 .3 
3 .2 
8 .4 

10 .5 
1863 100 
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Table D.35: Grasshopper Pueblo Room 269: Technological Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Technological Type Lower 
n % 

Chalcedony Flake 
Total 

2 100 
2 100 

Petrified Wood Shatter 
Total 

1 100 
1 100 

Chert Shatter 
Core 
Flake 
Retouched: unidirectional 
Uniface 
Retouched: bidirectional 

Total 

140 24.6 
15 2.6 

401 70.5 
2 .4 
6 1.1 
5 .9 

569 100 
Quartzite Flake 

Total 
1 100 
1 100 

Table D.36: Grasshopper Pueblo Room 269: Functional Type Frequencies by Fill 
Categories 

Raw Material Functional Types Lower 
n % 

Chalcedony General debitage 
Total 

2 100 
2 100 

Petrified Wood General debitage 
Total 

1 100 
1 100 

Chert General debitage 
Utilized flake 
Scraper 
Knife 
Projectile point 
Other 

Total 

556 97.7 
3 .5 
1 .2 
2 .4 
5 .9 
2 .4 

569 100 
Quartzite General debitage 

Total 
I 100 
1 100 
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